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ABSTRA CT
This study investigates the developmental effects of permeabilisation.and subsequent physiological
perturbations.on the embryo of the fruit üyProsophila melanogaster, an organism studied predominantly
by genetic techniques.A variety of abnormal syndromes, elicited by specific treatments and at specific
stages of development,are investigated .Their implications for pattern formation m Drosophila ,and their
relationship to the genetic organisation of the system,are discussed.
Among the principal conclusions of the study are that the regulation of size and the organisation of the
terminal regions are critically related to cell-state, in a stage-related fashion ; that specific regions of
physiological sensitivity are associated with the organisation of the anteroposterior pattern; and that
dorsoventral pattern formation appears to pass through specific sensitive periods ,in which a variety of
specific factors play important but subtly differing roles.Further phenotypes are also investigated, which
cast light on the obscure mechanisms involved in the co-ordination of the anteroposterior and dorsoventral
axial systems.The results as a whole are used to construct a picture of the dynamic cellular organisation of
early insect embryos and discussed in an evolutionary context.
The principal techniques used in this study are teratological : they make deductions about the early
organisation of pattern fi*om the range of aberrant final forms generated by developmental shock.The role
and status of this methodology in modem embryology are ambiguous,reflecting both the emergence of
more forensic analytical techniques, and deep philosophical dilemmas bound-up with the history of
ontogenetic studies.This history is explored in detail to reveal the theoretical problems still facing the
science.The value of teratology is finally reconsidered,with regard both to theoretical issues,and in the light
of the practical studies carried out for this thesis.
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TERATOLOGY
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF PATTERN
IN DROSOPHILA

I started from my sleep with horror; a cold dew covered my
forehead,my teeth chattered,and every limb became convulsed:
when,by the dim and yellow light o f the moon,as it forced its
way through the window shutters f beheld the wretch

-

the miserable monster whom I had created.

MARY SHELLEY, Frankenstein
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OVERVIEW

You never gain something but you lose something.
Henry Thoreau,Wfl/^g«

This study investigates the developmental effects of permeabilisation and subsequent
physiological perturbations on the embryo of the fruit fly. Drosophila melanogaster. This
system has been studied predominandy by genetic means,and the work described here is
unusual in its focus on the physiological organisation of the embryo, into which the genetic
systems involved with pattern formation must be integrated.The work in this study is
comparable to a genetic screen,in that it is primarily a survey of a new range of phenotypes
and an exploration of their value fw future investigations.However, by detailed analysis of a
number of physiological perturbations,applied at specific stages of development,it has also
been possible to investigate the functioning of specific genetic - physiological mechanisms in
the early embryo.

In addition to empirical questions,this study is concerned with theoretical issues. These issues
are associated with the principle methodology used during the experimental programme.The
technique of first perturbing development ,then assessing the effects via the range of final
forms produced, is essentially teratological. The status and value of this approach to
development are becoming questionable with the rise,particularly at the genetic level, of
detailed analysis of the components and mechanisms of individual developmental processes.

The way development is studied,however,is not simply related to the availability of
techniques,but also to the way the problem of ontogeny is conceptualised.To assess the role
and value of different analytical approaches in embryology,this theoretical plane must be
explored.One of the major themes at this level of the study is that ,with the historical eclipse
of key elements in teratological thought,important insights into ontogeny and form were
lost.These insights must be regained if ontogenetic theory is to fulfil its aims,and one of the

implications of this may be that teratology regains a central role in embryology - although
perhaps not teratology as generally understood today, or as practised in this study.

The general plan of this thesis is as follows.The first chapter investigates the history of
ontogenetic theory,exploring the origins of the field’s longstanding vexations and considering
the alternative approaches to development and form which have ebbed and flowed with the
passage of years.The second chapter introduces

Drosophila embryo against the background

of these themes,and considers the role that teratological analysis has played in our
understanding of its development.The following chapters,which make up the major part of this
study,conduct a detailed investigation of the effects of permeabilisation and physiological
perturbation on the system,discussing the results at each stage with reference to the insights of
genetic and molecular approaches.This leads,in the final chapter,to an integrated consideration
o f the genetic - physiological organisation of insect embryos.Finally,the thesis returns to the
theoretical issues introduced in the first chapter.The value of the teratological approach,and the
prospects for a resolution of the agelong dilemmas that have snared developmental thought,are
reconsidered in the light of the completed study.

Chapter 1

The Prison of the Past : the History of Developmental Thought and its Modern
L egacy.

1 .1 .

Introduction: The Worm at the Heart

The past ten years have seen the flowering of a new golden age in embryology. Not for a century
has the subject been so vibrant, as age-old enigmas begin to yield up their secrets, and the genetic
and physiological labyrinths of early development slowly unfold. Yet in few disciplines is the
contrast between new science and old ideas more striking, more ironic or more harmful. Today’s
impressive empirical corpus conceals a rudimentary, anachronistic and rotten conceptual skeleton,
riddled and bored with age-old contradictions and animistic vices.For all our knowledge, there is not
yet a clear-cut consensus on the most basic issue facing the science: exactly what would constitute
an explanation of development ? Neither the appropriate form the explanation should take, nor
the structures or processes such an explanation should cite, are clear.

For most of this century, in the face of strenuous opposition, a specific metatheory has dominated
these issues, geneticism ( Schneirla,1966; Rose,1982 ; Rose et al,1984; Oyama,1982,1985).
Geneticism offers embryology both an explanatory structure and an appropriate ontological
content. The structure is one in which a phenomenon is explained in terms of another, quite
separate phenomenon, acting upon it, exerting a crude, unidirectional and causative force.In
geneticism, the source of causal power is the genome, and the developing organism is the target.
Genes cause development and thereby form.

This crude explanatory coda is the worm at the heart of ontogenetic theory .Few if any biologists
have advocated geneticism in such a stark and vulgar form as this,yet it is this form nevertheless
that has dominated developmental thought throughout the century,shaping the thinking of
conservatives and progressives alike. During the course of the century, geneticism has passed
through a succession of theoretical habitations, moving on time and again to escape the rising tide

of empirical data. Yet even in its modem housing, the analogy of the genetic ’programme’, the
bizarre explanatory root, more relevant to witchcraft than to science, lurks on, sapping the halting
ambitions of developmental thought like a fat and swollen parasite. Thus, ethology pitches time
and again into the quagmire of the nature / nurture debate ; textbooks talk about the genetic
’control’ of processes ; writers in search of colourful prose turn to sloppy analogies that casually
ascribe animistic powers to genes (Dawkins,1976 ; Lawrence 1987).

If geneticism’s blinkered certainty has been one of its greatest strengths, the theoretical doubts of
its enemies have been their crippling weakness. For all the opposition to geneticism, a
convincing alternative has yet to be developed. The result is fragmentation and confusion : First
in the historical rift between genetics and experimental embryology ; second in the factionalisation
of geneticism’s opponents; and third between those who wrestle on with their theoretical
vexations, and those who have abandoned the debate for empirical study alone.

Yet the recent explosion in the volume of detailed knowledge promises to change this. After
decades in which too little was known for lasting advances to be made, there is now sufficient
empirical grist for the theoretical mill. There is at least the prospect of an end to the years of
fragmentation in a new conceptual unity. It is towards this eventual goal that this thesis is
contributed.

—

The first step on such a road is to understand the present malaise. What is geneticism ? Where
does it come from ? What alternatives are there ? Why is geneticism so tenacious, so powerful
and so blighting ? Why have alternatives been so hard to develop ? The answers to these
questions reflect deep currents in our philosophy, culture and history : We are trapped in the
prison of our own past. To escape the contemporary predicament, we must trace its origins in the
growth of developmental thought.

.

W e turn, then, to an account of geneticism and its alternatives that follows the history of both
biological, and wider philosophical, ideas.In taking this course,the goal is neither a detailed history

of embryology,nor a detailed analysis of the many other ideas the discussion touches upon.The
goal is more comparable to the ’rational reconstructions’ of Lakatos or Foucault’s ’history of the
present’ (Dreyfuss & Rabinow,1982): history is interpreted and considered selectively.not as an end
in itself but as a vehicle for exploring and tracing the genealogy of modem dilemmas.

1.2.

The Problem of Change

1.2.1.BioIogy and Metatheory

Before turning to the history of embryology itself, two themes must be considered from
biological metatheory. This grey area of thought, the diffuse hinterland between empirical
knowledge, philosophy and the traditions and practices of wider culture, always plays an important
role in the evolution of science. In embryology, a science bedevilled by a miraculous and
seemingly impenetrable subject-matter, its influence has been pivotal.

Several overlapping ways of thinking about the world have contributed to the metatheoretical
background of biology. Two such approaches are well-known. These are atomism, the reduction
of the visible world to simple units, founded by Democritus in ancient Greece (Russell,1961) ; and
mechanicism, the tendency to look on organisms as machines, originating in the Renaissance and
explicated formally by Descartes (Dijksterhuis,1961).But two other aspects of biology’s
metatheory are less well known,yet of cardinal importance for embryology. These are the
problematic of change, and the preoccupation with hidden causes. These strands of the
metatheoretical web have a common source, in the way truth and reality were first conceptualised
by the ancient Greeks.

1.2.2.The

Immortal Principle and the Abstraction of Essence from Nature.

The need for an object or system of permanence to hold onto in a world of flux and decay runs back
into prehistory, and was surely a decisive factor in the birth of religion. But as Greek civilisation
developed, the Gods were left behind and an entirely novel way of interpreting the world -

systematic philosophy - took their place. The primary concerns of the early Greek thinkers were
arete - the pursuit of human excellence in it's widest sense - and the search for the first, or
immortal principle ( Pirsig,1974; Farrington,1944). This was a search for an absolute and
permanent bedrock on which to found a system of knowledge.

The first immortal principles were specific substances : for Thales, water, for Anaximenes, mist.
Anaximenes' cosmology included the sophistication that the immortal principle could exist in
different states, the mist entailing different substances according to its degree of
condensationfurther elaborations followed. To Pythagoras, the First Principle was number, and
therefore abstract. Anaxagoras identified it with mind (nous) bringing human cognition into play.
Parmenides suggested that there might be a fundamental distinction between the immortal principle
and the perceived appearance of the World. But running through all these elaborations was a fixed
and founding characteristic : that the principle was, in despite of the fleeting world, fixed,
immutable, enduring and static. Parmenides was the first philosopher to formally recognise this,
and state that the principle must be self-identical with respect to time (Farrington,1944).
Democritus too emphasised this 'eternal sameness of being', represented in his cosmology as an
infinate number of enduring atoms in the infinate non-being of void (Russell,1961). Only one of
the pre-Socratic philosophers, Heraclitus of Euphesus, challenged the intuitive conflation of truth
and stasis. He chose fire as his immortal principle, and founded his cosmology on concepts of
change and flux. But Heraclitus was moving against the current of his age, as his contemporary
labels. T h e Obscure' and The Riddler' no doubt testified (Flew,1979).

Plato marks a turning point in Greek philosophy in that the diverse threads of cosmology and
sophism (the pursuit of arete) are finally integrated to form a single, systematic edifice, a
framework which has since been extensively modified but never abandoned. The quest for absolute
truth was entrenched as the overriding concern of human endeavour, thereby making possible the
later development of objective science (Hare,1982;Norris 1982). But Plato's immortal principles
were higher forms, existing separate from, prior and fundamental to the illusiory flux of the visible

world. The development of scientific thought only became possible when the immortal principle
became incarnated in the empirical. Such a step was taken by Aristode.

Plato's is a world of abstractions. The idea of 'flyness' comes before specific instances of that
form, before actual flies, in a quite literal sense (Hare,1982). Aristotle's approach is not a
straightforward inversion of Plato's, but his emphasis is very much on the real world, of actual
entities consisting of particular substances, of matter in specific forms. Aristotelian form, or
eidos, actually cuts across the distinction between individual instances and collective species, since
it expresses the essence which is definitive of both individual and group (Staten,1985). Moreover,
eidos cuts across the ontological / epistemological boundary. It has three facets, logos, noesis and
ousia. Logos refers to form's instantiation in verbal formulation and noesis to mental
representation. Only in ousia do we encounter the physical, external objects of what would later
be cloven away into objective,as opposed to subjective reality (Staten 1985). Nevertheless, by
locating ousia in the tangible world and recognising that the nature of reality could be explored
through its study, Aristotle established the grounding of empirical science.

1.2.3..T he G re ek M a rg in a lisa tio n o f C hange.

The fundamental distinction in Aristotle is not, therefore, between form and matter - forms do not
exist independently of matter - but between substance - informed matter - and flux, which to
Aristotle is matter without form (Staten,1985). His eidos therefore lies entirely within the Greek
tradition of timeless validity and permanence : it refers to the essential, definitively unchanging
aspects of substances, so that
the most distinctive mark of substance appears to be that, while remaining one and the
same, it is capable of admitting certain contrary qualities.(quoted in Leclerc,1958,p.61)

Now the Greeks were acutely sensitive to the phenomenom of change. Their very word for nature,
physis, has deep-running connotations of change. "Nature", wrote Aristotle, "is a principle of
motion and change... things have a nature if they possess such a principle"(quoted in

Bames,1982,p.47). Yet this sensitivity was matched by a philosophical discomfort and
inarticulatness regarding the phenomenom. The quest for the immortal principle reflects this
discomfort Similarly,the inarticulateness reveals itself in the existence of just one word, kinesis,
for categories of change which even to us seem fundamentally different. Aristotle began by
attacking this shortcoming, establishing four categories of kinesis : change of substance (entering
and leaving existence ; the most important for this discussion) ; of quality (superficial alteration of
a basic form) ; of quantity (growth and diminution) ; and of place (motion ; the modem
connotation of kinesis) (Bames,1982).

Aristotle's primary concern follows that of his predecessors : to sustain the immutable, changeless
truth of eidos on which his philosophy is based. He achieves this with the argument that although
"all change is from something to something. ..something persists through the change ; the
essential thing in question"(quoted in Barnes,1982,p.48).

Change is thus superficial and secondary to the timeless essentials of the eidos. Yet this claim
leads into treacherous waters when change of 'substance', the problem of de novo generation,
arises. How can anything 'persist' through generation ?Aristotle's response, using the analogy of
plants emerging from seeds, is to suggest that "substances... come into being from some
underlying subject... there must always be something that underlies"(Bames 1982,p.48). In other
words, de novo generation is a misconception. "Change is the actuality of the potential qua such"
(ibid,p.49), in other words,change occurs at the point at which a potential is realised into an actual
substance with a specific matter and form. Note how change itself is marginalised in this scheme,
into a momentary, transparent space between potentiality and actuality. Yet even the concept of
potentiality is problematical, since its status is unclear and hard to reconcile with essential
persistence through changes of substance. Aristotle therefore employs an argument which seems
strange to the modem mind, claiming that "actuality is in all cases prior to potentiality both in
definition and in substance" (ibid,p.50). In other words, new phenomena can only come into being
through the agency of pre-existing phenomena. "What is actually so-and-so comes into being
from what is potentially so-and-so by the agency of something actually so-and-so".

Emergence, therefore, is little more than an epiphenomenom. There is a permanent and eternal
order and array of substantive forms, and a superficial and intermittent realisation, mediated by the
members of this array, of duplicates of their kind. The scheme is one of static and individuated
self-perpetuating permanences, devoid in themselves of process. The concepts of process and of
change have not been explained,but incompletely explained away ,acquiring the most marginal of
roles in Aristode's ontology. In his scheme, indeed in the very words he employs, can be traced
the roots of preformationism, whose descendent concepts bedevil embryology to this day.

1.3.

From Static World to Active Source

1.3.1.The Renaissance and the Reformulation of the Greek tradition.
The medieval world-picture was an uneasy amalgum, riven with intrinsic flaws for all its
monolithic stature. Its formulation in the twelfth century had not been easy, for the Judaeo Christian tradition found the resurgent Aristotlelianism of the time hard to swallow. The
empiricist bent in Aristotle was difficult to reconcile with Christianity's quasi-Platonic distinction
between a visible world of decay and the immortal, divine reality beyond death's dark veil. And
even Aristotelian sympathisers such as St Thomas Aquinas found the rejection of de novo creation
hard to reconcile with the Genesis myth (Barnes,1982).

But a rapprochement was achieved in the end. Aristotelianism and Christianity were bolted
together into a single, stifling edifice (Russell,1961 ). Syllogistic logic became the basis of
Scholastic thought, and Ptolemaic cosmology the basis of the Great Chain of Being. Everything
from stones to angels - with serfs, squires and monarchs along the way - were thereby allocated
their natural place in God's Grand Plan (Lovejoy,1950). What this hybrid world-view lacked in
vigour, it made up for in the strangling dominance of an intellectual monoculture. For four
centuries it helped shore-up the hegemonies of the Roman church and feudalism, and was in turn
sustained through their power. But its survival was contingent upon theirs ; when the world
changed, the scholastic world-view melted away like ice in the sun.
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One of the ironies of the Renaissance is that, although Christianity and Aristotelianism
irrevocably lost their cultural dominance, key elements of both schemes, freed from one another’s
shackles, resurfaced philosophically stronger in the new world-view.The Aristotelian
committment to empiricism gradually gained strength, while, paradoxically, the Judaeo-Christian
stress on higher reality found a natural ally in a resurgent platonism. As a result, a much more
plausible marriage between the tangible and the abstract was eventually achieved.

1.3.2.Descartes and Whitehead

The impetus leading to Renaissance neo-Platonism was the rediscovery of ancient Greek texts
through Arabic translations. The resulting philosophy took on an explicity Pythagorean bent,
concocting a mathematical world of rule-governed, clockwork regularity behind the chaos of nature.
The visible world was the product of inert bodies interacting and moving with respect to one
another, according to universal God-written laws. This dynamic, mechanical conception of the
universe began to take detailed shape in Gallileo’s Two New Sciences, which marked the first
rigorous attempt to formulate laws of dynamics (Hall,1981). Scientifically, it came to firuition in
Newton’s Principia, and philosophically in the work of Descartes.

The new world view made one important concession to process and change : motion, change with
respect to space, played an integral role. But the penetance o f this ’dynamic’ philosophy beyond
mechanics was not far-reaching(Burtt,1981). The history of physics is not mirrored by the history
of the other sciences, and certainly not by developmental biology. In particular, change of
substance - origin and transformation - remained very poorly articulated, a problem pervaded by a
lingering Aristotelianism. Newton himself, famously, was an alchemist. Moreover, modem
philosophers such as Whitehead (1929 ; Leclerc,1958) have shown that the category of change is
not even convincingly addressed within the Cartesian System.
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The Cartesian world breaks initially into two elements. On the one hand are transcendental laws
governing material interactions. These laws are quasi-platonic and immutable. On the other hand,
there are objects in motion subject to these laws. To Descartes these, the basic objects of the
universe are in themselves inert, abiding and changeless. Change is a secondary, derivative
characteristic of Descartes’ universe, the outcome of changeless laws and changeless objects. To
this degree, his corpuscularian philosophy precisely duplicates the atomism of Democritus.

Now Descartes’ fundamental question mirrors Aristotle’s enquiry into ousia : what is the nature of
the ultimate, fundamental objects of the universe ? (Leclerc 1958) Working within the Greek
tradition his natural impulse is to eradicate time, and its attendant connotations of process and
change, from the answer. Like Aristotle, this predisposition leads to a conclusion which, if
philosophically consistent, is at first sight counterintuitive. An enduring entity, to Descartes,
actually consists of a succession of instantaneous, timeless entities, in Whitehead’s phrase
’’compositions of final realities themselves devoid of process” (quoted in Leclerc,1958,p.64).

Such an excision of temporality, even of simple duration, exacts a heavy toll. For Descartes
recognises that if existence is broken into a myriad succession of discrete and inert instances, it
must follow that ’’each moment of existence requires the same power and act as that of creation”
(ibid,p.65). Thus Descartes must introduce a third, literally vital element into his system, God as
the primal mover and eternal animator of the universe (and in the case of dualistic humans, the
soul as God’s local representative). Unlike all other objects in the imiverse, God is genuinely
enduring and continuous. Moreover, God is self-sustaining, and not inert, but active, exerting
influence on all other bodies, both directly by sustaining their existence, and indirectly by
initiating their movements with a fixed amount of energy and motion at the Creation .

Descartes’ recourse to this strategy has decisive repercussions. The Cartesian God, bom out of the
problem of change, entails an attempt to trace reality back to an invisible, root course. The notion
of hidden reality, with echos in both Platonism and Christian philosophies, is explicitly related to
an origin, a source to which immediate reality must be traced for satisfactory explanation.
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Moreover, this source constructs reality by acting upon inert objects. Descartes was a key
disciple of a hidden, active agency which controls passive and visible reahty.

This compound notion of the active,hidden source would remain largely dormant for over a
century, slowly fermenting as further factors - Descartes’ own mechanicism, reductive materialism
- and further conditions - the rise of Capitalism, the epistemic reordering of the late eighteenth
century - took their places. Eventually, forming the core of a complex meld of ideas, outlooks and
discoveries, it would play a decisive role in the formulation of modem developmental thought.

1 .4 .

P refo rm atio n ism : th e G reek Legacy to E m bryology.

In the early stages the parts are all traced in outline ; later on they get their various
colours and softnesses and hardnesses, for all the world as if a painter were at work on
them, the painter being nature. Painters, as we know, first of all sketch in the figure of
the animal in outline, and after that go on to apply the colours.

This passage from Greek antiquity reveals a remarkably sophisticated knowledge of developmental
events. Not only does it realise that ontogeny is epigenetic, passing from the simple to the
complex. It also divides the process, in modem style, into the establishment of a basic body plan,
followed by detailed specialisation. A keen interest in development runs through much of Greek
thought A hippocratic treatise on the chick embryo marked the first systematic study of ontogeny
(the same treatise also formulated theories of pangenesis and the inheritance of acquired
characteristics). Disciples of both epigenesis and preformation abounded, the latter including
thinkers such as Leucippus, Lucretius, Seneca and Democritus (Needham, 1959).

The author of the passage above is Aristotle( see Bames,1982). His sensitivity to process failed to
reach the heart of his philosophy, but helped to tum his zoological studies into, in the eyes of
many, his greatest achievement. His insights into development went beyond his discussions of
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epigenesis, and included a theory of spontaneous generation and, through a separation of form and
matter (the former from the male, the latter from the female) (Needham,1959) an intimation of the
concept of information that has been so popular in twentieth century embryology.

This vibrancy and direcmess died with ancient Greece. When the reawakened philosophies of
antquity breathed life into the renaissance, lighting up the new world of science, developmental
thought stayed lost in the shadows, blinded by a problem which defied the imagination. William
Harvey wrote the first major treatise on development. On the Generation o f Animals, at the height
of the scientific renaissance and towards the end of his life (Harvey,1981), but although the work
recognised - and coined the term -epigenesis, it failed to stimulate progressive research. The great
debate in the decades which followed Harvey rejected epigenesis out of hand, and its protagonists
were united in their acceptance of a naive and literal preformationism (Gasking,1967). The
overriding question was not how embryos developed, but whether the preformed adult was
embodied in the egg or the sperm. The debate between the ovists and the animalculists dominated
ontogenetic thought for a century, until Wolff, in 1764, brought the ignominious period to a
timely close.

It would be wrong to condemn this periiod unequivocally. This was an age when the common
currency of modem scientific practice, for all its success in physics, was not widespread. The
borders between philosophy and science were fluid, and knowledge and truth were not allied solely
to empiricism and objectivity. An indication of the ontogenetic theory's own lack of
systématisation and rigour during the period can be gleaned from the later translation of one of the
last works of the epoch, Spallanzani's tracts of 1768. The hapless translator notes at one point
that
The author’s neglect, or rather contempt,of nomenclature, occasions considerable
difficulty to those who study his works. Indeed, all the systems we have are so brief and
indistinct, that even the most expert naturalist will sometimes be at loss to discover
whether the animal there named is truly the object of his search.(Quoted in Wallace,1985)
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Other shortcomings in the embryology of the day were more telling. On both sides of the eggversus-sperm debate, experiments were almost unheard of, and the few that were performed were
mostly ineffectual, using oblique methods to investigate vacuous questions. For instance,
Spallanzani, an ovist, tried for to demonstrate the redundancy of sperm by fitting an amorous toad
with a pair of wax breeches before unleashing it upon its mate (Wallace,1985). Although
Spallanzani clearly deserves credit for pioneering work on the 'barrier’ method of contraception, his
experiment did nothing to advance our knowledge of ontogeny ; it failed even to answer the
question of sperm redundancy correctly, presumably due to faulty design. The only work of lasting
value was carried out on hydra regeneration following a variety of perturbations. Trembley and his
collaborators, Reamur, Spallanzani and Bonnet, were able through their experiments to infer the
existence of what is now called polarity (Gasking,1967;Wolpert,1985) .Yet these scientists were
all preformationists, and restricted their experimental work to adult regeneration. Embryos
themselves, steeped in inviolable mystery, were not subjected to any form of experiment until the
nineteenth century.

More striking than the failure of experiment was the failure of observation. The microscope,
introduced in the mid seventeenth century, dazzled its users with a new and miraculous world,
electrifying their imaginations just as the telescope had revolutionised physics some decades
previously.”One insect" ,wrote Malebranche,’’is more in touch with the divine wisdom than the
whole of Greek and Roman history "(quoted in Churchill,1970).Yet - bizarrely to the modem mind
- the marvels of the microscope would strongly reaffirm the early embryologists’ absolute cetainty
in preformation,so that microscopial data took its place in the battle of the ovist / animalculist
paradigms.Thus Malpighi observed bodily parts in an ’unincubated’ egg in 1673, while
Leeuwenhoek’s observations of sperm between 1679 and 1683 greatly strengthened animalculist
theory (Gasking,1967). Decade after decade of blindness rolled by. Most remarkably, Spallanzani
succeeded in 1768 in describing the initial stages of cleavage and gastrulation in a frog embryo, and
yet failed entirely to grasp their significance. A committed ovist, he maintained in the face of his
own observations that oviducal frog ova were almost identical in form to newly-emerged tadpoles
(Wallace,1985).
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The tenacity of preformationism is a daunting illustration of the extent to which prior belief can
effect not only scientific practice, but our very perception. The early embryologists did not see
epigenesis because they could not see it. They could not imagine how form, in all its miraculous
intricacy, could possibly emerge from simplicity. Such a possibility lay beyond that era's marches
of reason. And the more the early embryologists realised the miracle of form, the less they could
see epigenesis.Within closed limits, their insights could be acute. Fontenelle perceived the
damning weakness reproduction held for mechanicism, refuting Descartes and anticipating Paley
with the argument that "two watches may be set next to one another their whole life without ever
making a third watch" (quoted in Churchill, 1970); yet these reflections led Fontenelle to the most
notorious of all preformationist concepts, the doctrine of emboitment . Even when the mounting
tide of empirical knowledge finally began to erode the foundation of the preformationists’ debate,
the protagonists were reassured, first by Bonnet’s weakened account of the ’unfolding’ of preformed
parts (Gasking,1967 ), and later by his pronouncement that preformationism was "one of the
greatest triumphs of rational over sensual conviction" (quoted in Needham,1950,p. 151).

The true legacy of the Greeks was not scientific, but philosophical and cultural. Epigenesis is the
living embodiment of process, change and emergence, concepts which had not been successfully
articulated in the core structures of either post-Socratic or the descendent Cartesian thought.
Aristotle the zoologist, who described epigenesis and intimated the basic body plan, was long dead;
but the post-renaissance embryologists were haunted by the ghost of the other Aristotle, to whom
"actuality is in all cases prior to potentiality". Epigenesis was quite literally inconceivable,
whereas preformation was entirely natural.

In the latter decades of the eighteenth century preformationism fell into disrepute, after a relatively
brief but bitter struggle with epigenetic theorists. Joseph Needham (1950) has described this
conflict as "an antithesis... the subsequent history of which is almost synonymous with the
history of embryology". But prior to this level of analysis, the history of embryology since the
Renaissance has been one of a struggle with our own cultural legacy .On the one hand.
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preformationism was the first of many attempts to explain epigenesis, or form, in terms of stasis
and pre-existence. This recourse is where the intuition historical to our culture takes us, and it
represents the dominant impulse of developmental thought from the Renaissance to contemporary
geneticism. But the strategy itself has evolved : for instance, the naive preformationisms of
Spallonzani and Fontenelle are radically different from the sophisticated preformationism of
Weismann,which we shall consider below.

On the other hand, a variety of traditions have struggled against this tide and attempted to
problematize form and its generation head-on, in its own terms rather than those of a static
surrogate. These traditions,too, vary widely in approach, technique and explanatory mode, but all
begin with an explicit recognition of epigenesis as a primary, fundamental and irreducible
phenomenon, not as a secondary, derivative and supplantable one. The first tradition to take this
stance began with Wolff.

1.5.

Generative Rationalism ; the Paradigm that never was.

1.5.1. The Rise of the Classical Post-Rennaissance World

Caspar Friedrich W olff published the Theoria Generations in 1759, exactly one hundred years
before Darwin’s Origin. . In time, W olffs book would come to be seen as the de facto end of
preformationism, largely because of the detailed observations it contained on the emergence of
embryonic structures in the chick (Oppenheimer,1967). Yet the Theoria Generationis was not
merely an assemblage of data, but a theoretical damnation of preformation and proclamation of
epigenesis in terms of a new and quite distinct approach to the natural world. W olff is the
originator of a diffuse developmental tradition with close links to German idealism, culminating in
the work of Goethe in Germany and Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire in France .It was the insights of his
approach that enabled W olff to see the truth lying in the blind-spots of his predecessors.
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The central theme Wolff drew from German idealism was a search for higher, even transcendental
unities, conferring intelligability on the diverse world of the senses. This preoccupation led in the
nineteenth century to the postulation of erroneous natural principles by the naturphilosophers, and
indeed W olffs pivotal observations, on the epigenesis of chick blood vessels, were inspired by a
mistaken belief in their identity with the vascular system of plants (Oppenheimer, 1967). Yet
such fallacious comparisons obscure an incipient sophistication in W olffs perspective whose
potential has yet to be fully exploited.

This perspective was developed further by Goethe and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire. To grasp it, it is
necessary to consider the evolving intellectual climate between the Renaissance and the nineteenth
century. This long period falls, according to the French historian and philosopher Michel
Foucault, into three distinct periods. It will be convenient to use elements of Foucault’s
analysis.In doing so,we are not attempting a thoroughgoing analysis of Foucault’s work,but
merely using his broadest ideas as a framework to structure the discussion.Foucault’s three
’epistemes’ - discontinuous epochs in which knowledge took fundamentally different forms
(Foucault,1970)- are the Renaissance, the Classical Age, and the era of Modernity, beginning
around the start of the nineteenth century. In the Renaissance, there was little impulse toward
systematic knowledge of the world in any modem sense, but rather a will towards general
documentations which made no differentiation between, say, physiology or anatomy and "legends
in which the bestiary displayed its ageless fables’’(Foucault 1970,p.l31).Aldrovandi’s History o f
Serpents and D ragons, for instance, included for each beast in tum "a description of its anatomy
and the methods of capturing it ; its allegorical uses and modes of generation ; its habitat and
legendary mansions ; its food and the best ways of cooking its flesh" (ibid p. 129). The word
’biology’ did not exist, and zoology was a branch of medicine concemed with the palliative
properties of animals (Bynum et al,1979).

Foucault’s Classical Age begins when this colourful way of knowing the living world suddenly
becomes wholly inadequate to contemporary thinkers, to be replaced by systematic classifications
which reach their peak in Linnaeus. "The whole of animal semantics has disappeared, like a dead
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and useless limb" (Foucault 1970,p.l29); organisms now appear "stripped naked" of superflous
meaning, and we are left with ramifying comparisons and tabulations of their visible features. The
impulse of the Classical age was thus neither to tell all known or written about the living world,
nor to seek to ’explain’ facts in terms of generative or teleological ’cause’ as we do today. It was,
instead, on impulse to map facts, to categorise, to coin names for each visible feature of each
organism, and to order the resulting language, and hence the living world, within systematic
tables.
The dynamic driving the transformation from Renaissance to classical episteme need not concern
us in detail, but Foucault thinks it involved a change in the nature of the linguistic sign (Cousins
& Hussain,1984). In the Renaissance, words were conceived in a sense as properties o/the objects
they referred to. This is why the ’histories’ of the age included commentary on both the actual
features of organisms, and upon texts and legends about them. The Classical age crystallised when
words were seen not to derive from objects but to represent them to us, to label them for us. The
centre of gravity in knowledge and language shifted from the objects named by language to the
language per se J^aming a newly-identified feature of an organism or group of organisms became
not simply an exercise in classification or representation, but a satisfying mode of analysis of the
phenomenom in question. And since words were no longer the properties of the phenomena, but
of our classifications, texts and legends were dropped in favour of a concentration upon the visible
features o f organisms. Foucault compares the resulting will-to-tabulate to map-making, since a
map too both represents and analyses the visible world.

Note how the notion of a mapped world admits no possibility of change, dynamism or
transformation. All objects are inert, individuated, located and static. There is no place for internal
or transcendental transforming principles.’Laws of nature’ were posdated,but only as dictum’s
describing the contours of God’s plan,not as generative laws in the sense established for physics by
Gallileo and Newton. The tabulated world of the Classical Age is a dead world, drawing strength
from, and sustaining in tum, the recourse to stasis,and animated only by the naming power of the
hidden observer. But the observer or mapmaker is, to the modem mind, a glaring omission from
the Classical picture: the crisis provoked when this absence was recognized, and thinkers literally
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became self-conscious about the process of naming, propelled classicism into modernity (Dreyfuss
& Rabinow,1983).

1.5.2..Kant and the downfall of classical understanding
Foucault's analysis cannot apply to all fields of enlightenment knowledge, but only to the space
concemed with the natural and human worlds : to natural philosophy, philology, economics.
Physics, then as now, aspired towards generative principles inhering in nature rather than mere
tabulations of diversity. Philosophy continued its agelong preoccupation with questions of tmth
and certainty.

The debate within philosophy had at this time resolved itself into two camps (Russell,
1961).Continental rationalists ,including Descartes Spinoza and Leibniz, believed that
transcendental tmths independent of human life were accessible through introspective reasoning
untainted by sense experience.British philosophy, culminating in Hume’s claim that the ultimate
source of all Tcnowledge’ was raw, individual sensory data (Stroud,1977), sought to supplant
rationalistic certainty with a profound empirical scepticism.

The diverse fields of enlightenment enquiry underwent a profound realignment during the transition
from classicism to modernity. New disciplines emerged, old ones died,and new relationships were
established within the general discursive field. During the progress of this transformation the
grounds for the investigations of Goethe and Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire were briefly constituted in
succession. The work in which the entire epistemic mutation was reflected,however,was that of
Immanuel Kant.

Kant’s achievement was the synthesis of rationalism and empiricism into a fundamentally new
perspective(Scruton,1982). In this system, knowledge derives neither from the influx of sensory
experience alone, nor from an empirically unbridled reason. Rather, it is generated at the dynamic
nexus of these two domains. The ’raw material’ for knowledge derives from sensory input, the
form from innate analytical faculties. Kant argues that even the most rudimentary sensation
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presupposes the operation of innate mental ordering-properties. Such an initial sensation, and its
subsequent processing into thought through the operation of imagination and reason, depend upon
a field of concepts and faculties which derive at root from an innate analytical matrix. This
mental matrix consists of two general ordering principles, time and space, and twelve conceptual
lynchpins, called categories, whence through interaction with sense data the rest o f our concepts
ultimately derive. Kant attempts, in the Critique o f Pure Reason, to show,first,that the spatial and
temporal faculties and the twelve basic categories (including concepts such as causation, substance
and reciprocity) are a priori necessities antecedent to experience ; second,that the twelve categories
thereby constitute a priori knowledge; and third, in a complex set of arguments, that an external,
’objective’ world must exist whose properties conform to those which structure our consciousness
(Scruton,1982).

Kant described the Critique as a ’Copemican revolution’ because of its relocation of truth. Truth
since Plato had belonged to a higher plane, quite separate from humans, which could nevertheless
be illuminated either by human introspection or, less frequently, through the study of the external
world. But now the old Sophist adage of Protagoras that "Man is the measure of all things"
(Farrington 1944,p.86) returned to the fore. Kant’s was not a subjectivist claim, however, since he
posited a universal structure of apperception at the generative interface of subjective and objective
world. It was precisely through the interaction of reason and ’intuition’ - sense input - that truth
emerged, and indeed that the concepts of self and world differentiated. Yet, although truth and
knowledge were guaranteed through the presence of the perceiving individual, they could not be
absolute or transcendental, but were inevitably bound by the selfsame structure which made
experience possible. We can think because we have spatial and temporal senses, and a priori
categories such as causation and substance and interaction. But by the same token, we can only
think in these terms. Kant thought that many of our philosophical dilemmas arose from attempts
to break out from the imprisoning palace of human potential, either by using our spatiotemporal,
category-bound reason without the miller’s grist of sensory experience - "The light dove, cleaving
the air in her free flight, might imagine that flight would be still easier in empty space" (quoted in
Scruton 1982,p.94)- or, by trying to conceive of unities and wholes which are incompatible with
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the structure of human thought and awareness (Brady,1988). Such realities may exist, but they are
inaccessible to reason, although perhaps they can be intimated to some degree through aesthetic
and moral faculties (Scruton, 1982).

The status of process in Kant's world is slightly ambiguous. The only truths we can grasp are
truths-in-time, since cognition is temporally structured and continually generated at the subject object interface. Yet this process of generation is structured by principles which are antecedant or
transcendent to time itself. Indeed, 'time' is onesuch structuring principle. Kant compares his
scheme to that of Newton, whom he admired greatly (Scruton,1982), since here too generative
laws anterior to a spatial and temporal complexity determine its nature.

Kant's construction of 'Man' - the generative locus of subject and object, and absolute yet limited
wellspring of knowledge - leads directly to the halting obsessions of epistemology and ontology,
the ambiguous labyrinths of modem philosophy, invulnerable yet impotent. It also leads to the
infinate yet straitjacketted disciplines of modem human science - sociology, psychology,
anthropology - doomed to stumble back and forth, according to Foucault, between the same
wearying post-Kantian perplexities (Foucault 1970;Dreyfuss & Rabinow 1982).

As the transformation exemplified in Kant's work took hold,the will-to-classify, the mapmaker’s
urge, was irrevocably undermined. The new centrality ^nd complexity of the human subject made
the act of naming, of conceiving and ordering language, utterly problematical. Classification as an
end-in-itself suddenly became an arbitrary and groundless activity. Aristotle had circumvented the
problem o f the subject by postulating a triadic identity of form between ousia, logos and noumea,
object, word and mental representation (Staten, 1985), but after Kant such a transparent, linear and
static correspondence between mind, language and nature would seem impossibly naive. As the
crisis of the human subject veered away into the human sciences and modem philosophy, a new
form of knowledge and enquiry became necessary for the natural world : to account for nature in its
own terms, to locate the order inherent within it, to follow the inspiration of Kantian knowledge
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and Newtonian physics, and discover laws that describe not how natural phenomena are
arranged,but how they are generated..

1.5.3..Goethe and Morphology

The first tradition to attempt such a reformulation was naturphilosophie. The movement's
inspiration was Kant's claim that "the understanding is the law-giver of nature" (quoted in Flew
1979,p.l76), and it sought not to exclude the human observer, but to institute human faculties at
the centre of natural knowledge. Naturphilosophie's foremost philosopher was F W J Schelling.
He abstracted from Kant's work a claim that forces and powers in nature reflect characteristic
operations of mind, whence they derive their explanatory power (Bynum et al, 1981). The
movement was committed to the ultimate unity of nature (Schelling took Faraday's
electromagnetism as strong support for his views) ; to the continuity of the organic and the
inorganic (anticipating Whitehead's similar views a century later) ; to a preference for 'organic' over
'mechanical' explanation ; and to an attempt to foster 'humane' experiments, a project which led to
progress in physiological psychology (Schelling was to invent the term 'the Unconscious'). The
movement's attempt to hold psyche and nature together led in the end to mysticism and disrepute
(Bynum et al,1981), but in its flowering the new intellectual climate led, through Goethe, to
profound insights into the problems of ontogeny and form.

Goethe was in the Kantian tradition in his conviction that "knowledge of s e lf and knowledge of
world" had to develop together (Wikinson,1980), but his outlook was much subtler than
Schelling's. His goal was a world in which all methods of knowing, or entering into relationship
with nature, were equally valued, not only scientific ones but artistic and aesthetic too. He had a
deep sensitivity to the relationships between such varied fields of knowing, and was acutely aware
of the effects of mental processes at all stages of science from basic observation to theory
construction. He was not opposed to analytical, reductive thought, but merely opposed its
dominance, arguing famously that synthesis and analysis should alternate as naturally as breathing
in and breathing out (Wilkinson,1980); but his own interests were profoundly synthetic. Most
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strikingly, Goethe made an explicit committment in all his thought to a world view in which
process, change and transformation were not superficial and derivative, but inherent and
fundamental (Wilkinson,1980). If truth is to be discovered, it will be a truth springing from
process, not one explaining process away.

All these commitments were reflected in the science Goethe founded, morphology. In his hands,
morphology was the systematic study not merely of form, but of transformation, two concepts
much more integrally linked for Goethe than they generally are today. His morphology considered
organisms, but also rocks, clouds, colours, society, indeed all phenomena manifesting dynamic
order as they presented themselves to human experience. Goethe’s approach was synthetic, aimed
at discovering the transtemporal essences characteristic of the transformations of form he observed.
His principle work was in botany.Here, he postulated the 'leaf - blatt - as a generic form whence
all the organs of a plant were derived, and in similar vein described an archetypal urpflanze of
which all plants were in some sense transformed representatives.

Goethe's conception of blatt and urpflanze, and his associated mode of analysis, reflect Kant's
meditations on the limited potential of human reasoning. Blatt and urpflanze were representative
of what Goethe described as bildung, a word best translated as 'construction', denoting the
simultaneous existence and coming-into-being of form (Brady,1988). Blatt and Urpflanze thus
express the transtemporal essence of dynamic structure, an essence manifested in the time, space,
substance and causation of our Kantian world as the actual structures of actual plants. Bildung
could not itself be grasped by our limited reasoning, but could perhaps be intuited, grasped as if in
'blindsighf (Humphrey,1983) by a profound reflection upon its visible 'traces' in our perceptive
space, upon the range of actual forms generated by developmental processes. These visible forms
were transitive essences to Goethe, incomplete in themselves, representatives of and pointers to
the ungraspable whole (Staten,1983;Brady 1988).

The method associated with this outlook reflected the will-to-tabulate as much as the search for
higher unity, for Goethe stood at the cusp of Foucault's classical and modem epistemes. His
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procedure was to arrange related forms - say the leaves of a plant - in such away that a continuity
of transformation could be perceived running through them. Through meditation on the nature of
such transformations, the transtemporal and transformai bildung might be intuited, and the nature
of Blatt and Urpflanze clarified (Brady 1988).

This entire approach is based upon a synthetic and personal intentionality, reflecting the Kantian
stress on knowledge as interface-related, process-structured, and conditional rather than absolute. It
is quite alien to the orientation of modem science towards intersubjective empiricism, and its
contemporary scientific value is highly limited. Note, however, the oblique and intriguing
relationship between Goethe's morphology and development proper : his objects of study were not
developmental processes, but the range of forms which were the continual upshot of such
processes. The concept of bildung seeks to encapsulate two notions of transformation - change in
time, and the range of potential forms at each instant of time - within an essence which, echoing
Kant's analysis of mind, is anterior to time and form themselves. Goethe thus accounts for
development not by denying its existence, as his predecessors had done, nor by declaring it an
epiphenomenom, as his successors would do, but by situating it within the dynamic field of the
bildung. His message for modem embryology is that although we must begin by working at the
level of visible ontogenetic forms and processes to trace out linear and reciprocal causal relations,
the goal of doing so is to expose the system in question in its entirety : to clarify it to the degree
that it presents itself to us in and of itself, with no need to call upon extemal causation to
understand it. What Goethe did not provide was a scientific method by which such a level could be
grasped. One of the key problems of the modem radical agenda is likely to become the search for a
way past Goethe's Kantian doubt, towards a better means of grasping bildung than his aesthetic intuitive blindsight can provide.

1.5.4..Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire and Generative Rationalism.
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Goethe’s French contemporary, Etienne Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, is similarly located at the cusp of
Foucault’s classical and modem epistemes. Like Goethe, he sought natural classifications which
reflected inherent principles of nature, rather than the arbitrary systems of his predecessors or the
reductive substitutions of his successors. And like Goethe, his insights into ontogeny were at
once oblique and profound.

Goethe’s primary orientation, in his work on plants and on animal vertebrae, had been toward the
transformation-ranges of reiterated parts within single organisms. His interests were in this
respect comparable to those of Bateson’s, a century later, on metameric series. Geoffroy’s interest
was primarily in the conservation of organ-sets between different organisms. His two key
explanatory criteria were the principle o f analogues,\hdX all organisms posses the same
organs,constmcted according to the same general plans,although in different organisms their
functions may vary ; and the principle o f connections, that different organs are arranged relative to
one another according to a plan which, within limited degrees of freedom, is common to all
(Bynum et al,1981;Webster,1984). Geoffroy’s work was centred on vertebrates, but he was
sufficiently confident in the ultimate unity of plan to claim that "there is only one animal"
(quoted in Bynum et al, 1981, p.279).

Geoffroy’s "one animal" is quite different from Goethe’s urpflanze, or from the later ’archetype’ of
Richard Owen, which was a radimentary form whence all extant forms could be derived by
specialisation (Brady,1988). Geoffroy did indeed write of a "generic form" but the centre of gravity
of his thought lay with the principles of construction which united the diversity of actual forms.
In this sense, all extant forms are transformations of one another to Geoffroy, rather than either
derivatives from a common root (as in Owen) or representatives of a transcendental order (as in
Goethe).

This emphasis led Geoffroy to an interest in monsters, for accidents of development provided a
wider and more incisive data-base from which to derive principles of construction (Geoffroy SaintHilaire,1821). Geoffroy also anticipated Goldschimdt, suspecting that new species arose from
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novel and monstrous ontogenies within the potential transformation range (Oppenheimer, 1968).
Like Goethe, Geoffiroy’s approach to ontogeny was, however oblique, mediated through a more
general enquiry into transformation ; only Wolff, the first member of this triad, made
developmental laws the explicit focus of his work.

But one of Geofftoy’s greatest achievements was also one of the least celebrated : he was the first
researcher in the history of ontogenetic theory to perform experiments on embryos, squaring-up to
the archaic mystery which had deterred all his predecessors (Oppenheimer 1968,Geoffroy SaintHilaire,1826). Geoffroy’s work was performed a few brief years after Goethe’s - their peaks fell to
either side of the tum of the eighteenth century - but the sands of time were mnning quickly toward
modernity. This was an age when the Baconian method was spreading into the study of nature in
the wake of the Classical Age’s collapse. Geoffroy’s enthusiasm for the new philosophy was
nothing short of sentimental (Geoffroy Saint- Hilaire,1826), but it gave a new edge to the tradition
he shared with Goethe and Wolff.

Geoffroy set out to generate novel forms by dismpting ontogeny. The system he chose was the
chick. The techniques he employed included pricking the eggs with needles, and shaking large
batches of them in specially-designed contraptions (Oppenheimer,1968). These techniques are
cmde, but it should be remembered that the aim was not to dissect specific developmental
processes, but to explore by general shock the transformation range of the ontogenetic system
taken as a whole. Moreover, these very techniques, pricking and shaking, although crude are the
direct forunners of modem teratological techniques. Pricking has not been modified, but simply
applied with greater forensic care to different systems (eg. Nusslein-Volhard et al,1987); shaking
has been developed into centrifugation (eg Kalthoff,1983).

Geoffroy’s results were inconclusive, but he felt that he had demonstrated a new and important fact,
that development could be altered by experimental perturbation. This constituted an experimental
refutation of preformationism, and indeed Geoffroy pointed out that his results ran counter to the
last incamation of that movement, the theory of the pre-existence of germs (Oppenheimer,1968).
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His work completed the opening-up of a new intellectual constellation in the wake of
preformationism’s demise, illuminated by concepts of developmental law, bildung, construction
principle and transformation, and employing combined classificatory and experimental methods.
But this constellation, which we may call generative rationalism, was to fade into the night before
its significance could be grasped. For one thing, its transient themes were fragmented, and never
drawn together by a single mind or school into a coherent project. More irrevocably, as classicism
failed and modernity waxed bright, its whole approach and mode of knowledge became obscure. Its
descendents were the dead world of a typology bereft of process, and a teratological physiology
which poorly articulated form : the cardinal wellsprings of generative rationalism, the categories of
construction and transformation whence form and process, morphology and ontogeny, derived, dried
up and left the fault lines at which the previously integral discourses split apart.

Echos of what might have been achieved reverberated occasionally down the years. D A
LerebouUet, a French teratologist writing in the conceptially weakened, but experimentally
resurgent teratology of the mid 19th century, which was inspired directly by Geoffrey's
experiments, was able to conjecture that in the early pike embryo.

The embryonic fold [the teleost 'dorsal lip'] ought then to be considered as a
mass, a sort of storehouse of organisational elements, and as the starting-point of all
embryonic formations, normal or abnormal.
(Lereboullet,1855)
The clear intimation of 'systems' philosophy in this passage displays an outlook whose
sophistication, in this regard, was quite out of place for the age it was written in, and which drew
little support at the time. It was one of the few indications we have of the route developmental
biology might have taken had the conditions of knowledge been different LerebouUet’s words are
haunted by the ghost of an alternative knowledge. Like a Goethian trace, they intimate a paradigm
that never was, a virtual science and a virtual history in the blindsight of the imagination.

1 .6 .

From Naturphilosophie to Natural Science
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1 .6 .1 ..N a tu ra l Science an d A tom ism

Naturphilosophie was the last tradition to attempt to construct a knowledge in which self and
world were both integral facets. As the prospects for such a unity faded, the Baconian and
Newtonian philosophies, which emphasized the experimental study of the extemal world by
’neutral’ observers, became increasingly widespread, and the natural sciences began to emerge in
their modem form. Biology was a word coined in 1800, by Karl Friedrich Burdach, to denote the
study of ’man’ through a combination of morphology, physiology and psychology; but within two
years the definition had been modified in line with the post-Kantian differentiation of human and
natural science. Gottfried Treviranus defined biology as T he Science of Life’ whereas for Lamarck
it became the "division of terrestial physics" that included "all which pertains to bodies" (Bynum et
al, 1981). The focus of biology was thus tumed upon the intrinsic phenomena of life, the
properties and functioning of living bodies, to remain there ever since. The founders of the science
were, like their counterparts in other new disciplines, acutely aware that their orientation was
radically different from what had gone before, but it was not until 1843 that natural science’s
principles of systematic objectivity and experimentation were clearly codified, in J S Mill’s
System o f Logic (Bynum et al,1981).

One of the distinctive features of the emerging world-view was a committment to atomism, arising
from a complex of factors. Sociologically, these were years of a new individualism, both of the
entrepreneur and the itinerant worker (Thompson, 1968). Physics was growing in influence,
whose ontology has long had atomistic elements, most clearly through the corpuscularian
philosophy of Descartes. A different ontology, arising out of the philosophy of Hume, positied
empirically observable atomistic events as the ultimate objects of knowledge (Stroud,1977).
Such an ontology is implicit in the scientific method of controlled experiment which originated
with Gallileo : the very act of altering single conditions whilst holding others constant concords
with an atomistic mentality. Above all though, once the committment to the study of things-in-
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themselves had been taken, it was inevitable that researchers, studying phenomena in detail, would
both seek and discover new components and new analytical levels.

The atomistic imperative brought rapid progress, and each new success inspired similar theories in
other fields. The first great triumphs were Dalton’s chemical atomism and Lavoisier’s theory of
elements, at the end of the eighteenth century (Multhauf,1966). Within twenty years of these
developments atomism had taken hold in the new biology too, in two guises. One was a
committment to chemical accounts of biological phenomena, which arose after Lavoisier’s
discription of respiration in chemical terms, and developed into a forerunner of modem biochemical
reductionism in the hands of Moleschott, Helmholz, Bmcke and Du Bois - Reymond (Rose,1984).
But atomism’s second guise had a much more immediate and profound impact on biology, in the
form of cell theory.

1.6.2..T he Rise o f M o d ern Biology an d th e C risis o f A tom ism

Cell theory was initiated by the plant anatomist Matthias Schleiden, who described plant tissue in
cellular terms and went on to argue that development itself might be graspable in a cellular light
(Baker,1948). The theory of cells only gained general acceptance, however, after the publication of
Theodor Schwann’s Mikroskopike Untersuchingen in 1839. Prior to this, Milne-Edwards’s
different but equally atomic theory of organic composition had held sway, based upon
proteinaceous globules 1/300 mm in diameter (Baker,1948 pt 1).

Schwann’s work succeeded because it successfully applied Schleiden’s botanical theory to animal
tissues. Ironically, it was an erroneous comparison between notochord and mesenchyme that led to
Schwann’s most decisive work, on cartilage, echoing W olffs similarly productive confusion of
plant vascular and animal circulatory systems eighty years previously. That such conflations were
commonly made during the early nineteenth century reflects the continued influence of
naturphilosophie and associated transcendentalisms, for such traditions dovetailed extensively with
the rising natural science. Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire conducted his teratological experiments
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between 1800 and 1830, the years in which cell theory took shape. And the most important work
in embryology during this period was that of a group of dissident naturphilosophers. Pander,
D’Alton and Von Baer, concemed at the growing empirical shortcomings of their tradition, set new
standards in the detailed observation of embryos, claiming Wolff as their inspiration
(Oppenheimer,1967 ) but responding in truth to the changing climate of their own times. It was
the convergence of their inclination towards unities with their observational rigour - they
effectively founded descriptive and comparative embryology - that led Von Baer and his colleagues
to propose the germ layer theory, in which embryos all undergo an initial segregation into three
primordial tissues, each of which ultimately differentiates the same adult tissues in all animal
species. The germ layer hypothesis was one of the few theories of development made during the
early nineteenth century, and the only one which still holds any validity today.

Embryology, in Von Baer’s wake, was thus a rapidly growing descriptive science when cell theory
established itself. The impact of Schwann’s ideas revolutionised the young discipline. The
landmarks that followed are chronicled in Horder et al (1985): Schwann himself argued in 1839 that
eggs are cells ; within fifteen years Kolliker had confirmed that both ova and spermatazoa are of
cellular origin, and it became clear that development was initiated by cellular fusion at fertilisation.
Owen removed the last vestige of ovism in his reinterpretation of parthenogenesis in 1849, and
Pasteur finally ousted the theory of spontaneous generation in 1861. Remak identified cleavage as
a process of cell-division, settling the long-running debate about how cells multiplied, and leading
to a reformulation of Von Baer’s germ layer theory in cellular terms. A re-energising and
reinterpretation of the growing corpus of descriptive embryology in cellular terms followed, and
the ’cellular basis’ of development was thus made clear.

The extensiveness and detail of descriptive embryological knowledge increased throughout the
nineteenth century, bolstered by a proliferation of ever-more powerful techniques. In 1862, as
teratology grew again in France and LerebouUet made the comments quoted above, Newport in
England performed a rare analytical experiment to show that the sperm entry point determines axial
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organisation in frogs (Horder et al,1985). But as time passed, it became clear that the new world
of biology was proving resistant to the development of general theory.

The most sulking aspect of early natural science's atomism had been its postulation of basic
compositional units. But implicit in this claim had been a second postulation, of laws for the
association of units arising out of their varying properties : in effect, of generative principles.
Biology had identified a range of putative basic units analogous to those of chemistry, from
proteins to cells, but showed no sign of finding comparable generative principles or laws of
association. The founding zealots of biochemical atomism, such as Helmholz and Von Brucke,
were forced to admit the naivety of their original 1847 programme, and researchers such as Ernst
Haeckel began to question the privileged status of the cell, suggesting instead that cells were just
one among many important levels (Bynum et al, 1981) Atomism therefore began to lose its way
in the mazes of biology’s many-levelled complexity. Neither the ’generative’ atomism so
successful in chemistry, nor indeed any vaguer and simpler ’reductive’ atomism, shorn of
explanatory purchase beyond the identification of components, seemed appropriate. Biology in its
entirety lacked firm theoretical foundations, but no area more than embryology. But in 1859 a
way was found out of the quagmire, a path which leads directly to the triumphs and vexations of
the modem era.

1.7.

The Genealogy of the Gene

l.T.l.Darwinism and the Assault on Essence.

Cell theory was one of the great transforming movements of nineteenth century biology.
Evolution theory was the other. The concept of evolution, the very embodiment of process,
wracked Europe, more for it’s threat as a popular symbol of change, tormenting the paranoid
political establishments of the age of revolution, than for its assault on the timeless pre-eminence
of God. The Crisis of Faith, which peaked in the 1840s and did far more to speed Christianity’s
cultural decline, had broader roots in the general rise of scientific materialism (Woodward,1962).
But although, when Darwinism seized power in 1859, Christianity’s hegemony was already a thing
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of the past, its shadow still lay heavy on the minds of Victorian thinkers. The abdicated throne
was still in place, and the realm intact Darwin made natural selection in God’s image.

In discussing Darwinism and the great developmental-evolutionary theory it provoked.
Weismannism, it is important to maintain a distinction between the necessary content of these
theories, in terms of the claims about nature which define them, and their metaphorical content and
cultural meaning. Darwinism is at heart a conjecture about differential population turnover based
upon variability amongst population members and limited resources. ’Natural selection’ and
’adaptation’ are analogies which Darwin used to describe this process, analogies which weaved
additional themes into the theory’s total content and meaning. Yet it was at this latter level,
simultaneously less well-defined and more communicable, that Darwinism wielded its power. At
this level, the theory’s most striking move has to represent ’natural selection’ as 2lforce, acting
upon populations (or more metaphorically still, upon organisms) from without (Sober,1984).
Organisms themselves - in striking contrast to Lamarck’s evolution theory but in exact
correspondence with the natural theology Darwin ousted - are the passive, constructed products of
forces extemal to them and beyond their control. The metaphor of extemal,agentive force and
passive construct, which hearkens back to the process-excluding dualism of Descartes, is not part
of the necessary content of Darwin’s theory, yet it became one of the most decisive ideas of the
age, and a cardinal influence in ontogenetic thought.

Two other themes in Darwinism had strong implications for developmental theory. The first was
Darwin’s solution to the problem o f form. Previously, organismal complexity had seemed to
demand a generative explanation in terms of developmental laws. In the absence of such laws, the
vestiges of generative rationalism had been reified into theories of morphological type such as that
of Richard Owen (Brady,1988). But now Darwin (1859) offered a powerful new approach. Rather
than explain form either generatively or typologically, his theory offered a means of explaining it
away, by reducing it step by step, backwards through history down the sequence of minute
variations whose accumulation built it up. Form was not law-bound, generic or stereotypicallyderived, but sedimentary and contingent. This side-stepping analysis of form not only reduced the
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significance of development as a problem ; it also suggested that solutions to the problem of
development need not take the form of generative principles at all, but be much simpler.

Yet Darwin's analysis of form also had implications which ran against the current of the age. His
historical breakdown of complexity, eradicating all generative or typological essence, instituted
inherent variability as a key property of the individual organism. Darwinism therefore flew in the
face o f an essentialism which not only prevailed in general, but lay at the ontological heart of
natural science itself. The crude,agentive analogy of selection can perhaps be understood, at least
in part, as a compensatory measure. But the anti-essentiahsm of Darwinism persisted (Mayr
1982), a taint on the theory's prospects for popularity and an unsettling presence at the heart of late
nineteenth century biology. A common theme in the theories that followed Darwin's would be the
search for a rapprochement with, and resurrection of, essentialism.

1.7.2..The Principle of Difference and the Growing Preoccupation with
H eredity.

Darwin’s most direct impact on developmental thought came, however, through the shift in the
balance of power it brought about among the questions asked of the ontogenetic process. The
main concern of Darwin’s theory was not with development itself, the reproduction of form, but
with the maintenance of differences in form, between population members, through successive
generations. This specific concern, bolstered by the more general Darwinian tendency against
’type’ and in favour of the ripples on the surface of development and form, led to an increasing
differentiation between development and inheritence.

In Darwin’s day the analysis of inheritance as a distinct problem was if anything more rudimentary
than that of ontogeny as a whole. Plant and animal breeders had established concepts of
’prepotency’ and ’reversion’, which reflected the relative strengths of ancestral contributions ’in the
blood’ (Bynum et al,1981); but their associated scheme of blending inheritance was hard to
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reconcile with the Darwinian need to preserve differences. An intensive search for a better account
therefore began, bolstered by the newfound realisation that such an account would unite evolution
with the other great pillar of biology, cell theory, since it was clear from the work of Schwann and
Kolliker that, via reproduction and development, inheritence must be cellularly mediated.

Darwin's own, limited speculations anticipated and conditioned the more sophisticated theories that
followed in one key respect. Rather than tracing heredity vaguely to 'the blood', Darwin developed
an idea initiated by Herbert Spencer and postulated the existence of blood-born particles, called
gemmules, as the vehicles of inheritance. In his 'Provisional Hypothesis of Pangenesis', set out
in The Variation o f Animals and Plants under Domestication , Darwin (1868) suggested that each
bodily cell secretes a gemmule into the bloodstream ; the gemmules then assemble to form the sex
cells.Significantly, Darwin suggested that each gemmule might be a tiny model of the cell which
produced it, and which, he infenred, it might therefore reproduce in the next generation. Note that
this is not a claim about inheritance alone, but development too : an intriguing blend of atomism
and preformationism. Darwin therefore stood on the verge o f a new approach to ontogeny : a
reductive isomorphism, in which bodily parts are represented by, or mapped onto, separate factors
carried within the body. But such a view was never rigorously pursued in Darwin's own work, and
indeed the gemmule theory itself quickly foundered : it became a vehicle for Darwin’s later forays
into Lamarckism, restoring, as developmental problems had always threatened to, a centrality to
the organism that Darwin’s wider theory had always fought against.

1.7.3.The W eism annian R esurgence o f Essence a n d th e G row th o f R eductive
A to m is m .

The ambigous and disparate elements of Darwin’s legacy to the problem of ontogeny were brought
together in the most decisive theory in the history of developmental thought. Weismannism. Like
Darwin’s, Weismann’s thought encompasses a wide range of ideas, out of which one specific
theme, the germline theory, assumed gigantic significance and a hypnotic power that still holds
sway today.
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Weismann’s was the first theory to centre explicity on reductive isomorphism. He called his
hereditary particles ids, deriving from the Greek 'actual entity', and he explicity recognised that his
approach was preformationist For all its ambiguous legacy the id theory was a remarkable
achievement. On the one hand, Weismann reasoned that, if all the parts of the adult were
predetermined at fertilisation by appropriate ids, the problem of development became one of the
segregation of ids at successive cell divisions. Thus, his hypothesis initiated study of the
segregation of determinants, and gave explanatory weight to the analysis of cell lineage. On the
other hand, considering the problems of heredity, Weismann predicted the existence of reduction
divisions to prevent the id quota from doubling each generation. He also suggested that
developmental and evolutionary novelty might arise from recombination of ids during sexual
reproduction. Finally, he suggested that ids were associated with one particular cell region, the
nucleus, and in particular with the recently discovered structures called chromosomes.

Weismann derived all these ideas from the original and most radical element in his thought, the
germline theory introduced in Uber Vererbung in 1883 (Weismann, 1889). On the basis of
detailed and wide-ranging observations, he argued that a full complement of ids was cordoned-off
before the onset of development, to pass on through the gametes to the next generation. The
segregated ids were absolutely separated from the rest of the body - Weismann vilified Lamarckism
- and belonged to a quite distinct system, the keimplasm or germline, which passed intact through
successive generations.

The hypothesis achieved its radical edge in the ontological inversion of germline and soma :
Weismann gave the germline priority (Webster & Goodwin,1982). It was immortal, antecedant to
bodies, and their source : the wellspring whence they derived, not as transformations but as
projections of its timeless structure. The visible organism was not the mediator of its own life
cycle, but a transient and derivative dead-end product (Dawkins,1976). This unidirectional and
linear relationship between germline and soma became extended to the notion that, via the ids, the
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keimplasm directed or,in a crude sense.'caused* ontogeny, exerting power from a central locus : it
became a "central directing agency" (Webster & Goodwin,1982).

1.7.4.Deep Cause,Stasis and the Emergence of Modern Reductionism

Although Weismann’s opposition to Lamackism has been borne out, there is no evidence for the
universality and rigidity of the germline/soma dichotomy, nor for the associated preformationist
approach to ontogeny. Weismann’s influence, then as now, derives its power from the mode of
explanation the theory employs. Weismannism does not use generative laws, such as those of
physics and chemistry, to explain visible reality ; neither does it rely upon systems of order, either
arbitrary (as did the Classical Age) or generic (as did Goethe and Geoffrey); nor again, does it use
recourse to historical accumulation. In all these approaches, a phenomenom is understood when
we successfully locate or situate it within a rational scheme. But Weismannism’s approach works
by dividing phenomena into two parts, and explaining one in terms of the other : by opening up a
hypothetical space within the phenonemon in question, across which linear,one-way causal forces
can act. The ultimate origin of the strategy, with echos in the dualisms of Descartes, natural
theology, and Darwinism, is clear. One category of the pair, in this case the germline, represents
essence : timeless, original, causing. The other is flux : temporal, derivative, shaped by essence,
caused. The germline is a precise embodiment of the immortal principle of the Greeks, and its
deployment in the face of a bafflingly complex process and the defeat of natural science stemmed
from the same, archaic conceptual reflex that triggered and sustained naive preformationism.

Weismannism gathered further strength from the many resonances its explanatory core found in the
climate of the times. Retreats from generative law to binary, unidirectional causation had become
common, not only in Darwin’s deification of ’selection’ but in the human sciences too, where the
reductive positivisms of Marx and Freud were taking root at precisely this time. Note that in these
latter theories, the recourse is not just to a separate causal agent, but to a hidden causal agent, so
that the pursuit of truth becomes a hermeneutic practice, an excavation or exegesis of the visible to
discover a buried message, rather than an attempt to illuminate the visible in order to render it
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intelligable in its own terms. For biology, this would mean that the cryptical structure of
Weismann's idioplasm, and it's means of transition and pattern of inheritance, would become of
overriding importance : the fissure between heredity, now a property of the germline, and
development, a property of the soma and of derivative importance, grew deeper.

A connected and equally telling resonance developed between Weismannism and atomism. In the
middle years of the century, despite the acceptance of cell theory, atomism had lacked plausibility
because generative principles comparable to chemistry's had not been found. Now a different form
of plausibility was available: atomism "bottomed out' into Weismann’s active source, which thus
animated an ontological system otherwise bereft of explanatory purchase in precisely the same way
that Descartes’ construction of ’God’ anchored and breathed life into Cartesian thought. ’Generative’
atomism was therefore replaced by ’reductive’ atomism. It was in this specific transition, and not
before, that biological reductionism took root in its modem form.

1 .7 .5 ..W eism annism

an d M en d elism .

The genealogy of the gene came to fulfilment through the development of a phenomenology of the
germline by Weismann’s successors. The first steps were taken at the turn of the century, by the
Dutch biologist Hugo De Vries (Rook, 1964). He named the hereditary particles pangens 'origins of all’ - rather than ids - 'actual entitles’ - reflecting the growing confidence of the
Weismannian tradition. De Vries recognised that pangens could multiply, a property only implicit
in Weismann’s own work, but more importantly, he suggested that they were mutable. He argued
that although the variation of organisms themselves might be continuous, as Darwin had argued,
or more commonly,discontinuous, as both he and Bateson (1895) had shown, germline variation
was entirely discontinuous. Pangens did not change through indefinate drifts, but in discrete jumps
from one fixed and definate nature to another.
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The significance of mutation is in relation to essentialism. Darwin’s opposition to essentialism
had taken two forms : that variation was equally likely in any direction", and that it was continuous
in what ever direction it actually took. The first of these claims was unproblematical, for it
admitted an essentialism of function whilst buttressing Darwinism’s hegemony against any
resurgence of typology or generative law. But as we saw above, the second challenge to essence,
that the individual organism is an incipient variety, was more unsettling. Weismann himself had
already dealt it a blow, by creating a distinction between essential germline and derivative soma.
De Vries extended this to claim that although the somatic body was indeed a locus of flux and
instability, the germline’s essential bedrock was preserved, for at this fundamental level change was
a succession of instantaneous events separating changeless actualities. An account of germline
change was thus found which, closely reflecting the corpuscularian ontology of Descartes,
preserved the germline’s essential stasis intact.

De Vries published his Mutations - Theorie in 1899. The following year he, Correns and
Tschermark independently rediscovered the work of Gregor Mendel, published some thirty years
earlier (Horder et al,1985). In it, they found a conceptual, treasure-house. It clearly and directly
associated specific, traitised characters with specific hereditary particles ; it proposed a system for
the transmission of these particles which could comprehensively describe the germ plasm’s
functional organisation and behaviour during inheritance. Mendel’s first law stated that two factors
corresponded to each organismal character, of which only one is expressed in the organism
(dominance). His second law stated that the hereditary factors assort independently of one another
during sexual recombination.

The revolutionary new phenomenology, which Bateson christened genetics in 1906 (Dunn,1965),
entered into a powerfully synergic relationship with Weismannism. Mendel’s first law led directly
to the genotype/phenotype distinction of Johannsen (1911), emphasising the priority of germline
over soma and establishing the breeding experiment as the appropriate form of exegesis for
exploring the germline’s cryptical truths. Mendel’s second law freed hereditary factors from one
another, providing, then as now, unanswerable support for their particulate interpretation. But the
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mechanisms of segregation which underlay the second law went further, dividing the factors not
just from one another, but from the individual organism too, apparently vindicating the
ontological cleft between germline and soma. Hardy and Weinberg's subsequent work and the
resultant growth of population genetics (Dunn,1965) completed the subsumation of the soma and
carried the hermeneutic essentialism of De Vries to its logical conclusions.

It is entirely rational to study patterns of inheritance independently of the problems of ontogeny in
general. This practice goes back at least to Babylonian civilisation, and it has been the basis of
breeding since prehistory (Bynum et al,1981). What made the Weismannian interpretation of
Mendel problematical was that his system was used to overshadow and trivialise the problem of
ontogeny. The key to ontogeny lay,from this perspective, not in the epigenetic process, but in a
cardinal, momentary event - the establishment of the genotype at sexual fusion. The questions
provoked by this emphasis centred not on the generative process, but on the particular
contributions of different genes to the eventual,traitised form. In relation to epigenesis , this
problematic had precisely the same relationship, and scarcely less irrelevance, than the debate over
the relative contributions of egg and sperm during the dark years of naive preformationism.

In 1909, Johannsen suggested a new word for the hereditary factor, the gene, a word "completely
free of any hypothesis ; it expresses only the evident fact th a t.. characteristics of the organism are
specified in the gametes by means of special conditions, foundations and determiners" (Bynum et
al,1981).While Johannsen did treat the gene as no more than a general hereditary potentiality, his
definition was quite malleable to other inteipretations.Most of the early Mendelians were convinced
that their theory had demonstrated and verified Weismann's belief, that genes are specific particles
which determine specific organismal structures. But it was not so. Mendelism had shown only
that differences h&twQQn specific, independently heritable 'factors’ entailed corresponding differences
between specific structures in the organism. The theory did not show that specific particles
represented,or were responsible for the construction of,specific structures, but this is precisely the
confusion that was made. It was a category error inspired by Weismannian preconceptions which,
once committed, reinforced the errors that gave it birth. The decisive step from early reductive
isomorphism to its modem incarnation, geneticism, had been taken.
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1.7.6..The Consolidation of Genetic Theory

Many biologists of the day - most notably the young T H Morgan - distrusted the concept of the
gene since it was no more than an analytical construct : its existence was inferred from its
explanatory use, rather than observed as an empirical object. Even the particulate model fell into
crisis when linkage was discovered, and it became clear that many characters did not assort
independently.

These problems were resolved through the discovery of a material basis for the gene, one of the
great achievements of biology .The chronology of this achievement is summarised in Horder et al
(1985). In 1902 Boveri, Wilson and their collaborators claimed that chromosones were, as
Weismann had predicted, the vehicles of inheritance. By 1905 homologous chromosomes had been
documented, and Wilson had perceived the link with the paired factors of Mendels first law. The
same year linkage groupings were first described by Bateson and his collaborators. A year later
Wilson’s collaborator W E Castle introduced a new experimental organism with cytological
advantages, a small chromosome number and a range of clear-cut mutations : Drosophila
melanogaster. Their Columbia laboratory had also been strengthened by the arrival, in 1904, of
"the most favourable organism" Wilson claimed ever to have discovered "for advancing the cause of
biology" - T.H. Morgan (quoted in Allen,1985,p.l29). Morgan used the recombination
frequencies of linked genes to construct chromosomal maps, restoring the notion of the particulate
gene to an unassailable status.

The idea that genes are discrete particles would never be proved, the debate turning into a question
of semantics, hinging on the meanings of ’discrete’ and ’particle’ in the end. Neither did Morgan’s
work support a Weismannian linear projection between germline and soma. Yet simply through
its association with the advances of genetics, the concept of gene as causal agent achieved a
hegemony which it has never entirely lost. Morgan, who had originally sought an integrated
account of generation including both genetics and experimental embryology, joined other lapsed
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synthetic theorists such as William Bateson, in an increasingly myopic, quasi-Freudian focus on
the interpretation of life as the interpretation of genes.

1.8.

Fool's Gold ?

The rise of experimental embryology and the post-

Weismann rifts

l ,^ . l ,E n t w i c k l u n g s m e c h a n i k
Yet alternative approaches,laden with their own ambiguities and shortcomings,existed then as now.
Weismannism's rise to power, swept along by the positivist currents of the age, was inexorable,
but never unchallenged. To begin with it was one of a proliferating welter of developmental
theories. Later it provoked others in opposition, stimulating yet by the same token constraining
the agenda of embryology.

The great new wave of ontogenetic theory came in the 1880s. For the previous half century the
discipline had lain fallow, despite the forward march of cell theory and descriptive embryology.
Indirectly, the catalyst for the theoretical renaissance was Darwinism, which galvanised
developmentalists to find a natural-scientific account of ontogeny by provoking an unacceptable
alternative: the theory of Ernst Haeckel (Gould,1977).

Haeckel was not, in truth, a Darwinist, for all his passionate claims, and for all his status as the
founder o f genealogical classifications in morphology : he was merely enthralled by the concept of
evolution, which after the Origin's publication had swept Europe with renewed fervour, and
become virtually synonymous with Darwin’s name (Gould,1977). Haeckel’s enthusiasm led him
to resurrect the old idea of recapitulation, than an organism’s ontogeny repeats its evolutionary
past. In so doing, he turned what had been a mere conjectured correspondence, discredited by Von
Baer, into an explanatory, causal principle, with teleological and even mystical overtones. Despite
such imaginative embellishments as the gastraea theory, which used germ layer theory to propose
the gastrula as the ancestral metazoan state (Gould,1977), Haeckel’s approach infuriated natural
scientists. Yet when charged with showing more sympathy for the squalid remnant of
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naturphilosophilie than the new empiricism, Haeckel's response scarcely helped his case. His
replies to the most vigorous critic, Wilhelm His, were petty and vapid, resorting to ridicule "of the
most inane sort".(His.quoted in Oppenheimer, 1967 )

By 1880, recapitulation theory was eclipsed, and out of several vieing programmes for a naturalscientific alternative, entwicklungsmechanik won out. Unlike its rivals, the famous German
programme dismissed the study of developmental physiology as an end in itself, and insisted that
questions of developmental process be directed toward the problem of form (Webster &
Goodwin, 1982). Several members of the movement, most notably His, actually wished to explain
form through the organisation of physical forces in the embryo, but the suffix 'mechanik* refers
only to causality in a general, Kantian sense,with connotations more of mechanism than of force
(Sander,1985). The architect of the movement, Wilhelm Roux, emphasised that it was thus the
'causalnexus' of events that he and his followers were concerned with : the level at which clear-cut,
linearly causal relations could be traced by experiment with a view to clarifying the operation of
the morphogenetic mechanism in its entirety (Oppenheimer,1967). This emphasis certainly ruled
out naive compositional atomism, but admitted the possibility not only of mechanical forces, but
the determinant-based approach of Roux's close colleague, August Weismann.

Roux's polemics for entwicklungsmechanik, including the publication of the first embryology
journal,

Archives, in 1894 and the famous Manifesto of 1897, were matched by decisive

experiments which initiated the experimental study of form via ontogenetic processes themselves.
Before turning to these experiments and their ambiguous legacy, we should however note the
presence o f a contemporanous, more disparate and diffusely articulated perspective on ontogeny.
This was a resurgence in attempts to understand generation by considering a range of final forms.

1.8.2.A Third Explanatory Approach: Generative Rationalism Re-emerges.

In the hands of Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire’s son, Isidore, French experimental teratology had
subsided into exhaustive cataloguing, culminating in Isidore’s Tératologie, a triple-tomed bestiary
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of the grotesque(Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,1832-7). In 1860 the French National Academy sought to
save the situation with a competition to discover if Etienne’s claim, that development has
modifiable by experiment, was true. The resuccitation attempt worked, and the competion’s
winners, Lereboullet and Camille Dareste, effectively re-founded experimental teratology
(Oppenheimer, 1968). Lereboullet had earlier discovered twinning in unperturbed pike embryos,
but now found no significant difference between experimental and control batches : this may be due
to the fact that his control embryos were overcrowded, and that he discarded ’dead’ embryos, which
may well have died from developmental abnormality, from his results(Gppenheimer,1968).
Lereboullet’s experiments involved general shocks after the manner of Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, and
included temperature change, agitation and alteration of the osmotic and chemical environment.
Similar techniques were employed by Dareste on the chick, and here the results, if somewhat
uninformative, were at least positive : abnormalities were produced (Dareste,!877). Later
teratologists, such as Warynski, Fol and Chabry, used more refined techniques : Chabry, for
instance, developed the technique of blastomere ablation before Roux, in 1887
(Oppenheimer,1968). But experimental teratology was destined to remain marginal, as the French
School’s call for a "physiology of the plastic" was eclipsed by entwicklungsmechanik, which in
addition to making better use of teratology’s techniques, better preserved Geoffroy’s emphasis on
form, for all its preference for physical mechanism over generative law.

In England, the research of William Bateson, published in Materials fo r the Study o f Variation in
1895, had conceptual similarities with French teratology. He too considered the problem of
generation in terms of a range of final forms, but used natural variation, not experimental results,
as a data base. In his research he reached two conclusions of lasting importance. The first
concerned variation. Like De Vries, he showed that it is discontinuous, but Bateson went much
further in demonstrating not only that variation is quantised, but directionally limited too. It
became clear that, contrary to the claims of the Darwinian assault on type , all forms were not
equally possible on generative, let alone functional or historical grounds (Bateson,1895). Bateson
therefore re-established the possibility of ontogenetic law, a prospect made strikingly clear in his
wide-ranging studies of meristic series. Here he identified two phenomena which ought perhaps to
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have dealt a body-blow to the disciples of crude correspondence between a traitised organism and
an isomorphic germ linefirst,in his work on variations within meristic series,Bateson’s discovery
of Homoeosis demonstrated that the members of meristic series were transformations of one
another. Secondly,in his study of meristic variation between series, Bateson showed that alterations
occur in all members of segmental sequences when the total number of segments changes.These
observations indicated that entire meristic sequences were generated by single,integiated generative
systems (Bateson,1895) and were therefore incompatible with crude genotype-phenotype mapping.
Indeed,the discovery of such phenomena pointed to the existence of an ontogenetic organisation
which unified superficial morphological diversity and might situate the variety of visible forms
within a more profoundly intelligable level. Bateson, working within a different episteme to that
of Goethe and Geoffrey, was therefore using a similar mode of explanation and analysis to work
towards a similar goal. Like them,he was studying the variety of actual forms,normal and
abnormal,in an attempt to elucidate the ’construction’ principles underlying development and
morphology.

1.8.3.The Paradigms Clash:Weismann and Driesch.

But the project was destined not to last.Such intimations of bildung would be abandoned within a
few years, as Bateson’s founding role in the new genetics drew him into a Weismannian
perspective. As the new century began, the fertile diversity of ontogenetic thought resolved itself
into hostile camps, and theoretical options narrowed progressively into cloistered and reified
traditions.

Weismannism’s destiny was to dominate ontogenetic thought, but ironically it was through
entwicklungsmechanik's most famous experiments that this came to pass. The first of these,
Roux’s 1888 ’confirmation’ of the id segregation hypothesis by killing a frog blastomere with a
hot needle, popularised not only this element of Weismann’s thought but the related and more
important germline theory too. Many of Roux’s colleagues were scandalised. Oscar Hertwig, who
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pioneered research into the cytoplasm's developmental role in opposition to Weismann's nuclear
myopia, vilified Weismannism, for it posited

an invisible region (where) it is impossible to apply the methods of science... it is
barren to investigation... like its predessor, the preformationism of the eighteenth century.
(Hertwig 1894,p.l40)
It is difficult to find fault with this criticism, made in 1894, many years before genetics provided
an exegetic mode of analysis for Weismannian studies. It was thus ironic that
entwicklungsmechanik, founded in reaction to Haeckel’s mysticism, should help to reinstate
mysticim in a new guise.

Deeper irony was to foUow.In 1893 Driesch definitively refuted the id hypothesis when he found
that separated sea urchin blastomeres produced normal embryos (Wolpert,1985) : Roux had allowed
the degenerating blastomere to remain attached to and interfere with the developing one. Driesch’s
new phenomenom, which came to be known as regulation , quickly became the central and
defining connundrum of ontogeny ; but it was also the downfall of embryology’s fragile unity.Far
from destroying the now well-rooted germline theory, Driesch’s work merely fi-eed it from its
commitments to ontogeny. The unfettered phenomenology of the germline now developed apace.
It found a natural ally in nuclear and chromosomal research, whose paramount importance it
stressed ; examples of non-regulation were developed into mosaic theories, by nuclear researchers
such as Boveri, and by Morgan, who argued in 1905 that ’’ a process of pure epigenetic
development, as generally understood nowadays, may also be predetermined in the egg" (quoted in
Oppenheimer,1967). Yet the interests of the post-Weismannists centred not on epigenesis,but
upon the analysis of a process-free inheritance causally antecedant to ontogeny. Their waning
concern for the riddles of epigenesis can be traced in Morgan’s changing definitions of heredity, the
science of "similarity to parents and devlopment" as late as 1910, but "similarity to parents" alone
in 1926 (quoted in Allen,1985,p.l 13-114).
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The loss of Weismann was not the only blow Driesch’s result dealt to entwicklungsmechanik.
Roux himself had been refuted, and the spirited confidence of the movement shattered by the
conceptual enigma regulation presented. Worst of all, though, was Driesch’s own analysis of the
problem. Driesch argued that the potential fate of any given embryonic region was much wider
than its actual, prospective fate. The latter was a function of its position within a fieldorganisation which regulated according to the embryo’s size (Wolpert 1985; Webster & Goodwin
1982). These insights are conceptually unsurpassed to this day, but in describing the field Driesch
employed a factor, which came to be termed entelchy, which although playing a rigorously-defined
role was an unapologetic use of vitalism.

Perhaps,had Driesch’s theory combined with the early insights of Bateson, further progress might
have been made ; but not now. The use of vitalism not only discredited Driesch’s own work and
obscured its sophistication, it shook the confidence of the anti-Weismannists to the core, whilst
giving the disciples of reductive isomorphism, blind to their own covert vitalism, a propaganda
triumph. Driesch’s fall from grace is still used as a cautionary tale for geneticism’s initiates,
illustrating the moral peril of straying from the reductionist path.

1.8.4..Genetics and Experimental Embryology: Consolidating the Rift.

The early twentieth century embryologists began to search like wandering tribes for an approach to
ontogeny which avoided the twin pitfalls of reductive and transcendental vitalism. In France,
experimental teratology began to grow again, in the hands of researchers such as Cappe de
Baillon(1933)and Wolff (1936). In Britain, Russell tried in 1916 to establish an ’organicism’ with
no lasting success; in 1917 D’Arcy Thompson’s brilliant beached whale. On Growth and Form,
appeared; and the main thrust of embryology, in the hands of Huxley, De Beer and their
collaborators, was harnessed to the study of evolution (Ridley,1985). In America, with the
isolated exception of Ross Harrison (Horder et al,1985), geneticism was dominant, and made its
greatest strides.
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Only in Germany, the longstanding home of synthetic thought, was a way forward found, in 1901
Spemann and his collaborators found that precise tissue interactions were necessary for normal
development : lens development from amphibian epidermis required the underlying presence of the
optic cup. This was clearly incompatible with any meaningful notion of predetermination.
Spemann's overriding concern, in the uncertainty of the time, however, was to shore-up
experimental embryology as a discipline in its own right (Sander,1985). He therefore named the
new phenomenon induction, taking this and other words from psychology in an attempt to define
a language-space capable of resisting reduction to the new genetic level. These fortifications, and
the imperious tunnel-vision of the reductive isomorphists, combined to push genetics and
experimental embryology further apart.

Yet for a while, Spemann’s success bred sucess. Morgan, in the years before his great work in
genetics and conversion to post-Weismannism, collaborated with Driesch and went on to produce
seminal studies on regeneration. He distinguished between morphallaxis and epimorphosis, and
developed the concept of polarity, raising the possibility of morphogenetic gradients (Morgan,
1901). This stimulated the gradient theories of Child, Runstromm and Horstadius (Wolpert
1985,Slack 1987). Spemann combined these insights with his own on induction,and developed
the organizer hypothesis, famously confirmed by dorsal-lip transplant experiments (Spemann &
Mangold,1924).

But then the experiments faltered. A range of concepts-regulation, induction, morphallaxis,
epimorphosis, gradients, organisers - had been established, but it was clear that little headway had
been made toward explaining ontogeny : only a better-articulated description of the problem had
been achieved. Needham (1931) argued that to advance, the science would have to study
component levels, a prospect that many researchers found unpallatable due to their antagonism
with genetic reductionism. Yet a year after publishing Chemical Embryology, Needham’s research
into the biochemistry of induction led him into yet another baffling phenomenom, when he found
that induction could be achieved by ’dead’ organiser. In 1936 it became clear that methylene blue,
the first of many artificial substances, could do likewise (Needham, 1942).
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The whole science was shaken. Morgan, perceiving the crisis and suspicious of implicit vitalism
in Spemann’s evolving approach, smugly compared the situation to that which had arisen with
Driesch :
Philosophical platitudes were invoked rather than experimently determined factors.
Then, too, experimental embryology ran for a while after false gods that landed it
finally in a maze of metaphysical subtleties.
(Quoted in Sander,1985)
Yet the American geneticists had been served no better by their metaphysical crudities. When the German
developmental geneticist Richard Goldschmidt arrived in the United States and began to ask questions
about the physiological and developmental role of genes, the response was a blank wall of indifference
and dismissal. Goldschmidt, finding himself cast as a maverick, was antognised in turn, and would
pronounce in 1942 that in its relevance to ontogeny, the gene would soon be "as dead as the dodo"
(Horder et al, 1985).

The first golden age of developmental biology thus subsided into decay, impeded by technical limitations,
but ultimately fragmented by the primordial tensions which for a time had triggered such productive
debate. On the one hand the geneticists, possessed by Weismann’s ghost and a quasi-religious certainty in
the genetic ’foundations’ of life, refused any sustained engagement in synthetic thought. Blinded by the
agelong cultural illiteracy to process and generation, but confident in crude linearly-causal dualisms,
ontongeny became for many as postponable as it was unproblematical. Morgan at least recognized the
’unfortunate gap’ it’s omission left in biological theory (Sander 1985), although his belated return to this
problem did little to narrow i t Indeed, his use of ’gap’ rather than ’gulf to describe the missing
knowledge was indicative of geneticism’s belief : that the basic nature of life was explained, and only the
details remained to be filled in.

Experimental embryology, by contrast, had become mesmerised by problems it understood all too well to
explain away, and became enmeshed in a doubt that has traditionally taken on a wry quality. "I have the
impression", wrote Spemann of his experimental life, "of holding a conversation with someone
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considerably brighter than m yself’ (quoted in Seidel,1981).Yet the experimental embrologists were
equally daunted by the braying confidence of their rivals. "Geneticists now are on the look out... they
have cast their eye on us", warned Spemann (quoted in Sander,1985), who continued to sever links in a
bid to protect his discipline. In his 300 page Silliman Lectures on development, written in 1936, the
dread word ’gene’ was not used one single time (Sander,1985). Morgan and Spemann received their Nobel
prizes in 1933 and 1935 respectively, but by then ontogenetic thought had been crippled by lack of
dialogue, and slipped stagnantly into a theoretical winter, to await the return of wiser counsels and the
birth o f a brighter age.

1.9. From the Past to the Present

This account of the long and ambiguous history of ontogenetic thought has traced the genealogy of
geneticism,modem embryology’s chief vexation,from its origins in Ancient Greece,the
Renaissance and the last century through to its consolidation in the early decades of the present
century .It has also discussed the alternative approaches to development and form that have risen and
ebbed during the many centuries of reductive isomorphism’s evolution.Principally,these have
been,first, ’generative rationalism’jesurgent in different ways in the morphologies of Goethe and
Geoffroy-Saint Hilaire,in Bateson’s studies on variation and comparative fonn, and in the
predominantly French history of ontogenetic teratology ; and,second, experimental embryology,
exemplified in the research programmes of Roux and Spemann.The curious course of this
history,driven principally by the problematic of stability-versus-change and the related Western
preoccupation with hidden causal agency,led embryology to an invidious choice between two
unpallatable options.On the one hand lay the ’deep myth’ of Weismannian explanation ; on the
other a vaguer perspective which sensed that this was ’not enough’,but which although committed
to experimentalism was conceptually and technically constrained, and uncertain about the status of
genes and other key components of early embryos. For much of our century, the hopes of a way
past the frozen intellectual forms of this legacy were about as realistic as the hopes of the early
mariners for a Northwest Passage through the Arctic waters.Yet in embryology,we can now hope
that an intellectual passage out of the wastes may at last be forced.
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The current era is one in which many of embryology's greatest vexations may eventually be
solved.This thesis is written during a period in which alternatives to the blighting perspectives of
the past century appear,finally, to be crystallising.The present period is one of flux and
openness,perhaps largely because in the last fifteen years empirical knowledge has raced ahead of
theoretical development in the study of ontogeny.As a result, although older perspectives are
looking increasingly limited,new conceptualisations are still in an unpredictable foment.

1.9.1. A Loosening Grip

O f course,the weight of the past still hangs heavy on the science,drawing successive generations of
embryologists into old misconceptions with an insidious but powerful gravity .The vast enterprise
of modem analytical embryology is still shot through with ambiguities and disjunctures that reflect
the fragmentation of the subject's metatheory.

Most obviously, different research interests have focused upon different organisms. To a large
degree, this reflects the varied advantages of different systems : Drosophila is not amenable to
experimental pertubation whereas Xenopus has few morphogenetic mutants. But nevertheless, the
extent of research segregation is excessive, and remarkably little effort has been made to draw
together results fix)m different systems and different approaches. For instance no concerted attempt
has been made to explore the physiology of axis formation, a problem well-studied elsewhere
(Nuccitelli 1984;Busa 1988) in Drosophila , although the genetics of this system are uniquely
well-dissected. Technical impediments are not enough to explain gaps o f this kind : they also
reflect a historical reluctance to bring together insights from different traditions.

Similarly, at a theoretical level, old ways persist.This is not merely apparent in the erroneous
"blueprint 'and 'programme' analogies in which an obsolete geneticism still survives (Oyama
1985;Hinde 1968;Mayr 1976).Many bright,synthetic perspectives have fallen foul of new dualities
and new marginalisations of the epigenetic process. For instance,the much-vaunted theory of
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positional information (Wolpert,1971), draws a distinction between a global gradient and its local
interpretation by cells ; the rest of development becomes an algorithm of the interpretative event.
This theory succeeded in prising power away from genes, and put their role into the context of a
bounded field reminiscent of Driesch.However, it brought two new dichotomies into play,
information versus interpretation and pattern forming event versus derivative development. The
validity of these distinctions is not clear : they may now impede the imagination to the precise
degree that they once gave it a foothold, for evidence is mounting that embryos do not 'think' in
such dualistic ways themselves.

Flawed syntheses such as this have yet to extirpate the last animistic crudities of reductive
isomorphism from the science. Yet at an even cruder level, it is still possible for accomplished
geneticists to be taken seriously when describing pair rule genes as "painting stripes" or "drawing
lines"(Lawrence,1987). The nature / nurture debate continues to resurface, sustained by the
embryologists', rather than most ethologists', emphasis on the genetic 'basis' of development
Many of the most creative opponents of geneticism, at behavioural and embryonic levels, still
fall foul of its conceptual cleavages and antagonisms, positing on 'organism' or 'morphogenetic
field' which mediates between genes and environment, and from which the genes are thus
somehow distinct (eg Bateson,1983 ). Even the notion of a phenocopy, which geneticism's critics
have used to argue for a focus on system-transformation, implicity ratifies geneticism, since it
prioritises exactly those system-perturbations which can be elicited by genes, and suggests through
the suffix 'copy' that genes have a special role,since genetic mutation is a more fundamental means
of perturbing a system than experimental dissection.

Yet, although those who believe that mass science has already broken the code of ontogeny's
agelong enigmas are guilty of hubris, the old conceptual forms are wearing thin with the ceaseless
march of empirical knowledge. Most of the salient advances have been made in cell biology, where
biochemists, physiologists and morphologists have laid bare a significant amount of the cell's
basic structure and organisation. The discovery of basic structures such as membranes and
cytoskeletons has cast great insights into development ; our knowledge of cell processes has done
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likewise, for instance in the physiology of fertilisation and axis formation, or in the biochemistry
of induction (Busa,1988;Otte et al,1989) - the very problem that defeated Needham before the
Second World War.

The most significant achievements have been those of molecular genetics. The research in this
area appears to be dragging geneticism step by step away from its original position. The
textbook landmarks in the theory of the gene - the one gene, one enzyme hypothesis, the structure
of DNA, the genetic code, the operon-all have helped to dispel the myths of the gene's
determinative power and it's projection into structure. By Monod's day it was clear that genes were
macromolecules in which cells stored encoded information for protein manufacture, comprising a
structural 'library' entirely subject to cellular control. That reductive isomorphism, in the face of
this knowledge, was able to persist through distorted conceptions of 'information' testifies to the
power of Weismannian thought and the problem epigenesis still presents.

Perhaps the tenacity of the Weismannian programme metaphor owes most to the segregation of
genetic from biochemical and physiological studies described above. So long as genes and their
products are treated as 'black boxes' rather than molecules with intricate physiological roles, crude
informational perspectives are likely to dominate developmental genetics, and limit it to the
elaboration of flow-charts of gene interactions. This approach is necessary, but not in the end
sufficient to enable us fully to understand ontogeny. It is necessary to integrate genetic systems
into the wider organisation of the early embryo to grasp early development The organism where
this task is first likely to be accomplished, ironically, is Drosophila, the bastion of geneticism for
much of this century. And one recent innovation of molecular genetics, DNA sequencing, is
likely to prove the most decisive technique in this advance. The integration of genetics and cell
physiology is of vast potential importance, and is considered at length in the chapters that follow.

1.9.3.Scope of this Study

To escape the conceptal snares of the past,modem embryology must develop a perspective which
enables detailed analysis of the components of early embryos to be carried out,but which,in
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addition,successfuUy situates the results of this analysis within a post-Weismannian explanatory
framework,one which fosters an understanding of development and form that is free from the myths
of depth and stasis.The first,empirical goal,is currently being approached.The second,theoretical
goaljem ains a problem which will probably take many years of enquiry at many different levels to
surmount.

This thesis is concemed,practically and theoretically,with both of these major goals. The principal
orientation of the chapters that follow is toward empirical studies.These studies consist primarily
of an investigation into the effects of permeabilisation and subsequent physiological perturbations
on the developmental organisation of

Drosophila embryo.At one level,this investigation can

be seen as a straightforward contribution to our knowledge about the Drosophila system and insect
embryology in general.The effects of permeabilisation are not known, and it is becoming
increasingly clear that the perivitelline space and egg cortex are fundamental to pattern formation in
insects.Permeabilisation also allows the developmental roles of structural and physiological
factors to be investigated in a system which,by and large,has previously only been understood
genetically. Therefore,the research contributes toward the empirical concerns of modem
embryology,although not with the marvellously powerful genetic and biochemical techniques of
single component analysis and visualisation that are currently revolutionising the science.

But the study also operates at other levels.In particular,it is concerned with two issues:

(a) The relationship between discourses

The Drosophila embryo has long been a fortress of genetic analysis. It provides relatively few
opportunities for experimental dissection. Conversely, those organisms in which biochemical and
cell-physiological techniques are possible have had little to offer geneticists. Yet the interface of
genetics and cell physiology is the key to early development,considered at the component level.The
work presented here,in which cell physiological techniques are applied to the early Drosophila
embryo, the genetic systems of the developing organism can be reconsidered in a structural and
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physiological context,and the relationship between both discourses and different aspects of actual
organisation explored.

(b) The status o f teratology

Permeabilisation and subsequent perturbations of cell physiology are classical teratological
techniques,doubly so in this study where the analysis of their effects is carried out,after the manner
of most mutant screens,in terms of final cuticular phenotypes rather than comparative
developmental processes.Although this research orientation was rendered inevitable by a number of
unforseen practical contingencies and constraints which subsequent chapters describe,it provides a
valuable opportunity to consider the role and status which the teratological approach should be
given in modem studies.The mode of thinking about development and form most seriously absent
in the foment of modem theory is probably the generative rationalism of Geoffroy,Goethe,and
Bateson,and classical teratology is a natural empirical and theoretical adjunct to this diffuse
paradigm.One possibility is that a resurgent emphasis on 'constmction' and bildung may play a
role in the higher-order perspectives which ontogenetic theory needs to develop,in which
developmental mechanisms are embedded within the more general problematics of generative
order.These questions,conceming the metatheory of development and the status and future of both
teratology and generative rationalism,are retumed to in the discussion.

1.9.4.0verview of Subsequent Chapters.

The following chapter faces two ways,back to the historical and philosophical themes considered
here and forward to the empirical studies.lt introduces the Drosophila embryo and its
embryogenesis against the background of twentieth century studies on insect embryology and
genetics,and considers the teratological tradition in the present century and its relationship to the
advances made in insects.Chapter 3 introduces the technique of permeabilisation and the
physiological pertubations it makes possible.The following chapters conduct a detailed analysis of
their effects according to the priorities described here: primarily as a contribution to empirical
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knowledge,secondarily as an exploration of discourse interfaces and an enquiry into method.This
leads, in the closing chapter, toward an integrative empirical perspective on the organisation of the
Drosophila embryo, and a reappraisal of the theoretical issues this section has discussed. We turn
first to the chequered fortunes of experimental studies in insect systems.
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Chapter 2
Drosophila Embryology, Past and Present.

Linking the considerations of the last chapter to the practical studies of permeabilisation
described in subsequent chapters,this chapter reviews the organisation of ihe Drosophila
embryo against the background of insect embryology in general. The entire welter of insect
research in this century is not considered, but historical themes are used, by way of selective
genealogy, to illustrate our current knowledge.Three perspectives on insect, and specifically
Drosophila, development are now examined in turn: descriptive, experimental, and genetic.
Finally, the status of teratology within this field of enquiry is briefly considered.

2.1.D escriptive

Developm ent.

Von Kolliker, one of the great nineteenth century pioneers of cell theory, actually wrote his
doctoral thesis (Kolliker, 1842) on the embryonic development of the dipterans. His work
established the basic stages of early development in insects, although their analysis in terms of
cells and their modem names - preblastoderm, pole cell extmsion, syncytial blastoderm,
cellularisation and gastmlation - were to emerge only gradually over many decades. Studies on
many insects followed Von Kolliker’s, but the next major advance was made by Weisman
(1893 ). He published accounts of insect development in three dipteran species. His work had
a standard of comprehensiveness and detail that was not surpassed until the later years of the
present century.

Studies on other insects lagged behind those of diptera because their physical inaccessibility to
observation and their complicated developments, employing growth and morphogenetic
movements, made them hard to understand. Dipteran development became comprehensible
within a general ontogenetic framework when these problems were solved.

Key stages, common to all insects were established principally by Krause (Sander,1976). The
most important of these were the germ anlage and germ band. A germ band contains three
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germ layers and all the segmented parts of a larva, although growth, morphogenesis and
differentiation are still required to complete embryonic development The germ anlage is the
initial cytoplasmic region which, forming at the cortex of the yolky egg after fertilisation,
will become the embryo proper and generate the germ ban d .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig 1.Different developmental modes in insects.(a)short germ; (b)intermediate germ;
(c)long germ.Each diagram shows the embryo at the germ anlage (thick line) and germ
band construction stages .In (a) and (b),proliferative growth (arrow) is necessary to estblish
the full germ band,but in (c),due to the relative size of the germ anlage,only subdivision
is necessary .See text
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The insect egg at fertilisation is a complex, superficially quite homogeneous mass of yolk and
cytoplasmic elements. After fertilisation, the cytoplasm begins to segregate towards the
cortex, and to be associated in the yolk with proliferating syncytial nuclei, forming a loosely '
connected trabecular network of cleavage energids (Foe and Alberts, 1983). After a set number
of synchronous mitoses, most energids follow the segregating cytoplasm and migrate
cortically. Pole cells bud off when nuclei reach the posterior, and a subsequent wave colonises
the entire cortex, so that the upper periplasm becomes structured into a complex, syncytial
blastoderm.

In Drosophila, the cortical nuclei are evenly spaced, but in embryos whose germ anlage
occupies only part of the egg surface, the nuclei become denser at its prospective site, either
through assymetric migration or movement within the cortical plane(Anderson,1972). This is
important since it indicates that significant spatial cues, of a kind that may be undiscovered or
obsolete in Drosophila, are operative in most late preblastoderm insect eggs.

The structure of the syncytial blastoderm egg is not yet understood in detail, although this
stage is pivotal in pattern formation. Foe and Alberts (1983) showed that at a gross level, it
is organised in discrete domains around each nucleus.lt is not clear whether, at any time in the
cell cycle, these adjacent domains connect directly, for instance through cytoskeletal structures.
However, domains are connected, by fibres used for active transport, with both the deep yolk
and the plasma membrane, and may communicate with one another indirectly through these
pathways. The question is a pressing one because, correlating with waves of entry and exit
into mitosis, extensive cytoplasmic streaming occurs in the sub-cortical periplasm,
accompanied by global contractions and relations of the central yolk mass. Simple, diffusionbased models of communication between nuclear domains may be difficult to reconcile with
such motility. The waves of mitotic initiation and egg content displacement are unlikely
themselves to be central to pattern formation, since they can be manipulated experimentally in
gall midges (Wolf, 1985 ) and Callosobruchus (Van der Meeret al,1982 ) without affecting the
final pattern.
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Cellularisation occurs during nuclear cycle 14 in Drosophila (Foe and Alberts, 1983) and
involves an abrupt re-organisation of the blastoderm. Viewed at the egg surface and staining
for actin, myosin or tubulin (reviewed in Wam,1986) the cytoskeletons of the syncytial
cortical domains appear as rings, which expand around each nucleus, disappear before mitosis,
and then reappear and re-expand, at twice their previous density in the cortex, during the next
cycle.

During cycle 14, the expanding rings meet and integrate, forming a hexagonal cytoskeletal
mesh with a nucleus in each space.A global contraction of the mesh, pulling down into the
egg core, ensues (Wam,1986 ). The plasma membrane, to which the cortical cytoskeleton is
attached and which at this point has a highly convoluted surface, is pulled down, immediately
creating boundaries around the nuclei. The nuclei re-organise, acquiring an elongated,
characteristically epithelial shape. New membrane is synthesised to complete basolateral and
basal cellularisation. In Drosophila, gastmlation follows immediately upon the completion of
the process (Foe and Alberts,1983).

The cortex has a key role in the development of a vast diversity of organisms (Jaffe,1981).
Elsewhere, its centrality has been established by physiological and biochemical techniques
which have revealed complex and informative phénoménologies independently of genetic
analysis. Such techniques, for practical reasons, have not been applied to insects but there is
no a priori reason to doubt that their cortexes too may be physiologically active in
developmentally significant ways. This question is one which the current study will try to
address.

2.2.Experim ental Embryology.

One of the best and most satisfying studies of general insect embryology is the classic twovolume work of Counce and Waddington (1972). Yet the main analytical chapter, ‘The Causal
Analysis of Insect Embryogenesis’ (Counce, 1972) has a strange flavour to the modem reader.
It is a vast, exhausting review of experiments and observations which were then thought to be
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explanatory in insect ontogeny. It is only after some perplexity that the reader realises that
almost all the studies reported are analyses of insect eggs as cellular, rather than developmental
systems.The basic explanatory hope of the work is that a concatenation of stage-by-stage
cellular analyses will add up to an explanation of development. The review is a testimony to
the intellectual myopia and theoretical defeat which characterised mid-century embryology in
the English speaking world, in sharp contrast to the striking progress which was being made
in Germany, and which, even in the early 1970’s, was little known beyond that country.

Spemann’s tremendous impact in Germany inspired the young Friedrich Seidel to apply a
similar approach to insects: ‘This, I ought to be doing!” (Seidel,1981 ). The use of
experiment to locate basic explanatory principles in ontogeny, characteristic not only of
Spemann but the German tradition back to entwicklungsmechanikt led to a long series of
conclusions which are reviewed in Sander (1976). The reader is referred to this review for a
thorough survey of the German tradition and for the early concepts of activation and
differentiation centres. Here, the most important and relevant Endings for the current project
are briefly described:

A Posterior Determinant in Euscelis

The egg o f the leaf hopper, Euscelis, has a group of symbiotic bacteria at the posterior pole
which, with their attendant cytoplasm, can be moved mechanically to different egg locations
(Sander, 1976). The posterior plasm turns out to specify a posterior positional peak,
suggesting that it emits a signal which specifies increasingly posterior fate at increasingly
high concentrations, and forms a graded distribution peaking at its source (Fig.2c)

b)The Gap Phenomenon

In Euscelis, segment size is greater, in an egg with a medially displaced posterior plasm,
between the ectopic posterior and the true posterior than between the ectopic posterior and the
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anterior. This suggests that the anterior region also influences pattern, and that the correct
number and spacing of segments requires input from both egg poles.

early

late

(b)

normal

(c)
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Fig 2.Key results of experimental embryology in insects.(a)gap phenomenom: ligation
reduces segment number,with medial segments lost flrsqfewer segments are lost after
later ligation.(b)gap phenomenom: isolated medial regions generate the most medial
segments. (c)movement of posterior plasm in Euscelis causes development o f posterior
segments to either side of the plasm's new position,the most posterior nearest the
plasm.(d)Transverse ligation leads to the development of parallel, normally-proportioned
embryos.See text.

The gap phenomenon (Herth and Sander 1973,Vogel 1977) confirms these inferences (fig 2a).
Median ligation induces loss of the most medial segments, and an increase in size of the
others. The earlier the ligation, the greater the number of lost segments and size of the
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remainder. The polar regions remain stable even after very early ligation. This suggests that
determinants, located at the poles, specify polar fate independently; that the specification of
medial fates requires the determinants to interact; and that the whole, pole-to-pole system is
normally integrated to generate metameres of a standard size throughout

Two nuances in these well-known results should be highlighted. First, partial early
reconnection of two separated blastoderm halfs permits a more normal segment number. This
is so even if the reconnection is only made in the yolky core of the embryo, not at the cortex.
This suggests that longitudinal pattem-formation is mediated, in part or exclusively, through
core regions of the egg. Foe and Alberts (1983) made a similar proposition on the grounds of
cytological studies (see chapter 5).

Second, Sander’s (1962) double-gradient interpretation of the gap phenomenon was contested
by Vogel ( 1977 ). He ligated anterior and posterior poles, and obtained a small number of
enlarged segments medially, which included the most medial elements of the final pattern (Fig
2b) .Vogel therefore favoured a model in which a series of dynamic domains were active at
different long-axis locations, which competed for territory with one another, and which were
each necessary for the development of a certain number of segments. Sander’s model stayed in
ascendancy, but in fact, Vogel’s probably has equal validity. He appears, indeed, to have
accurately predicted the phenomenology of gap gene function, a grey area of developmental
genetics that may yet benefit from closer analysis of his work.

UV Irradiation and Double-Gradient Dynamics

Kalthoff s and Yajima’s creations of double abdomens and double cephalons in chironimid
diptera by UV irradiation, centrifugation and RNASE injection (Kalthoff,1983) added new
dimensions to the two-gradient hypothesis.First, it appeared that each pole was capable of
generating either anterior or posterior structures, and that the balance or ratio between
determinants, not absolute quantities, determined which pathway was selected. Secondly, the
results dramatically underlined the global, regulative character of early insect development in
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sharp contrast to earlier mosaic theories, for a perfectly smooth and symmetrical gradient of
mirror-image characteristics was almost always obtained.Now that, in Drosophila, the
dynamics of segmentation are better understood, symmetry and smoothness are unsurprising
and it is perhaps the generation of rare, asymmetric double abdomens in Smittia by oblique
centrifugation that will create problems for theorists.

Regulation in the Dorsal-Ventral Axis

Longitudinal ligation ( Sander 1977 ) and cold shock ( Miya & Kobashi, 1974) can result in
up to four parallel germ anlages, running side by side in the insect egg (fig 2d). Remarkably,
normal dorsal-ventral proportions develop in each parallel embryo. The dorsal-ventral axis
therefore appears to be organised according to very different principles to the anterior-posterior
axis.The regulative properties these experiments demonstrate are hard to reconcile with current
hypotheses of dorsal-ventral axis determination based on a simple, ventrally prelocalised
determinant. The ventral axial peak must generate itself actively by a homeostatic
mechanism, not to be triggered positively by a fixed pre-existant factor. The issues these
classical findings raise are discussed in Chapter 5.

2.3.Insect Developmental Genetics.

2.3.1.From Sensitive Periods to Prepatterns

In the English-speaking world, genetics was long held back from incisive developmental
analysis due to the misconceptions and antagonisms arising from vulgar Weismannism. It
was again in Germany that the development nature of the gene was first profitably explored.
The history o f this period is reviewed by Sander ( 1985 ).

Developmental genetic studies began in earnest when a substantial array of phenotypes became
available in adult Drosophila in the 1930’s. Researchers such as Hencke, Driver and the
young Curt Stem used the new mutants to investigate the timing of individual gene activities
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in development Their method was to expose defined mutant embryos of different ages to
shocks, such as temperature and ether, and observe which stage of perturbation elicited
modifications of the murtant trait in question.The research programme was only partially
successful because many adult traits can be obtained by perturbation at different stages and,by
inference, through different ontogenetic pathways (Sander, 1985). One upshot of this research
was a trait-defined enquiry into sensitive periods in the development of wild-type files, and the
resulting discovery of ‘phenocopies’ (Goldschmidt, 1935,1938).

The now commonplace and cardinal notion that genes produce products which influence
development, and other genes at a distance, was emerging in the 1930s and 1940s, as Hencke
and his collaborators were conducting their programme.The impulse towards this basic notion
actually began earlier,with the work of Sturtevant (1966) and Caspari (1933), who created
genetically mosaic tissues using gynanders and transplants respectively. In both cases, they
found that a mutant tissue deficient in pigment production could be partially rescued simply by
proximity to the genetic border with the wild-type tissue. The mutant lacked a factor
necessary for the activation of intact pigmentation genes, and this factor was able to diffuse
through space fi*om the wild-type cells.

As these experiments proceeded, the demystification of the gene slowly unfolded through its
association with the production of enzymes and proteins (Beadle 1958 ). But, the most
striking developmental genetic achievement of the century’s middle years, was Stem’s prepattern hypothesis, the first to address the problem of pattern formation directly for many
years.

Stem’s theory (Stem, 1954) has been misrepresented in the past, and even used as an erroneous
contrast to the theory of positional information of Wolpert (1971 ). Stem,now in
America,founded his theory on a novel distinction between a developing underlying pattem and
its interpretation to produce overt form. This distinction arose from studies on mutant
gynanders in which normal and abnormal cuticle hair pattems could closely interdigitate
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without interfering with one another, so that they must be responding (or failing to respond)
to the same underlying pre-pattern running through both tissues.

Sander (1985) points out that Stem did not envisage a pattem singularity underlying each
point in the overt form, a proposition with little explanatory content for ontogeny. Stem
initially defined the pre-pattem simply as “any kind of spatial differenmess in development”
(Stem, 1954a ). However, he envisaged a succession of evolving, increasingly complex covert
pattems, culminating in a cryptical ‘map’ of final form. Sander( 1985) quotes Stem’s
quotation of, and commentary on, Driesch:

Development starts with a few ordered manifoldnesses ;but the manifoldnesses create.by
inter actions,new manifoldnesses,and these are able,by acting back upon the original ones,to
provoke new differences and so on.With each effect immediately a new cause is provided
and the possibility o f new specific action......

Development may thus be regarded as a sequence of prepattems,each one being a
realised pattem as compared to its predecessor,and a new prepattem as the basis of its
successor. At any stage in the sequence,differential genic response to a prepattem will create
differential prepatterns for the next stage.
(Q u o te d

in

S a n d e r ,1 9 8 5 ,p .379)

This century-old approach to development, translated into the modem language of genetic
systems, very aptly summarises the picture that has emerged empirically in Drosophila.
Stem’s pivotal position in the emergence of a sophisticated, non-Weismannian developmental
genetics, therefore merits greater recognition.

2.3.2.Genes and Development : Compartments and Selector Genes.

The systematic study of embryonic-lethal mutants began in Califomia, as Lewis (reviewed in
Lewis, 1978;Duncan,1982 ) extended his long term study of adult homoeotic abnormalities
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into embryonic forms. Lewis succeeded in devising a simple hypothesis in which segmental
differences in Drosophila were specified combinatorially by members o f a small, spatiallyregulated set of ‘master’ genes.His work attracted interest Garcia-Bellido developed the
master gene notion implicit both in Lewis’s and, in richer form. Stem ’s work into a formal
‘selector gene’ hypothesis (Garcia-Bellido,1975).

Probably the most important figure in the renaissance of developmental-genetic thought in the
English-speaking world was Garcia-BeUdo and Lewis’s collaborator, Peter Lawrence. From
transplant experiments in Oncopeltus ( Lawrence,1966) in the tradition of Locke (1959),
Lawrence had devised a gradient model to account for the regulative behaviour of regenerating
insect epidermis, in which segment borders marked sites of positional discontinuity. Clonal
restriction studies in Drosophila (reviewed in Lawrence, 1983 ) confirmed this to the extent
that fast-growing marked clone patches would not cross segment borders from the cellular
blastoderm stage onward.

The discovery of a second, covert lineage-restriction line, and the discovery of the engrailed
gene whose mutants not only allowed clonal patches to cross restriction boundaries, but also
caused some homoeotic features in which anterior characteristics appeared in the posterior
halves of segments, wings and legs (Morata and Lawrence,1975), led to the emergence of the
compartment hypothesis in its most full-blown form (eg see Lawrence,1983 ). This proposed
that embryos developed by successive divisions into separate domains, down to the size of the
half segment in the long axis, but additionally in the dorsal-ventral axis. These domains or
‘compartments’ were the quasi-autonomous sites of differential homoeotic gene activity..

The compartment hypothesis in this original form is becoming a matter for historians of
science. Even the basic concept of a developmental compartment has become a complicated,
problematical one, leading Lawrence to remark with ironic bravado that “ Compartments in
insects are so well accepted now that it has become passé to discuss them” (Lawrence,
1990).This simple, clever and archetypally Anglo-Saxon integration of genetics and ontogeny
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has energised developmental thought over the last two decades,but its future as a live
hypothesis may be threatened. Moreover, should ongoing work on the engrailed gene define it
not as a compartment bordermaiker and homoeotic regulator, but principally one of a series of
cell type defining segment-polarity genes (Martinez-Arias et al,1988), Lawrence’s gradientbased analysis of epithelial regulation will also be critically undermined. Contrary to the
compartment and gradient hypotheses, it is emerging that insect epithelia actually have a
repeating spectrum of cell-types, defined by segment polarity genes or their downstream
targets, with no special intrinsic discontinuities, and in which any repeating point of which
can, theoretically, form an overt boundary. The discovery of the parasegment (Martinez-Arias
and Lawrence, 1985) did, in the end, do no more than underline this point

2.3.3.Genes and Development : The Modern Revolution.

Nusslein-Volhard ( 1978,1979 ) working with a string o f collaborators, most notably
Wieschaus (Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980) has carried forward the tradition of Seidel,
Sander and Stem to lay bare much o îDrosophila’s basic genetic organisation. Her findings
have been dramatically confirmed by the new molecular genetics. Much of the dynamic
labyrinth of early genetic organisation in the fruit fly and other systems is likely to be known
by the end of the century.

The detailed genetics of the three sub-systems responsible for pattem formations in Drosophila
are considered in chapter 4 (terminal and segmentation systems); chapter 5 (dorsal-ventral
system); and chapter 7 (evolution and integration of all three systems). General reviews are
available by Akam (1987), Ingham (1988) and Anderson (1987).

2.4.TeratoIogy : A Crisis of Status and Identity.

Teratology in this thesis refers to the exploration of ontogeny’s twin problems - development
and form - by analysing the arrays of final forms,or tran^ormation ranges .generated under
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defined conditions. Chapter 2 now turns finally to a consideration of this analytical tradition
and its role in insect embryology, in relation to the studies described above.

2.4.1.Genes and Environment : Natural Ambiguities in Teratological
T hought.

Teratology's history .fuelled by humanity's ghoulish fascination with the macabre, and always
concerned at least as much with human as with animal abnormality, is very ancient (Persaud et
al,1985) although the fields that have been categorised under this general rubric have been
diverse,from medieval bestiaries of the exotic and grotesque, to rational morphology.to
experimental studies of ontogeny.Although,foUowing Sander (1989) and Oppenheimer (1968),
the working definition of teratology in this thesis centres on these latter two themes,a self
professed modem field of teratology has grown up since the 1940s concerning itself largely
with the study of human foetal abnormalities, dating back to studies on mbella and
thalidomide (Persaud et al,1985 ). With the theoretical heterogeneity of a medical science and
an orientation towards edpidemiology and preventative medicine, this discipline studies animal
abnormalities largely as systems for testing dmg affects, not to reveal principles common to
the ontogeny of diverse species. Nevertheless, the ‘principles of teratology’ in this modem
field( Wilson and Fraser,1979, p.47 ), although dry, illustrate its past periods as a more
incisive, theoretical discipline, and reflect the role that the science still occupies in negotiating
the boundary between gene expression and developmental physiology :
1.Susceptibility to teratogenesis depends on the genotype o f the conceptus and the manner in
which this interacts with environmental factors.
2.Susceptibility to teratogenic agents varies with the developmental stage at the time o f
exposure.

—

3.Teratogenic agents act in specific ways(mechanisms)on developing cells and tissues to
initiate abnormal embryogenesis.
4.The final manifestations o f abnormality are death,malformation,growth retardation and
functional disorder.
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5 .The access o f adverse environmental conditions tom developing tissues depends on the nature
o f the influences(agent).
6.Manifestations o f deviant development increase in degree as dosage increasesfrom the no
effect to the totally lethal level.

Teratological thought has infact for centuries been implicitly sensitive to the role of both
environmental and heritable factors in develpoment.Witness French Surgeon Ambroise Pane's
analysis 'Des Monstres et Prodiges' of 1573:
There are several things that cause monsters.
The first is the glory o f God.
The Second,his wrath.
The third,too greatly a quantity o f seed.
The fourth,too little a quantity.
The fifth,the imagination.
The sixth,the narrowness or smallness o f the womb.
The seventh,the indecent posture o f the mother,as when,being pregnant,she has sat too long
with her legs crossed,or pressed against her womb.
The eighth,through afall,or blows struck against the womb o f the mother,being with child.
The ninth,through heredity or accidental illnesses.
The tenth,through rotten or corrupt seed.
The eleventh,through mixture or mingling o f seed.
The twelth,through the artifice o f wicked spital beggars.
The thirteenth,through demons and devils.

(Quoted in Persaud et al,1985,p.3)

Divine influence, demonic forces and vitupérant vagrants excepted, all the sources of
monstrosity listed here arejn modem language,either genetically derived,or the result of
developmental perturbations such as mechanical and pressure shock.The ambiguous interface
of the extemal and genetic worlds was infact as much a motivating factor as the search for
ontogenetic priciples to the insect teratologists of the early twentieth century .For instance
Goldschmidt (1938), contrary to popular belief, was primarily interested in the phenocopy as a
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means for exploring the roles of genes in development His use of perturbations had
implications that he recognised for general principles of development but his cardinal interest
was in physiology. Twin goals of, on the one hand, the search for ontogenetic principles, and
on the other the nature of genetic / physiological mechanisms therefore existed side by side in
insect teratological thought in the early decades of the century .This dual emphasis is revived in
the experiments undertaken for this thesis.Yet the position is a conceptually difficult one,and
was perhaps one of the factors leading to the disintegration and eclipse of the disciplne as a
major force in developmental studies.

2.4.2.Teratology Persists in Other Guises

Experimental teratology’s overt centrality declined in insect embryology after the 1930s.
One paper illustrative of this decline, written by Cappe de Bâillon (1933), compares the
‘natural and artificial’ teratology of several insect embryos to results emerging from Seidel’s
new post-Spemann programme (Seidel,1981;Sander,1976). The overt comparison with
Seidel’s work is significant since it marks the subsuming of one tradition into another. The
use o f monsters to study development indeed persisted, but under different guises.Insect
teratology split into two: on the one hand, it was practised in experimental embryology, and
on the other hand, in genetics.

Teratology in Genetics.

The study of mutants is the study of that subset of developmental abnormalities that are
heritable. When comparative mutant studies are used to draw inferences about development
order, the modus operanti is teratological. The misapprehension of a quite different project
derives from constructing resulting hypotheses not in terms of organisational principles, but
determining genetic loci.This Weismannian trait is not characteristic of "teratogenetics’s" most
incisive advances.The pre-pattem theory of Stem was one such advance; a second was the
discovery by Nusslein Volhard and Wieschaus (1980) of a double segment periodically
underlying metameric order, a feature that may be fundamental to all insect/annelid segmental
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patterning since it is present in myriapods (Blower,1978 ) and since chilopod segmental
number appears to exist only in multiples of two ( Minelli & Bortoletto,1988).

Teratology in Experimental Embryology.

All the experimental advances described above were, in effect, teratological in that they
involved the analysis of ranges of final phenotypes induced by early perturbation. The
teratological approach has remained strong until very recently in insect studies, since insect
systems have not been amenable to more specific, stage-by-stage observation and
experiment.Modem examples include the use of UV irradiation on Drosophila embryos
(Bownes and Kalthoff, 19 74 ); of heat-shock in locusts (Mee and French, 1986; Mee, 1986)
aud Drosophila (Maas,1948); of ether treatment in Droi'opM a (Gloor,1947; Capdevila &
Garcia-Bellido, 1974; Ho et al,1983a,b,1987 ; Bownes and Sieler, 1977 ); of oxygen
starvation in the gall midge Wachtellia (Wolf,1985); and of the use of deformation and
cytoskeletal drugs in parasitic diptera (Junquera,1985;Kaiser & Went,1987 ).A wide variety of
perturbations have also been used in the developmentally related horseshoe crab embryo
(eg.Itow,1985,1986 ). Some of these studies are considered in more detail in the chapters that
follow.

2.4.3.The Challenge of ‘Phenogenetics*.

In addition to the problematical location of teratological study within twentieth century insect
embryology,the entire mode of analysis is now threatened with obsolescence. The
teratological phase of genetics is reaching a limit in Drosophila where the greater part of the
mutant transformation range is becoming clear. At the same time, molecular-genetic
techniques are allowing direct visualisation of gene activity in development, m Drosophila and
a growing number of other species.Sander ( 1989 ) has described these changes as a transition
from an essentially teratological programme (in both experimental and genetic studies) to a
‘phenogenetic’ one whose aim is to chart paths of normal and abnormal development in terms
of precise activities of specific genes. The question of the status of teratology is returned to in
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the discussion.where the issues are illuminated by the practical studies which now follow. As
described above and in chapter 1 and the overview,these are concerned with the developmentalphysiological role of the egg cortex and perivitelline space in Drosophila's ontogeny.
Teratological methods, based primarily on the range of final phenotypes, are used to relate the
physiology of the egg cortex to its genetic organisation, and to draw conclusions about the
overall organisation of specific developmental sub-systems.To carry out this study, the
physical barriers of the chorion and particularly the vitelline membrane - barriers which, to
date, have prevented other studies in insects in this mould - must be overcome.This technique,
permeabilisation of the vitelline membrane, has considerable potential and is pivotal to this
thesis. It is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3.

Materials and Methods:

Permeabilisation and its General Effects.

This chapter describes the methodology and basic phenomenology of permeabilisation, and
introduces the additional perturbations used to apply developmental shocks to permeabilised
embryos. The morphological syndromes these perturbations produce are analysed in Chapters
4 and 5. Other studies, using electrophysiology, fixation and microtomy, are described in
Chapter 6.

3.1.Fly H u sb a n d ry a n d Egg C ollection.

An Oregon R Strain oiDrosophila melanogaster was maintained in incubators at 22° C on a
12 hour light / dark cycle, switching to light each morning to maximise egg collection at this
point. The flies were maintained in plastic vials and in cages constructed from 500 ml plastic
beakers (Fig. la). The turnover of the population was designed to provide a continual supply
of 7 to 20 day-old flies (Fig. 1). This age range was used in all experiments, since the egg's
developmental sensitivity and the integrity of its vitelline membrane may be variable in eggs
from young or old mothers (Limbourg and Zalokar 1973; Overall and Jaffe, 1985).

Egg collections were made by anaesthetising flies with carbon dioxide. The induced
opposition that results produces some infertilised eggs, which must be identified and removed
later. The value of carbon-dioxide induced deposition is in providing a large number of
developmentally synchronous eggs.The egg collection procedure was as follows. Oviposition
was first induced and the eggs discarded, to screen out retained fertilised eggs. Collections were
then made one hour later, and again after a further 50 or 70 minutes. The two batches were
kept separate and timed. Collections were made either on apple-juice and agar plates (Fig. a)
or on a fine nytex gauze placed under filter paper rings soaked in yeast paste (Fig. lb).
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W EEK 0. Collect eggs.
WEEK 1 .Flies emerge
WEEK 2. Use eggs
WEEK 3. Use eggs
WEEK 4. Discard flie s .

W EEK 0. Collect eggs.
W EEK 1 .Flies emerge
WEEK 2. Use eggs
WEEK 3. Use eggs
WEEK 4. Discard flie s .

WEEK 0. Collect eggs.
WEEK 1 .Flies emerge
WEEK 2. Use eggs
WEEK 3. Use eggs
WEEK 4. Discard fiie s .

etc...

Fig l.Fly husbandry routine.Eggs are constantly available from 7-21 day-old flies,
(a)

______
■nytex gauze
500 ml plastic
beaker

petri dish
containing medium
(b)

Fig 2.Fly maintenance and egg collection.(a)cage / collection device.Media for maintenance
(Sussex medium) or egg collection (apple juice / agar plates) interchangeable by swapping
petri dishes.(b)altemative collection deviceranaesthetised flies must be transferred to gauzebottomed paper on yeast-paste soaked filter paper.

Eggs were dechlorionated using a 2-3% solution of sodium hypochlorite for approximately 3
minutes, rinsed very thoroughly in nytex sieves using distilled water followed by 0.4% NaCl,
then transferred to petri dishes containing 0.4% NaCl, 0.03% triton X-100 (Foe and Alberts,
1983). The full protocol is detailed in fig 3.
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C le a r e g g s
f e e d file s
c o lle c t D_

early pre-bias.
1

syn.blas.
late ceU'n. ^
g a s t’n. ^

fe e d
O

flie s

CO I l e c t

late pre.bias.
cells.
early ceU’n.

2 pole
3

Fig 3 .Dovetailing experimental runs. A and B denote two separate batches of eggs just over 1
hr. apart.Stage specific experiments broken up between the two runs.Timings at 22 °C.

The timing of developmental stages represented here was used throughout the experimental
programme.lt is based on the developmental rate of embryos at 22 C ( Bownes, 1975 and
personal observations). Note that collections are timed to allow eggs from separate age-batches
to be treated concurrently in parallel experimental runs.This increases the number of embryos
that can be treated within a given period.

3 .2 .P e r m e a b ilis a tio n .

3.2.1.T he V itelline M em b ran e P resents a B a rrie r to A queous M edia

The Drosophila embryo is jacketted by a thick outer chorion and an inner, hydrophobic,
vitelline membrane composed of a protein matrix embedded with wax (Turner &
Mahowald,1976 ; Limbourg and Zalokar 1973 ). The vitelline membrane, which presents ar
impermeable barrier to the passage of solutes, cannot be removed without physically
destroying the live embryo.It is closely associated with the oolemma, separated from it by a
gap only a fraction of a micron thick except at the egg poles (Warn and MacGrath,1982; Van
der Meer and Jaffe, 1983 ). The polar pockets themselves, which only manifest themselves
between about 15 minutes and 2 hours development (Foe and Alberts, 1983) are 10 to 20 pm
deep and contain about 30 to 140 pi of perivitelline fluid (Van der Meer and Jaffe, 1983 ).
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chorio
vitelline membra
p e r iv ite llin e
f lu id
oolem m a

Fig 4.0uter layers of the Drosophila egg.A,anterior;P,posterior.

The elemental composition of the perivitelline fluid appears to be highly regulated. Van der
Meer and Jaffe (1983) used an electron microprobe to show that potassium and sulphur levels
are some four times higher here than in adult haemolymph (although unpublished ion-selective
microelectrode measurements by M-W.Ho -pers.comm.-cast doubt on the validity of the value
for potassium) and that several ions including sodium, magnesium and calcium are maintained
at about a 10% higher concentration in the anterior pocket. These striking and apparently
regulated assymetries suggest that a specific perivitelline environment may be necessary for
normal development.

The problem confronted in this study, of introducing solutes into this environment, is
therefore doubly complex. Not only must a means of transmitting solutes across the vitelline
membrane be found; in addition, the composition and integrity of the perivitelline fluid must
not be disrupted.

There are no perfect solutions to these obstacles. The most obvious technique,
microinjection, places solutes in one or other polar pocket, preventing a general, even
application of the agent, and does not allow subsequent removal of the agent, preventing stagedefined and time-limited experiments. The technique used here, permeabilisation, perturbs the
perivitelline environment to a degree that must itself be carefully documented.

3.2.2,Variations in Permeabilisation Technique
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‘Permeabilisation’ requires the removal of the wax component of the vitelline membrane with
an appropriate solvent; the transfer of the embryo to a solution that mimics the perivitelline
fluid; and the functional reconstitution of the vitelline membrane using an oil jacket. This
basic technique was devised by Limbourg and Zalokar (1973) and has been since used, in
modified form and once only, by Overall and Jaffe (1985).

The precise techniques used in these two studies are represented in Fig. 5. The key differences
between them are as follows:

1.

Limbourg and Zalokar use a sieve to immerse the embryos successively in solvent,
medium and oil. Overall and Jaffe pipette successive solutions onto embryos on
hydrophobic surfaces, either siliconised cavity slides or polystyrene petri dishes. This
second strategy is far less efficient, both as a mass technique and in terms of the
integrity of the individual embryo.
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Limbourg & Zalokar
dechorionate
m an ually ;
stage embryos ;
transfer to 6m m
s ta in le s s steel cup

immerse in n-octane
in agar well ;
dry by blotting;
moist air current
cover with
moist tissue circie
piace cup on drop
o f medium ;
dry by biotting
immerse in
parafin oii;
transfer to
weii of depression
s iid e ;
incubate in
moist atmosphere ;
50% oxygen

Overall & Jaffe
dechorionate
in 30% chiorox ;
coiiect on agar ;
dry with fitter
p aper spiints

piace under drop
o f weii-hydrated
n-heptane ;
suction off;
dry by moist air
current (20secs)
add dropiet of
medium ;
suction off ;
dry by moist air
current (2 mins)
add drop of
haiocrbon oii;
transfer to
depression siide;
incubate in
moist atmosphere

Fig 5.Altemative approaches to permeabilisation.See text
s.

Dechorionated embryos will not adhere to hydrophobic surfaces in the presence of a
hydrophobic solvent, so embryos must be permeabilised individually to stop them
aggregating or washing away. In addition, transfer between mediums can be
performed much more quickly with a sieve method, and this is vital to prevent
dehydration in permeabilised eggs. Overall and Jaffe adopted these modifications as
an adaptation for subsequent electrophysiological studies, but as a result, their
experiments are poorly controlled by viability studies.

2.

Limboiu'g and Zalokar use n-octane to dissolve the vitelline wax; Overall and Jaffe
use n-heptane. Heptane is a stronger solvent, but by the same token potentially more
damaging to the embryos, principally through dehydration.
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Heptane, presumably, was used to maximise permeabilistion. In some of their
experiments. Overall and Jaffe also used 3 M KCl — an osmoticaUy lethal dose — to
disrupt the protein component of the vitelline membrane by weakening disulphide
bridges. Their goal in seeking maximal permeabilisation was to increase the leakage
o f currents for measurement into the surrounding medium.Leaving aside this latter
strategy,the use of heptane to enhance permeabilisation is itself questionable.
Limbourg and Zalokar (1973) showed that even with octane, most of the wax is
removed and maximum permeability achieved after only 20 seconds exposure.

3.

Limbourg and Zalokar use an incubation medium, modified from that of Echallier and
Ohanessian (1970), which mimics the body fluids of adult insects. Overall and Jaffe
have adjusted this in line with the observations of Van der Meer and Jaffe (1983) on
polar pocket contents, and use a ‘polar pocket simulant’ (PPS) whose composition

IS

given in Table 1.

(a)
ion

Na

K

Mg

Ca

Cl

S 04

P 04

millimoles

82

70

14

4

62

61

3

(b)
1

compound

NaCl

millimoles

54

! Na2S04 1 K2S04 1 CaC12 M gS04.7H20
12

1

35

1

4

1

14

NaH2P04
1

2

Table 1.PPS composition.After Overall & Jaffe (1985).(a)concentrations of major ions.(b)
recipe for 1litre PPS.

4.

Overall and Jaffe use a fluorinated hydrocarbon oil, halocarbon oil number 56
(Hackensack, New Jersey), whereas Limbourg and Zalokar use simple paraffin oil.

Na2HP04
1

1

1
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The Halocarbon oil gives superior optical qualities and theoretically enables more
efficient gas exchange through higher oxygen-binding characteristics.

5.

Limbourg and Zalokar incubate embryos in a moist atmosphere in 50% oxygen.
Overall and Jaffe use a moist but normal atmosphere. Studies with nonpermeabilised embryos under Voltalef oils (Santamaria,1986) show that high-oxygen
atmospheres do enhance viability.

3.2.3.A Mass Permeabilisation Technique

In devising a permeabilisation procedure for the studies in this project, a balance was struck
between the technique with the highest absolute viability and the expediencies of mass
technique. Several approaches were explored, differing in the pivotal area of where embryos
are located during transfer between solutions. The approaches investigated included the use of
siliconised cavity slides, of microwell plates (Nunc,0.317 mljound-bottomed,96-well plates),
and of stainless steel sieves.

Each strategy had its own advantages. Slides enabled embryos to be observed during the
treatment routine; microwell plates provided the highest viability, and the most striking and
sharply-defined results; sieves enabled the largest numbers of embryos to be treated, with the
greatest ease. Eventually, a sieve technique was adopted and used throughout this major part
of the experimental programme. It is detailed in Fig. 6, which may be compared to Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b).

Note the following features:

1.

The stainless steel sieves were 2 cm in diameter, not 6 mm as in the case of
Limbourg and Zalokar. Not only did this make embryos accessible to
individual manipulation, it also increased the spacing of embryos. The sieve
surface area here was some 300 mm^ compared to 27 mm^ in the case of
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Limbourg and Zalokar, and about 60 embryos were placed in each sieve
compared to about 20 for Limbourg and Zalokar.So here,embryos were 3
times more spaced - an important consideration regarding the dangers of
oxygen competition - and yet could be permeabilised and experimented upon
in three times the numbers per batch.

2.

The experiments used octane rather than heptane, PPS rather than insect
ringer, and light white mineral oil (Sigma: effectively, paraffin oil) rather
than halocarbon oil. Pilot studies showed that octane and PPS slightly
enhanced viability (data not shown) whereas no clear difference was observed
between halocarbon and light white mineral oilProblems with the expense
(twenty times greater) and particularly the supply of halocarbon oil, led to
the adoption of the mineral oil although ideally Halocarbon would have been
the preferred choice.The other range of fluorinated hydrocarbon oils
fi-equently used in Drosophila studies,Voltalef oils,proved to be toxic to
permeabilised embryos.
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collect eggs on nytex gauze or apple juice / agar plates
dechorionate in 3 0 % chiorox (3 mins) in nytex guaze
sieves ; rinse thoroughly in 0 .4 % NaCl
transfer to
petri dish containing 0.4 % NaCl, 30 %
T rito n X -1 0 0 ;
rem ove abnorm al or unfertilised em bryos regularly .

pipette into 2cm ,d e g rea s ed stainlee steel sieve
with fla t bottom ;
blot dry ; rinse thoroughly in 0 .4 % NaCl ;re-blot;
place in
w ell-hydrated n-octane in agar wells;
agitate gently ( 3 0 secs),
ensuring regular spacing of embryos;
rem ove retaining spacing;blot & breathe dry .

place on drop of medium ; carefully separate & space
em bros with fine eyelash brush;
cover with gauze of lens (not laboratory) tissue;
add m ore medium externally to sieve;
blot dry,place in gentle stream of PPS; repeat twice;
rem ove g a u ze with forceps,peeling from side of sieve,
w h ile still w et;
blot & breathe dry.

transfer rapidly to petri dish containing oil;
add oil into sieve; embryos sh’ould float easily and
s e p a ra te ly into oil,free of moisture droplets;
tilt sieve;use new eyelash brush to space embryos
out in petri dish; rem ove dam aged or a b n o rm allystaged eggs ;
reduce oil-depth to 5mm max;
incubate at 22 c in moist cham ber for 3 6h .

Fig 6.Permeabilisation protocol.See text.

A chamber for passing a moist air stream over embryos was designed and
built (Fig. 7), but found to be of limited use in drying embryos. This was
because the degree of moisture to be removed varied between individual
sieves, and the right moment to transfer drying embryos to new media had to
be precisely controlled and judged by eye. It turned out that breathing was
the most effective drying technique. The temperature and moisture of breath
can be carefully modulated, and the embryos directly observed as they
dry .Other reports, of both Limbourg and Zalokar, and Overall and Jaffe,
simply describe the use of ‘moist air streams’ at drying stages without
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describing how this procedure was actually carried out. It would be
unsurprising if these authors had, in fact, used breathing too.

r u b b e r - s e a le d
p e rs p e x c h a m b e r
s lid e on in n e r s h e lf

OUT

a r m , m o is t
a ir f lo w

FiFig 7.Embryo drying chamber.made from perspexjubber sealed,with shelf
for slides.

Drying embryos is the crux of permeabilisation, a skill which must be
perfectly judged and which is only acquired by practice. The embryos must
be dried to the point at which they still glisten in a bright light, but have no
visible extraneous fluid; to draw off the excess fluid, the sieve is held
against a moist tissue (Kleenex), maintaining a steady moist air stream. If
the embryos are not placed in their new medium before their brilliant sheen
is replaced by a duller line, dehydration will have set in and mortality will
correspondingly be at or near 100 %.

4.

As in the work of Overall and Jaffe, but contrary to that of Limbourg and
Zalokar, a 50% oxygen atmosphere was not used. Early results proved very
encouraging without the use of a high oxygen atmosphere and although the
theoretical advantages of high oxygen were re-emphasised during the study
(via Santamaria 198Q, the same procedure was maintained in all
experiments to allow reasonable data comparisons to be made throughout
The use of 50% oxygen is, however, recommended in future studies.

3 .3 .V iab iIity o f P erm ea b ilised E m bryos.
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The suitability of the sieve technique was tested, before the experimental programme proper,
in a viability study. Once preliminary studies had demonstrated the superiority of PPS over
insect ringer and isotonic saline, of octane over heptane, and mineral oil’s acceptability (data
not shown), development was compared in batches of embryos under a series of test
conditions.In these pilot studies,eggs were collected from previously cleared flies at 30 minute
intervals on the same agar and apple juice plates for 2 hours to produce batches with a cross
section of different developmental stages. Eggs from different agar plates were pooled,
dechlorinated in sodium hypochlorite, and transferred to stainless steel dishes as in Fig. 6.0ne
batch was immediately placed under oil; the remaining batches were permeabilised for 30
seconds in octane. One of these was placed under oil after the removal of the octane, and the
remainder placed in PPS for different times.

After transfer to oil and a moist chamber, the embryos were incubated for > 30 hours at 25°
C, then removed from the oil, cleared and mounted as in Fig. 6 above.They were scored into
one of three categories: hatched, normal larvae; hatched or unhatched larvae with abnormal
cuticles; and embryos differentiating no visible cuticle. The results are presented in Table 2.

treatment

no.embryos

hatched,norm

abnormal

no cuticle

% normal

no octane

178

153

8

17

86.0

no PPS

159

122

7

30

76.7

2 m PPS

206

148

12

46

71.8

5 m PPS

172

118

20

34

68.6

10 m PPS

170

123

7

20

72.4

20 m PPS

212

129

17

66

60.8

30 m PPS

136

60

13

63

44.1

60 m PPS

161

49

14

98

30.4

Table 2.Embryonic viability in PPS : different durations of exposure.
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It is clear that a full 10 minutes exposure to PPS, in permeabilised embryos, is a satisfactory
basis for subsequent experiments, since viability for any period of exposure up to this duration
is similar, with about 70% of embryos treated developing into hatched, normal larvae. After
15 minutes exposure to PPS, viability tails off although normal development still occurs in
some embryos after one hour’s exposure.

It appears that both PPS immersion and permeabilisation itself both contribute to the 30%
mortality rate in briefly permeabilised embryos ( damaged and unfertilised eggs were removed
after permeabilisation ), since viability in non-PPS and non-permeabilised batched approached
80% and 90%, respectively. These high viability figures bear out the decision not to use 50%
oxygen.They resemble those both of Limbourg and Zalokar (1973), and Overall and Jaffe
(1985). In their reports, viability was found to decline after some 20 minutes exposure time
to the incubation medium. This boundary may reflect the homeostatic limits o f the egg /
perivitelline system, beyond which failure to maintain an appropriate environment has
deleterious consequences. This question is considered in subsequent chapters.

3.4.DetaiIed Phenomenology of Permeabilisation:

A Control for Future

Experim ents.
3.4.1.A Note on Representation of Results and Statistical Analysis
Results in this thesis are mostly presented in the following ways:
(a)Results tables,expressing absolute numbers of embryos bearing particular characteristics, or
percentages of embryos.This is the predominant mode in this chapter.

(b)Bar charts,usually expressing percentages of embryos with different phenotypes after
different treatments at different stages.The actual numbers of embryos involved are frequently
printed above the appropiate bars. Since these data are based on simple counts of small
numbers of embryos, and since the counts are absolute,of all embryos treated rather than just a
sample,error bars or confidence limits are not applicable.Chi-squared tests (see below) are used
for statistical analysis.
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(c)Line graphs.These are designed to give a strictly qualitative comparison of the incidence of a
phenotype with different treatments over a range of developmental stages.The numbers of
embryos they depict are frequently too small for statistical tests,so the graphs give subjective
trends only .Where required,tatistical analysis using chi-squared tests is made in the
accompanying text.

Measures of the statistical significance of individual results are contained in the figure legends
or the accompanying texLThe statistical test used throughout the study was the chi-squared
test Chi-squared values were calculated using the SPSS statistical package on a mainframe
computer.This package automatically performs Yates’ correction for 2 X 2 matrices and
Fisher’s exact test for small sample sizes where appropiate.

3 .4 .2 .B asic V iab ility in C o n tro ls

The experiments using physiological agents to disrupt development expose permeabilised
embryos to incubation media,consisting of PPS and the added physiological agent, for
precisely 10 minutes. A 10 minute exposure time is necessary for logistical and viability
reasons. Shorter exposure would be problematical because the minimum time from octane
treatment to oil immersion, with careful spacing of embryos and removal of those at
inappropriate stages of development, is about 4-5 minutes.A 10 minute exposure also allows
two differently timed, separate experimental batches to be treated in over-lapping schedules,
greatly enhancing the productivity of each experimental run (fig 3). Longer exposure times
would be incompatible with the viability profile of PPS exposure duration.

Individual experiments involving physiological perturbations were controlled by treating some
batches in each run with PPS alone. If the viability of these runs fell below 60% hatched and
normal, the whole experiment was discarded. Fortunately, control mortalities became
abnormal only rarely, and did so usually due to clear-cut causes, such as oil contamination or
incubator malfunction, which caused very high rather than borderline mortality.

To produce a satisfactory ‘control’ against which to compare the results of different
perturbations, a detailed picture of the effects of permeabilistion alone on the system had to be
developed. Results for this analysis were collated from a series of ‘PPS only’ studies during
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the course of the experimental programme. The viability of embryos in PPS, and the range
and frequency of the abnormal morphologies this basic treatment produces, were carefully
scored. The phenotypic data from these experiments is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Here,
we consider basic PPS viability.

Table 3 summarises the collected results of viability studies. Out of 3900 embryos treated
with PPS alone, at stages from early preblastoderm to the beginning of gastrulation, 879
embryos, 22.5%, failed to differentiate any cuticle. Out of the 3021 or 77.5% that did produce
cuticle, 2722 were both hatched and normal. This is 69.8% of the total number treated
(closely repeating the result of the pilot experiments), and 91% of those embryos which
produced cuticle. O f the remaining embryos, 27 (0.7% of total treated) produced apparently
normal cuticles which failed to hatch; and 24 of those which hatched displayed a variety of
minor cuticular abnormalities.
no.embryos

% total

% cuticles

total

3900

100

-

ghost

879

22.5

-

cuticle

3021

77.5

100

norm.cut.

2749

70.5

91.0

norm,hatched

2722

69.8

90.9

abn.cut.

272

7.0

9.0

unhatched

275

7.1

9.1

Table 3£m bryonic viability in PPS after 10 mins exposure.% cuticles;percentage of cuticleforming embryos falling into each category.

3.4.3.Early Developmental Arrest and Embryos Producing No Cuticle.

Only 26% — 272 out of 1151— of the embryos failing to hatch differentiated any cuticle.
The remainder, after clearing, produced a ‘ghost’ phenotype, an empty vitelline membrane.
The majority of these embryos probably derived from early developmental arrest.A series of
observations which suggested this were made on batches of embryos in halocarbon oil, whose
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phenomenology is very similar to light white mineral oils, but which has better optical
qualities. Between 10% and 20% of the embryos in batches treated with PPS, and often higher
frequencies in batches subjected to additional perturbations, did indeed show signs of severe
abnormality and developmental arrest The actual forms of abnormality were variable and
related to stage, but included arrest before blastoderm construction, disorganised and
decomposing blastoderms, and failures of cellularisation.Some of these forms,which were
commoner in additionally perturbed batches, are described in more detail in Chapter 6. One
interesting feature early arrests appeared to manifest was their restriction to certain points, such
as blastoderm formation, cellularisation and germ band extension. The impression gained was
that early development aborted not randomly, but at one of a series of thresholds, between
which it proceeded automatically despite perturbation. This interesting question,conceming
the algorithmic nature of early morphogenetic routines, is not pursued in this study. The
salient conclusion from these brief observations was that many permeabilised embryos do go
into early developmental arrest,so that by inference the majority of the embryos producing no
cuticle terminate development at an early stage.

3.4.4.Stage-V ariations in Viability.

The overall viability figures discussed above are collated from permeabilisation experiments at
7 separate stages of development. These stages were used in all experiments throughout the
study and are based on the developmental rate of Drosophila embryos at 22®C4rom Bownes
(1975)and personal observations.They are:

Stage no.

time

developmental stage

1

20 mins

early preblastoderm

2

1 hr

late preblastodem

3

1.5 hr

pole cell emergence

4

2 hr

early syncytial blastoderm

5

2.5 hr

early cellularisation

6

3hr

late cellularisation

7

3.5 hr

late cellularisation
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Viability varied significantly between these stages. This is shown in Table 4.

stage

no.embryos

ghosts

cuticles

hatched,norm

1

632

186 (29.4)

446 (70.6)

378 (59.8) (86.7)

64 (10.1) (14.4)

2

494

111 (22.5)

383 (77.5)

343 (69.4) (91.1)

34 (6.9) (8.9)

3

552

145 (26.3)

407 (73.7)

344 (62.3) (85.5)

59 (10.7) (14.5)

4

568

117 (20.6)

451 (79.4)

427 (75.2) (95.1)

22 (3.9) (4.9)

5

615

148 (24.1)

467 (75.9)

433 (70.4) (93.4)

31 (5.0) (6.6)

6

570

90(15.8)

480 (84.2)

447 (78.4) (94.2)

28 (4.9) (5.8)

7

469

82 (17.5)

387 (82.5)

350 (74.6) (91.2)

34 (7.3) (8.8)

abnormal

Table 4.Stage variations in PPS viability. 10 mins exposure.ghosts,embryos producing no
cuticle.First numbers in brackets,percentage of embryos treated.Second number in brackets,
percentage of cuticles formed.

Note that:

(i)

The percentage of normal embryos is 80% for permeabilisation (447 / 570)
at the mid-cellular blastoderm, but little over 60% (378 / 254) for early
preblastoderm treatment (P< 0.05). This suggests that the system is much
more sensitive to perivitelline disturbance at the earliest stages.

(ii)

Both categories of abnormality — those producing no cuticle at all, and
those producing abnormal cuticle — peak at two developmental stages, early
preblastoderm and pole cell formation, suggesting that these two points are
those of peak perivitelline sensitivity (P<0.05 comparing either of these
stages to all the other five).

(iii)

The incidence of normal or abnormal cuticles is presented both as a
percentage of all embryos, and of all embryos which produce cuticle,either
normal or abnormal. This latter measure is useful because it screens out the
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effects of early developmental arrest, which might arise through
physiological toxicity and death, rather than developmental abnormality, or
through occasional random causes such as excessive dehydration of several of
the batches treated at a given stage. In general therefore,abnormality is most
usefully expressed as the frequency of completed ontogenies. This measure
is used extensively throughout this study.

When abnormalities in PPS-only batches are considered using this measure,
three levels of abnormality arise.Approximately 14% of cuticles were
abnormal after early preblastoderm and pole cell stage treatment, c.8% for
the late preblastoderm and the onset of gastrulation,and between 5% and 7%
of other stages(P<0.05 comparing means for each group). This temporal
profile turns out to be characteristic of most experiments, and is discussed at
more length in subsequent chapters.
3.5 .P h y sio lo gical P e rtu rb a tio n s o f P erm ea b ilised E m b ry o s.

Permeabilisation alone represents a developmental perturbation. Most of the teratological
effects studied in this research programme were, however, generated by superimposed,
additional perturbations.

The primary target of perturbation was the organisation and function of the perivitelline space,
oolemma and embryonic cortex. Agents were selected for known effects on general cell
structure and physiology. A range of physiological agents were tested, and a selection honed
down for more detailed study in a long series of pilot experiments.

The perturbing agents selected are now introduced in a discussion consisting of four
sections.First, the pilot procedure for selecting perturbations is briefly described. Second,the
agents that were finally selected are described,in terms of their basic effects on cellular
organisation.Third,the functioning of the major cellular subsystems that are perturbed in turn
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by these immediate effects is briefly surveyed.Finally,the mortality charaacteristics of the
perturbations are reviewed.

3.5.1.PiIot

Experim ents.

In selecting agents for a teratological programme in permeabilised embryos, the chief criterion
was that a treatment produced a significant number of abnormal cuticles. Treatments which
although potent simply arrested development were not suitable.

For each agent considered, a pilot experiment was conducted to determine its suitability. The
procedure was as in the PPS viability pilots described above .Batches of 50-100 embryos,
representing a spectrum of developmental ages, were permeabilised and treated at different
concentrations of the agent in question. The approximate active concentration ranges were
usually first determined by literature searches.After treatment, the batches were rinsed several
times in clean PPS and incubated in oil for 30 hours at 22° C, cleared and mounted. As in
previous pilots, the resulting larvae were scored as hatched and normal, cuticularly abnormal,
or acuticular. Since stage-specific batch-sizes in the actual experiments numbered between 100
and 300 embryos,and since permeabilisation alone produces about 5% of treated embryos with
abnormal cuticles, overall cuticle abnormality rates of at least 10% and preferably over 15%
were sought for perurbing agents. Where several concentrations of an agent met this criterion,
studies o f its concentration-related effects on cuticle phenotype would be possible.

In general terms, the results of pilot experiments had the following features:

(a)

The number of cuticularly abnormal embryos, expressed as a proportion of
all those treated, seldom exceeded 20%. Higher concentrations of an agent
merely increased the proportion of embryos producing no cuticles.

(b)

In certain treatments, higher levels of cuticle abnormality than observed in
controls did not occur. One such treatment was with cytochalasin B.Here,
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although increasing concentrations very rapidly caused 100% lethality, the
proportion of abnormal cuticles did not increase markedly .Moreover, the
abnormal cuticles that were observed did not deviate dramatically in
morphology from those observed in controls.lt appears that the systems
affected by such agents,although fundamentally important to cellular
function, may not be centrally related to developmental function, since
mild,non-lethal treatments do not have striking developmental effects.

(c)

In cases where higher levels of abnormality than controls were observed, the
increase often occurred quite abruptly at a threshold concentration, thereafter
plateauing or rising only slowly at higher concentrations of the agent, to be
cut off by rising frequencies of acuticular embryosPor instance, a jump
from 4% to 12% cuticular abnormality occurred in batches of embryos when
the concentration of cobalt chloride was raised from 5 pm to 10 pm, but
only rose to 15% at 200 pm C 0 CI2 . Within this range, however, the
frequencies of particular phenotypes did shift with concentration. These
findings were corroborated and extended in subsequent studies which the
following chapters describe.

3.5.2.The Perturbations.

The Pilot studies produced a range of disruptive agents for use in subsequent studies.The
cellular effects of these agents fell into the following categories:
I
(a) Perturbations o f Calcium.

Two calcium perturbations were employed.Thc cobalt ion is known to compete with calcium
ions for access to calcium channels,binding reversably to them and preventing their utilisation
by calcium,in a wide variety of systems at concentrations between 1 and 1000 pm ( Henguin
& Lambert,1985 ).Cobalt chloride was used to perturb permeabilised embryos at four different
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concentrations,10,50,100 and 200 pm.Higher concentrations of the poison appeared merely to
increase general toxicity,whereas concentrations lower than 10 pm had only negligable
developmental effects.Other calcium channel blockers investigated in pilot experiments
included lanthanum chloride,whose effects were similar to cobalt's,and nifedipine,one of the
family o f dihydropyridine calcium antagonists ( Reuter, 1983 ).The effects of this group of
agents on insect tissues whose ionic channels are poorly characterised have not been studied in
detail. However,nifedipine had a much less striking effect on development than cobalt and one
little different than that of a PPS / ethanol solutionjather than the ethanol / nifedipine stock
solution.The drug may therefore be ineffective in insect embryonic tissues.

Calcium ionophore A23187,whose effect is opposite to cobalt’s,importing free calcium into
the cytoplasm across both the plasma and internal membranes ( Rahman & Witiak,1982;
Reuter,1983 ),was also used,at either 5pm or 10 pm concentration,dissolved initially in
ethanol whose final concentration in PPS was in both cases 0.05 %.An additional
perturbation,of 0.05 % ethanol alone in PPS, was introduced as a control for those treatments
where a solvent was necessary.

(b) Perturbations o f pH

The regulation of cellular pH is complex and varies between different taxa The two chief
mechanisms of pH regulation at the plasma membrane are generally sodium / hydrogen
exchange and the extrusion of bicarbonate ions,usually with a coupled chloride antiport
(Thomas,1989).Both mechanisms normally operate to reduce cell pH against the steady influx
of protons down a concentration gradient: cells normally maintain a lower pH than their
environments and use transient pH increases in signal transduction.

The two proton extrusion methods may in some species be integrated into a single system,
and in others be separate (Moody,1982 ).Moreover the precise properties of the molecular
machinery involved vary between taxa,species and even individual tissues and are poorly
understood in insects.Two pharmacological treatments,with SITS and amiloride,which are
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known respectively to affect Na / HC03-C1 exchange in molluscs and lower protostomes,and
Na / H exchange in deuterstomes (Roos & Boron,1981), were investigated in Drosophila
embryos but neither had dramatic effects on the system.Simpler techniques of pH
shock,however,had profound and characteristic effects,and these wero employed in the
study.These included,first,the use of the proton ionophore FCCP at 1 pm , in ethanol diluted
to a PPS concentration of 0.05 %. S&cond,acid loading was employed,using 3 mins exposure
to a 10 mM solution of ammonium chloride followed by copious rinsing and 5 minutes'
recovery-time in fresh PPS ; the NH4 ion reaches equilibrium to either side of the plasma
membrane,but when the external medium is changed NH3 rapidly dissociates from it's bound
hydrogen and diffuses out o f the cell,leaving a mass of protons behind (De Weer,1978).Third,
direct modulation of the pH of the PPS was carried out,using weak acids,to engineer profound
shifts in the transmembrane proton concentration gradient and corresponing increases or
decreases in intracellular pH (Roos, 1978).As with acid loading,three minutes’ shock followed
by extensive rinsing and five minutes’ recovery time in normal PPS was employed.
Surprisingly,mild shifts in the pH of the PPS from the norm of 6.8 had little effect,and
shocks at p H 4 ,5 ,9 and 10 were eventually used.The three different means of lowering pH
employed in the study- FCCP,NH4C1 and low pH shock,aU had basically similar
phénoménologies but did manifest some differences,both in the severity and the kinds of
phenotypes they elicited. Direct modulation of PPS pH proved the most effective treatment in
terms o f phenotypes elicited,but correspondingly its effects on embryonic mortality were also
the most severe.

(c) Other pertubations

A variety o f futher agents were selected for study .Cell potassium was perturbed using a
potassium-free medium in which sodium salts replaced of potassium salts : the potassium
content of PPS ,deriving from the unusual findings of Van der Meer and Jaffe (1983),was
unusually high and its significance could be probed in this way: it is possible that the original
perivitelline potassium measurements using an electron microprobe were infact wrong ( M-
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W.Ho,pers.comm.).Cell potassium was also perturbed using the potassium ionophore
valinomycin (Lassen & Knusden,1976) at a concentration of 5 pm,again in a solution of
ethanol diluted to 0.05% in PPS .Potassium perturbations are known to disrupt the operation
of many enzyme systems,such as those invoved in protein and purine biosynthesis (Keman
1980);the ion also plays important roles in the regulation of cell pH and membrane potential
(Hille,1984).It has a close relationship with the sodium ion in these functions:the choice of
sodium to replace the ion in low potassium media,changing the transmembrane relationships
of both these coupled ions, was made in this light.In addition, pharmacological perturbations
of sodium / potassium relations and exchange were investigated in pilot
experiments,employing the drugs stropanthedin and furosemide,but their effects on
development were not profound.

Three cytoskeleton-effecting drugs were investigated in pilot experiments,but in the event only
one was used in the programme proper.This was a reversible disruptor of
microtubles,nocodazole (Sigma),at a concentration of 0.5 pm in a 0.05% solution of
ethanol.Colchicine,which also disrupts microtubules,has less reversible effects .This agent
caused extreme mortality in pilot experiments beyond a threshold concentration,but had
relatively minor effects below this threshold.A very similar phenomenology was obtained,as
described above, for treatment with the actin microfilament disruptor cytochalasin-b .Therefore
although interesting for the study of the early embryo as a cellular system,these agents could
not be used informatively in the present study based on the analysis of larval phenotype.

Finally,a technique was developed to try to facilitate the leaching of physiological factors out
the perivitelline space.The vitelline membrane wax is removed completely by the 30 seconds
exposure time to octane used in this study (Limbourg and Zalokar,1976) and indeed longer
octane exposure was found to have no added developmental effects,so this simple means of
increasing leaching is unsuitable.The technique reported in Overall & Jaffe (1985) of
weakening the vitelline membrane's protein matrix with 3M KCl seemed draconian and indeed
its chief effect when examined here was to wreak osmotic havoc on the embryo.However,
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simple,rapid but gentle agitation of permeabilised embryos under PPS using an eyelash brush
,so that the PPS surrounding the embryos would be constantly changed and more fully replace
the perivitelline fluid,introduced important additional developmental effects consistent the
leaching of perivitelline factors.These effects are described in chapter 5.
Treatment no.

Agent

effects.

1

0.5 pm nocodazole

microtubule disruption

2

5 pm valinomycin

potassium ionphore

3

K free PPS

no external potassium

4

1 pm FCCP

proton ionophore

5

10 m M N H 4 C l/P P S

acid loader

6

PPS pH 4 / P P S

acid loader

7

PPS pH 5 / PPS

acid loader

8

PPS pH 9 / P P S

raised cell pH

9

PPS pH 10 / PPS

raised cell pH

10

10 pm CoC12

calcium ch. blocker

11

50 pm CoC12

calcium ch. blocker

12

100 pm CoC12

calcium ch. blocker

13

200 pm CoC12

calcium ch. blocker

14

5pm A23187

calcium ionophore

15

10 pm A23187

calcium ionophore

16

agitation

perivitelline factors

17

0.1 % ethanol

control

18

PPS

control

Table SJList of physiological perturbations.See text.

Similar.but less marked effects were also obtained by creating a fairly strong PPS current
around permeabilised embryos using a pipette.but similar effects were not obtained either by
sonication at a range of amplitudes,or by ether treatment ( L.
Micklewright,pers.comm.),whose effects include a generalised increase in plasma membrane
permeability (0'Shea,pers.comm.).These findings support the conclusion that the effect of
rapid,gentle manual agitation is to enhance perivitelline - external medium traffic,not to cause
disruptions of cell architecture or membrane permeability .The phenomenology of this
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treatment is indeed nearly identical to that of permeabilisation alone,save in the interesting
respect described in chapter 5.

3.5.3.CeIl structure and physiology and cell function: a brief overview.

The task of reviewing the organisation of the eukaryote cell with regard to the perturbations
used in this study would be a daunting one to carry out in detail,for the shocks used strike at
the heart of a vast,integrated labyrinth of regulatory and organisational circuitry .No single
work exists which embraces the whole of this expanding and intensively-researched field,but a
variety of overlapping studies cover most aspects of it and the reader is referred to these for
more detailed discussions than the overview presented here (Busa,1988;Stein & Bronner,1989;
Role & Schwartz,1989).

Broadly,the self-organisation circuitry of the cell can be divided in terms of components into
three interrelated planes - mechanical,ionic and molecular (both biochemical and genetic) - and
in terms of space into four domains - extracellular,membrane-associated, cytoplasmic and
nuclear.Some of the characteristic pathways within and between these subdivisions are depicted
in fig 8.
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Fig S.Some of the elements in the cellular self-organisation and interaction network. Left to
right,extracellular,membrane,cytosolic and nuclear domains.Top to bottom,mechanical, ionic
and molecular (biochemical / genetic ) subsystems.ECM,extracellular matrix.Vm, membrane
potential.Calmod,calmodulin.IP,inositol pathway.TK,tyrosine kinases.PKC, protein kinase
C.AA,arachidonic acid.R,receptor (ligand or steroid).

Mechanically,cells can be treated as integral and highly sensitive structural wholes,
marshalling morphogenetic forces in specific ways to assume characteristic shapes. Cells
thereby form units that are highly and globally sensitive both to their environments
(including other cells ) and to internal cell state.Their mechanical and morphological
characteristics, embodied in the properties of their cytoskeletons and external relations,are not
simply determined by genetic and biochemical factors,but act back onto these
domains,affecting nuclear state and biochemical function (Ingber & Folkman 1989;
Oster,1989).

The ionic state of the cell is intimately related to its mechanical state.Strain-activated ion
channels in the plasma membrane are reciprocally related to cell shape (Sachs,1989) and
concentrations of several ions,especially calcium,direcly affect the state of polymerisation of
the cytoskeleton.Ionic regulatory mechanisms also operate within the ionic component
plane.A highly complex array of transmembrane ion transport processes, reciprocally
determinative with cell membrane potential and regulated by a multiplicity of factors,determine
the cytosolic levels of individual ions (Hille,1984).Ionic relations are also regulated via the
molecular component-plane described below.

Cytosolic ion levels are pivotal to cell function.For instance pH affects the general state of
activity of the cell and is raised in response to a wide variety of mobilising signals (Nuccitelli
& Deamer,1982).Calcium’s functions are of course very widespread.In addition to those related
to cytoskeletal function and mechanical state,it is required for second messenger activations,a
multitude of specifiic biochemical pathways, and a variety of general calcium-mediated cellular
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functions (Rasmussen 1987) .Raised calcium has also been associated with the activation of
specific genes (Resendez et al,1986).Extemal calcium levels also affect the state of the
extracellular matrix and the level of cell-cell adhesion.

The molecular level is characterised both by agents which,like calcium, have a great variety of
cellular roles,and by a growing array of highly specific and restricted communicative
pathways.Steroid signals pass directly into cells from the exterior to interact with genes or
protein receptors (Oro et al,1989); other internal signals bind to specific plasma membrane
receptors, releasing second messengers internally which,largely through the activation of
kinases and the subsequent modulation of signalling cascades,regulate metabolic and genetic
activity (Role & Schwartz,1989). These complex,cross-regulating pathways are reciprocally
related to the ionic and stuctural state of the cell and its environment,and are mediated within
an organised spatial mileu that is specifically related to the structural and mechanical properties
of the cell,particularly with regard to the transport of components and their functional spatial
relationships.

From fig 8 ,it can be seen that the majority of the perturbations of this study are directed at the
ionic plane of this complex system,but clearly no perturbation can be restricted in its effects to
one single plane.In addition,nocodazole,through its effects on microtubules, enters the system
at the mechanical plane and gentle agitation,through its putative depletion of extracellular
signalling ligands,at the molecular plane.The potential detailed effects of the different
perturbations used in this study are undoubtedly manifold,given the integration of this system
and the widespread functions within it of the components under perturbation. Specific,detailed
effects of the perturbations are discussed in the chapters that foUow,in relation to their specific
developmental effects at different stages of treatment,and with reference to our current
understanding of the system's genetics.

3.5.4.Mortality Characteristics of the Perturbations
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When assessing the most general effects of permeabilisation and subsequent perturbation on
Drosophila viability .several measures are possible.The most absolute measure of viability
would be the percentage of embryos treated forming normal adult flies.In the present study,the
most absolute measure made is the frequency of embryos forming hatched, normal larvae J^ot
all hatched larvae are normal and some unhatched larvae leave no trace of abnormality in their
cuticles,so simple counts either of hatching or normality are inadequate.As described above in
the analysis of permeabilisation viability.it is also very useful to draw a distinction between
two classes of abnormal larvae.those producing cuticle and those which do noLThe latter
set,deriving principally from early developmental arrest,cannot be usefully used in this study
except as an indication of the general physiological stress a treatment entails.because they
produce no morphology for analysis.

We saw above that the absolute viability of PPS treatment alone - the control for subsequent
experiments - was approximately 70 %, averaged across all stages of treatment.The overall
viabilities of the treatments in this study .according to a variety of measures.are summarised in
table 6.

treatment

embryos

ghosts

cuticles

hatched,norm

abnormal

noc

1151

584 (50.7)

567 (49.3)

368 (32.0) (65.6)

195 (16.9) (34.4)

val

1375

615 (44.7)

760 (55.3)

534 (38.8) (71.8)

214 (15.6) (28.2)

K-free

1620

811 (50.1)

809 (49.9)

537 (33.2) (66.9)

268 (16.5) (33.1)

FCCP

1424

825 (57.9)

599 (42.1)

372 (26.1) (63.8)

217 (15.2) (36.2)

NH4

1563

959 (61.4)

604 (38.6)

370 (23.7) (61.4)

233 (14.9) (38.6)

pH 4

1358

843 (62.1)

515 (37.9)

245 (18.0) (47.6)

270 (19.9) (52.4)

pH5

913

478 (52.4)

435(47.7)

280 (30.7) (65.3)

151 (16.5) (34.7)

pH9

676

344 (50.9)

332 (49.1)

182 (26.9) (54.8)

150 (22.2) (45.2)

pHlO

1247

710(56.9)

537 (43.1)

227 (18.2) (43.6)

303 (24.3) (56.4)

CoCl 10

1080

592 (54.8)

488 (45.2)

325 (30.1) (66.6)

163 (15.1) (33.4)

CoCl 50

1332

713 (53.5)

619 (46.5)

455 (34.2) (75.1)

154 (11.6) (24.9)

CoCl 100

1295

539 (41.6)

756 (58.4)

514 (39.7) (69.3)

232 (17.9) (30.7)

CoCl 200

956

472 (49.4)

484 (50.6)

312(32.6) (65.1)

169 (17.7) (34.9)

A23 5|im

1246

630 (50.6)

616 (49.4)

413 (33.2) (67.4)

201 (16.1) (32.6)

A23 lOiim

1620

811 (50.1)

809 (49.9)

537(33.2) (66.9)

268 (16.5) (33.1)
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agitate

1566

625 (39.9)

941 (60.1)

809 (51.7) (86.5)

127 (8.1) (13.5)

ethanol

1174

327 (27.9)

847 (72.2)

633 (53.9) (75.7)

206 (17.6) (24.3)

PPS (cont) 3900

879 (22.5)

3021 (76.5)

2722 (69.8) (91.0)

272 (7.0) (9.0)

Table 6(incl.overIeaO.Treatment-specifîc viability characteristics of permeabilised embryos.

Note that 0.05% ethanol,the control for treatments where the agent had initially to be
dissolved in this solvent,reduces absolute viability to 54% despite its low concentration. With
the exception of manual agitation,the viability of embryogenesis after all the other specific
treatments is well below 50 % and after strong pH shocks is only c.20 % overall.The
measures of cuticular abnormality produce the inverse results : the most stressful treatments in
terms of absolute viability generate the highest frequencies of abnormal embryos.Although pH
shocks are the most potent overall abnormality generators(P<0.05 for pH4/pH10 versus
pooled other treatments),they are not the most potent generators of all individual classes of
abnormality .The differing phenotypic effects of different shocks are a major theme of
subsequent chapters.
Hatched and normal,or cuticularly abnormal embryos, pooled for different treatments, are
analysed by stage of perturbation in table 7.
stage

no.embryos

ghosts

cuticles

hatched,norm

abnormal

1

4589

2707 (59.0) 1882 (41.0)

1059 (23.1) (56.8)

814 (17.7) (43.3)

2

3607

1711 (47.4) 1896 (52.6)

1293 (35.9) (69.2)

584 (16.2) (30.8)

3

4097

1989 (48.6) 2108 (51.5)

1352 (33.0) (65.7)

724 (17.7) (34.4)

4

4580

2261 (49.3) 2311 (50.5)

1668 (36.4) (73.3)

624 (13.6) (27.0)

5

3119

1302 (41.7) 1797 (57.6)

1413 (45.3) (79.2)

391 (12.5) (21.8)

6

3331

1268 (38.1) 2063 (61.9)

1721 (51.7) (84.2)

327 (9.8) (15.9)

7

2213

844 (39.1)

1080 (48.8) (79.6) 279 (12.6) (20.4)

1369 (61.9)

Table 7.Stage-wise viability characteristics for summed treatments.Compare to PPS-only
stage viabilities in table 4.

Similar overall stage - related mortality profiles are seen here as in control batches (presented
in table 4 above ).The cellularising blastoderm is clearly the stablest period to
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disturbance(P<0.05 comparing stages 6 & 7 to mean of others).Gastrulation may be more
prone to the generation of cuticular abnormality and arrest (not significant);and earlier stages
show a progressively greater sensitivity culminating in the early preblastodem stage where
only C.23 % of treated embryos develop normally,but c.l7 % of embryos develop abnormal
cuticle.The decrease in absolute viability for early treatmentJiowever,is not matched to a
comparable degree by the increase in cuticle abnormality : a greater increase is seen in the
incidence of non-cuticle forming embryos at this stage,indicating the great physiological, not
simply developmental,sensitvity of the system at the earliest stages.

The frequencies of many of the commoner syndromes discussed in the following chapters
follow the general stagewise mortality profiles reported here reflecting the likelihood that
profiles of general mortality arise from the sensitivity not simply of 'the system in general'
but from the differential sensitivity of specific developmental processes at specific
stages.Indeed, the frequency profiles of many individual categories of abnormality contradict
the general trend, varying both from the overall stagewise profile of abnormality described
above and also from the overall-viability stagewise profiles of the individual treatments,which
also have differing characteristics.Syndrome phenomenology is therefore determined by the
developmental organisation of the egg rather than its general physiological sensitivty or the
properties o f the perturbing agents per se.

3 .6 .C lassifying

abnorm alities.

We are now in a position to move on,in chapters 4 and 5,to a detailed investigation of the
morphological effects of the treatments used in this study.Chapter 3 closes here with a short
note on the criteria used in the identification and classification of teratological syndromes.

It is best to use known yardsticks - in other words, generally accepted morphological standards
of comparison - as a basis for categorising abnormality.This enables the results o f a project to
be related to what is already known about a system.Should a yardstick prove inadequate to
account for a phenomenom's characteristics,it may raise questions about our knowledge of the
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system on which the yardstick is basedPor instance.the fact that the gap phenomenom cannot
be rationalised in terms of the known properties of the segmentation gene system raises
questions about the adequacy of our knowledge in this area in explaining segmentation
(Sander,1989). Questions of this kind could not be raised if a mode of classification was
developed that,although self-consistent,was arbitrary with respect to established knowledge.

In the teratology of Drosophila ,suitable yardsticks include:

(a)The clear-cut morphology of the normal larval cuticle.Simple comparisons of larval form
with the final phenotype are suitable for many syndromes,such as headlessness or abnormal
segmentation which are easily scored.However,complex transformations of the normal state
may be hard to rationalise through simple comparison with this one, archetypal standard.

(b)Previously established systems of classification.These provide a richer base against which
to compare abnormal phenotypes.Systems for use in this way may be teratological (for
instance the phenotypic ranges described by Bownes and Sieler,1976 or Ho et al, 1987) or
genetic ( eg Nusslein-Volhard & Wieschaus,1980) in origin.Classifiication into categories
relating to the developmental-genetic organisation of the fly is the most promising strategy
,because in this case the categories are more likely to refer to a natural/ather than a
superimposed order - to the actual developmental laws operative in the embryo, rather than to
arbitrary judgements made without regard to known processes.The dangers,of course,in
following preexisting standards of comparison such as these, are,first,that the observer may
miss important results or misinterpret results in terms of favoured morphologies ; and second,
that a correpondence between a morphology observed in a study and a comparable one produced
by a genetic mutant be taken to represent the same transformation of the same system.This
latter problem has long bedevilled the study of phenocopies (Sander,1985).

The approach taken in this study is a mixed one in which reference to the genetic organisation
to the embryo is used in classification but does not rigidly dominate itT he fact that genetic
organistion is used enables the syndromes obtained and the genetic systems to be discussed in
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relation to one another.which is necessary for some of the higher-order objectives of this study
described toward the end of chapter l.W e turn now to the analysis of these syndromes in detail.
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Chapter 4

General Teratology of Permeabilisation and Subsequent Perturbations.

Introduction.

At the most general level, the range^f phenotypes generated by permeabilisation and additional
perturbations falls into four categories, each of which contains a diversity of interrelated
abnormalities. The basic categories are ‘general abnormalities’, defects in the terminalia,
segmentation defects, and abnormalities apparently related to the dorsal-ventral pattern. The latter
three of these categories correspond not only to well-defined cuticle landmarks, but also to the three
functionally distinct genetic systems involved in primary embryonic pattern formation. The
categories into which defects fall naturally through perception,in relation to the morphology of the
normal larva, therefore correspond to our knowledge of the system's early organisation.

The fourth of these categories, covering embryos whose larval characteristics appear to derive from
dorsal-ventral perturbations, is considered in Chapter 5. Here we consider the first three groups of
abnormality, examining their phénoménologies in relation to the parallel genetics.

All the phenotypes described here and in chapter 5 should be considered in relation to the normal
larval morphology (fig 1).
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Fig 1.Cuticle peparations of hatched and unhatched normal larvae.See text.

The major landmarks are the characteristic head and posterior structures ; the ventral denticle belts
whose morphologies vary with anterior - posterior position ; and the dorsal- ventral transition of
morphology within each segment from the pronounced spatially restricted belts of setae ventrally
to the more diffuse organisation dorsally.The detailed characteristics of Ûïq Drosophila larval cuticle
are reviewed by Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus ( 1986) and by Hartenstein and Campos- Ortega
(1985)

4.1.

General Abnormalities.
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This is the least cohesive of the four categories in question. However, many of the phenotypes it
embraces probably derive from similar system failures and are thus only superficially diverse.

The class is essentially, however, a catch-all for those phenotypes which do not automatically
suggest failures in pattem-formation as a possible explanation for their occurrence. The
phenotypes it embraces include dorsal closure failures, holes in the cuticle, and most commonly,
size-reduced embryos.

4.1.1.Size-Reduction is the Commonest General Syndrome.

Embryos whose cuticles are size-reduced, and only occupy part of the space within the vitelline
membrane, occur for a variety of reasons. Minor causes include:

(i)

Reduction due to head loss, segmental deletions and other absences of structure
in the metameric and terminal regions.

(ii)

Special-case, profound collapses in both size and form. Such ‘feint ball’
phenotypes are described and analysed in Chapter 5.

Neither of these embryonic types were scored as size-reduced. The cardinal form of this syndrome
is, in fact, quite specific and characteristic (Fig. 2a).
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Fig 2(a).Size-reduced embryo.See text

Across the dorsal-ventral axis, the hypoderm is at or near normal size. But in the anterior-posterior
axis, the cuticle is reduced to between 40% and 60% egg length. The embryo’s polarity is normal,
and the cuticle is usually situated at the anterior or posterior pole of the egg.

Head and head skeleton are usually present The head skeleton is, moreover, frequently of normal
form and size, so that it extends posteriorly for a disproportionate distance through the small
embryo. Morphologically, the spiracles of size-reduced embryos are often rudimentary, but again,
they are frequently composed of a normal amount of filzkorper material.

The total complement of segments is frequently present in size-reduced embryos, although the
width of each metamere in the anterior-posterior axis is reduced and the denticle belts, perhaps
correspondingly, are very thin. Occasionally, the head skeleton or spiracles are absent in sizereduced embryos, and morphology is abolished anteriorly or posteriorly leaving a large-terminal
cuticular hole.

4.1.2.The Size-Reduced Syndrome is Often Restricted to the Segmental
Hypoderm.

Since, dorsoventrally, size-reduced embryos appear normal, the syndrome appears to represent a co
ordinated reduction specifically in the anterior-posterior axis. The acron and telson of these
embryos appear to be frequently normal-sized, and their morphological abnormalities are not an
invariable feature of the syndrome and probably derive from separate effects of perturbation. In
addition, remnants of soft material outside the hypoderm in some incompletely cleared preparations
suggested that the internal structures of size reduced embryos were of normal size.
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Fig 2(b).UncIeared,unhatched larva with size-reduced cuticle.See text.

This was investigated by examining embryos prior to clearing (Fig. 2b). In several embryos
observed at this stage, a large mass of contractile mesodermal or endodermal tissue filled most of
the egg space, while the hypoderm itself appeared to be reduced. Subsequent clearance of these
embryos revealed the cardinal size-reduced phenotype in the cuticle. Similar phenotypes in
uncleared eggs were also reported by Bownes and Seiler (1976) and Kalthoff and Bownes (1974), in
UV-irradiated eggs, although in these earler studies the eggs were not subsequently cleared and the
hypodermal phenotype not rigorously defined.

It appears from these considerations that some or all size-reduced phenotypes derive specifically
from ‘shrinkage’ of the segmental hypoderm,either at the specification stage on the fate map or
through a later failure to realise a correctly-sized pattern,while the other tissues, the terminalia and
the internal organs, are of a normal size,or in rare cases possibly even enlarged.

4.1.3.Rare Phenotypes Occur Which Manifest Some Size-Reduced
Characteristics.

Two rare phenotypic ranges were identified which, at a phenomenological level, are related to the
standard size-reduced form. These are:

Ill

(i)

Thin Segments

Fig 3.Thin segments.This embryo may also have an Al-to-T3 homoeotic transformation.

In a number of embryos (Fig. 3), the segments were morphologically normal, but their
denticle bands were thin in the anterior-posterior dimension, similar to those in size-reduced
embryos. The extradenticle mutant produces similar phenotypes (R.Whittle,pers.comm.). A
similar phenotype was reported after ether treatment in Ho et al (1987).One possibility, therefore,is
that the 'thin segment' phenotype derives from the failure of a system which is one of several
whose function is impaired in size-reduced embryos,so that the 'thin segment' embryos and sizereduced embryos are hierarchically related.

(ii)

Abnormal Proportions

In a small number of embryos, the anterior-posterior sizes of different body regions were
abnormal, relative to one another. In a few cases, terminal regions were abnormal in relative size:
these are discussed below. The main phenotype, however, involved local increases in the size of a
contiguous metameric region several segments long, with a corresponding reduction in the size and
denticle belt thickness of the segmented cuticle elsewhere (Fig. 4).
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Fig 4(overleaf).Abnormal proportioning.In (a,above) the posteriormost segments are abnormally
thin and the remaining abdominal segments abnormally large;there is no head or thorax.Note the
different denticle band patterns associated with size-increased and size-reduced regions.In (b,below)
the posteriormost segments are enlarged with concommittant shifts of pattem.The anterior
segmental regions are unclear but many of the metameric abnormalities in this embryo may be
artefacts of mechanical damage. Abnormal proportioning may itself result from abnomal
morphogenesis rather than pattern formation.See text.This embryo's head is viewed in a different
focal plane in fig 11 .

Only 19 embryos of this kind were observed in a total of over 10,000 cuticles. No clear
trend was discernible regarding the spatial locations of size-reduced and size-increased regions,
although typically, the size-increased region was about 4 segments in length. Although rare, these
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phenotypes are significant because they indicate that embryonic size in Drosophila is subject to
dynamic regulative mechanisms that are accessible to perturbation.

4.1.4.Size-Reduction:

Its Causes and Significance.

The mechanism generating size reduced embryos is unclear. The cardinal size-reduced phenotype
has no directly comparable mutant in any zygotic screen yet published. One cause that is unlikely
to account for the syndrome is a simple, temporary reduction in the number of blastoderm nuclei
by perturbation. There is ample evidence that

Drosophila embryo is able to size-regulate with

different cell numbers, for mutant blastoderms with both higher and lower than normal n u c le i
densities generating normal embryos of identical sizes (Sullivan 1987 ).

Size-reduction appears specifically to affect the segmented hypoderm. Since it is unlikely that cell
density abnormalities can account for the syndrome, the dynamics which determine the eventual
size of the hypoderm must be affected when perturbations produce the phenotype. This could occur
through a reduction of the segmental anlage size in the blastoderm, or through abnormalities in the
cell interactions which regulate the size and pattern of the hypoderm after gastrulation.

Late size-regulating activity certainly is present in Drosophila embryos. Mutants such ?&feint
little ball and armadillo, which are morphologically normal up to the extended germ band phase,
produce abnormally small larval phenotypes (Nusslein-Volhard et al,1984). By contrast, mutants
such as gastrulation defective produce embryos which, although thin, are abnormally longihere,
regulation has taken place in the anterior-posterior axis to incorporate cells which were not
allocated specific dorsal-ventral locations ( Konrad et al 1988b ).Such late size-regulating
mechanisms in the anterior-posterior axis probably emerge from cell to cell interactions involving
communication pathways between segment polarity genes (eg.Martinez-Arias et al, 1988).In both
gastrulation defective -type long-axis regulation, and in the size-reduced embryos observed here, the
proportion of naked cuticle to denticle-belts increases, denoting a subtle alteration of the segment
polarity pattern concommitant with the change in size. Armadillo and some other segment
polarity mutants produce size reductions concommitant with their patterning malfunctions
(Nusslein-Volhard et al 1984 and accompanying papers). It is possible that the normal-sized, ‘thin
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segment’ phenotype described above also reflects malfunctions in segment polarity genes or their
downstream targets.

In terms of anlage size speciflcation.it is probable that there is no special size determining
mechanism associated with anteroposterior patteming.Rather,both global and segmental size are
continually dependent on the normal operation of segmental pattern formation,at each successive
stage of the genetic hierarchy .This is one of the lessons of the gap phenomenom,where not merely
segment number,but segment size,is more normal after progressively later ligation.Different
segmentation mutants all have size-related effects,usually entailing an often temporary increase in
the size of the remaining pattern elements.From the operation of the gap genes onward,it appears
that the metameric mechanism involves the regulative competition of patterning subdomains for
territory which could because of this dynamic interplay,have a normal pattern established on it over
a wide range of sizes.It is intriguing that a small number of embryos shift abruptly between large
and small segments bearing different denticle-band patterns. One implication o f this might be that
the basic,unfettered interplay of different metameric subdomains is disrupted,for instance by
restraints on the interaction of adjacent domains so that,say,one gap gene’s sphere of influence is
abnormally large but the next's abnormally smallEffects such as these would raise the question of
the structural 'background' matrix,inherent in the organisation of the blastoderm,that is necessary
for normal interactive patterning.

The question of the implicit size and proportion regulating properties of this system might,given
further consideration,aid our search for the detailed mechanisms by which segmental pattern
formation works.But it seems likely that if anlage misspeciflcation is a mechanism whereby sizereduction is obtained,then the very earliest stages of the metameric process should be the chief ones
under perturbation.This is because all the segments are normally present in these embryos,so a
normal system from the gap genes down must be operating over an abnormally small initial
space.If the determinants of initial space are genetic,then the systems implicated are the torso group and anterior and posterior maternal groups.Some of these are discussed below.The
perturbations inducing size-reduction can be studied in more detail,and the relative contributions of
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late versus early perturbation assessed, by examining which stages and which treatments are
effective in eliciting the syndrome. This question is pursued in sections 4 and 5 below.

4.1.5.Cuticle Holes Occur at Low Frequencies.

Occasionally, cuticles were observed which did not form a complete, contiguous sheet but
contained one or more holes. Certain types of holes or gaps in the cuticle were specifically
associated with other traits, and are discussed elsewhere. Here, we consider small, non-specific
holes which appeared to occur at equal frequency at any point on the hypoderm. The borders of
such holes (FigS ) are often uneven and discoloured, and they usually occur in embryos where a
global loss of both size and pattern has occurred. Similar holes are observed in some mutants,
although their size and location are in these cases more characteristic ( Nusslein-Volhard et al 1984
; Schupbach & Wieschaus 1988).
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Fig S.Cuticle holes.Two severe phenotypes.In both cases,in addition to large holes,the spiracles
are abnormal and the head and metameric patterns largely abolished.

The phenotype could derive simply from a local failure of an intact hypoderm to secrete cuticle, or
from a more profound local absence of hypoderm. Absence could result from cell death locally at
any stage back to the blastoderm, or from failure to construct a blastoderm right around the egg. If
local blastoderm failure or cell death is the cause of the syndrome, the phenotype is analogous to
the results of micro-cautery.

4.1.6.Rare Dorsal Closure Failures Occur, Varying in Severity.
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Failure of dorsal closure is the third general phenotype. A range of morphologies clearly derive
from malfunctions of this morphogenetic routine (Fig.6 a-c).

3

Fig 6 (0 verleaf).Dorsal closure failures.(a,top).Mild failure with naked cuticle strip running along
dorsal midline and segment boundaries abnormally aligned to either side and failing to join
dorsally.In some cases a white boundary-like seem runs lengthwise along the dorsal
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midline.(b,middle).Failure to complete dorsal closure,possibly associated with failed germ band
retraction.Size and terminals are also very abnormal.(c,below)dorsal territory abolished.See text.

In mild cases, a seam, analoguous to a segment border, is visible running longitudinally along the
dorsal midline. This appears to reflect a failure fully to complete closure, and a resultant
longitudinal intercalary regenerative behaviour by segment border cells to either side of the
unclosed hypoderm.The phenotype has previously been observed, and diagnosed in this way, by A.
Smallcombe (pers. comm.) in chloroform-perturbed embryos. The analysis of the phenotype in
terms of the regulative merging of adjacent dorsolateral segment borders was supported by the
associated observation of clear ‘looping’ of adjacent metameric boundaries at the dorsal midline in
Smallcombe’s preparations (Fig.7 ).

Fig 7.Segmental abnormalities (schematic) in mild dorsal closure failures .After the results of this
study and previous work by A.Smallcome (pers.comm.).(a)Normal embryo.Dotted line is dorsal
midline.(b)Seam of cuticle extends lengthwise along border; lateral halves of dorsal hypoderm fail
to join correctly.(c)‘Looping' caused by cells in adjacent metameres joining with those of similar
dorsoventral positional values at the unclosed dorsal midline.

In some cases, a more substantial dorsal gap occurs between the two lateral hypodermal flanks
(Fig. 6b) indicating a more profound failure of dorsal closure. Since these embryos frequently
failed, in addition, to complete germ band retraction, and since in addition head formation was
abnormal, a general morphogenetic arrest appeared to have set in at this stage. In very rare cases,
the entire dorsal cuticle was abolished (fig 6c), reflecting local necrosis or failed specification rather
than morphogenetic failure.
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4.1.7.General Defects:

Late Regulative Mechanisms, and their Priming at

Early Stages.

Dorsal closure failures and cuticle holes, both very rare phenotypes, complete the general category.
As with size reduction they could theoretically arise from different perturbations at a varity of
perturbations.Early perturbations could,for instance,elicit them through local structural or necrotic
effects on the blastoderm,late shocks through the cell interaction circuits and morphogenetic
routines which realise pattern and form. However,if malfunctions and mis-regulations in late
communicative and morphogenetic circuitry can generate these phenotypes, it should be noted that
the perturbations responsible are carried out before gastrulation. This would imply that the normal
operation of the late systems is contingent upon dynamics which are established at early stages.
Within the time-range used for perturbations in this study, it will therefore be important,as in the
case of size reduction, to look for differences in the frequency of generation of these phenotypes at
different developmental stages and by different treatments.Comparing their characteristics under
different conditions will help to determine whether different systems can malfunction to generate
the syndromes at different stages.

4.2.

Abnormalities in the Terminalia.

The terminal regions of the Drosophila larva are morphologically and functionally distinctive.
They are complex structures in which two forms of organisation overlap. These forms of
organisation consist of the anterior and posterior extremes of the metameric array, interdigitating
with specialised domains of quite different origin, the acron and telson.

4.2.1.0rganisation of the Terminalia

On morphological grounds the larval head (fig 8a) can be analysed as at least three and up to eight
metameres ( Hartenstein & Campos-Ortega,1985), plus the acron, which forms the more distal
structures of the cephalopharangeal skeleton. On the blastoderm fate map, the internal, skeletal
structures are situated most anteriorly, and acquire a position posterior but internal to the
metameric head through involution ( Jurgens et al,1986 ).
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Fig S.Anterior and posterior terminals.Top,head.The cephalopharangeal skeleton can be seen
internally (extending into a gut rudiment) with dorsal arm projecting downwards.The mouthhooks
are visible anteriorly and ventrally.Bottom,posterior.Dorsally (below ) the spiracle retactors can be
seen with the white,floculent filzkorper material and spiracle hairs. Anteriorly to the retractors the
anal tuft is visible,and ventrally the anal plates.

A clear set of landmarks denote successively posterior regions of the larval ‘tail’. The specialised
eighth abdominal segment, the anal pads, the anal tufts, the filzkorper and the spiracles (Fig 8b).
Analytically, much of the posterior region can be treated as originating in highly specialised ninth
and tenth abdominal segments into which telson structures deriving from the non-segmental pole
are integrated (Hartenstein & Campos-Ortega,1985).

The larval location of terminal,particularly cephalic,structures is a complex transformation, rather
than a simple projection, of their locations on the blastoderm fate map (Jurgens et al,1986;
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Hartenstein & Campos-Ortega 1985)) (Fig.9) . By referring to the fate map,loss of different
terminal structures can be correlated with perturbations of specific blastoderm regions.
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Fig 9.Simple fate map .After Hartenstein & Campos-Ortega (1985) JSlote that the most distal
structures at either pole are endodermal and that the prospective internal head skeleton is located
anteriorly to the segmental head.

The Torso Group and Terminal / Metameric Proportioning.

The compound original of the terminals is underlined by the dependence of the acron and telson
upon a distinct genetic system, named after the torso phenotype, in which the distal elements of
these structures are lost (Schupbach & Wieschaus,1986). T orso’s projected product encodes a
membrane-bound ligand receptor situated ubiquitously and at equal density across the entire
oolemma (Sprenger et al 1989). It is thought that the torso receptor is activated by a ligand
prelocalised at the egg poles, opening a signalling pathway whose target is the activation of
zygotic genes such as tailless which form components of the system organising pattern
(Ambrosio et al,1989;Strecker et al 1988).

There is a close articulation between the terminal torso group and the genetic systems specifying
metameric pattern. In bicoid mutants, the head and anterior segments are lost and a pair of
spiracles develop (Nusslein-Volhard et al 1987). This indicates that the telson is the ground-state
target of terminal group activity, and that bicoid's presence is necessary to divert the anterior
terminal trajectory towards the acron.Posteriorly,the regions deleted by metameric posterior group
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mutants and torso group mutants overlap,indicating that the systems must cooperate to generate
the complete pattern (Lehmann & Frohnhofer 1989).

The dynamic interaction between the terminal and metameric subsystems also affects
developmental proportioning in the embryo.In torso (") phenotypes, the terminalia are absent but
the metameric anlage expands co-ordinately producing a laval with larger than normal segments
(Schupbach & Wieschaus 19986;Mlodzik et al 1987). In dominant torso alleles, where the
receptor is constitutively active, the entire metameric region is abolished and an embryo with only
terminal structures results. Note the hierarchical relationship this indicates, in which the terminals
are ’dominant’ to the metameric region in that activation of the torso system precludes metameric
patteming,but not vice-versa.This may be related to the initial parameters regulating segmental
anlage size.The relationship between metameric and terminal systems also has evolutionary
implications that are considered in the discussion.

4.2.2.Defects in the Head Skeleton

(i)Differential stability in the head skeleton

Head skeleton loss was a common phenomenon in permeabilised and subsequently perturbed
embryos, and was invariably characterised by the loss of anterior and ventral fate-map elements
before posterior and dorsal ones. In no case were posterior and dorsal structures, such as the
mouth-hooks and maxillary sense organs, absent whilst elements of the cephalopharangeal
skeleton were present (Fig. 10a & b).
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Fig lO.Head skeleton defects.Size,segmentation and the posterior are also very abnormal. Top : the
cephalopharangeal skeleton is reduced to a large,rudimentary ring of material. Bottom: the head
skeleton is virtually abolished but the mouth hooks are clearly visible.

(ii)Other Head skeleton abnormalities

In addition to frequent progressive loss of the head skeleton, a number of additional abnormalities
were observed.These included:

(i)

Head skeletons whose size was reduced but whose morphology was essentially normal

(Fig. 11a). Only 5 embryos in a total of over 10,000 analysed manifested this trait.
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a

Fig 11. Abnormally small,but well proportioned,head skeleton.This embryo also has abnormalities
of segmental proportioning (see fig 4b).See text.

(ii)

Breakdowns in th e /o m of the head skeleton. In these relatively frequent embryos, head

involution usually failed and very occasionally, segmental head morphology was partially absent.
Head skeleton elements were present on the non-involuted exterior of the anterior cuticle (Fig. 12a
).The level of organisation of such external head skeleton varied. In some cases, visibly skeletal
elements could be identified in association with a disorganised ‘smear’ of cephalopharangeal
material on the hypoderm surface. In other cases, few or no clear structures were present, although
a disorganised encrustation of cephalophorangeal material persisted (Fig. 12b)
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Fig 12.Disorganised head skeleton.a,top.b,bottom.See text.

In this phenotypic range, it appears that a loss of organisation , rather than of territory,
has occurred since the syndrome is associated with defects of head involution. Its origins may lie
in abnormal morphogenesis, arising either from abnormal pattern formation anteriorly, or from a
later, more superficial hinderance of cell to cell communications or morphogenesis itself.

In some cases,what appears to be morphologically disorganised head skeleton material
occupies a much larger territory than should normally be the case (Fig.5. ).

This unusual

phenotype,which only occurs in certain apparent disruptions of the dorsal-ventral pattern, and is
discussed in Section 5.3
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4.2.3.LOSS of the Segmented Head.

Disorganisation or loss of head morphology was very rare without acute disruption or total loss of
the acron. The stablest head skeleton parts,the mouth-hooks and maxillary sense organs, were
metameric in origin .These structures resisted perturbation in all but the most extreme head
skeleton phenotypes.Segmental head morphology itself was, nevertheless, readily perturbed by
more profound effects of permeabilisation. Here, again, a characteristic course was observed
(Fig.l3a-c).

HI
Fig 13.L0SS of segmented head and anterior hypoderm.(a,top) head reduced to disorganised lobes. A
mouth hook is discernable on the dorsal edge.A small hole deletes most of the ventral
thorax.(b,middle)head and anterior thorax abolshed.(c,below)head, thorax and anterior abdomen
deleted.See text.

Fig 13c
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The features within this transition were:

(i)

Loss of head skeleton, coupled with a slight failure of head involution, resulting in the

persistence of lobular head segments at the anteroventral margin of the larval cuticle ( not
shown).Extemally,these mild phenotypes resemble the morphology of late embryos in mid- to
late head involution (Hartenstein & Campos-Ortega,1985).

(ii)

Complete abolition of the head skeleton and disorganised, poorly involved head

morphology with a characteristic locular appearance. Here morphogenesis is not merely
incomplete, but disorganised, with a concommitant abolition of material in various degrees
(Fig. 13a ).

(iii)

Total loss of all head structures, with an essentially intact and normal thorax and abdomen

(Fig. 13b).

(iv)

Abolition of both head and thorax, and even, occasionally,the anterior most abdomen

(Fig. 13c ).
An Anteroventral-to-Posterodorsal Sequence o f Loss.
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There is, then, a clear progression of loss running through the acron and segmental head. This
runs cumulatively from loss of just the distal, to the whole cephalophorangeal skeleton, to head
involution failure, to slight segmental head morphology loss, to more serious loss including
mouth-hooks and maxillary sense organs, to total abolition of all head morphology, to additional
loss of the thorax.On the blastoderm fate map (Jurgens et al 1986), this progression follows a
clear-cut course, in which the anteroventral extreme is the most sensitive to pertuibation and
successively posterior and dorsal regions are ever more stable.

4.2.4.Posterior

Loss

(i)An Anteroventral-to-Posterodorsal Sequence Also Occurs at the Posterior Terminal.

An identical accumulation of loss was observed in the posterior region (fig 14). No loss of
spiracle or filzkorper occurred without prior loss of anal plate and anal tuft. Loss of spiracle
retractors usually preceeded a reduction, and finally a total loss, in the filzkorper (the most
posterior of all structures,the spiracle openings themselves,were not scored during the mass screen
since they are very difficult to obseve under dark-field conditions). In terms of both morphological
and blastodermal location, this transition and corresponding stability gradient matches that seen in
the anterior terminal.
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Fig 14.Posterior loss.All these embryos are size reduced and have lost posterior metameric material
but these are not general features of the syndrome.(a,top).Spiracle retractors abolished but relatively
well-organised trachae and filzxkorper material persist.(b,middle). Two small,rudimentary filzkorper
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patches are present but all other posterior structures are absentee .bottom) .Abolition of entire
posterior region.

(iiJThe Spiracles are Highly Stable, But Do Undergo Tranrformations.

The most posterior structures in the hypoderm, the spiracles, were remarkably stable to
perturbation. Filzkorper material was present, at least in rudimentary form, in nearly every embryo
observed, even when their morphology was grossly perturbed elsewhere. The most extreme
posterior terminal phenotype, with the exception of total deletion, is one in which the entire telson
is absent save for two small, rudimentary patches of filzkorper (Fig. 14b). Occasionally, embryos
were observed in which such a pair of spiracles were infact the only cuticle structure (Fig. 15).

Fig 15.Embryo in which spiracles are then only cuticular structures.See text.

Two transformations, rather than deletions, of spiracle structure were observed on several
occasions. Occasionally a patch of what appeared to be disoganised filzkorper material was
observed(Fig. 16a ); and occasionally spiracle pairs occured containing filzkorper which were
rudimentary in form and abnormally large (Fig. 16b).Whilst it is possible that the latter of these
two phenotypes represents another abnormality in proportioning,both may derive from
morphogenetic abnormalities,for instance a failure of tissue organisation in which the floculant
filzkorper material fails to be properly marshalled and assumes a squamous tissue morphology.
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Fig 16.Abnormalities in spiracle size and form.a,top.b,bottom.See text.

4.2.5.The Terminal Lability Characteristics in Permeabilised Embryos Match
Those Observed Elsewhere.

Head skeleton and head segmental loss are one of the commonest phenotypes obtainable by
permeabilisation. They are also common to a wide variety of other perturbations, such as ether
treatment (Ho et al, 1987), chloroform treatment (A. Smallcombe, pers. comm. ) and UV
irradiation (Bownes and Kalthoff, 1974).The head is clearly a highly sensitive structure, more so
than the posterior terminal. The persistance of spiracle material through almost all the
perturbations in this study suggests that they are relatively much more stable.This is a paradox, in
that acron and telson both originate in the deployment of the same genetic system. However, the
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transformation of acron to telson in bicoid mutants (Nusslein-Volhard et al 1987) suggests that
telson is the stabler of the two possible trajectories of terminal development It therefore appears
that the diverted pathway towards head development is highly labile but that once initiatiated, will
not return to a posterior trajectory if perturbed, but will simply collapse and fail to organise any
pattem.The posterior pathway,however,represents a more canalised or ’default' trajectory,which after
perturbation returns more readily to its stable course.

The Lability Transition is Complex.

In the case of both anterior and posterior terminals, a transition of loss from anteroventral to
posterodorsal was observed. Note, therefore, that the transition is not a distal-to-proximal one, in
which the most polar structures of acron and telson are abolished first The phenotypic ranges
cannot be explained in terms of the greater sensitivity of the terminal system over the metameric
system, or vice-versa. The characteristic, rather, is a global one in which each terminal must be
treated as an integral unit, and in which a single polarity of sensitivity runs throughout the
egg,rather than being marshalled in opposite directions from opposite poles.

4.3.

Abnormalities of Segmentation.

Segmentation has brought

to the centre of modem developmental biology. The

genetic study of this process catalysed the renaissance that has re-energised the science in the last
15 years.Most of the classical teratological studies described in Chapter 2 are concemed principally
with segmental pattem formation,but the relevance of the teratology of permeabilisation to this
process,considered here, tums out to be more oblique.This study has nevertheless revealed a
characteristic and informative array of metameric abnormalities, which are best described against a
brief résumé of segmentation genetics.

4.3.1.Segmentation Genetics:

A Readers’ Digest.

The general organisation of the segmentation pattem-forming cascade in Drosophila is
summarised in fig 17.
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Fig n.Segmentation cascade:general features.Gap genes are used to transduce maternal cues into a
basic zygotic pattem,which facilitates the generation of a series of overlapping pair-mle
periodicities.The local ratios of pair mle gene products combinatorially define a single-segmentrepeat spectmm of cell identities via the segment polarity class of genes.See text.

Segmental pattem formation is not the centre of gravity in this study, and since many excellent
reviews of this area are available (eg Akam 1987;Ingham 1988), only a brief survey of the process
is presented here. A combination of genetic, molecular and experimental studies have revealed the
following stages in the development of metamerism in D rojcpM fl :

(i)

Priming the System : establishment o f polar organisation during oogenesis.

Two distinct anteroposterior systems are primed and localised during oogenesis, one
toward each pole of the egg (Nusslein-Volhard et al,1987; Lehmann & Nusslein-Volhard
1986;Stmhl 1989). A system localises the bicoid gene product anteriorly, and a second the nanos
(and several other) products posteriorly. These systems evolve after fertilisation, producing a
graded distribution of bicoid protein peaking anteriorly (Driever & Nusslein-Volhard 1988), and
transporting nanos product from the posterior pole to its active site in the prospective abdomen
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(Lehmann & Nusslein-Volhard 1987;Lehman 1989). The anterior and posterior group systems, as
we saw above, articulate with the terminal group systems (Lehmann 1989), but their principal role
is to regulate zygotic metameric gene activity in the syncytial embryo.

(ii)

TransductionofM aternalinto Zygotic Activity.

The key targets of the maternal systems are gap genes. There may be 5 or 6 such genes,
but only 3, hunchback, kruppel and knirps, are well known. Their primary domains of activity
occur successively along the segmental anlage from anterior to posterior and their exact locations
are dynamic, arising not only from maternal system activation but from cross-regulatory
interactions. How their simple pattem is established is not yet known.

Bicoid product,whose graded distribution is dependent on the products of exuparentia and
swallow activates hunchback (Driever & Nusslein-Volhard 1989); nanos product suppresses
hunchback (Stmhl 1989); hunchback suppresses knirps (Stmhl 1989). Knirps, protected by the
nanos product from hunchback's, is activated posteriorly by an unknown mechanism. It becomes
active anteriorly in bicoid-T> mutants (Wharton & Stmhl 1989) suggesting that its means of
activation may not be related to a prelocalised factor. Kruppel is suppressed both by hunchback's
and knirps' products (Lehmann & Frohnhofer 1989). It becomes active between their domains and
occupies the whole segmental anlage when the two gap genes malfunction. How it is activated is
not yet known.

(iii)

From Gap Genes to Metameric Prepattern.

Gap gene activity domains have two functions. On the one hand, they regulate
homoeotic genes and position-specific segmental differences. On the other, they are necessary for
normal activity of pair-mle genes.The nine pair mle genes each have a periodicity twice that of the
final metameric pattem. Each periodicity is in a slightly different frame fi-om the others and they
all overlap. Three pair mle genes are thought to be hierarchically primary in the complex web of
interactions that establish the final, complex pair rule pattem.These primary genes, hairy, runt and
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even-skipped (Ingham et al 1985;Carroll et al 1988;Gergen & Butler 1988), acquire their spatial
distributions through processes,primarily involving both cross-regulatory interactions and gap gene
input. Their promoter regions are consequently long and complex with many regulative binding
sites(Howard et al,1989,1990).Since pair rule genes become active in an assymetric but very crude
manner in the absence of all three major gap genes (Carroll & Vavra 1989), the probable role of
the gap gene products is in facilitating the generation of pair-rule periodicity periodicity in a
process requiring other inputs, perhaps including generic properties of primary pair rule interaction
circuits.

Although much is known about the molecular circuitry of this genetic cascade,it is still
enigmatic.The nature of the interacions between different pair-rule genes are a subject of intense
research(eg Carroll et al 1988;Frasch et al 1988) .However the gap gene knirps is involved in pairrule regulation, it’s product may well be subject to an additional, oblique regulative route, since
the gene encodes a ligand-binding protein with homologies to the oestrogen-receptor class of DNA
regulators(Nauber et al \9%K)KruppeVs product is also subjected to post - transcriptional
regulation (Gaul et al 1987).Additional maternal mechanisms may yet regulate both gap and pairrule genes (Tricoire 1988).The caudal gene,which has both maternal and zygotic products,has a
posteriorly-localised activity which regulates fushi tarazu (MacDonald & Struhl 1986).
Bicoid,exuparentia and swallow regulate the distribution of the maternal caudal product(Mlodzik &
Gehring 1987) Just as the maternal gradient of hunchback is regulated by the oskar group(Tautz
1988).The extent of the pair-rule prepattem is attenuated at the poles of the egg by unknown
mechanisms,which the translation inhibitor cyclohexamide disrupts causing the expression of extra
fusU tarazu bands (Edgar et al 1986; Weir et al 1988)finally,general overall features characterise
the emergence of the pair-rule prepattem whose significance is unclear.There is a general anteriorto-posterior gradient in the rate of emergence of transcripts (eg.Kilcherr et al 1988) and
early,transient pattems,pricipally of half the normal band number and periodicity Jiave been
observed in several pair-mle genes (eg.Gergen & Butler 1988;Weir & Komberg 1985;Karr et al
1989).Similar dynamics occur at a slower rate in gap gene transcriptional activity (see Goodwin &
Kauffman 1990a,b for the potential significance of this fact).
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(iv)

From Prepattern to Final Form.

Each point along the long-axis of the late cellular blastoderm is characterised by its own
specific combination of pair rule gene activities at particular levels of expression.These activities
combinatorially define the single-segment-repeating domains of segment polarity gene activity
(Ingham et al 1988;Weir et al 1988). The requirements for any particular one gene in a given
location ara not absolute.but the ratio of different activity levels determine segment polarity
activity (Gergen & Wieschaus,1986,1988;Ish- Horowicz et al,1989).

After germ band extension, the segment polarity genes establish a dynamic, self
regulating repeating spectrum of cell types (Martinez-Arias et al 1988;Hooper & Scott 1989;Van
der Heuvel et al 1989), leading to the classical wound-healing and pattern-regulative features of
insect epidermis (Locke 1959), and the archetypal form of the metameric unit.

(v)

Regional Specification.

Homoeotic genes are used to generate spatially-regulated divergences in final form.
Primary homoeotic gene complexes — Scr, Antp, Ubx, Abd-A and Abd-B — are activated in
different spatial profiles along the long axis. This process is not understood, but involves both
asymmetrically distributed material inputs (including the products of extra sex combs and cardal)
and probably gap gene activities.(Harding & Levine 1988;Ingham et al 1986) . The final
distribution of homoeotic gene activities is complex and requires close interactions between the
primary complexes and both pair-rule (Martinez-Arias & White) and segment polarity genes
(Carroll et al, 1988), integrating segmental standardisation and specialisation.

4.3.2.Segm entation

M utants.

The segmental pattern forming system malfunctions to produce only a few classes of abnormal
phenotype, reflecting its integration of distinct and concatenated sub-systems into a single
cascade.The main mutant classes are as follows:
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(i)

The co-ordinate maternal mutants bicaudal and dicephalic arise from mislocations of pole-

specific primary determinants.

(ii)

Loss of the whole anterior or posterior pattern follows if one of the primary systems

malfunctions, losing bicoid product activity anteriorly or nanos product posteriorly.

(iii)

Misproportioning of the anterior pattern results if exuparentia and swallow, genes whose

products are required to localise hunchback product anteriorly, fail. The head and thorax are too
large, the abdomen too small. Note the irreversible determination of size at the anlage stage.

(iv)

Gap mutants involve loss of pattern and space from, principally, one contiguous region

whose size increases as the gap gene’s malfunction becomes more profound.

(v)

Pair rule mutants have an alternating presence and absence of a space a segment wide:

deletions of territory occur wherever a gene is abnormally absent through loss of function, or
present through gain of function, since combinations and ratios of pair rule activities determine
subsequent pattern.

(vi)

Segment polarity phenotypes arise through loss and mis-specification of territory after

gastrulation.The cell interactions necessary for this late phase of pattern formation are impaired.

(vii)

Homoeotic transformations can be global (through loss of maternal or zygotic global

regulators) or local (through malfunction of all or part of a homoeotic zygotic gene complex or a
local regulator).

4.3.3.Segmental Abnormalities in Permeabilised Embryos.

Although many previous teratological studies on Drosophila have focussed on mutant-like
segmental deletions, here only a minority of the abnormalities can be analysed in this way. These
are best considered against the more diverse background of deficiencies and transformations of the
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segmental pattern obtained after permeabilisation. At the level of the individual segment, the basic
abnormalities from which all more complex syndromes arise are gaps and fusions.

Fig 19.Gaps and fusions.In (a,top) abdominal segments 4 and 5 are fused.In (b,bottom) a more
complex pattern of gaps and fusions centre on the abdomen / thorax bounndary and the posterior
abdomen.These two regions are similarly disturbed in the weakest mutants of kruppel and knirps.

Segment Gaps.
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Deletions in the metameric pattern (eg fig 19a and below) were observed at locations throughout
the body axis. The scale of deletion varied, from the superficial, in which part or all of a denticle
belt was lost but the morphological border remained intact, to the profound, in which the entire
morphological segment was abolished. The range of deletion also varied: single gaps frequently
occurred at more than one location within a single embryo, and frequently a contiguous region
comprising several metameres was deleted.

Segment Fusions.

Two adjacent segments may be fused in several ways. The fusion may occur at only one
circumferential point, for instance ventrally or ventrolaterally (dorsal-only fusions were extremely
rare); the fusion may be more profound and extensive, but still be resolvable into two separate
segments; or it may be a complete integration of adjacent segments into a single, compound
morphology .Both compound and non-compound fusions may involve more than two adjacent
segments .Most profoundly, segment pattern over a patch or even the whole metemeric hypoderm
can break down into a ‘lawn’ phenotype with a ventral mass of disorganised setae (Fig.20 ).

Fig 20.Severe 'fusion' results in denticle band lawn.

Positional Classification o f Defects is Problematical in Severely Abnormal Embryos.

Classifying segmental abnormalities in terms of positionally-defined gaps and fusions is generally
effective, but a small number of embryos confound this analysis. At a simple level, gaps and
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fusions can both be present at the same location if a segment is deleted ventrally, for instance, but
continuous with its neighbour laterally, or if two adjacent segments are fused but have a local
pattern deletion running through them A more fundamental problem arises when, due to compound
segments, ‘lawns’ or simply a large number of gaps and fusions, it becomes impossible to
describe morphology in terms of the normal positional array. For instance, if five abdominal
segments are ‘replaced’ by two compound segments, it is usually im ^ ssib le to say which
compound segment derives from two metameres, and which from three, or if indeed this post-hoc
analytical method is in any way tenable.

Such embryos illustrate the limits of classifying morphology through a pre-existing, transcendent,
fixed array. The problem is similar to that of meristic variation identified by Bateson (1894; see
chapter 1) who showed that by many additions to and subtractions from metameric patterns, the
whole series is transformed and a simple arithmetic analysis is intenable.These embryos therefore
present serious classificatory problems.They could only be contained within an analytical
framework which tallied closely to the generative principles responsible for the diversity of forms
obtained; but this, in tum,is incompatible with the method of observation, centred on final
outcomes,that this study employs. A more direct, but infinitely more tortuous and laborious
analysis of normal and abnormal developmental processes would be required to produce data
suitable for a comprehensive system of classification.Those embryos in which positional
classification o f deletions is not possible are therefore scored in a separate 'unclassifiable' category.
I

Scoring Gaps and Fusions.

Failed pattern specification is the most likely origin for the profound metameric disturbances
obtained in this study, but minor fusions and superficial gaps could equally derive from failures to
realise a correctly-specified pattern. In addition,some superficial gaps and fusions appear to have a
morphogenetic origin, derived from abnormalities of gastrulation,and are treated separately in
Chapter 5. Superficial gaps and fusions have therefore been omitted from the numeric analyses of
gaps and fusions described below.

4.3.4.M utant-like abnormalities of Segmentation
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Within the broad range of gaps and fusions obtained, many phenocopies or near- phenocopies of
segmentation mutants were scored with differing frequencies. These embryos probably,with a few
exceptions,had little significance.For instance,most of the pair-rule-like phenotypes obtained,
would be expected to occur at low frequencies given large scale, random effects on metameric
pattern formation.

The following mutant-like morphologies were obtained:

(i)

/?erroflcrive.(Nusslein-Volhard et al, 1984)

Fig 21 Retroactive phenotype.See text.

The retroactive mutant produces embryos which, in most respects, are normal but whose
larvae are inverted within the egg case, with head at the posterior pole and abdomen at the anterior.
This striking phenotype is probably superficial, deriving from late over-activity of an unhatched
embryo, whose hyperactive writhing inverts it in the egg-case. The phenotype (fig 21) was
observed twice in these studies- in two adjacent embryos on the same slide - and may have arisen
by the same route as the mutant.

(ii)

Bicoid / Hunchback.
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Fig 22.Embryo with what appeared to be spiracle material anteriorly.

The segmented head and thorax are abolished in these mutants, and in bicoid a pair of
rudimentary spiracles occur in place of the acron.In this study ,anterior spiracles were observed in a
single embryo, perturbed at the early preblastoderm stage (Fig.22 ) and this phenotype may have
resulted from bicoid inactivation. As in many teratological studies,abolitions of the segmented
head and anterior thorax were fairly common (see fig 13 above), but this phenotype is not directly
comparable to either bicoid or hunchback since the acron is not present (as in hunchback Lehmann & Nusslein-Volhard,1987) or transformed (as in bicoid ,Driever & Nusslein Volhard
1988), but abolished.Bzcc>/^/ or hunchback (and anterior torso ) inactivations could nevertheless
be a major consequence of the perturbations explored in this study,in conjunction with other
abnormalities,or through impairments of function that are less clean-cut or more variable than the
effects of mutations. If the majority of profound anteiior-loss phenotypes are associated with the
failure of anterior maternal and early zygotic systems,then at the very least their generation should
occur predominantly during the preblastoderm and early syncytial blastoderm phases when these
gene products are active. This question is investigated in section 4 below.

(iii)

Kruppel and Knirps.

Kruppel mutants vary in severity according to the degree of loss of function in the gene
(Wieschaus et al 1984). The weakest alleles delete the mesothoracic, metathoracic and first
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andominal segments. Stronger alleles abolish progressively more of the abdomen, culminating in
a phenotype where the sixth abdominal segment is mirror-duplicated and all anterior segments are
absent with the exception of the prothorax .

No strong kruppel phenocopies were obtained, but phenotypes resembling the weakest
mutants were observed at very low,but not vanishingly rare frequencies (Fig.23a ) and a handful of
more profound deletions (but not involving mirror duplications of remaining structures ) were
obtained (fig 23b). The kruppel phenotype is considered in the detailed analysis of segmentation
toward the end of this chapter.

\

Fig 23.Metameric deletions consistent with impairment of kruppel function.a,top.b, bottom. See
text.
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Knirps mutants affect the abdomen, with the exception of its first and eighth segments.
The peak-sensitivity zone for the mutant lies between the fourth and fifth andominal segments,
although segments posterior to these are also highly labile even in the weakest mutants (Nauber et
al, 1988; Lehmann 1989). Knirps mutants generate compound segments rather than gaps per se :
this may reflect different articulations of knirps and kruppel with both pair-rule and homoeotic
downstream targets.In strong knirps mutants, a single segment is said to have a compound
identity of all those it replaces, abdominal segments one to seven. A number of maternal mutants,
associated with the posterior group, produce mutant phenotypes similar to that of knirps , since
the localised activation of the gene depends on posterior group function.

f

2

Fig 24.Knirps like phenotype.

Weak and intermediate knirps -like phenotypes were occasionally obtained,again at very
low frequencies,after permeabilisation (fig 24).Even at very low levels there occurence may be
significant : this is discussed when the phenomenology of segmentation defects is considered in
detail below.
(iv)Pair-rule like phenotypes
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Fig 25.Pair-rule like alternation of presence and deletion.See text.

Pairwise segment deletions have been reported at significant frequencies after ether treatment (Ho
etal, 1987) but no other teratological study has produced this important syndrome. Here,true
phenocopies, with a precise alternation of presence and absence of segments (fig 25), were observed
in fewer than 1 in 1000 cuticles. Less clear-cut pair-rule-like morphologies,including pairwise
fusions (as in weak runt,odd skipped andeven skipped mutants - eg Gergen et al 1986) and partial
alternating deletions (as in weak hairy mutants - eg Howard et al 1988) were obtained at slightly
higher frequencies ( eg fig 26).

Fig 26.Pairwise fusions.See text.
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The small number of pair-rule patterns that were obtained involved deletions of a variety of
different, overlapping alternations with no clear overall rationale.There may thus be no special
significance in the occurrence of these phenotypes. The phenomenom is dwarfed by the great
variety of fusion and gap patterns which, although following their own intriguing logic (see
Section 7) are so diverse that we might expect a small number of phenotypes to resemble pair-rule
mutants,without assuming any specific linkage with the developmental processes these genes are
deployed i n .

(v) Segment-Polarity-like phenotypes

Between 20 and 30 embryos, depending upon interpretation, had characteristics with possible
segment-polarity links. Several of these had additional segmentation mutant characteristics,as well
as characteristics of other syndromes described in this study.Some,for instance,had a pair-rule like
reduction in segment number (fig 27) .Many of these embryos only bore superficial resemblances
to segment polarity phenotypes since the diagnostic mirror-inversions of denticle polarity within
bands were seldom present.

Fig 27.Superficially segment polarity-like characteristics in an embryo which,in addition,appaers
to have pairwise deletions.

Other phenotypes with possible segment polarity links could be considered in this way only on the
most oblique grounds involving only a few or even one single segment ( eg fig 28).
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Fig 28.Mirror inversion within a single segment ( centrally located,at bottom edge of embryo).See
text.

Finally,a small number of embryos displayed segment-polarity like morphologies down their
entire longitudinal axis,with different phenotypes to either side of a specific sectoral boundary.
These dorsoventrally assymetric transformations are discussed in Chapter 5.

The occurrence of some segment polarity segmental characteristics is unlikely to be
important.Their occasional generation in this study accords with the analysis of general
abnormality in Section 1 above. Segment polarity genes encode components for,and are directly
employed in,specific cell interaction circuits, and also encode of structural and physiological
background' elements necessary for normal signalling circuitry (R.Riggleman, pers.comm.). A
small number of segment polarity defects,particularly local rather than global, would therefore be
expected among the diversity of cell communication malfunctions perturbation provokes.

(vi) Homoeotic transformations.

Homoeosis (Bateson,1894) has long been associated with teratology. The bithorax phenocopy
(Gloor 1947;Gubb 1985) is the archetypal 'environmental mimic' of an ontogenetic mutant : the
haltere-to-wing transformation in the adult fly is a striking, easily scored and beguiling
phenomenom.Meso- and metathoracic characteristics are virtually identical in the larva, and
transformations between these two metameres were not scored in the current study. However, the
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first abdominal segment was frequently found to have transformed into meso- or metathorax (fig.29
; see also fig 3). This phenotype must derive from perturbation of the Ubx gene complex either
directly or through one of its regulators. The Ubx mechanism is the most sensitive cardinal
homoeotic subsystem to perturbation (Gubb,1985), so the bald fact that it malfunctions in
permeabilised embryos is probably unremarkable. The fact that such phenotypes occur in general
remains an intriguing enigma whose solution awaits a subtler understanding of the system's
function and regulation.

Fig 29.Possible Al-to-T3 homoeotic transformation.Note that thin segment phenotype is also
present (not always so)and may in this case account for the syndrome.See also fig 3.

4.4.

Basic Phenomenology of general, terminal and segmental abnormalities

4.4.1.Classifying the

Syndromes.

The ranges of abnormality described in parts 1 to 3 of this chapter are now analysed numerically.
For this purpose, they were classified according to the scheme presented in table 1. Note that some
traits, such as dorsal closure failures, abnormally-sized terminals and segmentation mutant
phenocopies, were too rare to make rigorous scoring worthwhile. Note in addition that each
transformation range is reduced, for most syndromes, to only three possibilities : the syndrome is
either absent, mild or severe. The exception to this is in segment defect scoring.The number of
embryos with segmental abnormalities,or with unclassifiable segmentation,are expressed
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numerically .The individual occurence of gaps and fusions is expressed as the overall numbers of
gaps and fusions, added together from each embryo (the ’density’ of gaps and fusions,measured
either as a percentage of cuticles produced by the batch or as a percentage of all embryos with
metameric abnormalities). Additional measurements of the position specific occurence of gaps and
fusions were also made.These are introduced below.

Phenotype

abbreviation

characteristics

size -

larva 60 - 80 % eg g length

severe size reduction

size - -

larva 40 - 60 % eg g length

m ild cuticle holes

holes -

single sm all hypodermal hole

severe cuticle holes

holes - -

large or m ultiple holes

m ild head skeLloss

hsk -

acron absent or deficient

severe head skeLloss

hsk - -

entire head skeleton deleted

mild seg’d head loss

head - / H -

segmental head reduced,involution abnormal

Head - - / H - -

head severely reduced ot deleted

spi -

anal plate,tuft & spiracle retractors absent

severe posterior loss

spi - -

filzkoiper & spiracle openings rudimentary or absent

segments unclass'able

U /C

positionally unclassifiable segments

segments defective

seg -

no. o f em bryos with at least one segmental defect

gap density

gaps

total number o f segmental gaps in batch

fusion density

fus.

total no. o f segmental fusions in batch

mild size reduction

severe seg'd head loss
mild posterior loss

Table 1.Categories for scoring phenotypes.See text.

4 .4 .2 .0 v e ra ll

P ro p e r tie s

All the syndromes occur in the presence o f PPS alone

The overall numbers of embryos bearing each trait are summarised in table 2, in which the pooled
effects of all teratological treatments are compared with those of permeabilisation alone.
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PPS

treated total

no.embryos

% cuticles

no.embryos

% cuticles

size -

93

3.1

1089

8.1

size - -

33

1.1

350

2.6

h.skel -

95

3.1

1663

12.4

h.skel - -

70

2.3

1234

9.2

head -

92

3.1

1516

11.3

head - -

66

2.2

925

6.9

spi -

129

4.3

1592

11.9

spi - -

79

2.6

864

6.4

seg -

214

7.0

2103

15

U /C

43

1

572

4

gaps

167

5

2556

18

fusions

121

4

1930

14

Table 2.0verall occurence of syndromes in PPS and collective shocked batches.(P<0.05 comparing
'seg- ' or any terminal defect to size loss or holes)

There is a clear difference in the frequencies of the syndromes between PPS-treated and
additionally-treated batches (P<0.01 in every case). Note, however, that all of the traits are present
in batches treated with PPS alone. Many of the aberrant pathways described here,unlike those
discussed in the next chapter, are indeed generable other treatments, such as ether (Ho et al, 1987)
and chloroform (A.Smallcombe, pers. comm.). The syndromes observed are therefore likely to
point to ontogenetic suture lines generic to the system.
Terminal and metameric systems are more labile than those related to general abnormalities.

Frequencies of occurrence of each syndrome indicate the directional lability of the system from
normality in that direction: commoner syndromes represent more developmentally feasible
pathways ,in a manner analagous to thermodynamic feasibility fro m table 2 it is clear that
segmental and terminal abberations are the commonest defects, pointing to severe natural labilities
in their generative systems. Global defects such as size reduction and holes are very much rarer,
suggesting that more robust and inflexibly determinative systems must be perturbed to generate
these phenotypes. This result supports an analysis of segmental and terminal defects in terms of
specific, early-active and labile genetic systems, but of global defects either ^ very rare
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transformations of an organisation more readily perturbable in other directions, or in terms of a
more distributive, matrix-based organisation rather than a simple, sharply-defined system.

4.4.3.Stage-varlations in Syndrome frequencies

At what stages do perturbations preferentially elicit the syndromes ? The overall frequencies,
comparing pooled effects of treatment with those of permeabilisation alone, are broken down by
stage in tables 3 to 5 and figs. 30 to 33.

(i)Size Reduction's incidence Points to anlage misproportioning

Table 3 and fig 30 summarise the overall stagewise incidence of size-reduced embryos
stage

cuticles

size -

size - -

holes-

holes - -

1

446

39(8.7)

9(2.0)

2(0.5)

3(0.7)

2

383

16(4.2)

6(1.6)

2(0.5)

2(0.5)

4

451

11(2.4)

5(1.1)

1(0.2)

1(0.2)

5

467

8(1.7)

2(0.4)

3(0.6)

1(0.2)

6

480

7(1.5)

4(0.8)

2(0.4)

2(0.4)

7

387

5(1.3)

3(0.8)

2(0.5)

0(0)

cuticles

size -

size - -

holes-

holes - -

1

1882

295(15.7)

62(3.3)

25(1.3)

18(1.0)

2

1896

225(11.9)

87(4.6)

22(1.2)

4(0.2)

3

2108

163(7.7)

63(3.0)

36(1.7)

21(1.0)

4

2311

146(6.3)

51(2.2)

25(1.1)

8(0.4)

5

1797

101(5.6)

35(2.0)

20(1.1)

15(0.8)

6

2063

97(4.7)

31(1.5)

19(0.9)

13(0.6)

7

1369

62(4.5)

21(1.5)

9(0.7)

6(0.4)

stage

Table 3.Stagewise occurence of general abnormalities in PPS (above) and summed treatment
experiments (below).Numbers in brackets indicate percentages of all cuticles produced at each
stage,normal or abnormal (see ch.3)
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Fig 4.30(a)
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Fig 30.1ncidence
of size reduction for pertubations at successive stages.comparing the effects of PPS only and the
pooled effects of treatments.Expressed as percentages of cuticle produced in each oxperimenL(a)mild
size reduction.(b) severe reduction.See text.

Figs. 30 (a,b) show the stage- related frequency profiles for size reduction.' Both slight and severe
reductions are most readily elicited during the preblastoderm stages, and become progressively
harder to elicit thereafter (comparing incidence at stages 1 & 2 with incidence at subsequent
stages,P<0.01 for both moderate and severe size reduction). In section 1 above, two general
mechanisms of size regulation were discussed, implicit regulation in the metameric anlage and late
regulative processes involving cell interaction. The occurrence of most size-reduced embryos after
early shock tallies most favourably with the hypothesis that the earliest stages in metameric
patterning are those whose perturbation leads most readily to this phenotype ( alternatively,there
could conceivably be a paradoxical situation in which late effects derived preferentially from early
perturbation,for instance if the competence of the cellularised system to realise pattern depended on
factors that were present and vulnerable in the early embryo. Many maternal genes produce factors
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which when absent disrupt late development (for instance neurogenesis; Schupbach & Wieschaus
1989) but play no role at earlier stages).

Since size reduction is indeed obtained at all stages,it is clearly possible that different causes,for
instance via anlage misproportioning at several stages and later regulated cell death, elicit the sizereduced syndrome at different stages. This possibility can be investigated, and the nature of the
phenotype explored in more detail, by investigating the stage-specific generation of size-reduced
embryos for different teratological shocks. We turn to this question in Section 5.

(ii)Terimnal group activity peaks during torso, bicoid and nanos peak activity periods.

Table 4 and figs 31 (a to c) summarise the overall stagewise incidence of terminal abnormalities.
stage

cuticles

hsk -

hsk - -

head -

head - -

Spl-

spi - -

1

446

41 (9 .2 )

19 (4 .3)

32 (7 .2 )

20 ( 4 .5 )

35 (7 .9 )

2 0 (4 .5 )

2

383

18 (4 .7 )

15 ( 3 .9 )

14 (3 .7 )

15 (3 .9 )

23 (6 .0 )

8 (2 . 1)

3

407

5 ( 1 .2 )

10 (2 .5 )

11 (2 .7 )

10 (2 .5 )

20 (4 .9 )

16 ( 3.9 )

4

451

8 ( 1. 8 )

6 ( 1. 3 )

8 ( 1. 8)

6 ( 1. 3 )

10 (2 .2 )

5 ( 1. 1)

5

467

13 (2 . 8)

9 ( 1.9 )

9 ( 1.9 )

9 ( 1.9 )

21 (4 .5 )

14 ( 3.0 )

6

480

6 ( 1. 3 )

4 (0 .8 )

11 (2 .3 )

4 (0 . 8 )

14 (2 .9 )

9 ( 1.9 )

7

387

4 ( 1.0 )

7 ( 1. 8 )

7 ( 1.8)

2 (0 .5 )

6 ( 1.6 )

7 ( 1. 8)

cuticles

hsk -

hsk - -

head -

h e a d --

spi-

spi - -

1

1882

361 ( 19.2 )

280 ( 14.9 )

302 ( 16. 1)

242 ( 12 .9 )

297 ( 15 .8 )

240 ( 12. 8)

2

1896

340 ( 17 .9 )

267 ( 14 . 1)

407 (21 .5 )

166 (8 .8 )

333 ( 17.6 )

154 (8 . 1)

3

2108

246 ( 11 .7 )

248 ( 11.7 )

291 ( 13 .8)

175 (8 .3 )

295 ( 14 .0)

187 ( 8 .9)

4

2311

227 (9 .8)

169 (7 . 3)

172 (7 .4 )

141 (6 . 1)

206 (8 .9 )

110 (4 .8)

5

1797

186 ( 10 .4 )

130 (7 .2 )

163 (9 . 1)

83 (4 .6 )

191 ( 10 .7 )

77 (4 .3 )

6

2063

162 (7 .9 )

76 ( 3.7 )

100 (4 .9 )

67 ( 3 .3 )

163 (7 .9 )

53 (2 .6 )

7

1369

141 ( 10 .3 )

64 (4 .7 )

81 (5 .9 )

51 ( 3 .7 )

107 (7 .8 )

43 ( 3 . 1)

stage

Table 4.Stagewise occurence of terminal abnormalities in PPS (above) and summed treatment
experiments (below) J^umbers in brackets indicate percentages of all cuticles produced at each
stage,normal or abnormal (see ch.3)
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Fig 4.31(a)
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Fig 31.Incidence

of terminal abnormalities for pertubations at successive stages .comparing the effects of PPS only
and the pooled effects of tieatmentsExpressed as percentages of cuticle produced in each
experimenL(a)head skeleton loss.(b)segmental head loss.(c)posterior loss.See text

Although terminal abnormalties are commoner overall and at all stages than the other syndromes
described in this chapter, they too are preferentially elicited by early perturbations (fig 31a-c;
comparing incidence at stages 1 & 2 with that at subsequent stages,P<0.01 for all categories of
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terminal defect ). Their frequencies of generation remain high throughout the preblastoderm, and
fall lower with the establishment of the blastoderm at 1.5 hours, remaining relatively low during
blastoderm development before climbing slightly at the onset of gastrulation. The more severe
terminal phenotypes peak, in contrast to severe size reductions, at the early preblastoderm stage.
This phenomenology coincides with the known activity periods of the terminal and bicoid / nanos
groups, which supports the proposition that disruption of these genetic subsystems is responsible
for many of the terminally-defective phenotypes. However, the anteroventral to posterodorsal
lability gradients described in Section 1 cannot be explained directly in terms of such genetic
malfunctions and must remain unexplained in genetic terms. Moreover, the persistence of terminal
abnormalities in later batches raises similar problems to those discussed above concerning size
reduction. Perturbations through

bicoid!nanos cannot be the only sources of the

syndromes, and more than one route may lead to their development. Again, comparison of
individual treatments at different stages can be used to throw light on the problem and is
undertaken below.

(iii)Segmental disturbance is more profound cfter early perturbation, but more widespread after late
perturbation.

Overall gap and fusion densities, and the absolute occurances of gaps, fusions and unclassifiable
embryos, are compared at different stages for overall-treated and permeabilised-only batches in table
6 (a,b) and figs.32-33.
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stage

cuticles

seg -

d(gap)

d (fus )

U /C

1

446

46(10)

39(85)

27(59)

9(2)

2

583

31(5)

30(97)

27(87)

11(2)

3

407

42(10)

35(9)

24(6)

10(2)

4

451

16(4)

16(100)

7(44)

5(1)

5

467

27(6)

15(56)

8(30)

3(1)

6

480

24(5)

14(3)

8(2)

2(0)

7

387

28(7)

18(64)

20(71)

3(1)

cuticles

seg -

d ( gap )

d(fus)

U /C

1

1783

428(24)

522(122)

403(94)

124(7)

2

2198

351(16)

459(131)

296(84)

101(5)

3

2236

430(19)

525(122)

396(92)

112(5)

4

2135

287(13)

394(137)

240(84)

93(4)

5

2025

250(12)

266(106)

213(85)

59(3)

6

2237

203(9)

230(113)

173(85)

47(2)

7

1491

189(13)

183(97)

225(119)

40(3)

stage

Table 6.Stagewise occurence of segmental abnormalities in PPS (above) and summed treatment
experiments (below) JSfumbers in brackets indicate percentages of all cuticles produced at each
stage,normal or abnormal (see ch.3),except for gap densities.These are expressed as percentages of
segmental abnormalities produced.
Fig 4.32(a)
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Fig 32.1ncidence of overall segmental abnormalities for pertubations at successive stages,
comparing the effects of PPS only and the pooled effects of treatments.Expressed as percentages of
cuticle produced in each experiment
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Fig 4.33(a)
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Fig 33.1ncidence of gaps (a) and fusions (b) for pertubations at successive stages,comparing the
effects of PPS only and the pooled effects of treatmentsExpressed as percentages of segmental
abnormality produced in each experiment

It is clear that while the number of unclassifiable embryos,and embros whose segmental pattern is
abnormal, declines with successively later perturbations, gap and fusion density -when expressed
as here,not relative to the number of cuticle abnormalities but only in embryos with segmental
abnormality- remains comparably high at all stages of perturbation (for instance,comparing
incidence at stages 1 & 6 JP=0.04 for density as percentage of segmental abnormalities,but P=0.(X)7
for density as a percentage of cuticular abnormalities.This phenomenology suggests that although
segmental pattern formation is more sensitive to perturbation at early stages,so that more embryos
are affected then,the more deleterious effects of eliciting malfunctions in the hierarchically primary
maternal and gap gene groups are matched, in terms of seveity of phenotype,by perturbations
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being able to strike a greater number of genetic 'targets' in later embryos where many zygotic
segmentation genes are active.

4.4.4.0veraII treatment-variations in syndrome frequencies

(a)

General abnormalities are elicited preferentially by pH shock

Tables 7-9,and the corresponding figures 34 - 37,describe the overall,stage-summed generation of
the three syndrome classes by individual treatments.

treatment

total

cuticles

size-

size - -

holes-

holes - -

noc

1151

567

62 (10.9)

17(3)

5(0.9)

4(0.7)

val

1375

760

69 (9.1)

17 (2.2)

6 (0.8)

5(0.7)

K-fiee

1654

926

65(7)

13 (1.4)

10 (1.1)

1 (0.1)

FCCP

1424

599

75 (12.5)

15 (2.5)

9 (1.5)

4(0.7)

NH4

1563

604

55(9.8)

34 (5.6)

13 (2.2)

27 (4.5)

pH 4

1358

515

64 (12.4)

35 (6.8)

18 (3.5)

10 (1.9)

pH5

913

435

30(6.9)

6(1.4)

4 (0.9)

4 (0.9)

pH9

676

332

18 (5.4)

5(1.5)

7(2.1)

1(0.3)

pHlO

1247

537

71(13.2)

35 (6.5)

18 (3.4)

6(1.1)

CoCl 10

1080

488

38 (7.8)

20 (4.1)

5(1.0)

5(1.0)

CoCl 50

1332

619

47 (7.6)

13 (2.1)

9(1.5)

2(0.3)

CoCl 100

1492

846

56 (6.6)

21 (2.5)

13 (1.5)

8 (1.0)

CoCl 200

956

484

29 (6.0)

11 (2.3)

8 (1.7)

1 (0.2)

A23 5pm

1246

616

55(8.9)

19(3.1)

9(1.5)

2(0.3)

A23 10pm

1620

809

54 (6.7)

9(1.1)

10 (1.2)

6 (0.7)

agitate

1566

941

53 (5.6)

3 (0.3)

7(0.7)

0(0.0)

ethanol

1174

847

29 (3.4)

19 (2.2)

5 (0.6)

3 (0.4)

PPS (cont) 3900

3021

93 (3.1)

33 (1.1)

15(0.5)

11(0

159

Table 7.Stage-summed,treatment-specific generation of general syndrome phenotypes.The numbers
in brackets are percentages of the total cuticle produced by each treatment

Fig 4.34
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Fig 34.Stage summed,treatment -specific incidence of size reduced embryos (mild and severe )
expressed as percentage total cuticles produced by each treatment Treatment numbers 1-18 as table
3.5 and 4.7
Fig 4.35
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Fig 35.Stage summed.treatment -specific incidence of embryos with hypodermal holes (mild and
severe ) expressed as percentage total cuticles produced by each treatment Treatment numbers 1-18
as table 3.5 and 4.7

The overall treatment-related occurrences of size-reduced and cuticle-holed embryos are presented in
table 7 and figs. 34-35 . Whilst many treatments are more effective than PPS alone(P<0.01 for
incidence of all those numbered compared to controls), low and high pH shocks are clearly the
most efficient overall generators of size-reduced embryos. The microtubule disruptor nocodazole is
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also effective in generating size-reduced embryos(P<0.01 compared to controls for size
reduction,but not holes).

(b)

Terminal abnormalities are elicited preferentially by high pH shock, but at high levels by

many perturbations.

Terminal defect occurrences by treatment are summarised in table 8 and fig. 36.
treatment

cuticles

hsk -

hsk - -

head-

head--

spi-

noc

567

91 (16.1)

64(11.3)

70 (12.3)

58 (10.2)

79 (13.9)

val

760

71 (9.3)

65 (8.6)

60 (7.9)

62 (8.2)

80 (10.5)

17 (2.2)

K-fiee

926

99 (10.7)

59 (6.4)

87 (9.4)

34 (3.4)

114 (12.3)

32 (3.5)

FCCP

599

92 (15.4)

74 (12.4)

58 (9.7)

35 (5.8)

100 (16.7)

39 (6.5)

NH4

604

82 (13.6)

107 (17.7)

75 (12.4)

83 (13.7)

75 (12.4)

66 (10.9)

pH 4

515

102 (19.8) 81 (15.7)

105 (20.4)

54 (10.5)

71 (13.8)

81 (15.7)

pH5

435

50 (11.5)

42 (9.7)

43 (9.9)

5 (1.1)

50 (11.5)

15 (3.5)

pH9

332

78 (23.4)

33 (9.9)

43 (13.0)

11 (3.3)

54 (16.3)

21(6.3)

pHlO

537

151 (28.1) 124 (23.1)

146 (27.2)

44 (8.2)

114 (21.2)

87 (16.2)

CoCl 10

488

43 (8.8)

23 (4.7)

46 (9.4)

39(8.0)

73 (15.0)

30(6.2)

CoCl 50

619

45 (7.3)

39 (6.3)

38 (6.1)

74 (12.0)

59 (9.5)

38 (6.1)

CoCl 100

846

82 (9.7)

36 (4.3)

86 (10.2)

61 (7.2)

79(9.3)

64 (7.6)

CoCl 200

484

62 (12.8)

42 (8.7)

64 (13.2)

40 (8.3)

46 (9.5)

41 (8.5)

A23 5pm

616

93 (15.1)

52 (8.4)

67 (10.9)

49(8.0)

82 (13.3)

48 (7.8)

A23 10pm

809

127 (15.7) 87 (10.8)

104 (12.7)

86 (10.6)

127 (15.7)

58 (7.2)

agitate

941

73 (7.8)

33 (3.5)

67 (7.1)

24(2.6)

52 (5.5)

36 (3.8)

ethanol

847

34 (4.0)

27 (3.2)

30 (3.5)

30 (3.5)

39 (4.6)

32 (3.8)

PPS (cont)

3021

95 (3.1)

70 (2.3)

92 (3.1)

66 (2.2)

129 (4.3)

79 (2.6)

Table 8 (overleaf).Stage-summed,treatment-specific generation of terminal abnormalities..The
numbers in brackets are percentages of the total cuticle produced by each treatment

spi - 43 (7.6)
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Fig 36.Stage

summed,treatment -specific incidence of embryos with (a) head skeleton,(b)segmental head and (c)
posterior defects, expressed as percentage total cuticles produced by each treatment Treatment
numbers 1-18 as table 3.5 and 4.7
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For both anterior and posterior defects, high pH shock is clearly the most effective
generator(P<0.01 compared to average of other treatments). Low pH shock is almost as effective,
but nocodazole, potassium-free PPS and calcium ionophore are also potent(p<0.05 compared to
average of other treatments).

(c) Segmental abnormalities are elicited by pH shock, and especially low pH.
Different segmental abnormaldes have similar overall treatment-related phenonenologies. These
are summarised in table 8 and fig. 37 ( a & b ).

treatment

cuticles

seg -

g ap -

fus -

U /C

noc

567

124(22)

108(19)

86(15)

24(4)

val

760

138(18)

214(28)

159(21)

54(7)

K-free

926

93(11)

171(21)

89(11)

24(3)

FCCP

599

167(28)

276(46)

155(26)

19(3)

NH4

604

154(25)

169(28)

142(24)

48(8)

pH 4

515

170(33)

257(50)

211(41)

54(10)

pH5

435

74(17)

113(26)

79(18)

17(4)

pH9

332

77(23)

95(29)

90(27)

16(5)

pHlO

537

158(29)

214(40)

162(30)

57(11)

CoCl 10

488

62(13)

45(9)

62(13)

22(5)

CoCl 50

619

62(10)

43(7)

61(10)

22(4)

CoCl 100

846

111(15)

109(14)

104(14)

29(4)

CoCl 200

484

63(13)

83(17)

52(11)

11(2)

A23 5pm

616

144(23)

128(21)

140(23)

57(9)

A23 lOjim

809

144(18)

249(31)

101(12)

33(4)

agitate

941

42(4)

35(4)

57(6)

23(2)

ethanol

847

106(13)

80(9)

59(7)

19(2)

PPS (cont)

3021

214(7)

167(5)

121(4)

43(1)
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Table S.Stage-summed,treatment-specific generation of segmental abnormalities.The numbers in
brackets are percentages of the total cuticle produced by each treatment

Fig 4.37(a)
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Fig 4.37(b)
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Fig 36.Stage summed.treatment -specific incidence of embryos for (a) gap density and (b)fusion
density, expressed as percentage total cuticles produced by each treatment. Treatment numbers 1-18
as table 3.5 and 4.7

The overall characteristics are similar to those of both size-reduced and terminal abnormalities,
with two particular exceptions. Low pH shock is a more effective generator of segmental
abnormalities than high pH shock, and nocodazole is comparatively ineffective, suggesting that
microtubules may not be integral to segmentation. Calcium and potassium ionophores are also
potent segmental disruptors(P<0.05 compared to controls).
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The significance of all these variations is considered in the ensuing,more detailed discussion of the
three classes of syndrome.

4.5.

T he n a tu re o f g eneral abnorm alties

4.5.1. H oles a re a heterogeneous syndrom e
Fig 4.38
20 -,

NH4CI
pH 4
pH 10
C o d 200
A23187-10

I
0

2

4

6

8

s ta g e

Fig 38.1ncidence of hypodermal holes by stage for selected treatments.expressed as percentage of
cuticles produced for each treatment at each stage.

In Section 4, pH shock was found to be markedly the strongest eliciter of cuticle holes, but no
treatment-related characteristics emerged and the overall occurence of the syndrome was too rare to
score generally by stage. Analysis of individual treatments by stage,however, confirms that the
syndrome is probably heterogeneous, deriving fiom a diversity of abnormalities and not from the
clear-cut failure of a single system.. No clear concentation-related frequency profiles occur in
which the number of severity of holes increases with greater strengths of a given shock (data not
shown), and different treatments peak in effectiveness at widely different stages (fig.38). It is
possible that the occurrence of holes is random, or that the phenomenology observed derives from
a complex superimposition of discrete perturbations. Given the great rarity of the phenotype, the
first explanation is more probable, but the heterogeneity o f these results at present cannot be
penetrated further, at such low frequencies,to cast more light on the syndrome.

4.5.2.Size re d u c tio n an d cell state

(i) Size reduction is accessed at different stages by different treatments.
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s ta q e
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

treatm ents at max. potencv
10
3
( CoCl 5 0 ,pH 5,valinomycin)
1 ( CoCl 100)
0
2 ( pH 9.NH4CI)
1 ( CoCl 10)
1 ( CoCl 200)

Table lOPeak effectveness for individual treatments in size reduction.See text

Size reduction is most associated with preblastoderm treatment. Out of 18 individual treatment /
severity peaks for combined mild and severe size reduction, 13 occur at the preblastoderm stage and
10 of these at 20 minutes after fertilisation (table 10; P<0.05). Thereafter the syndrome is
maximally elicited by few treatments at any stage.but the fact that a number of treatments are
maximally effective later in development suggests that the same phenotype can be accessed in
different ways at a number of different ontogenetic junctures sensitive to different kinds of
disturbance.

(ii) Only cell state reducing treatments cause size-reductions at high frequencies cfter late
perturbation
Fig 4.38
pH 10
nocodazole
pH 4
CoCI-200
A23187-10

605040-

1
Ü

30-

OCI200

201000

6
stage

8
Fig 39.1ncidence

of summed mild and severe size reduction by stage for selected treatments,expressed as percentage
of cuticles produced for each treatment at each stage.
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Five of the most effective generators of size-reduced embryos are compared qualitatively in fig. 39 .
All appear effective in eliciting the phenotype at the preblastoderm stage, but only low pH shock
and 200pm C 0 CI2 are at the onset of gastrulation (P<0.05 comparing these two to the other
three). This is intriguing because these two treatments dampen cell state and metabolic activity by
lowering pHi and [Ca]i respectively. This supports the possibilty that the syndrome is accessed at
late stages by disrupting cell-cell communication, since reductions of cell calcium and cell pH are
opposite to those normally associated with the effects of signals upon receptor cells ( eg Wong et
al 1989;Nuccitelli & Deamer 1985).

(in) There may be antagonisms between late and early size-reduction generation

A more detailed trend is suggested when titrations of pH and calcium shocks are made at successive
developmental stages (fig.40 a & b). At all stages, size-reduction is obtained at concentrationrelated frequencies, in which more severe departures in either direction from the normal pH or
calcium levels are more potent generators of the syndrome. However, at early stages treatments
which raise cell metabolic state - calcium ionophore and high pH -appear to be relatively more
effective, while treatments with the opposite effect ,calcium channel blocker and low pH shock
which lower cell state,appear to be more effective at later stages.

Are these trends statistically significant? It is difficult to be sure because the sample-sizes for some
individual treatment / stages are very small.For stages 1 and 7,the generation of size reduction by
opposite shocks is as follows:
stage

pH4

pHlO

C 0 CI2 OO

A23187-10

1

38/138

33/66

7/43

24/85

7

3/20

1/61

4/17

3/148

Statistical analysis reveals P<0.01 for comparative pH shock at stage l,but only P=0.2 for stage
7 f o r comparative calcium shocks J*=0.07 at stage 1 and P<0.001 at stage 7.So it can only be
concluded with confidence that pH shocks have a differential elect at stage 1 and calcium shocks at
stage 7.The other figures await larger sample sizes for confirmation.The findings that can be
shown to be significant are,however,consistent with the analysis of cell state presented here.
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Fig 4.40(a)
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Fig 40.1ncidence of summed mild and severe size reduction by stage for (a)pH shocks and (b)
calcium shocks.expressed as percentage of cuticles produced by each treatment at each stage.

(iv) Size reduction and anlage misproportioning

In Sections 1 and 4, two possible mechanisms for generating size-reduced phenotypes were
considered, via failures of late cell-interactive development and via misproportioning of the
segmental anlage. Those treatments, principally those which reduce cell-state, which are
maximally effective late in the timeframe covered in this study, must elicit the syndrome through
the second of these two routes. But the majority of agents, which elicit the syndrome
preferentially after early treatment, may well act via anlage misproportioning. This possibility
could be tested using pair-rule gene probes.

One way in which size of the metameric anlage could be reduced is via the torso group. As
described in Section 2 above, this system’s activity zone restricts the space available for metameric
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patterning,which becomes more spread out in torso deficient embryos (Schupbach & Wieschaus
1986). Overpotentiation of the torso system is likely to have the converse effect, concertinering
the metameric pattem,although this requires weaker gain-of-function mutants than are presently
available to be confirmed.

A link between torso group overpotentiation and size reduction is consistent with the observation
that treatments such as high pH and calcium ionophore, which raise cell state, are particularly
effective generators o f the syndrome at early stages, since the torso system operates a signal transducing pathway from the perivitelline space through to the zygotic genes.We would expect
raised cell pH and calcium to be associated with the operation of this pathway,so ectopic effects on
these cell-state parameters may well increase the system’s spatial activity range. A link between
size abnormalities and the malfunctions in the articulation of terminal and metameric systems
would also concord with the occasional observations of small head skeletons or large spiracles
described above (figs 11 & 16), especially since on more than one occasion these characteristics
occurred in embryos with local increases in metameric size (eg figs 4 & 11 ). A torso / segmental
system inbalance certainly cannot account for all the complexities of size reduction’s
phenomenology, but if subsequent studies reveal a clear link between size reduction in the cuticle
and the segmental anlage,the possibility that the syndrome originates in this way will merit further
attention.

4.6.

.,

The nature of terminal defects

4.6.1. Close correspondence between anterior and posterior phénoménologies
suggests a common origin.

Do anterior and posterior defects derive from malfunctions of the same system? This can be tested
by comparing their stagewise frequencies of occurrence for individual shocks. The closer the
correspondence between anterior and posterior profiles, stage-by-stage for individual treatments, the
greater is the likelihood that they stem fi"om a common source.
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Fig 4.41(a)
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Fig 41.Incidence of summed mild and severe terminal abnormalities by stage for selected
treatments, expressed as percentage of cuticles produced for each treatment at each stage.
(a)nocodazole and NH4Cl.(b)200)im CoC12,10pm A23187.
Fig 4.41(c)

pH9-h.sk.
pHG-head
pHG-spi
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pH10-head
pHIO-spi
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^
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Fig 41(c).Incidence of summed mild and severe terminal abnormalities by stage after high pH
shock,expressed as percentage of cuticles produced for each treatment at each stage.
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For every treatment, an apparent correspondence between the stage specific profiles of anterior and
posterior defects was infact observed (fig.41;like all line graphs,these indicate trends only,as
described in section 3.4.1). This suggests that anterior and posterior terminal defects do indeed
arise from perturbations of a single and specific system.Only the stage profiles of pH9 and pHlO
shocks (fig 41c) display a departure from the normal characteristics common to all 16 other
treatments (fig.41c). Here, from the onset of cellularisation at 2.5 hours, head skeleton defects are
maximal for both treatments, followed by spiracle loss, followed by segmental head loss. Raised
pH shocks therefore affect the different terminal pattern subsystems assymetrically at late stages.
Mild head defects are elicited most readily, then spiracle defects, then severe head defects. A subtle,
late divergence in terminal pattern sensitivity is indicated by these profiles, although of course at
the genetic level divergence occurs much earlier.lt was also clear firom parts 2 and 4 above that
anterior sensitivity is generally greater than posterior sensitivity. The striking concordances of
profiles for anterior and posterior abnormality therefore indicate that the systems under perturbation
are similar in that they respond to the same disturbances ; but they differ in the manner and scale of
their responses.

4.6.2.C elI-state re la tio n s in th e g en eratio n of te rm in a l defects resem ble those
of size re d u ctio n
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Fig 4.43(a)
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Fig 43.1ncidence

of summed terminal abnormalities by stage for (a)pH shocks and (b) calcium shocks,expressed as
percentage of cuticles produced by each treatment at each stage.Since many embryos have more
than one class of terminal abnormalitiesjndividual summed measures frequently exceed 1(X) %.

The pattern of early overpotentiation and late suppression that apperared to characterise the
generation of size-reduced embryos is repeated for terminal abnormalities. Titrations for shocks of
pHi and [Ca^+] i one shown in figs.43 (a & b). In both cases, deviations in either direction from
the norm are greater for early-stage shock, but the relative efficacy shifts from early to later
stages,from state-raising to state-lowering treatments. As in the case of size-reduction, this points
to the generation of the abnormality by different pathways at different stages ; but it also raises
once again the question of the enigmatic mechanisms by which state potentiating treatments elicit
abnormalities primarily at the preblastoderm stage.Here,Comparing the 4 treatment stages analysed
above (pH and calcium shocks at stages 1 and 7)f<0.(X)l for all except comparative calcium
shocks at stage 1 where ?<0.2 and again a larger sanple size is needed.
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4.6.3.Mechanical Agitation elicits few terminal abnormalities

Fig. 34 showed that mechanical agitation elicits comparatively few terminal defects, barely more
than permeabilisation alone. The number generated by this treatment at individual stages,
including the early preblastoderm, is always very low (data not shown). This is significant
becuase this treatment is designed to facilitate the passage of soluble factors out of the perivitelline
space (see Chapter 3). There is evidence, presented in the next chapter, that this treatment leaches
factors involved in dorsal-ventral determination out of the perivitelline space after early
preblastoderm treatment. Since the torso- system responds to perivitelline factors located at the
poles, it appears that these factors must have interacted with their oolemmic receptors by the time
of the first perturbation, at 20 minutes after fertilisation. Otherwise, some torso- like phenotypes
would be obtained after permeabilisation at this stage, whereas none infact are.

4.7.The Nature of Segmental Abnormality

4.7.1.0verall, segmentation defects are heterogeneous

The number of embryos elicited with abnormally-segmented cuticles was shown in part 4 to peak
after early perturbations,but to maintain a similar density of gaps and fusions, in those embryos
manifesting segmental abnormality, at all stages. This phenomenology masks a diversity of
individual profiles, with different perturbations eliciting high frequencies at widely-varying stages.
The treatment profiles in fig 44 illustrate this diversity.
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Fig44.Incidence
of segmentally abnormal embryos by stage for selected treatments.expressed as percentage of
cuticles produced for each treatment at each stage.

This complex phenomenology points to complexity in the origins of abnormal segmentation. The
effects of individual physiological shocks on metameric pattern formation appear, by and large, to
be heterogeneous and oblique.This supports the conclusion emerging from genetic studies that
most steps in segmental pattern formation involve only genes and their interactive protein
products,to which the structural and physiological organisation o f the cell forms an essential, but
not a directly participating background.

Segmental defect cell-state relations differfrom those o f size-reductions and terminal defects

Size-reductions and terminal defects were obtained more readily by raised internal pH and possibly
raised cytosolic calcium at early stages, and more readily by lowered pH and calcium at later stages.
This apparent trend is sustained in the case of pH shock for the overall occurrance of segmental
defects and the incidence of unclassifiable embryos (not shown ).However,neither calcium nor pH
shocks match the late suppression / early potentiation trend when gap and fusion
densities,measuring the true severity of metameric disturbance, are considered (table 11).
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prebiastoderm
Wd. Shock
no. U/C
no. seg. abnor.
gap density
fus. density
Ca shock
no. U/C
no. seg. abnor.
gap density
fus. density

high pH
high pH
low p H
tow p H

high Ca

tow Ca
few Ca
tow Ca

c e llu la r is a t io n
low
low
low
low
high
high
high
high

pH
pH
pH
pH
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca

Table 11.Summary of gap and fusion generation,measured by density,by pH and calcium shocks at
successive stagesÆither high or low pH shock is more effective for each category in the table.The
dominant treatment is listed here.Where this treatment diverges from the trend characteristic of size
reduction and terminal abnormality j t is written in italics.See text.

Low pH shock is more effective than high pH shock at all treatment stages, including the early
preblastoderm.Calcium ionophore is more effective than channel blocker at all stages, with the
exception again of the preblastoderm, although calcium shocks as a whole are not strikingly
effective in generating segmental abnormalities.

Clearly,the relationship between metameric abnormalities and cell state is markedly different than
that o f terminal or general abnormalities.This reemphasises the apparent difference in the role
physiological factors appear to play in Drosophila's different patterning subsystems.In
addition,however,it raises important questions about precisely how the perturbations in this study
actually do affect segmental pattern formation.In particular,what is it about shifts in the pH of the
system,as opposed,say,to its cytosolic calcium content or microtubular integrity,that has so
profound an effect ?This question must remain unsolved but the assymetries reported here in the
generation of segmental abnormalities by different treatments may prove informative when enough
is known to formulate hypotheses about the general dynamics of segmentation.

4.7.2.G aps an d F usions C o m p ared

In order to understand the phenomenology of metameric disturbance, the nature of gaps and fusions
must be clarified. Why do both occur ? What is their relationship?
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The difference between gaps and fusions could be trivial. For instance, gaps could result from
deletions of prospective denticle belts, fusions from prospective naked cuticle (fig 45 ).

1

I I

Fig 45.Generation of gaps and fusions by random deletions of blastoderm territory.

In this case, the comparative phénoménologies of the two phenotypes should be similar. If infact
their phénoménologies differ markedly, a simple, random account of their origin and of metameric
teratology in general may become less tenable.

(i)Most treatments elicit gaps and fusions at similarfrequencies

Gaps and fusions can be compared by analysing their stage-specific frequencies for different
individual treatments. If the stage-profile of gaps and fusions differs for each treatment, then it is
reasonable to expect the origins of the two phenotypes to be different. If, as in the case of anterior
and posterior terminal defects (fig.41), individual stage / treatment profiles are similar, then a
common generative mechanism becomes more likely.

^
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46.Comparative,stagewise generation of gaps and fusions by (a)FCCP (b)PPS and (c)pH10.Gap
and fusion densities as percentages of cuticles produced.

Qualitative similarities occur between gap and fusion profiles for individual treatments.
Representative plots are presented in fig. 46 (a-c). Qearly, gaps and fusions show similarity in
their modes of generation, although to a lesser degree than abnormalities of the terminalia
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exhibited ; and like different terminal abnormalities, gaps and fusions could represent widely
different responses of the system to the same initial disturbance.

(ii)The Spatial Profiles o f gaps andfusions are different.
\

A second test of gap / fusion correspondence is to study where these phenotypes occur positionally
within the segmental array. If gaps and fusions are fundamentally similar, their frequencies should
be comparable to one another's at each anterior-posterior location.

To investigate this, the exact spartial locations of the fusions and gaps in every classifiable
embryo were recorded. If compound gaps or fusions could be diagnosed positionally, a gap or
fusion was scored for each metameric unit involved. When, for each experiment, the number of
gaps and fusions at each location in the segmental axis had been calculated, it was expressed either
as a percentage of all embryos in the batch with segmental abnormalities, or as a percentage of all
embryos which produced cuticle. In addition, the proportion of total gaps or fusions at each
position was calculated, as a percentage of all the gaps or fusions produced, irrespective of
location, in each batch.This latter device produced a standardised measure of gap and fusion
positional profiles enabling comparison between different treatments with widely varying overall
fi'equencies of metameric disturbance.
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Fig 4.47(a)I.
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Fig

4.47(a).Overall,Stage and frequecy-summed,proportionate distributions of (i) gaps and (ii)fiisions in
the segmental body axis.See text.

Pooling the data firom different stages and treatments, the overall positional profiles of gaps and
fusions turn out to be quite different (f!g.47a4&ii). Fusions were common in the posterior
abdomen and peaked in fi-equency between the fourth and fifth abdominal segments. Gaps, on the
other hand, occur in the mid and posterior thorax and anterior abdomen, peaking in frequency in the
first abdominal segment (P<0.01 comparing the incidence of both gaps and fusions at their four
most common locations in the body axis with their occurrence at other locations). Although these
profiles are quite different, they do have similar overall characteristics, of opposite overall
'polarities'.

(iii)Gap and Fusion positional profiles are sustainedfo r all treatments and at all stages.
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Fig 4.47(b).Positional profiles for individual stages summing treatments for (i)gaps and
(ii)fusions. See text

Strikingly (in subjective,not statistical terms),the same qualitative profiles recur at each stage of
treatment, despite considerable differences in the absolute frequencies obtained. Stage-related
variations in absolute frequency can be screened by comparing proportionate profiles of gaps and
fusions,and a still more striking convergence between stages is observed (Fig.47b). Note,
however, that in many of the fusions a small sub-peak in the T3/A1 region also occurs at many
stages : this focus is the centre of the gap frequency peak.

Similarly, the same profiles are sustained when stage-summed individual perturbations are
considered (not shown;but here again fusion incidence sub-peaks at the centre of gap occurrence
and vice-versa).Clearly, the T3/A1 and A4/ A5 positions mark foci of specific metameric lability
in which gaps and fusions both occur, but specifically gaps anteriorly and fusions posteriorly. The
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resolution of metameric abnormality as a whole into two peaks can be illustrated by pooling the
gap and fusion data (fig 48.)

Fig 4.48
total gaps
total fus.

Ti/TE2/ira/mii
position

Fig 4S.Superimposition of data from figs 47a,(i) & (ii).See text.

Finally, the positional profiles of gaps and fusions appear to be sustained for individual treatment
stages, although the numbers of abnormalities implied are too small to demonstrate this
rigorously. Several individual treatments in which reasonable numbers of gaps or fusions were
obtained at particular stages are presented in fig 49 to demonstrate the recurrance of the profiles
reported right down to the individual treatment level.

Fig 4.49
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Fig

49.Positional profiles of gap and fusion incidence for selected treatments at individual stages.See
text.

These trends cannot support any model in which gaps and fusions are totally random defects in the
metameric system. Although few clear patterns have yet emerged regarding the relative occurrence
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of gaps and fusions, or their modes of generation by individual treatments, these positional
characteristics are striking. Why should the metameric system be differentially labile about two
points ? Why should gaps predominate at one of these points, and fusions at another ?

(iv)Gap and Fusion densities have different titration characteristics.

In table 11 above, unusual stage-related responses of gap and fusion densities to calcium and pH
perturbations were described, in which low pH and calcium channel blocker were the most effective
generators of the syndromes at early stages. This raised a problem concerning the role of cell pH
and cytosolic calcium in metameric patterning. Do gaps and fusions differ in their responses to
perturbations of these ions ?
Fig 4.50(a)
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Fig 50.Stagesummed incidence of gaps and fusions for (a)pH shock and (b)calcium shock. a):A fCCP;B,pH
4;C,pH 5;DJ*PS;E,pH 9;F,pH 10. (b):A,CoCl 200)im;B,100pm;
C,50pm;D,10pm;E,PPS;F,ethanol 0.1%;G, A23187,5pm;H,A23187,10pm.
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The densities of gaps and fusions, averaged across all stages, are compared for different strengths of
pH and calcium shock in figs. 50 (a & b). Both gaps and fusions appear to increase in frequency
with increasing perturbations to either side of the norm(P<0.05 comparing the strongest shocks to
controls for both ions and for gaps and fusions). But in the case of calcium perturbations, only
gaps occur at high frequencies and respond to shock in a concentration related manner : fusions do
not. This suggests that while cell pH is integral to the (mal) functioning of both T3 / A1 and A4
/ A5 systems, cell calcium is only integral to the (mal) functioning of the T3 / A1 system.

It was shown above that earlier stages - particularly the preblastoderm - are more sensitive than
later stages to the generation of segmental abnormalities (fig 32 & table 6). It can be shown from
table 6 that 73.7% of all gaps, and 68.6% of fusions occur before stage 5 (not statistically
significant compared to the expected 56 %). It appears firom fig 47b(i & ii) that the summed
profiles of gaps and fusions before this stage conform more clearly to the T3/A1 and A4/A5 peaks
than those after it. The systems whose failure generates gap and fusion profiles may be most
sensitive early in development, and remain highly labile until the onset of cellulararisation.

Although this phenomenology must remain enigmatic, it is interesting to compare it to that of the
gap genes, kruppel and knirps (Wieschaus et al 1984;Lehmann 1989). These two genes affect
pattern around precislely the same T3 / A1 and A4 / A5 foci as the pertuibations described here
when they mutate. Stronger knirps mutants initially affect additional segments posterior to the
A4 / A5 focus, following the posterior positional profile observed here,although kruppel mutants
of increasing strength affect regions posterior,rather than anterior,to the T3 / A1 positional peak..
Weak kruppel mutants involve clear-cut deletions of pattern, whilst weak knirps mutants involve
fusions and compound segments (presumably through different gap - homoeotic relations). And,
as reported in part 3 of this chapter, a number of phenotypes resembling both weak and
intermediate kruppel and knirps mutants were obtained (figs 23 & 24).The relationships between
the gap gene deletion profiles and those obtained here are summarised in fig 51.
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Fig 51.Schematic summary of gap and fusion positional data and their relationship to gap mutant
phenotypes.Black anowsjcruppel sensitivity (1 highest,3 lowest).Grey arrowsjcnirps
sensitivity.Note that the profiles of sensitivity of kruppel mutants and anterior-peak deletions do
not correspond.

kruppel and knirps are the least-understood of the gap genes. The mechanisms which activate and
regulate them, and their roles in pair-rule prepatteming, are obscure. If the gaps and fusions
recorded in this study derive particularly from disturbances of these two genes, the upstream
regulators of the genes must be major targets since the genes themselves peak in activity during
the early syncytial blastoderm. Yet the persistence of the positional profiles for later perturbations
cannot be interpreted in terms of upstream regulation of these genes. Although closely
corresponding with gap gene function, the lability profiles persist through to the onset of
gastrulation.Therefore it is probable that the relationship of the abnormalities described here is also
oblique.

4.8 S u m m ary

This chapter has described the phenomenology of a range of defects generated in permeabilised
embryos,in the segmental pattem,the terminalia and in a variety of less common phenotypes
resembling no clear-cut mutants, of which size-reduction was the most significant.Analysis of the
stage and treatment related occurences of these syndromes helped to clarify their nature and their
implications for early developmental organisation.Anterior and posterior tenninal defects
manifested very closely-linked treatment and stage-related frequency profiles, suggesting a common
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origin in perturbations of the same, single system. However, in both anterior and posterior
terminal regions the same anteroventral to posterodorsal stability profile predominated. This
means that anteriorly,

-group derived structures are less stable than metameric head

structures, but that posteriorly the reverse is true. The posterior (and dorsal) extreme of the pattern
was remarkably stable to peturbation. A general anteroventral to posterodorsal decline in
sensitivity to perturbation infact characterised the sensitivity not only of the terminalia to
perturbation,but the system as a whole.It is discussed further in chapters 5 and 7.

Both tm ninal and size-reduced defects appeared to be accessed by different developmental routes at
different stages of development Cell state increasing treatments generated these phenotypes
preferentially at the preblastoderm stage, but state-Zowering treatments at the onset of gastrulation.
Most size-reductions were obtained before the Syncytial blastoderm stage, suggesting that their
origins lie predominantly in reductions in the size of the original segmental anlage. The
persistence of normal-sized internal tissues in such embryos, and the rare occurence of enlarged
subsections of the anterior-posterior (AP) pattern and sharp size variations in the terminalia
suggest that size and proportioning pass through at least two dynamic specification periods, one
early and one late, both of which are critically related to different,stage specific cell state parameters
and accessible to physiological perturbation.

A wide range of segmental defects, consisting mainly of gaps and fusions of varying sizes and at
multiple locations, was obtained. Phenotypes characteristic of most segmentation mutants were
observed within the range of abnormality observed, but at frequencies too low - with the possible
exception of weak kruppel - and knirps - like phenotypes - to point to specific, characteristic
interventions in segmentation gene dynamics.Segmental defects are more widespread after early
perturbations, but occur at similar densities at all stages: the hierarchically more deleterious effect
of hitting early genetic 'targets ' therefore appears to be offset by the greater number of targets at
later stages,although overall the system becomes more robust as pattern formation proceeds. pH
shocks, particularly subjecting the system to low pH, were much the most effective eliciters of
segemental abnormality at all stages, suggesting that segmentation is critically dependent upon
cell pH balance, possibly again through cell-state related factors. Few shocks other than
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pH,however,were potent segmental pattern disniptors. Microtubule disruption had only relatively
minor effects, suggesting that the cytoskeleton is at no stage integral to metameric patterning.

Unlike in short-germ insects, where shocks at different stages elicit perturbation ranges with
different positional profiles (eg.Mee,1986;Mee & French 1986), the same proportionate
frequencies o f gaps and fusions along the body axis were sustained in Drosophila, in this study,
at all stages o f shock, firom early preblastoderm to early gastrulation, and moreover for all
individual treatments. The lack of stage-related profile shifts suggests that no anterior-to-posterior
wave-like mechanism of specification or determination operates in Drosophila pattern formation,
although studies on adult morphology after early ether shock have suggested,to the contrary,that
this might be the case (Ho et.al, 1983a,b).

The spatial profile of metameric perturbations obtained in this study was nevertheless
intriguing.Pattem abnormality peaked around two specific positionarfoci',between the metathorax
/ first abdominal and fourth / fifth abdominal segments. Gaps predominated at the anterior peak,
fusions at the posterior peak. There is a correspondence between the detailed data and the
phenomenology of weak mutations in the gap genes kruppel and, particularly, knirps. This is
intriguing because the means of upstream activation and downstream processing of these genes and
their products are very poorly understood and an articulation with cell-physiological
mechanisms,particularly for knirps, cannot be ruled out. However^ the two domains identified in
this study cannot be directly explained in terms of a malfunction of gap genes, since subtle
differences exist for the anterior domain in the spatial deletion profiles of the mutation- and
permeabilisation-generated forms,and the gap genes' period of activity is much shorter than that in
which these positional firequency profiles are obtained by permeabilisation.The two domains appear
to manifest subtly different treatment phenonemologies and hence to have different properties.
Gaps and fusions, which almost exclusively dominate the anterior and posterior domains
respectively, both increase in frequency in response to more severe pH shocks, but only gaps to
calcium shocks. This suggests that calcium ion is more integral to the functioning o f the system
whose failure leads to anterior abnormalities.Two distinct domains of metameric sensitivity and
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organisation therefore appear,from the phenomenology of perturbation, to exist in the early
embryo,but their nature and relationship to segmental pattern formation remain enigmatic.
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Chapter 5

T erato lo g y of the D orsoventral P a tte rn and Axial R elations

Many of the most intriguing phenotypic series elicited by permeabiltsation and subsequent
perturbation are defined by their apparent effects upon the dorsoventral (D V) pattern of the embryo.
Two o f the phenotypic series in this group appear to result from direct perturbation of the DV
system,and some classes of embryos in these series are clear phenocopies of corresponding DV
mutants.

In addition to these two principal series, a diversity of further phenotypes, with no genetic
equivalents, are discussed in this chapter.These phenotypes too appear to have important
implications for the nature of DV order, and for the relationship of the system generating DV
pattern with the long-axis, segmental pattern-forming system.

The syndromes examined in this chapter are therefore best considered against the background of
current theory on DV pattem-formation and its morphogenetic realisation.

5 .1 ..

In tro d u c tio n to the DV System.

Pattern formation in Drosophila is thought of, with the exception of the terminal regions, as a
cartesian system in which gene-interaction cascades are organised to 'control' the independent
specification of pattern along two overlapping and orthogonal axes ( North 1984 ). The
segmentation and homoeotic gene cascades are responsible for the X (in this case,anteroposterior)
axis and the DV system for the Y axis (Fig 1). This basic separation is based on the finding that
practically all patterning mutants have effects in only one or other axis ( North, 1984).
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do r sa l

anterior

posterior
X

axis

ventral

Fig. 1.Axial organisation of early Drosophila embryo.Three systems regulate pattern. The torso
system acts in the terminalia (stippled). The Dorsoventral (DV) and onteroposterior (AP) systems
acts, largely independently, int he main body of the embryo.Pattem generation by these two axes
is sometimes represented as a cartesian system, in which each blastoderm cell receives a unique
(X;Y) identity, and each system allocates one co-ordinate.

(a).

The Product o f the gene Doisai is central to D V pattern formation.

The key event in the development of DV pattern is thought to be the establishment, and
concentration-related interpretation, of a gradient of the gene dorsaVs protein product (Fig.2).
Dorsal has been cloned and its protein product analyses in situ

(Steward et al,1988;Steward

1989;Roth et al 1989; Rushlow et al 1989): It has a sequence indicative of a DNA binding
function and its nuclear concentration in mid-syncytial stage embryos peaks ventrally, tapering
down to low levels at the dorsal midline.Reduction or absence of the dorsal protein in mutants of
increasing strength causes progressive loss of ventral pattern elements, culminating in a segmented
tube of dorsal hypoderm : with severe ventral loss there is a corresponding gain in dorsal structures
(Anderson & Nusslein-Volhaid,1984). The phenotypic gradation accompanying loss of dorsal
function is very characteristic and will be described in section II.

The dorsal gradient is thus thought to act as a classical positional information system ( Wolpert
1971 ) in which nuclei 'interpret' a continuously graded spatial cue and transduce it into a
discontinuous series of discrete positional domains. Parallel and adjacent territories of differential
gene activity are thereby established in longitudinal sectors : zerknullt and decapentaplegic
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(dppHio) dorsally, twist and snail ventrally ( Doyle et al 1986;SLJohnson & Gelbart
1987;Rushlow et al 1987; Simpson 1983; Thisse et al 1987), The activation of these initial
zygotic genes is succeeded by localised cascades of further gene activations, which are thought to
subdivide the initially coarse DV patterning sectors into finer and more precise domains as
development proceeds (Fig. 2) ( Mayer & Nusslein-Volhard,1988). Downstream of dorsal
therefore, current thinking is focused on the spatial ordering of cell differentiation via a strictly
hierarchical cascade of gene interaction. This approach is similar to the selector-gene hypothesis (
Garcia-Bellido,1975 ) used to explain the creation of different segment types by homoestic genes in
the AP axis. It is an approach which tends to minimise the significance of morphogenesis to the
development of pattern, and to treat it as an automatic outcome of predetermining genetic events.
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Z y g o tic
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n o tc h
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I
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Fig. 2
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s p itz
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I
v e n tra l

su b d ivis io n s

Positional information from the dorsal productBecause different concentrations of dorsal’s

product activate or repress specific zygotic genes, its blastoderm profile is transduced into spatially
differential gene activity. It is thus believed to unleash a cascade of assymetric differentiations
which become manifest as an overt DV pattem.See text.
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(b).

The mechanism establishing the dorsal nuclear gradient is not understood.

How is dorsal's ventrally-peaking nuclear gradient first set up? Dorsal is a maternal gene, and its
protein is distributed homogeneously throughout the egg at fertilisation ( Steward,1989). Its
freedom to enter the nucleus and regulate zygotic gene activity is restricted by the presence of the
cactus gene product In embryos deficient for cactus, dorsal protein enters nuclei at high
concentrations throughout the DV-axis (Rushlow et al, 1989), and the result is an embryo which
differentiates ventral hypoderm right around the DV axis (Schupbach & Wieschaus 1989 ) and in
stronger mutants excessive mesoderm ventrally (T.Schupbach,pers. commJ.One possibility is
therefore that cactus protein binds to the dorsal gene product, restricting its entry into the
nucleus,until one or other protein is modified, releasing the dorsal product ( Hunt,1989 ). In this
case, the problem of setting up the dorsal - product gradient is one of spatially - regulated post
translational modification. At least ten further maternal genes are involved in regulating the
dorsal! ! cactus interaction, and the loss of any one of them leads to a larval phenotype identical to
dorsats^oy preventing nuclear uptake of the dorsal product. These ten genes plus dorsal thus
appear to form a single functional system and are known collectively as the dorsal group (
Anderson & Nusslein-Volhard 1986 ).

In addition to dorsalising, loss-of-function mutations, two dorsal group genes, caster and toll,
have mutants with veiifralisirtg phenotypes similar to that of cactus, and causing a similar increase
in the nuclear uptake of dorsal product. Some mutants deficient for dorsal group functions can be
rescued by injection of wild-type (or any other dorsal mutant) cytoplasm, and uniquely in toll
embryos, the site of injection re-sets the location of the ventral midline : other rescued mutant
embryos retain a wild-type correspondence between embryonic and egg case polarity (Anderson &
Nusslein-Volhard 1986 ). Toll's product must therefore be closely associated with the
establishement of the dorsal -product's gradient peak. The distribution of toUs product in wildtype eggs is homogenous ( Anderson & Nusslein-Volhard 1985 a,b ) so it cannot be the primary
morphogen : it is thought that the toll product must itself be activated before regulating dorsal's
protein ( Anderson & Nusslein-Volhard l9S5h)£aster is thought to play a role in this activation (
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Chasan & Anderson 1989 ), but the primary spatial cue which triggers it ventrally, or regulates it
ventrodorsally, is unknown.

(c)Primary embryonic polarity is established in association with the determination o f egg shape.

A further set of maternal genes mutate to produce dorsalised and ventraliled phenotypes. These
genes play key roles during oogenesis, and they mutate to cause co-ordinate pattening
transformations of the ovarian follicle, egg shape and embryonic pattern. KIO, cappicino and spire
mutants are dorsalised (Wieschaus et al,1978,Wieschaus 1979;Manseau & Schupbach,1989),
torpedo and gurken ventralised ( Schupbach 1987).

The process employing these genes involves egg-follicle interactions prior to the secretion of the
vitelline membrane and subsequent sealing-in of the egg : the torpedo gene is required in the
follicle cells, but not in the oocyte, ( Schupbach 1987 ), and encodes on epidermal growth factor
receptor ; gurken, which mutates to a ventralised phenotype identical to torpedo's, is required only
in the oocyte, and thus perhaps encodes a ligand which interacts with torpedo's product ( Shejter &
Schilo 1989frice et al 1989).

How such interactions generate DV polarity is unknown. One plausible model, proposed by
Manseau and Schupbach (1989 ) is summarised in Fig.3. Here,the hypothetical mechanism
transduces an initial assymettry in the DV location of the oocyte nucleus into an assymetric
distribution of a perivitelline ligand, which activates the dorsal-group system ventrally after
fertilisation. The ligand might be a dorsal-group member or a molecule undisclosed by genetics as
yet.
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Symettry-breaking during oogenesis. Modified from Manseau and Schubach (1989 ).In

the hypothesis presented here, the dorsal location of the oocyte nucleus leads to an assymettry in a
gradient, associated with the KIO gene product and mediated via the products of capuccino and
spire. This assymettry is transduced, via a route requiring the genes gurken and torpedo, to the
follicle cells,leading to an assymetry in their secretion of ventral determining perivitelline
ligands J^ote that the model allows differential gene activity to play a role in symettry-breaking
through the use of the multi-cellular follicle; ventral bottom, dorsal top.

(d)DVpatterning theory is conditioned by a priori suppositions.

Upstream of dorsal's gradient, DV patterning is still a grey area. The identity, localisation and
interactions of all the major players are still open questions. Speculations about the latter stages
o f DV patterning, though, are more concrete, for here zygotic genes can be observed. Ironically,
theory concerning these later stages, though by-and-large reasonable, bears the marks of
preconceptions structured no more by evidence than by the philosophical and theoretical history
described in part 1 of this thesis.

Firstly, an absolute and exclusive centrality has been placed upon the dorsal protein's nuclear
gradient : its establishment is viewed as a single, bottleneck event, towards which all preceding
processes are geared and from which all subsequent processes flow. This perspective may or may
not be correct, but it reflects two historical currents : the division between a cardinal event and a
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derivative, algorithmic response ; and the preference for a unitary cause rather than a co-ordinated
multiplicity of causes.

Secondly, it is taken for granted that DV and anteroposterior systems are orthogonal axes of a
cartesian system ( North 1986). The cartesian perspective is really just a metaphor, but it is used
as an inproblematical basis from which our understanding of DV and AP systems can evolve
separately. But how valid is the metaphor ? How are the axes actually related ? How is the
'orthogonal' relationship itself sustained, and what implications does this have for DV
organisation?

Both these problems reflect preconceptual decisions on fundamental aspects of DV organisation,
and are discussed in more length in sections 5.8 and 5.9.

(e)Differences between ventralised phenotypes raise the possibility o f additional subtleties in D V
specification.

The gain of function mutants of foZ/ 2ct\^easter cause ventralisations of the hypoderm. Despite
early observations of post-neurulation embryos ( Campos-Ortega ,1983 ) it turns out that these
mutants do not increase the amount of the ventral-most tissue, the mesoderm, because the number
of invaginating mesodermal cells at gastrulation is no different from wild-type embryos ( Anderson
& Nusslein-Volhard,1985a ). Conversely, the mutants gurken and torpedo produce profound
mesodermal ventralisations. Strong mutants of this class produce ventralisations throughout the
remaining hypoderm, but weaker phenotypes do not always appear to be hypodermally ventralised
to the extent that they are mesodermally ventralised,or to the extent that toll and easter are
hypodermally ventralised (Schupbach, 1987).
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mesoderm

DV reproportioning by ventralising mutants.(i)Wild types blastoderm (schematic)

showing normal proportions of cells allocated ventral-to-dorsal differential fates.(ii)7ci//-type,
hypodermal ventralisation. The mesoderm does not expand; the remainder of the pattern is
reproportioned in favour of ventral hypoderm.(iii)7brpe<io-type, mesodermal ventralisation. The
mesoderm is grossly expanded. The hypoderm is also ventralised, but apparently not always to the
same proportional degree as in (ii).

These phenotypic differences are summarised in Fig. 4. Correspondingly.although the general,
correlation of dorsal nuclear gradient with DV fate in different mutants is good,it has yet to be
fully spelt out how the differences in the gradient between toll and torpedo embryos correlate with
their differences in final phenotype. The detailed reletionship of dorsal product levels to
prospective tissue type and the detailed mechanisms which produce the correct dorsal product
profile are not yet known.

It is possible that toll - type and torpedo - type embryos differ merely because dominant toll and
easter mutants involve a slight gain-of function and are therefore limited in their effects,and
indeed new,strong phenotypes of the loss-of-function mutant cactus do cause intermediate
phenotypes in which both the mesoderm and the hypoderm are co-ordinately expanded
(Schupbach,pers. comm.). A further implication of the differences between the mutant classes is
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that they may affect different sub-pathways within the DV regulating mechanism to differing
degrees.Steward (1989) has indeed suggested that different elements within the ICJO / torpedo and
dorsal groups may regulate dorsal’s product distribution through two different routes .either
directly,or indirectly via

'Mesodermal' and 'hypodermal' ventralisations could affect these

pathways differently .leading to subtle differences in the resulting dorsal product gradient and
correspondingly different tissue type proportions.

In addition.these phenotypic differences could point to mechanisms other than the dorsal gradient
alone being required.either directly or obliquely4or the full realisation of DV pattem.For instance,
in addition to their effects on the dorsal nuclear gradient, torpedo mutants could affect the general
competence of blastoderm nuclei to respond to dorsal’s presence so that levels of the dorsal
protein normally associated with hypoderm were effective in mesoderm specification.Another
possible subtle mechanism.discussed below.involves the physical movements of the gastrulating
embryo. In summary .although the generation of the dorsal protein gradient is undoubtedly the
cardinal feature of early DV pattern formation.the pathways which establish it and the full
specification of DV pattern may yet turn out to involve dual or multi-track processes .

Teratological shocks of Drosophila development generate a range of phenotypes which may cast
significant light on many of the issues introduced here.We turn now to these key syndromes and
their phenomenology.
j
5.2 D V -related terato lo g ical syndrom es.

Two well-defined and fairly prevelant phenotypic syndromes were discovered which appeared to
have direct relevance to DV patterning. In addition a variety of rarer, but intriguing and
informative phenotypes were observed whose primary relevance was to DV / AP axial relations.
This latter group are considered in Sections 5.6 and 5.7.

The DV-related syndromes divide initially into two phenotypic ranges, each of which is
characterised by a variety of forms.The two phenotypic ranges are categorised as syndromes A and
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B.Syndrome A includes phenotypes which appear to be ventralised,and syndrome B a diversity of
morphologies,some of which appear to be dorsalised.These diagnoses are provisional only .since
they are based upon cuticle characteristics, and require corroboration by analysis at gastrulation.

5 .2 .1 ..S y n d ro m e

A E m bryos.

The first of these two ranges, designated syndrome A, falls itself into two narrower phenotypic
clusters, A1 and A2.

AI cuticle characteristics.

Fig. 5(a)Standard A la phenotype.Note ventral gap, with abnormally-extended ventral denticle bands
to either side. Terminal structures are reduced. Two photographs show different focal planes in
some embryo.
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In the commonest A1 embryos,designated class A la (Fig.5a), the dorsoventral extent of the cuticle
is reduced, often profoundly, with respect to the egg circumference. The cuticle usually lies to the
dorsal side of the egg, and is split longitudinally, down the length of the embryo, along the ventral
midline, giving it a gross morphology reminiscent of a kayak.

Ventral denticle bands are not abolished by the loss of territory ventrally, but are present, extending
dorsally from each side of the ventral gap : their dorsoventral extent infact increases as a proportion
of available cuticle. In extreme forms of the syndrome when most of the cuticle is abolished,
ventral denticle bands take up most or all of what is left (Fig. 5b). Thus, in association with
increasing loss of cuticle from the ventral side of the egg, there is frequently a co-ordinate increase
in the proportion of ventral structures in the available hypoderm.
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Fig 5(b)Severe,Alb phenotypes. Ventrally open hypoderm consisting of ventral cuticle.See text.

In addition to variation of the A 1 phenotype within the morphological parameters described so far,
there are a number of additional variations.Firstly,in some embryos, the proportion of ventral
hypoderm actually decreased, and in very rare instances it was actually abolished (Fig. 5c) ; the
remaining ventrally-open hypoderm in these embryos consists largely or entirely of naked cuticle:
there are usually no dorsal cuticle landmarks.
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In a small number of cases, the syndrome is not manifested along the entire length of the
embryo, but is restricted to one or more regions; posterior, medial or - almost invariably - anterior
(Fig. 5d). The extent to which ventral cuticle spreads dorsally in such embryos is not always as
great in the phenotypes described above.

Finally, some A1 embryos, which usually manifested a severe form of the phenotype, had a discolouration
and sclerotinisation,strikingly reminiscent of the disorganised head skeleton rudiments (see fig 4.12),
running the length of the embryo from the anterior along both the open ventral borders (Fig. 5e). Bright
field and phase contrast microscopy (data not shown) reveal this bizarre characteristic to have a clear
structure, suggesting a sclerotinized addition to or transformation of the antero-ventral and ventral
morphology , not a necrotic reduction or degredation of the normal state.The natural response of this
observer to the phenotype was that in addition to their syndrome A characteristics,these embryos had
abnormally expanded,morphologically degenerate, anterior structures extending postero-ventrally: that ,in
effect,an a/iteroventralisation had occured. However,without support either from known genetic or
experimental data,or from specific tests of the conjecture (for instance using Scr or Dfd probes on suitably
treated embryos to investigate the size and extent of the prosopective head),this explanation of the syndrome
warrants considerable scepticism.

The different A1 phenotypes are categorised and listed in table 1.
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Fig 5(c)Reduced-denticle A le phenotype. Ventrally open, but mild (i) and total (ii) loss of ventral denticle
bands, replaced by naked cuticle.(d)Anterior-only A id phenotype, Ventrally open at anterior, normal
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posteriorly. Note the migration of anterior abdominal ventral denticle bands to dorsal side of
embryo.(e)Sclerotinised A le phenotype, note dark sclerotinsation of ventral border.

Table

5.1

C a te g o ry

P h e n o ty p e

A1 a

s ta n d a rd A1 : te r m in a lia & D V c ir c u m fe r a n c e
r e d u c e d .........v e n tra l d e n tic le b a n d s in c re a s e
in D V e x te n t a s a p ro p o rtio n o f th e h y p o d e rm
....c u tic le o p e n v e n tr a lly a n d u s u a lly s itu a te d
d o rs a lly in th e e g g .

V
A1 b

s e v e r e A1 :D V c irc u m fe r a n c e g r o s s ly re d u c e d
...m o s t o r a ll re m a in in g c u tic le is v e n tr a l.

A1 c

m ild fo rm : o p e n v e n tr a lly b u t m o s t c u tic le
n a k e d : v e n tra l c u tic le o p e n o r a b o lis h e d

A id

m ild fo rm : p h e n o ty p e a t a n te r io r o n ly ...v e n tr a l
b a n d s c a n b e re d u c e d .

A1 e

s e v e r e fo r m :a s A l b , b u t s c le r o tin is a tio n
e x te n d s fro m a n te rio r a lo n g v e n tr a l m a rg in s

A2

n o t o p e n v e n t r a lly ..te r m in a lia r e d u c e d ...
v e n tra l b a n d s re a c h d is p r o p o r tio n a te ly a ro u n d
D V a x is

Table 1

Summary of A Phenotypes.

A2 Cuticle characteristics.

A2 cuticles have reduced terminal regions and are sometimes reduced in size within the egg.
Unlike A1 embryos, A2 morphology is not open ventrally, but like A1 embryos, the dorsoventral
extent of ventral denticle bands is increased : this is the syndrome's defining characteristic (Fig. 6a-

c).

The increase in the extent of ventral cuticle as a proportion of total hypoderm is variable, from
about 60% to well over 90%. Usually, the proportional extent was greater in embryos where the
total circumference of the hypoderm has reduced (Fig. 6c). The ventral cuticle of A2 embryos was
not always contiguous : large patches of clearly ventral hypoderm occur at different locations
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around the DV circumference in many embryos (eg: Fig.6b).The segmentation of A2 embryos is
frequently deranged, incorporating gaps and fusions which render the precise identity and order of
the bands that are present unclassifiable.
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Fig. 6

A2 phenotypes.

Three embryos shown (a-c), two focal planes for each. Note progressive extension of
ventral denticle bands around the body circumference. In (c) where bands nearly encircle the
embryo, note the loss in overall size.See text

5.2.2.Syndrome A morphologies resemble those of ventralising mutants.

A1 and A2 morphologies bear intriguing resemblances to those of different classes of ventralising
mutant.

The mesodermal ventralisers, torpedo and gurken., produce a range of phenotypes, varying with the
strength of the mutant, which closely match the A1 characteristics of reduced total hypoderm,
proportionally increased ventral hypoderm, and ventrally open cuticle (Schupbach, 1987 ). The
ventrally open, kayak-morphology derives from excessive mesoderm production, preventing ventral
closure and producing a mass of uninvaginated cuticle ventrally which fails itself to differentiate
cuticle.The torpedo phenotypes differ from those obtained in this study in one important respect
'.torpedo embryos are also reduced in the anteroposterior axis so that their ventral segmental bands
are abnormally thin and the embryo abnormally short within the egg case.The relationship between
the two morphologies is discussed in more detail below.

A2 phenotypes have cuticles closely resembling those of the hypodermal ventralising mutants
cactus, easter and toll
forms of toll

(T.Schupbach,pers.comm.) They do not resemble the most extreme

in which thick bands of ventral denticle loop and branch right around the

circumference; but such phenotypes are unusual for the toll group range. The majority of mutant
alleles, such as c a c tu s ^ ^ , and many toll embryos ( Schupbach & Wieschaus,1989) resemble A2
embryos, with extensive patches of denticle band at different DV locations.The facts that, in strict
morphological terms, syndromes A1 and A2 have certain ventralised characteristics and that they
have similarities to the phenotypes of known ventralising mutants, do not prove that the
perturbations which elicited them did so by interfering with the DV system. This is an
inescapable feature of pure teratological analysis, based upon developmental end-points whose
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confluence with known phenotypes may be the result of a fortuitous equifinality of quite distinct
perturbations. The possibility that other mechanisms might generate the A syndrome phenotypes
is addressed in Section 5.2.5.

5 .2 .3 .S yndrom e B em bryos.

Syndrome B embraces a more diverse range of phenotypes than syndrome A. These phenotypes are
grouped together because, in morphological terms, they comprise a diverse but continuous range of
forms. The phenotypic space they map out can be represented by four morphological categories,
designated B 1 to B4. These are summarised in table 2.

Table

5.2
C a te g o r y

P h e n o ty p e

B1

re d u ctio n in d ia m e te r of e m b r y o ...
s lig h t le n g th in c r e a s e ...t e r m in a lia r e d u c e d ..
h e a d in v o lu tio n s o m e tim e s in c o m p le te ....
crim p in g o r c u rv in g o f b o d y ....
re d u ctio n of d e n tic le b a n d s ....
in c re a s e in n a k e d c u tic le

B2

em b ryo c u rv e d o r U -s h a p e d .,
v e n tra l b a n d s r e d u c e d ...n a k e d c u tic le in c re a s e d
....te r m in a lia s e v e r e ly r e d u c e d ..o v e r a ll le n g th
v a ria b le ,c a n b e in c re a s e d o r re d u c e d .

B3

p o s te rio r re d u c e d to s p ira c le o p e n in g s / ru d im 
e n ta r y filz k o r p e r ....v e n t r a l c u tic le a b o lis h e d ...
m e ta m e ric o rd e r b r e a k s d o w n into s e rie s
of
c o n c a te n a te d lo b e s
len gth reductions w ith n a k e d c u tic le ....
le n g th increases w ith b o d y -n a r r o w in g a n d
d o rs a l
c u tic le e x p a n s io n

B4

s iz e s e v e re ly r e d u c e d ...t e r m in a lia r e d u c e d ...
c u tic le n a k e d ...s e g m e n ta l m o rp h o lo g y p r e s e n t
bu t h ig h ly d is o r g a n is e d

Table 2.B syndrome cuticle characteristics.
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B1 Characteristics.

In B 1 embryos (Fig. 7 a-c), DV circumference is moderately reduced with respect to egg diameter.
Correspondingly, the length of the embryo increases slightly, so that larvae are slightly crimped or
curved within the confining vitelline membrane. Curvature is usually posterior (Fig.7b) but
occasionally anterior (7c). The terminal regions are present, but variably reduced, and head
involution is frequently incomplete.The ventral denticle bands in B 1 embryos are slightly
abnormal. They are usually, but not invariably, reduced in size, in both anteroposterior and DV
extent.
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Fig. 7

B 1 phenotypes.The embryos are slightly elongated, and their denticle bands reduced in AP

and DV extent. Terminaia are variably reduced.(a)More narrowing of embryo, very slight posterior
curve and medial crimping.(b)Slightly greater curve: this embryo is on the verge of a B2
categorisation (see Fig. 9): note correspondingly severe loss of terminal order.(c)Mild phenotype.
Note anterior curvature associated with long axis assymetry in the syndrome.See text.
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B2 Characteristics.

Here (Fig.8 ), several B1 characteristics become more pronounced. Ventral denticle bands are
usually further reduced in DV extent, and through band thinning and additional interband naked
cuticle, their relative proportion in the AP axis decreases. Head and telson structures are usually
more profoundly reduced : the spiracles are reduced to a pair of rudimentary filzkorper and the head
frequently to a series of convoluted lobes. The most striking aspect of B2 embryos is that they
are curved into a XJ' shaped morphology. In some cases, XT shaped B2 embryos are longer and
thinner than B1 embryos, and are curved back on themselves so that their telson approaches the
anterior of the egg cham ber. In other cases, their overall size and length are smaller than a normal
embryo's (Fig.8).
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:

Fig. 8

:

Ü

B2 Phenotype. Note strong curvature, and large reduction in A? and DV extent of

denticle bands. Spiracles greatly reduced; head absent, probably due to separate perturbation
effect.See text.

B 4 Characteristics.

Here (Fig.9 a,b) there is also a size reduction, which can become very marked : some B4 embryos
occupy no more than half of the egg length, although their true length is greater than this because
they are very contorted.The segmental order of B4 embryos is indistinct and poor. The normally
clear cut array of metameric units is replaced by a more convoluted,lobular morphology in which
segment identities and even boundaries are not readily identifiable. Ventral cuticle is either
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drastically reduced, or absent, but there is no compensating expansion of dorsal cuticle : the
hypoderm of B4 embryos is mostly naked. Terminal structures once again are drastically reduced.

Fig. 9 B4 Embryos.Size severely reduced, spiracles reduced, but not to extent of many B1/B2
embryos. All ventral cuticle lost; naked cuticle replaces it. Segmental organisation present but
indistinct and disordered, head severely reduced.See text.

Occasionally, phenotypes here observed whose loss of size, pattern and moiphology were markedly
worse than B4's. In these rare embryos the only visible structures were feintly differentiated, with
the occasional exception of disorganised head skeleton or spiracle material, and the entire embryo
frequently occupied no more than 30% of egg length. Segmental morphology was largely
abolished. Eggs developing this extreme morphology were not classified as B4, since in B4's case
not merely a reduction, but a characteristic transformation of embryonic structure has occured.
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Two non-B4 embryos are shown in Fig. 10 to highlight and contrast B4's characteristic
morphology.

Fig lO.Other ‘ball’ morphologies, not classifiable as B4. Note gross reduction in size, absence of
segmental morphology, and presence of disorganised head skeleton elements.

B3 Charateristics

212
Category B3 contains several phenotypes,which were grouped together on the grounds that they
shared certain essential diagnostic characteristics,and because all of them were too rare,considered
alone, to be analysed numerically .In the rarest embryos classed as B3, the elongation and
narrowing of form observed in some B1 and B2 embryos continues, producing a long segmented
hypodermal tube which is buckled and convoluted within the egg case (Fig, 11a). Metameric
organisation is present but individual segments cannot readily be identified or distinguished from
one another. Ventral cuticle is greately reduced or absent, and dorsal cuticle in these embryos has
correspondingly expanded. Head structures are severely reduced, and the telson is reduced to a pair
of rudimentary spiracles.S trikingly the spiracles in these embryos were usually found to be
duplicated. Occasionally embryos were observed which were relatively normal posteriorly, but
extended a B3-type morphology anteriorly (Fig. 1 lb).
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Fig. 11.B3 embryos.(a)Two planes of focus in one embryo. Note elongation and narrowing of
body and reduction in segmental morphology, leading to highly convoluted phenotype. Spiracles
are reduced and duplicated. Dorsal cuticle is exposed but ventral cuticle is virtually
absent.(b)Restriction of morphology to thorax and head of embryo.

Other B3 embryos incorporate some of the reduced organisation characteristics of B4. Their size is
reduced and their cuticle, although still composed of a convoluted segmental tube, is naked. These
embryos are classified as B3 principally because their strongly - reduced spiracles are also
duplicated (Fig. 11c).
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Fig ll(c).Naked cuticle and reduced size are reminiscent of B4 phenotype: embryo is classified as
B3 due to duplication in spiracles.

S .lA .G a s tr u la tio n

defective and fe in t little ball

m u tan ts both produce

ph en otypic series corresponding to B syndrom e tra n sitio n s.

B syndrome cuticular phenotypes are found in a variety of mutants.For instance, two mutant allelic
series,considered in combination,generate all the phenoypes described above.

Gastrulation defective {gd) is a member of the dorsal group of mutants and the best-studied of
them regarding its morphological effects ( Konrad et al 1988b). An allelic series of increasing
penetrance has been classified (Konrad et al 1988a) whose progressively deleterious features
resemble the teratological transitian B1-B2-B3. In both cases there is a progressive elongation and
narrowing of the embryonic body, a growing reduction in the extent of ventral setae, an increasing
proportion of naked cuticle relative to denticle band in the AP axis, and an expansion of dorsal
cuticle and duplication of spiracles only in the most extreme forms. These characteristics can be
represented schematically as the progressive transformation of a two-dimensional positional grid
(Fig.l2).
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Fig. 12Phenotypic transition of gastrulation defective mutants.(i) to (iii) increasing severeity.
Schematically, two metameric units and the telson are shown. The positional gradient, impaired
in the mutant, which allocates DV fate is shown in the telson box.(i)Normal embryo.(ii)Note
overall elongation in AP axis and narrowing in DV. Spiracles reduced, denticle bands reduced,
naked cuticle increases.(iii)Continued elongation and narrowing. Positional gradient has collapsed,
and reduced spiracles are duplicated. Dorsal cuticle has become expressed in previously ventral
locations.This transition can also be traced by embryos within the B1-B2-B3 succession.

Gd mutants do not produce B4 morphologies with reduced size and totally naked cuticle, features
which are present in some embryos of both B2 and B3. The zygotic m utation/d/it little ball,
however, produces phenotypes characteristic of categories B2,B3 and B4. Its weak forms are
cuticularly similar to weak and intermediate-strength dorsal and gd mutants phenotypes (Schejter
and Schilo,1988)

consisting of curved embryos with reduced ventral cuticle which have failed

to complete germ band retraction. Stronger forms of the mutant differentiate more strongly
reduced, naked and rudimentarily- segmented B4 morphology.

5.2.5.W hat are the origins of syndrom es A and B ?.
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Chapter 6 describes studies that were made upon permeabilsed eggs at gastrulation. DV
abnormalities produce characteristic morphogenetic aberations at this stage and if syndromes A and
B do produce phenotypes in which DV patterning is abnormal, the results should be observable at
this stage. So far,unexpected technical problems, deriving from the methods necessary to
permeabilise eggs, have turned out to seriously impede both simple observation and especially
fixation of post-treatment embryos. These impediments must be surmounted before analysis at
this stage can usefully be deployed to supplement the study of cuticle morphology.

It is nevertheless possible to gain an indication of the degree to which A and B morphologies
represent DV system perturbarions, by considering them against the wide diversity of forms which
mutant screens (eg Nusslein-Volhard et al,1985; Wieschaus et al,1985;Jurgens et
al,1985;Schupbach & Wieschaus,1989 ) have produced to search for alternative explanations.

A-syndrome embryos are not readily explicable save in D V terms.

Syndrome A2 and most A1 embryos have no similar mutant phenotypes except DV ones. Two of
the phenotypes,the toll -like A2 embryos, and A id embryos in which the torpedo -resembling
characteristics are restricted to the anterior, strongly resemble the phenotypes of known
ventralising mutants (Schupbach,pers.comm.). The stronger forms of the A1 phenotype form a
continuous morphological and phenomenological series with both A id and A2 embryos (see
below).It will be interesting to see whether the newly-discovered mesodermal ventralising alleles of
cactus (Schupbach,pers. comm.) are,like

mutants,additionally reduced in the

anteroposterior axis or whether they bear a stronger resemblance to the most profound category-A
phenotypes reported here.Clearly however,as things presently stand, there are good reasons for
considering ventralisation as one hypothesis for the origin of some or all of the embryos classified
as syndrome A.
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Alternative explanations of syndrome A development to the early mis-specification of pattern can
in principal be devised.These are less plausible than DV explanations for all but category A le
phenotypes, where the ventral hypoderm is abolished.

A combination of selective and regulated cell death dorsally and laterally, and necrosis or a failure
of ventral closure ventrally, might culminate in a form comparable to the torpedo - like A1
embryos in many ways, although it is hard to conceive of a mechanism which could increase the
hypodermal proportion of ventral cuticle in the manner characteristic of many A1 and all A2
embryos. Folded gastrulation is one of a number of mutants capable of causing ventral holes
(Zusman & Schupbach,1986 ) but without a corresponding lateral shift of the ventral hypoderm; a
transformation of this kind could be related to the A le phenotype.

A number of maternal and zygotic neurogenic mutations also produce phenotypes similar to A le’s
4n this case by causing hypertrophy of the CNS and consequent abolition of the ventral
(neurogenic) ectoderm at neurulation. Such genes include zygotic notch group members such as
big brain and mastermind ( Nusslein-Volhard et al 1984), and maternal genes such as mat (2)
notchlike (Schupbach & Wieschaus 1989 ). The result of these mutants is a ventrally open cuticle
with no ventral,but dorsal and lateral structures. In most A le cuticles, however, the cuticle that is
present is naked : the phenotype might simplty have deviated from the standard A1 form by
secondary loss of ventral (and dorsal) cuticle, for instance via sn flb -type, B4 transformation
superimposed upon the initial phenotype.Other A1 phenotypes cannot be explained in terms of a
neurogenic effect because their ventral hypoderm is still present,although usually at a
circumferentially abnormal location.

In large measure,then, cuticular phenotypes of A syndrome embryos are hard to understand except
in terms of a misproportioned specification of the original DV pattern. If this morphology-based
judgement is correct, it should be corroborable by analysing the developmental stages at which the
syndrome is preferentially produced : they should correspond to the known periods of activity of
the DV system. This question is considered in Section 5.3.
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Syndrome B embryos probably have diverse origins which include D V perturbation.

B3 embryos in which the hypoderm has transformed into a segmented tube of dorsal cuticle are
strikingly characteristic of strong,but not amorphic, dorsal-group mutations, but no others.
Anteriorly restricted transformations of this phenotype (F ig.lib) are common in KIO embryos
which successfully differentiate cuticle (Wieschaus 1979)

B3 embryos in which the spiracles are duplicated but the cuticle is reduced and naked may represent
combinations of the dorsal - type syndrome with a B,AJeint little ball - type morphology.
Duplicated spiracles with dorsalised characteristics are indicative of an extreme shallowing or
collapsing of a positional gradient, causing there to be sufficient territory for more than one
ground-state morphology to be organised (Fig. 12). A comparable phenomenom has been observed
m fu sh i tarazu mutants ( Doe & Goodman 1986). Here, segments initially twice the normal
length develop, leading to the duplication of identifiable neurone pairs along on elongated
intrasegmental AP axis .A similar phenomenom,again,is seen in intermediate strength torpedo
mutants,where two ventral furrows form in the abnormally-expanded mesoderm (Schupbach,1987).

If B3 embryos represent a crippling of the DV system, then it is reasonable to infer that many B2
and B1 embryos, which also have dorsalised-type phenotypes, derive fi"om weaker impairments of
DV function. But other mechanisms may also generate these phenotypes. B1 characteristics have
only been described in detail

in very weak gastrulation defective mutants (Konrad et al,1988b),

but this probably reflects a combined subtlety and commonness which do not draw it to the
attention of mutant screen analysts compared to the other phenotype features of the embryos in
which it occurs. Mutants such as grain, punt ( Jurgens et al 1984 ) and orthodonticle ( Wieschaus
et al 1984) all appear to have B 1 characteristics alongside more striking features.

B 1 probably derives from subtle failures in morphogenesis elicited by a variety of causes,mild DV
failure only one among several. A similar situation probably exists for B2. A U-shaped
morphology results in several mutants whose defects prevent normal germ band retraction, such as
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faint little ball, whose maternal role is to produce the torpedo function, and in encoding an EGF
receptor may play a generalised role in late cell interactions (Schejter and Schilo,1988;Price et al,
1988);

the 7 (7) myospheroid gene encoding an integrin required for morphogenesis

(Wilcox,1988 ) ; and a variety of others, whose functions are as yet unknown, such as hindsight
and tail up (Wieschaus et al,1984;Nusslein-Volhad et al,1984 ). Faint little ball, B4-type
embryos bear no possible trace of dorsalisation, yet their morpohology too corresponds to that of a
number of mutants, not only zygotic here but maternal too.

If this more heterogeneous analysis is correct, we should expect category B3 to exhibit a stage- and
perturbation-specific distribution corresponding to the known activity periods of the DV system.
The diversity of phenotype predicted for the other B categories should be reflected in a more
hetergeneous phenomenology, but B2 and to a lesser extent B 1 embryos might be expected to bear
some similarity to B3 in their stage - and treatment-related generation patterns, to the extent that
they too include embryos which derive from a DV system perturbation.

5.3.Basic Phenom enology of A and B Syndrom es.

5 .3 .1 .O v e rall O c c u rre n c e .

The total incidence of table A and B syndromes, across all stages of treatment, is compared for
permeabilised but otherwise untreated embryos, versus the pooled results of additional perturbation,
in table 3.

The overall percentages of these syndromes are low, in both permeabilised and shocked batches,
compared to the incidence of global and terminal abnormalities described in the preceding Chapter.
For instance, size reduction, head abnormalities and telson reduction occured overall at 10.5%,
18.8% and 7.1% of embryonic cuticles respectively overall,in embryos that had been permeabilised
and additionally shocked. Here the frequencies are much lower, indicating a greater specificity of
perturbation in the generation of these phenotypes. Syndrome A in total was observed in only 447
embryos out of 10535 whose cuticle was scrutinised, an incidence of 3.3%. The incidence of B
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category phenotypes was similarly low with the exception of B 1: 773 of these embryos were
observed in shocked batches, 5.8%, indicating that this phenotype may indeed derive from the
variety of mainly non-specific perturbations that morphological consideration suggested.

PPS (n = 3020)

treated sum(n=10535)

no.embryos

% cuticle

no.embryos

% cuticle

A la

16

0.5

171

1.3

A lb

6

0.2

68

0.5

Ale

9

0.3

138

1.0

A id

4

0.1

59

0.4

A le

5

0.2

65

0.5

A l,sum

40

1.3

447

3.3

A2

6

0.2

87

0.7

B1

77

2.6

773

5.8

B2

16

0.5

251

1.9

B3

2

0.1

55

0.6

B4

22

0.7

156

1.2

Table 3 .Overall Occurence of A and B syndromes in PPS only and summed treated batches.P<0.01
for controls versus expérimentais for all syndromes.

Significantly, none of these abnormalities were observed in batches of non-shocked, nonpermeabüised embryos (see Chapter 3) with the exception of small numbers of B 1 and B4 (feint
ball) morphologies (data not shown) but all of them were elicited at very low frequencies by
permeabilisation without subsequent shock. The A and B phenotypes have not, however, been
observed in non-permeabilising teratological perturbations such as ether shock,with the possible
exception of some dorsalised / fib resembling cuticles (Ho et al,1987; A. Smallcombe & L.
Micklewright, pers. comms.). This implies that the abnormalities observed here, and by
implication the systems whose malfunctions produce them, are closely bound-up with the integrity
of the egg’s perivitelline and cortical environment

5 .3.2.Syndrom e A 's stag e-d istrib u tio n is consistent w ith its analysis in term s
o f v e n tra lis a tio n .
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The overall frequencies of A1 and A2 phenotypes in pooled shocked, and non-shocked batches, are
compared in table 4 and Fig. 13.
Stage

cuticles

Ala

A lb

Ale

1

446

11(2.5)

4(0.9)

3(0.7)

2

383

3(0.6)

1(0.3)

2(0.5)

3

407

1(0.2)

1(0.3)

2(0.5)

4

451

0(0)

0(0)

5

467

1(02)

6

480

7

Aid

A le

A2

2(0.5)

4(0.9)

3(0.7)

1(0.3)

1(0.3)

0(0)

1(0.3)

0(0)

1(0.3)

1(0.2)

0(0)

0(0)

1(0.2)

0(0)

1(0.2)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

387

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

1(0.3)

cuticles

Ala

A lb

A le

Aid

A le

A2

1

1882

93 (4.9)

36 (1.9)

43 (2.3)

20 (1.1)

51 (2.7)

21 (1.1)

2

1896

39 (2.1)

12 (0.6)

63 (3.3)

16 (0.8)

5 (0.3)

10 (0.5)

3

2108

12 (0.6)

5 (0.2)

14 (0.7)

8 (0.4)

2(0.1)

15 (0.7)

4

2311

10 (0.4)

8 (0.4)

7 (0 .3 )

5 (0.2)

2(0.1)

24 (1.0)

5

1797

12 (0.7)

7(0.4)

10 (0.6)

10(0.6)

5(0.3)

11 (0.6)

6

2063

3 (0.2)

0(0)

1 (0.1)

0(0)

0(0)

1 (0.1)

7

1369

2 (0.2)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

5 (0.4)

stage

Table 4.Stagewise occurrence of A-syndrome phenotypes in PPS (above) and treated-only
batches J^umbers in brackets indicate percentages of cuticles for each batch.

Fig 5. 13 (a)
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5.13 (b)
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Fig
5.13.Stagewise incidences of summed A1 (13a) and A2 (13b) : percentages of cuticles
produced.comparing PPS only and summed treated batches.

Syndrome A2 occurence peaks around two stages,the early preblastoderm and the syncytial
blastoderm (P<0.01 comparing occurrence at these stages independently with occurrence at other
stages).Syndrome A1 is generated predominantly during the preblastoderm stage and particularly
after early preblastoderm perturbation (P<0.01 comparing these to later stages). Qualitatively .this
profile is common to all A1 subcategories with the exception of A le, the naked-cuticle phenotype,
whose occurance is commoner overall at 1 hr treatment time (Fig. 14).

Fig

5.14
51

Ala
Alb
Ale
Aid
Ale

(D
.9

S

0

2

4
Stage

6

8

Fig

14.1ndividual A1 classes : stagewise incidences in summed treated batches.expessed as percentages
of cuticles produced.
The characteristic A syndrome stage- distribution would not necessarily be expected if syndrome A
embryos had a neurogenic or necrotic origin : we would expect them, rather, to be generated at later
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stages and particularly after cell formation, if they arose from selective cell death or abnormal cell
interactions.The peak phase of generability for these embryos does coincide, however, with an
intriguing but poorly understood period of early-embryonic DV activity. Several DV genes, such
as gastrulation defective and pipe (Anderson & Nusslein-Volherd, 1986) have temperature
sensitive alleles pointing to an active period occuring from shortly before fertilisation until the end
of the preblastoderm stage. This places them in a position intermediate between the torpedo and
KIO genes, which are active earlier during oogenesis, and easter, toll and dorsal whose products
are probably pivotal during the late nuclear migration and early syncytial blastoderm stages
(Steward,1989). It is possible, therefore, that permeabilisation and subsequent shocks are
peturbing a key, transitional process in which the fertilsed egg responds to early positional cures
and becomes primed for dorsal gradient generation when the cortical syncytium is established.
Such a perturbation would be consistent with the apparent ability of permeabilisation to generate
torpedo - like phenotypes, and with the fact that A2, toll like phenotypes are also generated most
effectively at this stage, when they might have been expected to peak solely at pole cell or
syncytial-blastoderm stage treatment

5.3,3.Syndrome B stage distributions differ from one another.

B-Syndrome stage fiequencies, comparing permeabilised and pooled additionally shocked batches,
are presented in table 5 and fig. 15. Their distributions differ markedly from the A syndromes' and
from one another, presenting few clear patterns.
cuticles

B1

B2

B3

B4

1

446

9(2.0)

1(0.2)

0(0)

6(1.4)

2

383

7(1.8)

3(0.8)

1(0.3)

2(0.5)

3

407

9(2.2)

5(1.2)

1(0.3)

5(1.2)

4

451

11(2.4)

3(0.7)

0(0)

3(0.7)

5

467

12(2.6)

1(0.2)

0(0)

2(0.4)

6

480

16(3.3)

2(0.4)

0(0)

2(0.4)

7

387

13(3.4)

1(0.3)

0(0)

14(3.6)

cuticles

B1

B2

B3

B4

1

1882

103 (5.5)

31 (1.7)

5(0.4)

26 (1.7)

2

1896

126 (6.7)

39 (2.1)

8(0.5)

11 (0.7)

3

2108

110(5.2)

69 (3.3)

20(1.1)

32 (1.8)

stage

stage
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4

2311

106 (4.6)

34 (1.5)

7 (0.4)

20 ( 1.21)

5

1797

103 (5.7)

40 (2.2)

9 (0.5)

16 (0.9)

6

2063

121 (5.9)

21 (1.0)

3 (0.2)

15 (1.1)

7

1369

104 (7.6)

17 (1.2)

3 (0.2)

17(1.2)

Table 5.B syndrome occurence by stage for PPS only (above) and pooled treated batches
(below).Numbers in brackets are percentages of cuticles produced by each batch.

B1 and B4 are generable at many different stages.
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Fig 15 (a,b).B
syndrome stagewise incidence : a,Bl;b,B4.PPS only compared to summed treatment
effects,expressed as percentages of cuticles produced.
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The rare B4 syndrome appears to be generable at a variety of stages, for its generation frequency
does not increase with significance at any particular stage (Fig. 15b). B l's incidence (Fig.l5a) is
also comparable at all stages of developmental shock, although a slightly increased incidence
towards later stages and the onset of gastrulation (P<0.05 comparing stage 7 to 5 or 6)coincides
with its morphological analysis in terms of subtle,but possibly non-specific, morphogenetic
perturbation.

B3 is preferentially generated at pole cell and syncytial stages.

B3 embryos are rare. In all treated batches, only 55 out of 10535 cuticles - 0.67% - manifested the
phenotype in its different forms. Depsite this low incidence, it appears that overall, B3 embryos
are elicited most favourably by permeabilisation and by additional shock at the pole cell and
syncytial stages, 1.5-2h after fertilisation (Fig.l5d; P<0.05 comparing stage 3 to pooled other
stages).

This is the period at which toll and easter are thought to transduce the obscure cues of early
development into the ventrally-peaking gradient of dorsal's product (Steward,1989). Thus, it is
possible that,as morphological analtsis suggested, B3 embryos do result in large measure from
disruptions of this process. Note in addition that the most effective period for generating apparent
dorsal transformation occurs at a different stage than that for ventral transformations.
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Fig 15 (c,d).B syndrome stagewise incidence : c,top,B3;d,below,B2.PPS only compared to
summed treatment effects,expressed as percentages of cuticles produced.Comparing incidence at
stage 3 to incidence at other stages (pooled)f <0.01(c) and P<0.05(d).

B2 is best generated by pole cell stage shock, but is generable at all stages.

B2 embryos appear to be elicited most effectively (Fig. 15c) at pole cell stage treatment, but are
clearly generable across a range of stages. The coincidence of the pole cell stage peak in B2 and B3
embryos supports the possibility that many B2 embryos derive from the same DV perturbation
that may elicit the B3 phenotypes. Since jiowever, the B2 syndrome is generable at all stages, its
morphological diagnosis in terms of dorsalised phenotypes embedded within a variety of
convergent forms remains plausible.

5 .3 .4 .T reatm en t Specific G eneration of S yndrom e A
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Syndrome A is generated by perturbations o f the ionic and structural mileu, and especially o f
calcium.

When the differences between individual stages are pooled, and analysis is performed instead in
terms of different teratological shocks, syndrome A presents an equally striking phenomenology
(Table 6 and fig. 16 a,b).
treatment

cuticles

Ala

A lb

A le

noc

567

18 (3.2)

1 (0.2)

val

760

7 (0.9)

K-fiee

926

FCCP

Aid

Ale

A2

5 (0.9)

3(0.5)

0(0)

3(0.5)

0(0)

6 (0.8)

1 (0.1)

0(0)

2 (0.3)

1 (0.1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

599

5 (0.8)

0(0)

5 (0.8)

2 (0.3)

0(0)

1 (0.2)

NH4

604

1 (0.2)

3(0.5)

5 (0.8)

0(0)

0(0)

1(0.2)

pH 4

515

7 (1.4)

2(0.4)

7(1.4)

5 (1.0)

5 (1.0)

2(0.4)

pH5

435

5(1.2)

0(0)

2(0.5)

0(0)

0(0)

1(0.2)

pH9

332

2 (0.6)

0(0)

1 (0.3)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

pHlO

537

15 (4.2)

0(0)

8 (2.3)

7 (2.0)

0(0)

5 (1.4)

CoCl 10

488

1 (0.2)

0(0)

1 (0.2)

1 (0.2)

0(0)

0(0)

CoCl 50

619

7(1.1)

0(0)

3(0.5)

1 (0.2)

1(0.2)

0(0)

CoCl 100

846

9 (1.2)

1 (0.1)

5(0.7)

1 (0.1)

0(0)

2 (0.3)

CoCl 200

484

2(0.4)

1 (0.2)

0(0)

1 (0.2)

0(0)

1 (0.2)

A23 5pm

616

7 (1.1)

5 (0.8)

12 (2.0)

9 (1.5)

10 (1.6)

6 (1.0)

A23 lOjim

809

15 (1.9)

27 (3.3)

9 (1.1)

6 (0.7)

6(0.7)

5 (0.6)

agitate

941

25 (2.7)

17 (1.8)

2 (0.2)

0(0)

33 (3.5)

5 (0.5)

ethanol

847

8 (0.9)

3 (0.4)

0(0)

2 (0.2)

1(0.1)

PPS (cont)

3021

16 (0.5)

6 (0.2)

9 (0.3)

4(0.1)

5(0.2)

.

Table 6 .A syndrome incidence,summed over all stages,for different shocks. Numbers in brackets
are percentages of cuticles.
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6 (0.2)
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Fig 16.Treatment specific incidences of Al(16a) and A2 (16b).Summed across all stages,expressed
as percentage of cuticles each treatment produced.Treatments no.s 1 to 18 as table 5.6 and 3.5.P<
0.05 for all numbered bars compared to controls.

Only six treatments elicit A1 at frequencies significantly greater than permeabilisation alone.
These are nocodazole, pH4 and pHlO shocks, 5 pm and 10 pm calcium ionophore A23187,
and mechanical agitation (fig 16;Pc0.05). A2 phenotypes are too rare to score overall with
certainty, but generally similar perturbations appear to elicit them preferentially. A2 phenotypes
are considered further in Section IV.

Individual Syndrome A categories differ in their susceptibilities to generation by different
treatments.
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In their comparative DV effects, syndrome A phenotypes can be divided into mild and severe
forms. The severe forms are standard (Ala) and severe (Alb) phenotypes of class A l. The weaker
forms are ventral-band-reduced embryos (Ale), anterior-only morphologies (Aid) and
hypodermally-ventralised (A2) embryos.

These two groups differ according to the treatments which generate them most preferentially.
Strong forms are preferentially elicited by nocodazole, lOpm

A23187, and mechanical agitation ;

weaker forms are more favourably elicited by 5pm A23187 and high pH shock, then low pH
shock and lOpm A23187 (table 5 & fig.l7 a,b). One implication of this difference may be that
perturbations which elicit stronger phentypes have a more direct, and thus powerful, intervention
in the processes whose disruption generates syndrome A.
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Fig n.Treatm ent

specific incidences of severe - A la & b(17a) - and mild - Alc,d, A2 (17b).Summed across all
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stages,expressed as percentage of cuticles each treatment produced.Treatments no.s 1 to 18 as table
5.6 and 3.5.P<0.05 for all numbered bars compared to control.

One category has been omitted from this analysis. A le, whose severe A l morphology is
complicated by the presence of the enigmatic,head-skeleton-like ventral sclerotinisation. The
phenotype is generated by mechanical agitation much more effectively than by any other shocks
(Fig.l8).

Fig

5.18
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I
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tre a tm e n t

Fig 18.Treatment

specific incidence of syndrome Ale.Summed across all stages,expressed as percentage of cuticles
each treatment produced.Treatments no.s 1 to 18 as table 5.6 and 3.5.Note peak for treatment 16;
P<0.05 compared to next-most potent treatment.

The treatment-related general phenomenology of syndrome A phenotypes points to a potentially
important role for ionic and structural factors in DV patterning. We consider this possibility in
detail in section IV.

5 .3 .5 .T reatm en t re la ted generation o f B syndrom es

Syndromes B1 andB4 are generated by pH perturbations.

The stage-summed frequencies of the B phenotypes after different perturbations are summarised in
table 6 and graphically in figs 19 and 20.
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treatment

cuticles

B1

B2

B3

noc

567

20 (3.5)

5 (0.9)

0 (0 )

3(0.5)

val

760

25 (3.3)

4(0.5)

3 (0.4)

8 ( 1. 1)

K-fiee

926

36 94.5)

10 ( 1 .2 )

1 (0 . 1)

7(0.9)

FCC P

599

41 (6 .8 )

11 ( 1.8 )

3(0.5)

2 (0.3)

NH4

604

69 (11.4)

15 (2.5)

9 (4.1)

17 (2.8)

pH 4

515

33 (6.4)

27 (5.2)

9 (1.8)

14 (2.7)

pH5

435

50 (11.5)

27 (5.2)

0 (0 )

2(0.5)

pH9

332

59 (17.8)

9 (2.7)

1 (0.3)

6 ( 1.8 )

cuticles

B1

B2

B3

B4

pHlO

537

65 (18.4)

14 (4.0)

2 (0 .6 )

14 (4.0)

CoCl 10

488

7(1.4)

5 (1.0)

0 (0 )

4 (0.8)

CoCl 50

619

19 (3.1)

12 (1.9)

4(0.6)

3(0.5)

CoCl 100

846

25 (3.3)

17 (2.3)

12 ( 1.6 )

12 ( 1.6 )

CoCl 200

484

19 (3.9)

18 (3.7)

8(1.7)

3 (0 .6 )

A23 5pm

616

45 (7.3)

10 ( 1.6 )

1 (0 .2 )

5 (0.8)

A23 10pm

809

36 (4.5)

10 ( 1.2 )

1 (0 . 1)

7(0.9)

agitate

941

19 (2.0)

10 ( 1. 1)

0 (0 )

4 (0.4)

ethanol

847

31 (3.7)

18(2.1)

1 (0 . 1)

12(1.4)

PPS (cont)

3021

77(2.6)

16 (0.5)

2 (0 . 1)

22 (0.7)

treatment

B4

-

Table T.Syndrome B incidence,summed over all stages,for different shocks. Numbers in brackets
are percentages of cuticles.

Figs. 19 (a, b) present the overall shock-specificities for B 1 (weak gd - like) and B4 (strongyZ6 like) phenotypes respectively.
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Fig 5.19(a)
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Fig 19.Treatment

specific incidences of Bl(19a) and B1 (19b).Summed across all stages,expressed as percentage of
cuticles each treatment produced.Treatments no.s 1 to 18 as table 5.7 and 3.5.

The highest incidence of B1 (Fig. 19a) is obtained by pH shock (comparing combined pH 9 & pH
10 to pooled other treatments JP<0.05). High pH shock appears to be a more effective generator of
the syndrome than low pH shock(Pc0.05). NH4 CI, also deployed to reduce cellular pH (see
Chapter 3) is also effective at generating the phenotype. Few perturbations other than these are
significant elicitors of B1 embryos. Although not statistically significant,5pm A23187 appeared
subjectively to be a better agent than 10pm in B1 generation,suggesting that the syndrome may,
unusually,be more associated in general with milder terarological shocks : this is consistent with
the phenotype's comparative subtlety.
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pH shocks are also much the most efficient overall generators of the rare B4 phenotypes. pH4,
pH 10 and NH 4 Cl elicit nearly 3% of these phenotypes in developing cuticles averaged for all
treatments across all stages, and of other treatments only pH9 and lOO^im cobalt chloride generate
frequencies greater than 1 % (P<0.Q5 comparing pH4,pH10 & NH4C1 to the pooled effects of other
treatment). Note that for B4 the stronger, not the weaker, pH shocks are more effective syndrome
generators. This corresponds to the greater severity of morphology of this phenotype.Stagesummed data may conceal high efficacies of other agents at individual treatment stages, but no
treatments other than pH perturbations elicit B 1 and B4 effectively overall. The effects of pH on
cellular organisation are, in general, non-specific and concerned with the system's general activity
level (see Chapters 3 and 4 ) ; the failure of more specific perturbations to elicit these syndromes at
high overall frequencies corroborates the stagewise and morphological analysis of B1 and B4 as
multiply - generated phenotypes, rather than the product of discrete system breakdowns. This will
be considered in section V.

Syndromes B2 and B3 are preferentially generated by pH disturbances and calcium channel blocker.
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Fig 5.20(a)
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Fig 20.Treatment

specific incidences of B2(20a) and B3 (20b).Summed across all stages,expressed as percentage of
cuticles each treatment produced.Treatments no.s 1 to 18 as table 5.7 and 3.5.P<0.05 for all
numbered bars compared to controls.

Perturbations of cellular pH are also effective in generating B2 phenotypes (Fig.20a). A marked
efficacy is also shown in the generation of B2 by high levels of cobalt chloride (P<0.05 compared
to controls for both treatment). Use of cobalt chloride appears subjectively to generate the
phenotype in a concentration-related fashion,at frequencies corresponding to concentration increases
from 10pm to 50pm to 100pm to 200pm.This concentration-related difference is,however,
impossible to test statistically with these numbers of embryos. Calcium ionophore's overall
efficiency at generating the syndrome is poor.
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The rare B3 phenotypes are only elicited at striking frequencies by low pH shock and high cobalt
chloride (Fig. 20b;P<0.05 compared to controls). Overall, the generation of the syndrome by
cobalt chloride appears once again to be concentration-related,increasing with stronger treatment.

The treatment phenomenology of B2 and B3 morphologies therefore appears to be different from
that of B 1 and B4, B2's moderately and B3's profoundly so. Since B2's phenomenology both of
stage- and treatment-related occurence, is similar to B3's, it is reasonable to infer that many of the
phenotypes in these categories share a similar origin. This cannot be claimed for weak
gastrulation-defective - like Blembryos : If any of these result, like gd mutants themselves, from
DV pattern disruption, it must be through a quite different intervention, or series of interventions,
in the dynamics of the evolving DV system.

5.3.6.S um m ary : ionic and s tru c tu ra l facto rs m ay influence DV p a tte rn in g .

A and B syndromes are relatively rare. A-category phenotypes all show the same overall
characteristics : they are generated preferentially by very early perturbations, and by calcium
ionophore, mechanical agitation, nocodazole and high pH. Their stage specificity is consistent
with their interpretation in DV terms, and suggests that the agents which elicit the syndrome may
be interfering with a key transitional phase between torpedo- and toll- related aspects of DV system
development.

Categories B1 and B4 have diverse stage - distributions and are best generated by pH shocks, B4
severe and B1 mild ones, reflecting their respective morphologies. B2 phenomenology points to a
diversity of generative mechanisms surrounding a central core of phenotypes in this category which
share their origin with B3 embryos. B3 is associated with pole cell and syncytial blastoderm stage
perturbations, suggesting that, as its phenotype suggests, the agents which elicit it may do so by
interfering with the toll- related phase of DV pattern formation. The most effective generators of
the phenotype (and, overall, of B2 embryos) are low pH and high calcium channel blocker shocks.
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These conclusions suggest a potential role for several physiological and structural factors in the
organisation of the DV pattern. The possibilities raised by general stage- and treatment-summed
analysis can be pursued by examining the stage-related effectiveness of individual treatments. This
will reveal greater diversity than has been encountered so far, particularly in B-syndrome
phenomenology, but can help cast more specific light on what roles physiological and structural
factors might play in this axis. It is to these questions that we now turn.

5.4.S yndrom e A an d its p o ten tial im plications for DV o rg a n isa tio n

5.4.1.A 2’s phenom enology m ay be p ro b lem a tica l

Combined frequencies were rather a crude indication of the toll- like A2's distribution (Figs. 13b &
16b) because the overall occurance of the syndrome is very low (77 out of 10535 cuticles, or
0.67%). A clearer- but qualitative- indication of its distribution is presented in Fig.21a, in which
the stage - specific frequencies of the most effective A2 - generating treatments are added to one
another. These frequencies are presented separately in Figs. 21b and 21c.
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Fig. 21

Individual stage/shock profiles for A2 generation.(a)Summed percentages A2 embryos

by stage for selected treatments. Note that the profile is qualitative, since percentages have been
summed^ rather than recalculated, for the sum of cuticles generated by the sum of these treatments
combined.(b) and (c), profiles for individual treatments, each expressed as percentage of cuticle
total generated for that treatment at each stage.See text for statistical discussion.
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In addition to the preblastoderm peak of A2 generation, two subjective peaks appear to occur, at
the syncytial blastoderm and late cellularisation / early gastrulation phases (without statistical
significance;numbers are small). These two points correspond to the stages at which hypodermal
Ventralising’ gene products are known to be active. The early syncytial blastoderm period is the
stage at which toll product activity regulates the dorsal product gradient, and the late
blastoderm/early gastrulation period is when the zygotic gene, decapentaplegic is active
(St Johnston & Gelbart,1987 ). Loss o f function mutants in this gene result in hypodermal
ventralisation when its function fails, not when it is overactivated, and high levels of its product
lead to dorsal differentation (see Fig.2). It is reasonable to find that NH4 CI, which lowers cell pH,
is marginally the best eliciter of the B2 syndrome at this period, since we would expect treatments
which douse the responsiveness o f cells to the dpp signal to impede its influence.

The highest single-stage generation of A2 by any treatment is by 5^im A23187. It generated the
syndrome in c. 7% of cuticles at the early syncytial stage. However,this refers to only 3 cuticles
since the sample size of cuticles at the syncytial blastoderm stage for 5 pm A23187 was only 43
(fig 21 c).Indeed,the syndrome is so rare at the individual treatment level that it is hard to make
reliable conclusions regarding its phenomenology and further studies involving greater numbers of
embryos are clearly merited. Should, however, the trend here be borne out,one apparent anomaly
would be that 10pm A23187 generates no A2 phenotypes at the syncytial blastoderm stage : it is a
more effective generator of A2 phenotypes than 5 pm A23187 at the preblastoderm stage, but has
no apparent effect at the syncytial sub-peak. This potential inconsistency is considered in section
5.4.3.

5.4.2.High cytosolic calcium is associated with Syndrome A.

Non stage-specific data suggested that calcium ionophone was a relatively potent generator of Asyndromes, whilst cobalt chloride, which physiologically has the opposite effect, was not. These
inferences are clearly demonstrable (Figs.22 a-c). Whilst different concentrations CoCl 2 on early
preblastoderm treatment elicit uniformly low frequencies of A1 embryos - similar to
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permeabilisation alone - calcium ionophore generates large numbers of embryos in a manner which
corresponds to the ionophore's concentration (Fig.22a). This striking assymetry is sustained for
A2 phenotypes (Fig.22a,b), for individual A1 categories at preblastoderm (Fig.22b) and for Atransformations in total across all stages of treatment (Fig.22c).
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Fig. 22.A23187 versus Cobalt chloride in A-phenotype generation.Expressed as percentages total
cuticle elicited at each stage for each treatment
(a)Stage 1 incidence of all A1 phenotypes plus A2 phenotypes.A, 200 jim C0 CI2 . B, 100 ^im
C 0 CI2 . C, 50 p.m C0 CI2 . D, 10 |im C 0 CI2 . E, permeabilisation only. F, 0.1 mm EtOH. G,
5 \Lm A23187. H, 10 )im A23187.P<0.05 comparing E & F, F & G, G & H.
(b)Stage 1 comparison of (left to right for each letter A-F) 200 ^m C 0 CI2 , permeabilised only, and
10 pm A23187, for individual A syndromes.A, A2. B, A id. C, A le. D, A le. E, A la. F, A lb.
P<0.05 comparing CoCl and A23187 for phenotypes D ,E f.
(c)Stage-by-stage comparison of (left to right for each stage) 200 ^im C 0 CI2 , permeabilisation
only, and 10 pm A23187, for total A1 phenotypes.P<0.05 comparing CoCl and A23187 for
stages 1 to 5.

If we assume that syndrome A includes ventralisations,then since A23187 raises and cobalt
chloride reduces cytosolic calcium it appears that raised cytosolic calcium ventralises the embryo.
This would suggest that the calcium ion is necessary for normal DV organisation and
development, especially during the preblastoderm phase when the ionophore's effect is at its
greatest

5.4.3.Calcium and syncytial pattern, and the A1 / A2 phenotypic relationship.

At successive stages, the relationship between the generation o f A syndrome embryos by
5pm and lOjim A23187 appears qualitatively to change. Taking all A-categories, A1 and
A2 together, an initially wide disparity between the different strengths of shock narrows
rapidly as the efficacy of ionophore treatment declines (Fig.23a). From the pole cell stage
onward, the potencies of 5pm and 10pm A23187 remain uniformly low.
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Fig 23(a)
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Fig

23a.Total syndrome A generation by stage for 5|im and 10 |im A23187. Expressed as
percentage of cuticles prduced by each experiment.

At the early syncytial blastoderm stage, both treatments appear briefly to increase in effectiveness.
This qualitative syncytial sub-peak corresponds to the height of the dorsal- group mediated
localised uptake of dorsal product by the blastoderm nuclei (Rushlow et al,1989;Steward,1989).
The increase in the effect of calcium ionphore on syndrome-A generation is not shared by calcium
channel blocker (Fig.22b). It is therefore possible that calcium is required by the DV system at
this stage of DV axis development, in addition to its possible role during the early preblastoderm
phase. The fact that calcium ionophore elicits fewer total syndrome -A embryos at this stage than
at early preblastoderm probably means that its role here is less direct, but it may also mean that
the time-window in which it plays a role is very brief, so that only a small number of embryos
treated at early syncytial stage are subjected to perturbation during its sensitive period.
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Fig 23(b)
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Fig

23a.Total Al,versus A2 generation, by stage, for 5jim and 10 jim A23187. Expressed as
percentage of cuticles prduced by each experiment

When the profiles of A l and A2 are distinguished in a comparison of the effects of 5fim and 10pm
A23187 (Fig.23b), it emerges that while all the 10pm embryos elicited at syncytial blastoderm
treatment are category A l, most of the 5pm embryos are category A2. Thus, although the
frequencies of syndrome A generation in total have converged, a wide disparity appears to exist
between the strengths of phenotype generated. As mentioned in section 5.4.1. above,the numbers
of embryos in the individual treatment batches at this stage are too small to form reliable
conclusions about the detailed relationships of different treatments.Using Fisher’s exact test,the
difference between A l and A2 generation turns out to be significant for 10pm A23187 ( 6 versus
0 out of 67 cuticles;P<0.05) but not for 5 pm A23187 ( 1 versus 3 out of 43
cuticles;P<0.6).Again then,a greater sample size is needed to determine whether 5pm and 10 pm
A23187 elicit different A syndrome phenotypes at this stage.It is worth noting in this
regard,however,that all but one of the 10pm syncytial A l phenotypes generated at this stage had
the extreme A lb morphology.

Calcium ionophore shock, like several other teratological perturbarions, is striking in its ability to
generate both toll-\ikt (A2) and torpedo-Xikt (A) phenotypes. In section 5.1, we saw that only
cactus mutants are capable of generating both transformations, and that on both genetic and
morphological grounds, the possibility existed of a functional specialisation of the DV system's
molecular machinery into the closely articulated groups,whose differential levels of perturbation
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entailed different degrees of mesodermal versus hypodermal ventralisation. Calcium ionophore is
capable of generating both phenotypes, and at the syncytial stage these may be elicited as graded
responses to varying strengths of a single factor. These considerations suggest that, if dorsal
regulation is operated through coupled systems (eg Steward,1989), calcium ions may be a factor
common to both systems.lt is also possible that the ion may orchestrate their spatial activities :
raised calcium is required for the activity of the 'hypodermal' system, but yet higher calcium for the
associated 'mesodermal' system. This hypothesis is represented schematically in Fig. 24.
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Fig. 24.Modification of DV positional fate by calcium.In this hypothetical analysis, two closely
integrated sub-systems, designated ‘mes’ and ‘hyp’, co-operate to regulate developmental fate, and
corresponding cell-type proportions, in the DV axis. Different mutations have slightly different
proportionate effects on these sub-systems and produce correspondingly different final profiles of
cell type (possibly but not necessarily through different dorsal product profiles). Torpedo group
mutants lead to greater ‘mes’ sub-system malfunction, toll group to greater ‘hyp’ malfunction.
Both systems use calcium either as a potentiating co-factor, a positional trigger, or a morphogen.
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(i)Normal state.(ii)Moderately raised calcium concentrations over-potentiate the ‘hyp’ system, but
not the ‘mes’ system, leading to a /o//-like phenotype.(iii)High calcium over potentiates both
systems, leading to a torpedo-iyp& phenotype.

Given the potential phenotypic disparity between the effects of 5jim and 10pm A23187 at
syncytial stage treatment, the low frequencies of the phenotypes elicited could become intelligable
in terms of a narrow time-window of calcium level susceptibility than a general insensitivity to
ionophore treatment. Since the shock consists of 10 m exposure of embryos aged between 1.5 and
2 hours, the implication is that if a period of acute calcium sensitivity occuied during the early
syncytial blastoderm phase of DV specification,it would be very brief indeed.It is also possible,
however,that the principle role of calcium in the system is at earlier stages and its role here merely
oblique.

5.4.4.R aised pH is associated w ith syndrom e A.

Fig 5.25
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Fig 20.Treatment

specific incidences of syndromes A l and A2 for early preblastoderm treatmenfexpressed as
percentage of cuticles each treatment produced.Treatments no.s 1 to 18 as table 5.7 and 3.5.
P<0.05 for all numbered bars compared to controls.

In addition to calcium ionophore, 0.5pm nocodazole, mechanical agitation and pHlO all elicit
relatively high frequencies of syndrome A l at the early preblastoderm stage (Fig.25). Stagesummed data (Fig. 16a) suggested that there is a difference between the efficacy of high and low pH
shock in eliciting the syndrome. This is borne out, although to a less dramatic extent than the
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difference between lowering and raising cytosolic calcium. During the early preblastoderm, pH4
and NH 4 CI shocks both slightly raise the incidence of A l and A2 phenotypes moderately, relative
to permeabilisation alone (Fig.26a), but not to a statistically significant degree.By contrast,pH10
shock has a clear effect (P<0.05). The total number of A syndrome embryos reaches 10% of
cuticles for pH4, and 20% for pH 10 (13 out of 128 versus 13 out of 66 cuticles respectively).

Fig 5.26(a)
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Fig 26a.Generation of syndrome A embryos by pH shocks at early preblastoderm.Compared to
control, P<0.05 for pH 10 but not for pH4.

This relationship is preserved for individual A2 and A l categories at preblastoderm (Fig.26b) with
the exception of the weak A le category where neither high nor low pH shock elicits strong A lb
phenotypes. High pH also retains its dominance for A l phenotypes at later stages (Fig.26c).
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Fig

26b.Generation of individual A syndrome classes by high and low pH shocks at early
preblastoderm.
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26c.Generation of syndrome A (classes summed) by high and low pH shock at successive stages.

High pH shock is a greater cause of early developmental arrest and overall mortality than calcium
ionophore(see ch.3), but its ability to elicit A syndrome phenotypes is weaker both in terms of the
overall frequencies (Figs.25,16a) and the phenotypic forms (Fig. 17 a,b) it generates. Moreover it
is less specific because the antagonistic perturbation, low pH shock, also elicits the syndrome
(Fig.26a). This suggests that the putative effects of pH shock on the DV pattern, and
correspondingly the roles of cytoplasmic pH in the DV system, are more oblique than those of the
calcium ion. Raised pH is associated with egg activation and a general mobilisation of cellular
activity and it is possible that its effects here are exerted by raising the metabolic state of the
system so that it overresponds to a ventral positional cue. There is certainly evidence for a
ventral-to-dorsal gradation in the rate and levels of cellular activity in early development. This
evidence, and the role pH may play in the DV system, are further discussed in section VIII.

5.4.5.N ocodazole an d m echanical a g itatio n suggest roles for cytoskeletal an d
p eriv itellin e fa cto rs in DV dynam ics.

The micro tubule-disrupting drug nocodazole is a potent generator of the A 1 phenotype at the early
preblastoderm phase (Fig.25). Like calcium ionophore, its efficacy declines sharply by the end of
the preblastoderm stage, but rises slightly at the early syncytial blastoderm stage ; it is capable of
generating A2 phenotypes at all these stages (Fig.27a).
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Fig 5.27(a)
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Fig
27a.Stagewise generation of A syndrome embryos by nocodazole,expressed as percentage of
cuticles produced by each experimenLP<0.01 comparing stage 1 to all subsequent stages.

Mechanical agitation is a particularly potent A syndrome generator, but at 20minutes' development
only : it has no influence at later stages (P<0.01;fig 27b).
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Fig

27b.Stagewise generation of A syndrome embryos by agitation,expressed as percentage of cuticles
produced by each experimenLP<0.01 comparing stage 1 to all subsequent stages.

Nocodazole's potency suggests a role for the cytoskeleton, and specifically for microtubules, during
both the first and second phases of ventral pattern sensitivity. The potential roles of the
cytoskeleton are discussed in section IX.The stage-phenomenology of mechanical
agitation,however, is quite different from nocozazole's. This perturbation was not introduced as a
structural shock, but as a means to facilitate the passage of perivitelline factors out of
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permeabilised eggs into the surrounding medium. Specific perivitelline factors may therefore play
a role in DV patterning at very early stages.

Perivitelline factors may suppress ventral determination.

It has been proposed on genetic grounds that perivitelline factors reponsible for DV positional cues
are secreted by ovarian follicle cells prior to the formation of the vitelline membrane (see Section
5.1 and Fig.3). Current thinking suggests that such factors are concentrated ventrally and directly
determine ventral fate through the receptor-mediated activation of the dorsal system (Manseau &
Schupbach,1989 ). The results of mechanical agitation, however, suggest that the factors’ loss
does not lead to dorsalisation, as the ventrally-activating model predicts, but to ventralisation. It
therefore appears that perivitelline factors may not act by activating ventral fate ventrally (relative
to the egg axis), but by suppressing it dorsally and laterally.

It is also possible that DV pattern is primarily determined not by a single factor, but by a ratio
between different factors, in this case a ventral activator and a dorsal / lateral inhibitor of DV
system function .Segmental pattern formation tends to employ ratios of gene products, rather than
the simple presence, absence or gradation of single factors at key periods ( Coulter & Wieschaus
1986). Since calcium ionophore and nocodazole can elicit ventralisations in the absence of
mechanical agitation, it is plausible that they do so through association with a mechanism which
operates by overriding the suppressive effects of perivitelline factors*, and therefore that their role
is in the antagonistic ventrally-activating system. This hypothesis is shown schematically in
Fig.28. Note that it applies only to the earlier period of DV lability : the syncytial blastoderm
toll / easter system probably operates from a simple ventral trigger.
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vitelline

m em brane

oolem m a

Fig. 28.Possible paradoxical role of Perivitelline factors in early DV determination. Schematic
transverse-section of early embryo. Perivitelline factors appear to suppress ventral fate dorsally.
They may do this in antagonism to a system which activates ventral fate ventrally. The activation
of ventral fate involves cytosolic calcium and pH increases Microtubules may be required to
confine prospective ventral fate to the region of activation, or they may be involved in mediating
the dorsal suppression by perivitelline factors.

*Note: The fact that mechanical agitation, almost uniquely, generates the A le, sclerotinised ventral
transformations, would be consistent with the hypothesis that these putative ventralisations result
from a different effect - the loss of a perivitelline suppressor system - than the other ventralising
effects which appear to involve gmn of function in a perivitelline / ooplasmic activator system.

5.4.6.C o m p arativ e analysis of p e rtu rb a tio n tim ecourses can yield in fo rm atio n
on p a tte rn in g dynam ics.
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29.Comparative timecourses of A syndrome generation by the most effective agents.See text.

The four chief determinants of A syndrome phenotypes - A23187, pHlO shock, nocodazole and
mechanical agitation - differ in their profiles of temporal efficacy of generation of the phenotype
(Fig.29). Most clearly, there are two separate lability periods as we have discussed. But in
addition, the ability of different shocks to elicit A phenotypes during the first,chief period of
sensitivity declines at different rates. Mechanical agitation falls off abruptly, nocodazole declines
more slowly and pHlO more gradually still. In the case of these three treatments, the more severe
disturbancies lose their efficacy more rapidly. A23187 remains the most potent A-syndrome
generator until the end of the first lability phase, but its profile is similar to nocodazole's.

Given an effect on DV pattem,this suggests a transition in the structural and physiological
apparatus most crucial to DV patterning, running from calcium ion / pervitelline ligand to calcium
ion / microtubules to calcium ion / pHi, and back in the second active phase to calcium ion /
microtubules. This interesting succession points to an evolving physiology of DV pattern
formation, and a potentially useful methodology for further studies. The information it yields will
be considered in section 5.9 after similar stage-data have been considered for related perturbations.

5.4.7.A -syndrom e su m m ary : physiological fa cto rs may be in teg ra l to DV
p a tte r n in g .
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A syndrome phenotypes, which on morphological, stage- and treatment related grounds have
putatively been identified as ventralised embryos,potentially provide important information about
the organisation of the DV pattern. Their stage distribution suggests two periods of lability and,
by implication,major activity in early DV patterning : a phase of general and high lability,
declining throughout the blastoderm, and a briefer period of higher lability during the early
syncytial blastoderm.

Calcium ionophore is the most effective generator of A syndromes. Severe concentrations of this
treatment at the early syncytial blastoderm stage elicit severe A l, torpedo- resembling phenotypes ;
milder concentrations elicit the less profound A2, toll- like phenotype. Since only one
ventralising m \i\2iii,cactus, is able to generate both these phenotypes, it is possible that the
calcium ion plays a role in the integration and regulation of DV subsystems in unperturbed
embryos.

Other perturbations elicit A-syndrome phenotypes. These include nocodazole, high pH-shock and
mechanical agitation, suggesting roles for microtubules, the general level of egg actiuation and
perivitelline factors respectively in DV patterning. Mechanical agitation is only effective in
generating A syndrome phenotypes at the earliest post-fertilisation stages. Its effect suggests that
perivitelline factors may operate at this period by suppressing ventral development. DV
proportions may ultimately be set by on antagonism between this suppressor system and an
antagonistic, ventrally orientated system involving calcium. The timecourse of sensitivity to
these varying perturbations suggest that different structural and physiological subsystems are
brought into and out of play as DV pattern formation evolves.
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5.5.T he H eterogeneous N atu re o f the B S yndrom es.

Morphological, and general phenomenological, analysis of B syndrome phenotypes suggested
that despite a superficial continuity of form within categories and a smooth transition of form
between categories, their origins might in fact be discontinuous and diverse. Within this
diversity, however, the possibility of a dorsalised trend related to low calcium and low pH
emerged. Here,this prospect is investigated using a more specific analysis of B-syndrome
teratology.

5.5 .1 .S y n d rom e B4 is heterogeneous.

Fig 5 .3 0 (a)
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Fig
30(a).Stage/ frequency distributions of B4 generation by selected treatments,expressed as
percentage of cuticles produced at each stage.
Although the overall incidence of the strong/ez/ir little ball- like phenotype, B4,was very low
(123 embryos, 1.2% of total analysed in Table 4), the phenotype was clearly particularly
associated with pH shock (Fig. 19b). Individual treatments vary widely in their generation of
B4 but, strikingly, different pH shocks have different stage-specific peaks (Fig. 30a). pH IQ’s
most sensitive period is in the preblastoderm, pH 4 ’s at the onset of gastrulation, and
NH4C1’s lower peak during blastoderm development These three unique peaks are set against
a background of low incidence and stage-diversity with regard to B4’s generation by other
treatments.
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Fig 30(b).Stagewise comparison of high and low pH shock in B4 generation.See text for
statistics.

pH 4 and pH 10 shocks show no obvious antagonism other than at their respective late and
early peak generation phases (Fig. 30b) and calcium ionophore and channel blocker have no
markedly contrasting effects (data not shown).Significance tests comparing the effects of high
and low pH shocks from fig 30(b)yield P<0.01 for both stages 1 and V.The early and late pHrelated peaks are indicative of specific disruptions, but given the disparity in stage and
treatment involved, these must be different disruptions whose effects generally converge, either
organisationally or even superficially, to elicit similar final phenotypes late in development. A
comparable early / late switch in the generation of size-reduced and terminal-defective embryos
between high and low pH shock was described in chapter4,and pointed to at least two quite
separate routes whereby the phenotype could be accessed. These considerations, and the
generally low and diverse generation of the syndrome by minor treatments, suggest a deep
heterogeneity in the mechanisms which malfunction to elicit the phenotype.

5.5.2.Syndrome B1 is heterogeneous.

The similar ,but gradually increasing stagewise overall incidence of B1 embryos (Fig. 15a)
conceals marked diversities in the effects of individual treatments (Fig. 31). Calcium
ionophore elicits it most effectively at the preblastoderm stage, NH4 CI at the pole cell stage
and early gastrulation, high pH shock from cellularisation onwards. A generally similar
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overall stage-by-stage incidence, coupled with an underlying diversity in the stage-specific
effects of different eliciting agents, suggests that this mild system perturbation is accessible by
a broad range of oblique, rather than specific,insults to developmental organisation.
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Fig 31.Stage / frequency distributions of B1 generation by selected treatments,expressed as
percentage of cuticles produced at each stage.

High pH shock during the cellular blastoderm stages (Fig. 31;P<0.05 comparing this
treatments effects at stages 1-4 with 5-7) is the most striking aspect of B1 generation. The
late-stage shock preference for this, the most effective generator of the syndrome, is consistent
with the morphological analysis of B1 embryos in terms of subtle morphogenetic
abnormality. The fact that the morphology of B1 embryos resembles very weakly dorsalised
gastrulation defective phenotypes suggests that a number of these embryos result from weak
perturbations of the DV system, and this is consistent with the effect that we expect raised
cellular pH to have at this time. The zygotic, dorsally-emitted d p p ^ ^ gene product encodes a
signal molecule with homologies to TGF-p (Padgett et al 1987; see section IVa) whose effect
is to specify dorsal fate. Raised cellular pH is often one response to TGF-p stimulation
(Wong et al 1989) and artificial increases in pHi would be expected to cause a mild over
response of the system to the dfppHin dorsalising signal. In this regard, it is noteworthy that
the best eliciter of the opposite effect, zygotic ventralisation, was NH 4 CI whose effect is to
lower pH: (Fig. 21c; see section IVa). These putative antagonisms are summarised in Fig.
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32. It should be noted that interference with the

signal system’s target responses is

only one hypothetical generator of B1 phenotypes out of a probable diversity.
p ro s p e c tiv e
hypoderm

(i)

S g ^ o e ll

v e n tra l

(ii)

fate

dorsal

state

fa te

Û

High pH
N o rm a l
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Fig. 32.pH regulation of late dorsal-ventral fate via afp/7^ i'.(i)ln this hypothetical model, the
effect of raised or lowered cellular activity via pHi modulations is to potentiate cell response to
the dppHin product. For the same strength of d p p ^ ^ (TGF-P) signal, a raised- pH cell will
adopt a more dorsal developmental trajectory.(ii)From the dorsal source of d p f ? ^ , and a fixed
gradient of signal declining ventrally (shown here schematically) the pHi of cells would then
determine the relative proportions of dorsal and ventral fate.lf such a mechanism does operate,
it is likely to be much more minor and subtle than that shown schematically here.

5.5.3.B3 distribution corroborates projected DV roles of calcium and pH.

The rare B3 phenotypes, identified by structures consistent with intermediate and stronger
dorsalisations of the larval pattern, occur in appreciable numbers for shocks using NH 4 CI, pH
4 and C 0 CI2 (Fig. 20b) and even here, their overall level is very low (Table 7 & fig 33).
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stage

NH4C1

pH4

CoCl 50

CoCl 100

CoCl 200

sum

B3 % cut.

1

2/84

2/138

0/100

0/90

0/43

4/455

0.88

2

0/63

3/67

0/60

0/121

3/157

6/468

1.28

3

1/80

3/110

2/121

5/173

3/72

14/556

2.52

4

0/129

1/91

0/127

2/163

2/81

5/591

0.85

5

0/66

0 /5 6

1/72

3/97

0/83

4/374

1.07

6

0/117

0/33

0/86

1/114

0/31

1/381

0.26

7

0/65

0/20

1/53

1/88

1/17

2/243

0.82

sum

3/604

9/515

4/619

12/846

8/484

3 6 /3 0 6 8

1.17

Table 7.B3 generation in individual experiments using low pH and low calcium shocks at
different developmental stages.

Fig 5.33

Fig 33.Stage-distribution of B3 generation by low pH and low calcium shocks,from table 7.

It is not clear, given the low numbers involved, whether the peak sensitivity period for B3
generation by these treatments is the pole cell stage,as subjectively appears to be the case.
P=0.23 for comparison of B3's incidence at this stage with the second highest stage of
preferential generation(stage 2),but P<0.05 for other stages.

The two most potent B3 generators, high cobalt chloride and low pH shock, both appear to
elicit the syndrome in a concentration-dependent manner at its period of peak generability
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(Figs. 34a, 35a) and remain more potent than their opposite treatments, calcium ionophore and
high pH shock, at all stages (Figs. 34b, 35b).P<0.05 comparing the overall differences
between cobalt and ionophore in fig 5.34a,but the numbers of embryos are too small to reveal
the significance of the apparent concentration- relatedness.The results do suggest that the rare
occurrence of strong dorsal-like transformations is related to drops in the levels of cytosolic
calcium and pHi. Both these shocks lower the level of activation of cells, and, strikingly, the
opposite effects - raised calcium and raised pHi - appeared to generate ventral shifts.
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Fig. 34Cobalt Chloride versus A23187 in B3 generation.(a)Pole cell stage. Incidence of B3
phenotypes for A, 200 pm; B, 100 pm; C, 50 pm; D, 10 pm C 0 II2 ; E, permeabilisation
only; F, 0.1 mm ethanol; G, 5 pm A23187; H, 10 pm A23187.(b)Comparison by stage of
high and low calcium shock.
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Fig. 35.LOW versus high pH shock in B3 generation.(a)Pole cell stage (stage 3). Incidence of
B3 embryos for A, NH 4 CI; B, pH 4 shock; C, pH 5; D,PPS only; E, pH 9; F, pH
10.(b)Comparison by stage of (left to right for each stage) pH 4 shock, permeabilisation, pH
10 shock.These data are too sparse for detailed significance tests but conform to the overall
significant differences between high and low pH (fig 5.20).

The opposite effects of high pH shock and high calcium, versus low pH shock and low
calcium, on the occurrence of the phenotypically opposite A1 and B3 syndromes, are
summarised in Fig. 36 (a and b). These results are subjective since the numbers of embryos
invoved do not permit detailed significance tests; they do,however,conform to the hypothesis
that calcium and pH levels affect DV patterning, and that these ions may play a role in its
regulation in vivo.They are further illustrated in appendix 1,where the frequency data described
in this chapter are used to calculate the profile of Drosophila's epigenetic landscapejn A and B
syndrome transformation space,under different physiological conditions.
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Fig. 36.Summary of A1/B3 calcium and pH antagonisms. A : pH 4 , 2(X) pm CoCl2 .B:pH 5,
100 pm C 0 CI2 .C : PPS . D : pH 9 ,5 pm A23187.E : pH 10,10 pm A23187.P>0.05 unless
stated.
36a : A1 incidence at early preblastodermP<0.05 for E.
36b : B3 incidence at pole cell stage.

5.5.4.B2’s distribution is heterogeneous.

The frequency distributions of B2 (moderate dorsal-flb type) phenotypes vary widely with
different shocks, and bear no clear concentration-relatedness for any treatment, although like all
B syndrome phenotypes, pH and calcium perturbations are their only effective generators. For
different shocks, B2 distributions qualitativetly resemble those of other 'B' phenotypes,
indicating similar mechanisms of generation to different B phenotypes under different
conditions (Fig. 37, a-c). There appears to be no overall logic to these correspondences
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however,so the conclusion must be that whilst different B syndrome categories can represent
different manifestations of the same system perturbation, a single B category can be generated
by quite separate system-perturbations, whose phenotypic effects converge fortuitously on the
same final form.
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Fig 37(a-c).Stage profile of B2 generation by selected treatments.compared to the profiles of
other B syndrome phenotypes.

The relative efficiency o f high pH and calcium versus low pH and calcium shifts in the
transition B1-B2-B3.

The total numbers of B 1, B2 and B3 embryos elicited by treatments which lowered or raised
cytosolic pH or calcium are compared in Table 8. Low pH and calcium clearly become
increasingly effective in the transition from B 1 through B2 to B3.

no.embryos
phenotype

ratio

low pH

high pH

B1

154

124

B2

49

B3

12

no.embryos

ratio

low Ca

high Ca

1.22

70

81

0.86

23

2.11

50

20

2.6

3

4

24

2

12

Table S.Generation of B phenotypes by low and high pH and calcium shocks.

Since low pH and calcium are associated via B3, with putative dorsalisation, it appears that the
B2 category, despite its overall heterogeneity, may include phenotypes elicited by DV
perturbation, since the low calcium / pH phenomenology is not shared by B 1 and B4. For
treatment with 200 |im cobalt chloride, the most effective overall generator of the B3
phenotype, B2’s transitional status can be traced (Fig. 37c): at pole cell and syncytial
treatment periods, its frequency profile behaves like B3’s and at early and late periods like
B l ’s.

B 2’s generation resembles B3’s at the pole cell stage.
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Fig. 38.1ncidence of B2 and B3 phenotypes at pole cell stage.P<0.05 comparing conditions A
& B with C onwards in both cases.
(a)A-H : CoCl 200 pm, 100 pm, 50 pm, 10 pm; PPS; ethanol 0.1 %; A23187 5 pm, 10
pm.(b)A-F : NH 4 CI, pH 4, pH 5 fP S , pH 9, pH 10.

B2’s overall incidence is highest at the pole cell stage (Fig. 15c), and here its incidence in
response to cobalt chloride and pH shock appears to behave like B3’s, in a concentrationrelated fashion (Fig. 38, a and b). Here too however,the numbers of embryos involved are too
small for a rigorous test of this subjecyive impression. This observation, and the convergence
of profiles for B2 and B3 at this stage after 2(X) pm cobalt chloride shock (Fig. 37c), suggest
that many B2 embryos generated at this stage result from the same perturbation that generated
B3 embryos h e re , provisionally associated with DV malfunction. The proportion of B2
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phenotypes elicited via DV system malfunction, rather than by other routes, at this period may
therefore be substantial.

5.5.5.Stagewise analysis:low pH may be maximally potent in generating
dorsal-like transformations before low calcium.

Despite the rarity of the syndrome,B3 is the most useful index of potential dorsalisation. The
stagewise comparison of different treatments used for syndrome A in section 5.4. could be used
here too,although the total number of B3 embryos is currently too small for statistical
conclusions to be drawn.The present data suggest a possible difference between low pH and
cobalt chloride shocks in their most potent stages of B3 generation (Table 6; Fig. 39, a and
b): although their profiles overlap, maximum low pH efficiency is achieved at the late
blastoderm stage, whereas low calcium is most effective at the syncytial stage. For the first
two treatment stages, low pH generates 7 out of 352 cuticles compared to 3 out of 571 for low
calcium, bearing the B3 phenotype; at the next two stages, low pH shock generates 5 out of
370 cuticles in B3 form, and cobalt chloride 14 out of 737 (Table 7).
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Fig 5.39(b)
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Fig 39(a,b).Comparison of stage / frequency B3 generation for low pH and low calcium
shocksJExpressed as percentages of cuticles produced at each stage for each perturbation.

In addition to this slight difference in profile, it is notable that both perturbations peak in
efficiency before raised calcium and nocodazole elicit ventralised phenotypes at the syncytial
blastoderm stage. The possible significance of these temporal variations is discussed in
section 5.9.

5.5.6.Sum m ary.

B syndrome generation is complex, involving a variety of perturbations and phenotypes
rendering teratological, end-point analysis of these forms limited in its scope and
penetrativeness. All the phenotypes are only generable in significant quantity by shocks
which modify levels of cellular calcium and pH: both these perturbations affect the general
level of cell activity, suggesting that B syndromes may result in large measure from
perturbations of diverse, cell-activity dependent processes. It is also likely that cellcommunicative and mechanical aspects of development are perturbed in these phenotypes, in
many cases late into development.

B4 embryos are generated at low levels across all stages by a variety of perturbations
following no clear order. They are generated in comparatively high quantities by high pH
shock at the preblastoderm stage and low pH shock at early gastrulation, and must therefore
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have diverse origins, corroborating the predictions of morphological and general
phenomenological analysis.

B1 embryos also show stage and treatment generative diversity, but in addition, they have one
clear characteristic, a high, late-stage sensitivity to high pH shock. This feature would tally
with B l ’s weak dorsal-like morphology if high pH acts hereby overpotentiating cell activity
and responsiveness, since dorsal characteristics are determined at this stage by the presence of a
TGF-P signal originating in the dorsal expression of the d p p ^ ^ gene. Such a mechanism is
only one of a possible variety of cell-interactive and morphogenetic routes by which the B1
phenotype might develop.

The B2 category is also heterogeneous, and its generation profile appears in some instances to
correspond in part to the profile of other B1 syndromes for the same shock treatment; it too,
therefore, may have a variety of generative mechanisms. The phenomenology of B2 converges
with that of B3 for pole cell stage treatment, and this may mark a phase where dorsalised
phenotypes can be generated through direct impairment of DV system operation. Cobalt
chloride and low pH shock are the most potent generators of these dorsal transformations, and
since ventral transformations have been found to be associated with calcium ionophore and
high pH shock, it is probable that calcium and cell pH regulate DV pattern, either in a
permissive or determinative sense, in vivo (the data favour a fairly integral role for calcium and
an indirect role for pH). The distribution of putative dorsalising perturbations appears to peak
just before the second period of apparent ventralising lability, and there is possibly a slight
difference between the peak dorsalising-activity periods of lowered pHi and calcium ions.

5 .6 .T erato Io gy o f A xial Ori entat ion.

In addition to the A and B syndromes, many of whose phenotypes appear to represent
abnormalities of DV axis proportion, a number of other syndromes were identified in which
the orientation of the axis appeared to be abnormal, either in relation to the DV axis of the
egg shell, or to the AP, segmental axis.
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5.6.1.A xial inversions may in some cases derive from a b n o r m a l ventral
m i d li n e

specificat ion.

Fig. 40. Axial rotations.The ventral denticle bands are inappropriately located on the flat, dorsal
side of the egg.Note additional B 1 morphology in (a,upper) and absence of cuticle at
embryonic ventral midline in (b,lower) with slight over-dorsal extension of ventral denticle
bands in medial region.
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A number of unhatched larvae were rotated dorsoventrally around their long-axis relative to the
polarity of the egg case (Fig. 40, a and b). The embryos’ ventral midline, defined by the
location at its ventral denticle bands, was at or near the dorsal midline of the egg, defined by
the flattened side of the vitelline membrane. Embryos with this phenotype were usually
abnormal in other ways,which included terminal defects and, most commonly, apparent weak
perturbations of DV order.

Rotation is uncommon but not extremely rare in unhatched larvae generally, and it would be
surprising if the embryos bearing the phenotype in the current study had not acquired it
superficially, through late-embryonic muscle activity. But it cannot be ruled out a priori that
some rotated embryos are the result of early ectopic specification of the ventral midline. Such
a phenomenon can be achieved experimentally by the injection of wild-type cytoplasm into
toll' embryos (Anderson & Nusslein-Volhard 1986) and apparendy spontaneous, non-mutant
examples of the same phenomenon have been observed (C.M. Bate, pers. comm.). The DV
axis appears therefore to have a lability which might be open to teratological perturbation.

Such early axial mis-specification would best be scored at gastrulation, but technical
impediments have so far restricted this possibility in permeabilised eggs (Chapter 6). The
phenomenon can, however, be investigated teratologically by examining its distribution in the
cuticles of larvae treated at different times and with different agents.

Ajdal rotation can be teratologically induced.
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Fig 41 (a,b).Stage and treatment related overall occurences of axial rotation.Graphs as figs
13(stages) & 16 (treatments).4 la,P<0.05 comparing incidence at stages 1-3 with stages 47.41b,P<0.05 compared to control for treaunents 12,14 & 15.

Axial rotations are rare. 14 were observed out of 3021 cuticles that had been subjected to
permeabilisation alone -0.46% - and 115 out of 10535 embryos (1.1%) which had in addition
been subjected to developmental shocks(P<0.05 for control vs. experimental frequency). The
overall profiles for stage specificity (Fig. 41a) suggests that earlier treatment stages are more
effective in generating the phenotype (P<0.05); and the overall, stage-summed treatment
profile suggests that different shocks may vary in their ability to elicit the syndrome (Fig.
41b). Calcium ionophore appears to be particularly effective(P<0.05 compared to
control).These differences would not be expected if all axial reversals were late and random
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phenomena. Then, the frequencies generated by permeabilised versus shocked embryos, at
different stages, and for different shocks, would show less variation. This implies that axial
rotation can have teratological causes, though it does not imply that their nature is
dorsoventral: they could equally,for instance,originate downstream through differential effects
of early perturbations on late muscle activity.

Rotations are essentially heterogeneous.
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Fig 42.Stage / frequency distributions of axial rotation generation by selected
treatments,expressed as percentage of cuticles produced at each stage.

Some of the most potent axial rotation-generating treatments are compared in profile in Fig.
42. The most striking feature is 10 pm calcium ionophore's peak potency at syncytial
blastoderm stage treatment, where 6 out of 67 cuticles developed with rotated axes, the highest
incidence for any specific treatment. The incidence of the syndrome at this stage is not,infact,
significantly different from that at the pole cell stage,where 5 out of 125 rotated embryos were
observed (P ^ .5 ),o r from the preblastoderm stage (P<0.2). Again,the possibility of treatmentrelated stage specificities requires a further study with larger sample sizes to be adequately
explored.A specific link to calcium ionophore at this stage would imply that disruption of the
DV axis may cause axial mislocation; in this regard, it is notable that cobalt chloride’s
relatively weak potency at generating axially rotated phenotypes was also concentrated at the
late preblastoderm and pole cell treatment stages (data not shown),and that axially rotated
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embryos are often apparently abnormal in other DV respects.A labile and respecifiable axis
would not reconcile easily with theories of DV axis specification based solely upon
prelocalised determinants. This whole question, however, must remain open until further
studies are made,and particularly until gastrulation-analysis of permeabilised embryos becomes
technically feasible.

5.6.2.Axial twists: the ventral midline can drift off course.

This syndrome should not be confused with the zygotic dorsalising nvist mutant phenotype,
in which an elongating, narrowing and coiling of the whole embryo occurs within the
unhatched egg ( Nusslein-Volhard et al 1984). Here, rather, the size and position of the
unhatched embryo are normal, but the ventral midline is not. Defined by the location of
ventral denticle bands, and sometimes showing B1 characteristics, the embryo’s ventral
midline moves around the dorsolateral circumference of the embryonic body (Fig. 43).

(i)

V
ii)

¥
Fig. 43Axial twists : schematic.Ventral midline (striped) moves around embryonic
circumference as it progresses from posterior to anterior.

This is not a contortion of the whole embryo. When present, head and telson structures are
correctly aligned along the egg long-axis (Fig. 44b). Rather, a global drift has occurred in the
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embryonic ventral midline with respect to that of the egg, so that it no longer runs in a direct
line between anterior and posterior poles.

Fig. 44.Axial Twists.The ventral midline, identified by the ventral denticle bands, curls around
the embryo.

Note normal axial alignment of terminal structures in (b,below).
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This topology must result from an abnormality occurring before or at gastrulation, since it is
the morphogenetic movements which occur at this stage that irreversibly fix the ventral
midline’s location. It could derive from a direct skewing of these movements, or from an
earlier misalignment of the dorsal system’s activity peak with regard to the egg’s DV axis or a
successive AP locations. Thus, the phenotype points to a malleability of the DV axis with
respect to the perturbations which elicit it.

Twists arise from diverse perturbations.

Like most DV-related syndromes, the twist phenotype is rare. It was identified in 19 out of
3021 embryos that were permeabilised only - 0.63% - and 123 out of 10535 embryos that
were additionally shocked, 1.2%(P<0.05).
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Fig 45(a,b).Stage and treatment related overall occurences of axial twists.Graphs as figs
13(stages) & 16 (treatments).45a - P<0.05 comparing stages 1-3 with 5-7.45b - P<0.05
compared to control for treatments 5,6,8,9,10,11,13.

Overally, twist embryos appear to be elicited more effectively at earlier stages of perturbation
(Fig. 45a) and only slightly at late blastoderm and early gastrulation stages. This result argues
against their generation by direct intervention in morphogenesis, and for an earlier cause.
Their overall treatment sensitivities appear similar to syndrome B ’s, since high and low pH
shock and cobalt chloride are effective generators of the phenotype; A-syndrome generators
such as calcium ionophore, mechanical agitation and nocadazole are not effective (Fig.
45b),suggesting that simple ectopic specification of the ventral midline is not sufficient to
account for the phenotype.

Within this broad treatment sensitivity, individual treatments are diverse in their effects, with
no clear concentration related profiles for pH or cobalt chloride shock (data not shown). The
twisted-axis phenotype may therefore not derive from the disruption of a specific system, but
variously from a range of perturbations whose impact on DV order is oblique.

5.6 .3.F ram e-shifted phenotypes suggest t h at AP and DV axes can be
uncoupled.
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Fig. 46.Frame-shifted phenotypes.(a)Abdomen of hatched larva bearing syndrome. Compare
count of successive denticle bands to Fig. 47.(b)Compare count of successive denticle bands to
Fig. 47 note fusion at ventral midline of third thoracic and first abdominal segment (arrows).

One striking syndrome,which turns out to be related to the twisted phenotype, initially appears
to be a bizarre defect in segmentation, one in which, despite the presence of segment fusions
and even ventral gaps, an addition of material seems to have occurred (Fig. 46, a and b).
Counting down the ventral midline, one segment too few is encountered. Counting down
either lateral edge of the ventral hypoderm strip, the correct metameric number is observed.
But, if the count is made taking the array as a whole, and adjusting the count, in standard
procedure, for the presence of obvious fusions, the result is one segment too many (Fig. 47).
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Fig. 47 Frame-shifted phenotype : counting problem.
Counting down the midline, there is one band too few. Counting down left or right
sides, the right number of bands are found, but these two counts do not match. If
compensation for fusions at numbers two and eight (counting medially) is made, there is one
band too many.

How can this phenotype be explained? The hypothesis favoured here is that the two halfs of
the ventral hypoderm have become mismatched, as if one side had hœ n frame-shifted relative
to the other, at gastrulation (Fig. 49). This frame-shifting is not easy to assess in the
abdomen where successive segments are phenotypically similar, but scrutiny of the thorax of
many such embryos confirms this analysis (Figs 46b;48): they frequently contain segments
whose characteristics change abruptly from third thorax to first abdominal at the ventral
midline, and sometimes have a double overlap (Fig 48 ).
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Fig 48.Note ventral midline fusions of two abdominal denticle bands with thoracic bands at
ventral midline (red arrows) denoting a double fiame-shifL

In order to generate the phenotype at gastrulation, the direction of movement of the blastoderm
cell sheet must be offset with regard to the orientation of the metameric bands (Fig. 49b).
Normally, prospective segment borders are aligned parallel to the movement of the
gastrulating cell sheet and perpendicular to the ventral midline (Fig. 49a), but here the
relationships must be skewed (Fig. 49b) so that ventral hypoderm regions to either side of the
invaginating mesoderm are not brought together in precise register. Secondary cell-interactive
and morphogenetic regulation of the hypoderm would nevertheless fashion integrated ventral
bands, albeit with positional identities that switched at the ventral midline.

VM

(ii)

(b)

KM

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

2
3
4

Fig. 49.Hypothesis to explain ffame-shift phenomenon.Thick line, ventral hypoderm (actual
or prospective). Thin line, dorsal hypoderm. VM, Ventral midline. G, direction of
gastrulation.
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(a)Normal embryo. Ventral midline and direction of gastrulation are correctly aligned relative
to metameric array. Each metamere is brought into contact with its other half when the
mesoderm imaginâtes at gastrulation.
(b) Abnormal embryo.(i)Ventral midline and direction of gastrulation are offset with respect to
metameric array.(ii)inappropriate metameres are brought together.(iii)When morphogenesis is
complete, the characteristic frame-shift morphology results. Note resolution of counting
problem, and adjacent ventral band linkage by dorsal borders.

One striking implication of this hypothesis must be that adjacent split-identity segments
ventrally must be continuous with one another dorsally, for the two halfs of a frame-separated
ventral band must be linked (Fig. 49b). Analysis of the dorsal metameric borders of frameshifted embryos verifies this unusual prediction (Fig 50).
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m

Fig SO.Dorsal segment borders link successive hybrid ventral denticle bands.

The frame-shift phenotype thus appears to represent a situation in which the normally precise
orthogonal relationship between segmental and DV organisation has been lost, so that one has
drifted or been pushed into misalignment with respect to the other. The situation may be
similar to that observed in ‘twisted axis’ embryos (above).Indeed, frame- shift characteristics,
of ventrally-fused segments with different identities,are observed in some embryos that had
been scored as twists .The frame-shift and twist phenotypes therefore demonstrate that the
relationship between AP and DV axes is not merely of great importance, but a non-trivial
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aspect of embryonic organisation that is open to perturbation and must be precisely
maintained.

Frame-shift phenomenology is heterogeneous but unusual.
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Fig 51(a,b).Stage and treatment related generation of frameshift phenotypes.Graphs as figs
13(stages) & 16 (treatm ents).5laf<0.01 comparing stage 2 to other stages.51bf<0.05 for all
numbered bars compared to controls.

14 out of 3021 control cuticles manifested frame-shift phenotypes, 0.46% of the total
generated. When additional shocks were applied, 142 of the total 10535 cuticles, only 1.35%,
developed with the syndrome (P<0.05). The phenotype developed at similar levels at
individual treatment stages (Fig. 51a) with the striking exception of the late preblastoderm
stage. Shocks here proved twice as effective as at any other stage (P<0.01 comparing this
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perturbation stage to the next-most potent). The best generator of frame-shift phenotypes is
pH 10 shock (Fig. 51b;P<0.05 compared to next-best treatment) but beyond its unusually
isolated peak, many treatments generate the syndrome at comparable and low levels. It is
perhaps noteworthy that valinomycin and FCCP, ionophores capable of disrupting
segmentation (see Chapter 4) but with generally minor A or B syndrome effects, do show
some efficiency in generating this segmentation-related syndrome, since axial misalignment
could also result from drift in the AP relative to the DV axis.
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Fig 52.Stage / frequency distributions of frameshift generation by selected treatments,expressed
as percentage of cuticles produced at each stage.

Qualitativejndividual profiles for frame-shift generation (Fig. 52) suggest that the late
preblastoderm generative peak is not specific to pH 10, but a period of general sensitivity at
which diverse treatments elicit the syndrome. The period is interesting because it falls
between the two predicted phases of DV determination at early preblastoderm and syncytial
blastoderm phases. It coincides with the peak period for apparent dorsalisation by low pH and
just precedes that for cobalt chloride. These factors suggest that the alignment of axes is
particularly sensitive to processes preceding and culminating in the pivotal consolidation of
the DV axis during the early syncytial blastoderm.

5 .6 .4 .Sum m ary.
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Axial rotations, twists, and metameric frame-shifts are all rare phenotypes occurring in
permeabilised and subsequently shocked batches at little over 1% of total cuticles. Axial
rotations probably occur in large part due to muscular movements in late embryos. It cannot
be ruled out, however, that some of these phenotypes derive from ectopic DV axis
specification, since injection experiments involving toll embryos and gastrulation
observations have suggested that the axis is initially labile. Calcium ionophore is the best
generator of reversed / rotated axis embryos, and may elicit them with greatest efficacy at the
syncytial blastoderm stage, at which point earlier studies suggested that the calcium ion may
play a role in DV axis specification. Since these reversed-axes embryos were not themselves
ventralised, it follows that if the ion’s presence had generated them by ectopic DV
specification, it could function in this axis as a positional trigger or as a potentiating cofactor,
but not as a graded morphogen. However, further studies on gastrulating embryos are
necessary before the true nature of the axially rotated embryos is disclosed.

Twist and frame-shift phenotypes do not imply an ectopically located ventral midline, but one
which fails to maintain a straight course with respect to the eff ventral midline. In twisted
embryos an orthogonal relationship has been maintained, but in frame-shifted embryos it
appears that the two developmental axes have become uncoupled. Twisted-axial embryos are
generated at many stages by B2/B3 type perturbations, suggesting an oblique relationship
between teratological shock and phenotypic outcome. Frame-shifted embryos are generated by
many perturbations, particularly pH 10 shock, and are particularly susceptible to generation at
late preblastoderm treatment, suggesting that axial co-ordination is related to events leading up
to DV axis determination at the early syncytial blastoderm stage.

These phenotypes have no mutant equivalents. Their significance lies in the fact that, even if
mutants only affect one or other orthogonal axis, this orthogonality cannot be taken for
granted. The AP and DV genetic systems must operate in a preaxial matrix which, either
actively or implicity, preserves a specific relationship between them and itself susceptible to
perturbation.
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5 .7 .R a re

P h en o ty p es.

A number of phenotypes were obtained which, although occuring in total fewer than 20 times
each and being widely distributed among different treatments, have important implications for
DV organisation or for its relationship to segmental organisation.

5 .7.1.V entral midline di sruption and the dow nstream effects of per tur bat i on .

A small number of embryos, elicited at late stages and usually with B 1 or B2 weak dorsal
morphologies, also have ventral midline disruption (Fig. 53, a-c). This disruption typically
consisted of fusions between adjacent metameres, or narrow gaps of naked cuticle with reduced
ventral bonds to either side. Occasionally these embryos also had ventral holes.One mutant
group is known to be capable of generating comparable ventral hypoderm characteristics.
This is the spitz group (Mayer & Nusslein-Volhard 1988;see Section la and Fig 5.2) whose
members have been given a role in the subdivision of the ventral hypoderm into a narrower
longitudinal strips after gastrulation. Although similar fusions or absences in the ventral
pattern are generated by spitz- group mutants to those observed here, the mutants produce
otherwise normal embryos, whilst the teratologically derived embryos reported here are
grossly disrupted, typically in a B-syndrome manner.However,the coincidence of
characteristics reminiscent of spitz group mutants with those of weak dorsal-like embryos
supports a diagnosis in these terms.If these subtle ventral abnormalities are related \aspitz- like
transformations, they would have to result from downstream effects of treatment because the
last shock-period used in this study is at the onset of gastmlation.before the period of spitz
group activity (Mayer & Nusslein-Volhard 1988).

They illustrate an aspect of teratological

method that is probably important throughout B-syndrome phenomenology and complicates it
greatly: this is that system-perturbations resulting from teratological shock, and scored in the
larval cuticle, may actually occur or register phenotypically some time after the insult was
applied. It also illustrates the close causal relationship, concatenation and temporal integration
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of successive processes culminating in final form: the function of each new sub-system in
epigenesis is critically dependent upon conditions set by its predecessors.

Fig. 53.Ventral midline abnormalities. Note B 1/weak B2 phenotypes .(a)fusions.(b) and (c)
gaps of naked cuticle along ventral midline

5.7.2.B reakdow ns in segm ental o rd e r.
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In weak AI embryos, whose segmental organisation is easy to score, breakdowns in the
normally strictly parallel arrays of successive ventral bands are common (Fig. 54). Where
ventral hypoderm loss is extensive, the denticles can be reduced to fused bands running along
the open ventral borders (Fig. 54a). Where loss is less profound, anteroposteriorly adjacent
bands can join medially (Fig. 54b).
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Fig. 54

Deflects of segmental order in weak (Ale) A1 phenotypes.

(a)Note narrow denticle band lawn along ventral border. (b)Note fusion of onteroposteriorly
adjacent half-metameres away from ventral border.(c)Multiple fusion of posterior segments .(d)
and (e) note increasingly severe ‘funnelling’ of denticle bands towards ventral borders,
including fusion into anterior-painting lawn in (e).

Both these phenotypes are consistent with late regulation in which ventral denticle-producing
cells find similar neighbours in a classic epidermal regulative response (Locke, 1959). In
other cases, however, multiple fusions occur, frequently in a ‘funnelling’ effect which produces
an anterior-posteriorly-running denticle lawn at the ventral midline (Fig. 54, c-e). Not all such
embryos are classifiable as A phenotypes, because strong funnelling appears to be associated
with a reduction of an entirely open ventral midline to a ventral hole, although the
circumferential extent of ventral bands may still be unusually high (Fig. 54e).It is tempting to
consider such embryos in terms of late A P /D V relations, for the phenotypes may have
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emerged by very abnormal gastrulations pulling prospective metameres into inappropriate
locations (Fig. 55).

(i)

(ii)

*
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Fig. 55.Gastrulation mechanics and defects in segmental order.Grey shading ; prospective
mesoderm. Black bands : prospective ventral denticle bands (including territory, defined at
blastoderm by segmentation gene transcripts, which will invaginate to form mesoderm). Red
arrows : gastrulation movements.
In this account of the phenotypes in Fig. 54 (especially d and e), the amount and distribution
of prospective mesoderm, and the associated morphogenetic movements at gastrulation, are
abnormal.(i)Normal Embryo. Mesoderm is correctly positioned, and hypoderm seals it in.
Gastrulation parallel to alignment of metameres and perpendicular to long
axis.(ii)Overproduction of mesoderm, but assymetrically so in AP axis. Resultant
onteriorward, as well as ventral, migration of posterior prospective hypoderm pulls metameres
out of position.(iii)Mesoderm overproduction, but under production posteriorly, leads to
anteriorwards migration of prospective hypoderm as in (ii) but more severely, and causing
greater distortion. Metameres brought together at posterior to differentiate anterior-pointing
lawn.
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Additional phenotypes were observed in which individual denticle bands were set at quite
inappropriate angles to one another in a manner which seems impossible to explain
morphogenetically (Fig. 56). In these rare embryos, it appears that AP order is very weak, as
if the normal mechanisms which guarantee the correct alignment of the segmental patternforming array had been abolished. All these phenotypes therefore reiterate the necessity of
two-dimensional axial constraints on AP dynamics, but their precise nature and origin remains
a mystery.

a

Fig. 56.Denticle band misalignments.(a,top)One posterior band is aligned at right-angles to
the rest of the array, and is located well away from the ventral midline.(b)It is impossible to
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trace the location of the ventral midline in this embryo ; the normal controls governing the
strict order of the metameric array appear to have been abolished,

5 .7 .3 .S e c to ria IIy -re stric te d

AP tra n s fo rm a tio n s .

At the pole cell stage, a handful of transformations were obtained by shocks with cobalt
chloride and lowered pH in which AP pattern was differently abnormal in dorsoventrally
discontinuous longitudinal sectors (Fig. 57). Their ventral cuticle could be analysed as two
strips, usually aligned parallel to or separated by the ventral midline but in one case, veering
away from it posteriorly (Fig. 57c). Ten embryos were classified as sectorially restricted, but
some of these diagnoses may have arisen from a fortuitors pattern of gaps and fusions (e.g.
Fig. 57a).

Intriguingly, all the phenotypes observed in this class had segmentation mutant-like
transformations, and specifically segment-polarity mutant characteristics. The adjacent strips
of ventral cuticle were both transformed, in some instances (e.g. Fig. 57, b and c) in opposite
ways to either side of the longitudinal sector border. In Fig. 57b, the posterior of each band
appears to have been duplicated at the anterior’s expense to the left, and the anterior to the
posterior’s expense to the right. The result is an embryo whose segmental identify is divided
into patch and gooseberry- like domains (Nusslein-Volhard & Wieschaus 1980). This
remarkable and unique phenomenon is discussed in Section 5.9.
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Fig. 57.Sectorial restriction of AP transformations.(a,overleaf)There is an abrupt switch in the
character of the denticle bands in the posterior half of this metameric array. To the left the
bands are reduced and appear to be mirror-duplicated around a posterior denticle line. To the
right, four segments are fused into two broad past-rule like morphologies whose segmental
character appears to resemble that of the anterior infra band-region,(b,middle)A clear
ventrolateral boundary divides opposite shifts from the wild-type, toward morphologies
resem blin^^rc/i and gooseberry phenotypes respectively.(c)Transformations as in (b), but
here the boundary between opposing transformations runs obliquely around the embryo.

5.8.G enetics, Teratology and the R egulation of DV P a tte rn .
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The reader is referred to the section summaries for the analysis of A and B syndromes . Here,
it is merely noted that syndrome A cuticles appear to derive from ventralising of DV pattern,
and syndrome B cuticles to include embryos that were generated by dorsalisation. The
teratological analysis of these contrasting morphologies accords with their phenotypic
diagnosis as opposite transformations of pattern, and suggests that post-fertilisation DV
patterning dynamics consists of the following early embryonic phases:

(a)

an early period of high lability to ventralisation in the preblastoderm, peaking in the
first 20 minutes after fertilisation, and involving peri vitelline factors, the egg
cytoskeleton, the calcium ion and raised pH;

(b)

an intermediate period from late preblastoderm to the pole cell stage, during which
the syncytial blastoderm is constructed. The embryo is sensitive to dorsalisation and
to disruption of AP / DV relations,but not highly to ventralisation;

(c)

a very brief period in the early syncytial blastoderm, of high calcium sensitivity and
involving microtubules.

This picture’s temporal profile is summarised in Fig. 58. In addition to the two key phases
(a) and (c), there appears to be an additional period of weak dorsal-ventral lability towards the
onset of gastrulation, whose sensitivity is primarily towards morphogenetic and cell
communicative disturbances and which pH, rather than calcium shock, perturbs more
effectively.
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Fig. 58.Putative phases of DV lability .The graph shows the sensitivity-profile of DV order to
perturbations of different structural and physiological components at successive stages, based
on the analyses of this study. The physiological components, and genes active at the same
time, are listed below the graph. The system sensitivity resolves into a major (phase A)
preblastoderm phase and a minor (phase B) syncytial blastoderm stage. There may also be a
minor lability late in development.

S .S .l.P h y sio logical facto rs and DV o rd e r.

The immediate targets of the perturbations deployed in this research programme are not genes
or specialised structures, but physiological and structural factors intrinsic to the fundamental
organisation of the cell: its membrane channels and receptors, cytoskeleton and ionic mileu.
The fact that shocks involving these general factors may have such effects in the DV system,
but not on the other genetic pattern-forming mechanisms of early Drosophila development
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(save possibly in gap gene-related segmental regulation - see chapter 4), suggests that aspects
of more general cellular organisation are closely involved in, or co-opted for use by, the DV
system. What roles might such factors play?

Raised cytoplasmic pH is generally associated with increases in the level of activity of cell
systems (see Chapter 3); its association here with ventral pattern, and of lowered pHj with
dorsalisation, suggests an association with the assymetrically localised mobilisation of cellular
activity and corresponding ventral fate. Raised pHi might, for instance, be a necessary
corrolate for effective functioning of the dorsal-group system, and cell pHi-related activity
levels might influence the lateral extent of cell-sheet signals such as the d p p ^ product; the
fact that raising pHi is not an exceptionally potent influence on DV pattern suggests that its
roles are indeed oblique and conditional, not direct or integral.

The potential DV roles of the cytoskeleton are many, and most obviously it could be used to
bind or transport determinants, as it is in the AP pattern (Berleth et al,1988;Wharton & Struhl
1989 ). It may play such a function with respect to the cactus product ( Rushlow et al 1989),
and may also bind and localise plasma membrane receptors and cell-interaction molecules such
as to ll’s receptor (Chasan & Anderson 1989 ). There is also evidence for deeper and earlier
cytoskeletal influence on DV pattern. The cell-shape changes associated with profound KIO
and gurken!torpedo dorsal/ventral shifts suggest a deep link between DV pattern formation and
the structural and architectural integrity of the egg, as does the striking and atypical resistance
of pattern in this axis to disruption by centrifugation. The dorsal-group mutant nudel
produces dorsalised embryos but also weakens the integrity of eggs so that they collapse on
dechorionation (Anderson & Nusslein-Volhard,1986) and pelle has a cold-sensitive allele (
Muller-Holtkamp et al, 1985). All these factors suggest that a close relationship between the
cytoskeleton and DV order does indeed exist. In addition to binding determinants, the
cytoskeleton may play other roles, in the organisation of morphogensis, and in AP / DV axial
co-ordination: these are considered below.
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Two roles of the calcium ion relate to aspects of the cell physiology we have just discussed.
The state of the cytoskeleton, including actin/myosin mobility and microtubule
polymerisation, is intimately related to the cytosolic level of the free ion (see Chapter 3) and
its presence or absence could thereby influence cytoskeletal function. In addition, calcium,
like pHi, rises in association with cellular activation in general, and is thereby used to
facilitate functions such as raised enzyme activity which may have indirect or direct DV
relevance. Levels of metabolic activity have long been associated with morphogenetic
gradients, but have seldom in postwar years been given an active or determinative, rather than
secondary or derivative place in pattern forming events. The modem exception is Lovtrup’s
work on the organisation of the animal / vegetal axis in Xenopus, a perspective in little favour
beyond Denmark’s shores. More subtle gradations in metabolic rate have, however, been
suggested as an early factor in the development of the amphibian D/V, gastrulating axis (
Cooke & Webber,1985 ).

The calcium ion may, on the basis of results described in this study, play more integral roles
in DV patterning system: is there genetic evidence to support this?

Calcium and the establishment o f the dorsal product gradient.

The uptake of dorsal's product into the blastoderm nuclei is thought to be achieved in a graded
ventral-to-dorsal fashion through the activation of dorsal group genes products, including toll’s
and easter’s ,ventrally (Fig. 2). Genetic evidence currently suggests that these two products
activate one another in a spatially restricted positive feedback loop that may lead to the required
gradation in dorsal product-releasing activity; however, toll’s product must be activated
initially by a different ventral trigger to unleash its cross-activating cascade with the easter
product ( Chasan & Anderson 1989 ).

Easter and another dorsal-group gene, snake, have been found to encode serine proteases with
extra-cytoplasmic domains ( Chasan & Anderson 1989 ; De Lotto & Spierer,1986 ). The
presence of these molecules (the snake protease is similar to human clotting factor DC)
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suggests that this stage of dorsal group function may be a form of proteolytic cascade ( Furie
& Furie 1988 ) culminating in the dorsal / cactus cleavage.

Such cascades require calcium and indeed

projected product has a calcium-binding site (

De Lotto & Spierer,1986). One possible mechanism for activating the system ventrally
would therefore be an assymetric distribution of this ion, either cytoplasmically or in the
perivitelline space. Alternatively, calcium could be homogeneously distributed and act as a
necessary cofactor in a system activated by other means. This latter possibility is not ruled
out by the experiments described in this study, but it is not strongly favoured. For instance, if
calcium;’s role were entirely permissive, we would expect cobalt chloride to elicit weak
dorsalisation, but we would not expect calcium ionophore to elicit ventralisation.

The ion’s concentration could itself be raised ventrally by an assymetry in another factor, such
as a perivitelline ligand or plasma membrane receptor. It could also acquire a graded
distribution through the electrophoretic segregation of calcium pumps and channels (Jaffe
1981). A mechanism employing calcium is an attractive hypothesis because it links the
Drosophila DV system to a wide variety of morphogenesis-related systems which employ
ions to break symmetry (reviewed in Nuccitelli,1984). In addition, a variety of related
processes could be marshalled around the presence of this versatile ion.

5.8.2.Structural factors and parallel pathways in late DV determination.

Toll has been found to encode a transmembrane protein with homologies to chaoptin
(Hashimoto et al 1988), implicating its product not only in the activation of the dorsal
gradient, but also in the regulation of cell-cell adhesion (Van Vector et al, 1988;Reinke et al
1988). There is indeed a dorsal-to-ventral, squamous-to-columnar transition in blastoderm cell
shape (Poulson,1950;Anderson 1987) which correlates with fo/Z'j projected activated
distribution, and changes co-ordinately with the modification of cell fate in mutants
(Anderson,1987;Schupbach,1987). There is clearly a possibility that in addition to its role in
the dorsal activation circuitry, toll s product has a morphogenetic function. Indeed the gene’s
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zygotic product, identical to maternal toll, is expressed solely at sites of late embryonic
invagination (Gerttula et al 1988). Maternal toll product may therefore play a role in
gastrulation.

There is evidence, however, that the morphogenetic movements of gastrulation are themselves
necessary elements in DV pattern formation. Gastrulation defective's range of dorsalised
phenotypes have been interpreted as a failure to organise gastrulation and correspondingly to
allocate ventral hypodermal fates ( Konrad et al,1988b). This analysis is supported by the
finding that a dorsalised phenotype similar to snail’s can be elicted through simple physical
inhibition of gastrulation, by injecting RGD-peptides into the perivitelline space just prior to
gastrulation ( Naidett et al,1987). This suggests that cell fates are not set determinatively by
pre-gastrulation gene activity, but are also dependent on, and realised through, the
morphogenetic movements of gastrulation itself.Ventral hypoderm can develop in the absence
of gastrulation in double-mutants of dorsal and the zygotic ventralising mutant dppHin ^nd in
Taterahsing’ alleles of easter (Chasan & Anderson 1989 ). Gastrulation may therefore be one
mechanism leading to the suppression of the

product's dorsalising influence.

If gastrulation-related processes are necessary for normal patterning in the hypoderm, and if
gastrulation is regulated by mechanisms additional to the dorsal product's downstream effects,
dorsal’s product may not be a sole and cardinal determinant of future development in this axis,
but a central route within one or more parallel pathways also required for DV pattern, whose
integration is achieved by mechanisms operating prior to the establishment the dorsal product
gradient

5.8.3.Priming the system:

the role of post-fertilisation events.

The small number of ventralised phenotypes, but wide disparity of final form, elicited by 5|im
and 10|im A23187, suggested that the period in which syncytial blastoderm patterning is
calcium-sensitive may be acute, but very brief (section IV.c.). In all likelihood, it occurs as
the syncytial blastoderm is established: at this stage thodorsal -protein nuclear gradient first
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appears (Steward,1989), and calcium may be thereafter redeployed in the regulation of cortical
nuclear division (Wolff 1985;Foe & Alberts 1983). It is likely that the egg cortex is primed
to be triggered into DV patterning as soon as syncytial nuclei arrive from the egg yolk.The
conditions for the ensuing DV events must thus be set earlier, during oogenesis as well as,
according to the sensitivity profiles of some temperature sensitive DV mutants (Anderson &
Nusslein-Volhard,1986 ) and the data in this study, the earliest post-fertilisation stages.

Perturbations at this stage result in torpedo, not toll- like phenotypes in a great majority of
the ventralised cuticles,and far more embryos with syndome A characteristics are elicited here
than at any other stage,indicating that physiological disturbance plays its major role at this
point Perturbations appear to reflect two different controls on DV order: mechanical
agitation suggests that perivitelline factors are lost at this stage whose role is to suppress
prospective ventral fate dorsally; other factors, such as calcium ionophore, appear to derive
from an overactivation or overpotentiation of prospective ventral fate ventrally (section IV.f.).
These two influences may determine fate antagonistically. Torpedo 2tnd gurken mutations
could theoretically act either by depleting the anti-ventral perivitelline factors, or over
producing factors whose effects are mediated ventrally by processes which include raised
calcium or pH.

The structure of DV pattern formation’s genetic and physiological sub-systems, suggested by
our current limited knowledge, and supplemented by the conclusions of this study, is presented
in Fig. 59.

5.9.G enetics, T eratology an d the AP / DV R elationship.

Sections VI and VII included phenotypes which suggest that the orthogonal relationship of AP
and DV pattern forming systems should not be taken for granted as an a priori condition of
subsequent analysis (North,1986 ).
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Fig. 59.Progressive elaboration of DV order.The rectangle can be taken schematically to
represent an oocyte / embryo, with the prospective ventral midline running down the left edge.
Successive developmental stages are separated vertically. Different system components are
placed according to their stage and DV locations relative to other components and final fate.
Arrows trace the elaboration of DV pattern through specific reorganisations and component
interactions. The scheme illustrates a range of possibilities rather than a specific hypothesis.
For instance, at the post-fertilisation stage, microtubules and perivitelline factors are both
given roles in both ventral activation and dorsal suppression of prospective ventral fate: their
role may be more limited.Dotted lines indicate speculative processes.
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TheKlOlgurkenltorpedo system (see Fig. 3) generates egg/perivitelline
assymettries of unknown nature but possibly involving factors and gene products shown.
These co-operate,possibly antagonistically, to produce a region of prospective ventral fate.
This region is specified, not determined, and can be respecified up to the production of the
dorsal nuclear gradient Toward the onset of the syncytial blastoderm stage, calcium and / or an
assymetrically located dorsal group-component activate the toll group and cleave dorsats cactus
-dependent cytoplasmic anchor ventrally, leading to a differential distribution of the dorsal
protein in blastoderm nuclei. Toll, dorsal and other elements in the activated mesodermal
system co-operate in the organisation of mesoderm and gastrulation. Dpp and zen become
active dorsally where dorsal's suppressing influence falls off. Dpp and (and possibly both the
mechanics ofgastrulation andventrally-specific zygotic genes as yet undiscovered) co-operate to
proportion dorsal hypoderm and ventral neurectoderm, the latter subsequently subdivided by
mechanisms involving the spitz and neurogenic groups of genes.

5 .9 .1 .C o n stra in t an d C onditioning of AP O rd e r

Even in unperturbed embryos, the orientation of these axes is probably not precisely
orthogonal, despite egg shape, until they emerge automatically so from the morphogenetic
movements of gastrulation and subsequent cell interactions. The phenotypes described in
section VI and VE, however, suggested that under perturbation, axial orthogonality can
become uncoupled beyond the regulative limits of later processes. Twisted-axis phenotypes
suggest that the embryonic midline has sheered away from the line delineated by the
morphology of the egg (Fig. 44) and in frame-shifted phenotypes this has happened to a degree
that the AP axis is effectively uncoupled from DV order.

Sectorially restricted embryos (Fig. 57) illustrate a different aspect of the relationship between
AP and DV order, the transformation of AP phenotype along a dorsoventrally limited
longitudinal strip. Two other examples of this phenomenon have been reported: in ligated
Callosobruchus embryos, the polarity of the entire AP axis can invert within a longitudinal
strip (Van der Meer 1984 ), and in some dicephalic mutants of Drosophila individual left /
right segment halfs can acquire abnormal polarity and inappropriate positional identity
(Kalthoff 1985 ). In the present study, the longitudinal sfrips appeared to be transformed to
segment polarity phenotypes.
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What unites all these forms is that they sustain sharp discontinuities in their DV axes despite
considerable sectoral length in the long-axis. Van der Meer (1984) has suggested that the
abrupt sectoral discontinuity may in some cases be an artefact ofgastrulation, but since the
sectoral border is not always at the ventral midline, this cannot generally be so.

At the very least, the phenomenon suggests that the movement of AP components is strongly
constrained in the DV axis: whether normal or aberrant, AP processes in which diffusion or
longitudinal transport is involved are given longitudinal but not transverse freedom of
operation. Foe and Alberts (1983) have suggested that the phenotype may derive from the
consu-aint of AP pattern by longitudinal fibres located around the embryos subcortical
circumference (Fig. 60).

sectorised
cortex

sectorised
yolk system

Fig. 60.Sectorisation of blastoderm relative to longitudinal yolk fibres. Adapted from Foe and
Alberts (1983). The yolk contains long-axis fibres (shown in cross section:white circles) in
dynamic communication via cytoskeletal elements (dotted lines) with the blastoderm cortex.
The system restricts AP component migration to longitudinal cortical sectors defined by
different longitudinal yolk fibres.

The sectorially restricted phenotype may also, however, point to a subtle DV role in the
background conditions of AP pattenung. In order to generate segment polarity phenotypes
sectorially, some factor must become assymetrically distributed around the DV axis which is
required for correct operation of the cell communication circuits whose failure leads to segment
polarity morphology ( Martinez-Arias et al 1988). The possibility of such an assymetry is
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highlighted by the apparently opposite transformations of phenotype, to either side of the
wild type state, in some of the cases observed (Fig. 57b). Factors required for AP patterning
may thus have become skewed from their normal DV axial distribution (Fig. 61).

gsbA

dorsal

rs-norm al state
"— p t c
vm

d o rs a l

Fig.61.0pposed transformations in adjacent sectors.(i)The normal distribution of a factor
(shown as homogeneous,stippled) becomes skewed,so that it is more abundant than normal in
some regions and less in others.(ii)The factor is required for normal segment polarity
patterning and its absence or overabundance have different- possibly opposite - phenotypic
effects.

It is not clear whether the DV constraint and possible modulation of AP order apparent from
sectorially restricted AP transformations reflects the involvement of the DV pattern-forming
system itself: transverse constraint could be guaranteed by a structure without clear DV
polarity itself and quite independent from pattern formation in this axis.

5.9.2.A P an d DV axes in teract.

There is genetic and morphological evidence to suggest that the AP and DV systems are
actively integrated at many developmental stages.In the complex cell interactions which honedown developmental pattern during germ band extension and retraction, at least two segment
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polarity genes, engrailed mùwingless, are regulated differentially around the DV axis (
DiNardo et al,1988; Baker 1988); and cells which have not been allocated their appropriate
central fate in gastrulation defective mutants appear to be ‘mopped up’ by the AP regulative
system, and translated into extra naked cuticle between reduced denticle bands (Konrad et
al, 1988b). Many B category embryos probably result from similar regulations-by (B l, B2), or
disruptions-of (B2, B4) these late operating systems.

In wild-type embryos, there is a clear anterior-posterior sequence in the overt, morphological
manifestation of (para)segments (Poulson 1950 ); gastrulation defective mutants show
gradations in both the severity of final phenotype, and the earlier loss of ventral furrow, along
their AP axes in mutants of increasing strength (Konrad et al,1988b).During the blastoderm
stages, there is evidence of a direct modulation of AP dynamics by DV order, supporting a link
between the sectorial constraint / transformation of segmental pattern formation discussed
above, and DV patterning itself. The transcripts of the gene fushi tarazu have a DV polarity
which is lost in dorsal mutants ( Carroll et al, 1987). Transcript bands of many segmentation
genes emerge in a clear ventral-to-dorsal (and anterior-to-posterior) sequence ( eg.Kilcherr et
al,1986;Weir & Komberg 1985 ) and transverse ligation of Callosobruchus embryos induces a
greater gap phenomenon dorsally than ventrally, indicating that ventral AP patterning is more
advanced (Van der Meer 1979).

Finally, during oogenesis, the DV axis has AP polarity. The oocyte nucleus, whose role in
symmetry-breaking may be crucial, is located not only dorsally but anteriorly, and
correspondingly many KIO mutants are frequently more dorsalised at their anterior than
posterior poles ( Wieschaus 1979 ; very rarely,similar embryos appeared to be obtainable
teratologically - see Fig lib ). The DV system components encoded by capucinno and spire
also play roles in early AP events, for these genes mutate to produce a combined knirps'l
dorsal' phenotype ( Manseau & Schupbach 1989 ).

5.9.3.A p re -a x ia l m a trix in early p a tte rn o rg an isatio n .
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Although the AP, segmental system of Drosophila is, essentially, functionally autonomous
throughout early pattern formation, it appears to be constrained, and regulated subtly, in the
DV axis. Some aspects of the subtle regulation may be genetic (as in the relationship
between Fushi tarazu and dorsal - Carroll et al 1987),whilst aspects of the constraint may be
structural (for instance, the explanation of sectorial restriction offered by Foe and Alberts
(1983). Collectively, we can envisage such constraints and oblique regulations as a functional
matrix in which AP patterning is embedded. Since the egg’s DV order is deeply imbued in the
organisation of the egg and since DV functions can affect AP ones (but not vice-versa), it is
reasonable to expect a close correspondence between some aspects of the DV system (for
instance, the system whose malfunction causes egg collapse in nudel' embryos) and the
physical organisation of such a matrix.

DV order can re-establish itself after profound perturbations. It is remarkably insensitive to
centrifugation, reiterating its deep-structural associations, and ligation or cold shock can
produce parallel embryos ( Sander 1971;Miya & Kobashi 1974 ) - up to four side by side - in
lower insects. This happens without the profound disruptions of axial relations obtained in
this study, suggesting that the DV axis is not only robust and regulative, but plays a role in
establishing the correct relative alignment of the AP axis.

A pre-axial matrix cannot be absolutely related to DV order, however, because in frame-shifted
embiyos the DV axis has drifted with respect to metameric order: the two alignments have
become uncoupled. The phenotype could, however, represent the unmooring of APconstraining aspects of the matrix from DV system's influence or control. The peak
generability of frame-shifted phenotypes during the late preblastoderm - when the basic cortical
organisation of the blastoderm stage is under active construction- suggests that the
mechanisms or structures whereby orthogonality is guaranteed may normally inhere in the
fundamental structure of the syncytial blastoderm cortex,and be a generic/ather than a
specialised,consequence of the organisation of the insect egg.The concept of the preaxial
matrix is discussed in chapter 7.
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In summary, it should be noted that these subtle A P /D V relations make the cartesian
analysis of axial pattern formation in Drosophila appear an oversimplification. Not only are
there specific interactions between AP and DV processes; the AP positional system appears to
operate within a two-dimensional matrix whose constraining and conditioning functions are
DV-related and whose components may be continuous with the DV system: metaphorically,
AP and DV information are not ‘written on’ the same, neutral background. The AP
information is ‘written over’ a background constructed and conditioned by DV order.
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Chapter 6.

Corroborative Studies

The results in part 4 and 5 highlight the centrality of the organism’s structural and physiological
organisation to its early ontogeny. They have diagnosed system-failures whose first effects should
be observable in the late blastoderm and gastrulating embryo. Analysis during this period is
necessary to test and if possible extend the conclusions based on larval phenotype alone.

This chapter addresses these issues. The conclusions from direct early-embryo analysis are few so
far, since unexpected technical complications precluded extensive analysis of blastulae and
gastrulae. These complications are described below. Although it has not, therefore, been possible
so far adequately to test all the diagnoses arising from larval phenotype, a number of significant
observations have been made. The first section in this chapter describes the morphological studies
made on late blastulae and gastrulae to date. The second section briefly describes
additional,electrophysiological studies made using a vibrating probe electrode.

6.1.

Gastrulation Observed

6.1.1.Normal Gastrulation
c e p h a lic

f o ld
dorsal

fo ld s
p o sterio r

a n terio r

m id g u t

m id g u t
m esoderm ,

Fig 1.Gastrulation (schematic).Arrows denote moiphogenetic invaginations.See text.

The gastrulating Drosophila embryo goes through a complex sequence of morphogenetic tissue
movements, reflecting both functional and evolutionary constraints, as the single-layered
blastoderm cell sheet is transformed into the three-layered germ band (Poulson 1950;Hartenstein &
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Campos-Ortega 1985). The invaginations at gastulation are separate for mesoderm and endoderm,
occuring along the ventral midline and near the egg poles respectively. Posterior endoderm
invagination is accompanied by germ band extention. The process of gastrulation is shown
schematically in fig. 1 and pictured in living embryos in fig.2. The most important diagnostic
landmarks are :

(a)

The ventral furrow and invaginating mesoderm.

(b)

The cephalic fold, a shallow furrow separating the anterior third from the rest of the

blastoderm. Its functions and mode of formation are probably mechanical ones, associated with
germ band extension.

(c)

The dorsal folds. These appear on the dorsal side of the blastoderm,as the cells are

compressed towards the anterior and pulled ventrally as the germ band extends.

(d)

The extending germ band. The pole cells migrate dorsally on a flattened dorsal plate, then

invaginate as the germ band migrates along the egg's dorsal side, eventually as far as the cephalic
furrow. The site of the pole cell ingression is also the source of the invaginating endoderm, the
posterior midgut furrow.

(e)

The anterior midgut furrow, anterior to the cepholic fold and ventrally located, where the

anterior endoderm invaginates. Eventually the two endoderm invaginations fuse to form a
continuous alimentary canal.
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Fig 2.Early gastrulation.Three views.In (a,top) the ventral mesoderm (below the yolk) has begun
to invaginate but no other morphogenetic movements have begun.In (b.middle) the cephalic fold
and stomodeal opening are visible anteriorly (left) and posteriorly the flattened dorsal plate has
formed and begun to carry the pole cells anteriorly and dorsally .In (c,bottom)the pole cells are
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migrating internally as germ band extension carries the posterior midgut invagination anteriorly
along the egg's dorsal surface.The major dorsal folds are visible and the cephalic fold and anterior
midgut furrow well-defined.

6 .1 .2 .C ell

S hape

T ra n s itio n s

In transverse section, the shape of cells varies continuously in the late blastoderm dorsal-ventral
axis (Poulson 1950; Anderson, 1987). Ventrally, cells form first and are initially more columnar
than others. Laterally, cells are more cuboid, becoming elongated and squamous dorsally. At
gastrulation ( fig 3), the ventral-most cells acquire a rounded, mesodermal morphology and
invaginate (fig.3a,b). This more rounded character extends centrally, but laterally and dorsally the
cells become highly elongated and squamous,and overlap due to compressions associated with germ
band extension : anterior to the cephalic fold they retain a more cuboidal morphology and the
gastrulating cell sheet is thinner (fig 3c).
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Fig 3.Gastrulation in cross-section.(a,top): transverse section showing segregation of mesodermal
cells.Note cell shape transition from mesodermal to ventral (columnar)to dorsal (thin and
overlapping).(b,middle) transverse section of embryo completing mesoderm invaginaion and
hypodermal closure.(c,bottom)parasagittal section: note different morphology of the dorsal cell
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sheet anteriorly and posteriorly to the cephalic fold,reflecting mechanical factors associated with the
impending germ band extension.

6 .1 .3 .G astru latio n observed : m ethods an d snags.

(i) Live Embryos

Most of the embryos treated in this project were subsequently incubated under paraffin oil (see
chapter 3). The optical characteristics of this oil made it unsuitable for observations of live
embryos, since birefringence obscures a clear image of the egg, in particular by causing a dark band
around the perimeter of the image. Better optical quality could be obtained using Halocarbon oil
no. 56 (Hackensack products,New Jersey; see Section 3) whose effects on viability were actually
slightly superior to mineral oil's. Further constraints, however, arose early in the experimental
programme: the laboratory's supply of halocarbon oil ran out, to be discontinued by the supplier
and replaced with a different fluorinated hydrocarbon oil, Fluorolube. This oil proved to be toxic
to permeabilised embryos, as did other oils such as Voltalef 10s and 3s, oils which are non-toxic
before permeabilisation.

During the limited time for which halocarbon oil permitted good observations of live
permeabilised embryos, further impediments arose. Permeabilised embros float in this oil and are
destroyed by dehydration or surface tension if they reach the surface. Cavity slides with cover slips
surmounted this problem, but made both the alignment of embryos for observation, and their
stillness for photography, hard to perfect Slide preparation was moreover laborious since mass
technique could not be used, and embryos had to be permeabilised and shocked on the slide (see
Chapter 3) : transfer of embryos from petri dishes to slides proved unprofitable since, once
permeabilised, they stick to both glass and plastic pipettes, and are destroyed given the slightest
contact with the atmosphere. Nevertheless, a number embryos were successfully observed at
gastrulation whilst oil was available, and their gastrulation frequently found to be abnormal,
indicating an early disruption in the normal pattern. The results are discussed below.

(ii) Sectioned material
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Embryos were initially fixed for sectioning according to the phase-partition method developed by
Zalokar & Erk(1977) which was subsequently modified into the basic technique shown in fig. 4.
Surprisingly however, phase-partition fixation in several forms failed to adequately fix many
embryos, and longer exposure to the fixation medium (up to 24 hours) had little improvement.
The problem turned out to be oil. Although steps had been taken to rinse the majority of the oil
away from the embryos with excess heptane and agitation,it appeared to have penetrated into the
vitelline membrane in place of the wax which the technique of Zalokar and Erk had originally used
heptane to remove, but was not itself sufficiently soluble in heptane to be removed from the
fixative's path.

The problem thus became one of removing the oil without damaging the integrity of the embryo
or affecting its amenability to fixation. This problem has not yet been rigorously solved. The
most promising strategy, however, appears to be the use,in addition to heptane, of several
dilutions of initially strong solutions of detergents such as triton X-100. This approach can cause
additional problems since too strong a detergent will disrupt the integrity of the embryonic cell
sheet, reducing the effectiveness of fixation and making embryos tear open easily when their
vitelline membranes are removed.Moreover development must be arrested,for instance by cooling
the embryo,before this procedure is initiated since there is a possibility that it too may interfere
with development and morphogenesis.
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Fig 4 JProtocol for fixation and embedding.

Vitelline membranes were removed from successfully fixed embryos by hand, using tungsten
needles. These were made from 0.5mm tungsten wire sharpened by electrolysis in a supersaturated
solution of sodium nitrite, with a copper cathode and the tungsten wire as the anode.
Devitellinisation took place on double-sided sellotape in the fixation solution. Embryos were then
prepared for fixation according to the protocol in fig 4, which is adapted from that of EichenbergerGlintz (1979). Two resins, Araldite and Spurr’s, were used : Spurr’s was simpler to use and
produced specimens with lower resolution but visually more striking staining quality. Embryos
were aligned, prior to the setting of resin, in block moulds, using an eyelash brush, for either
transverse or sagittal sectioning. When the resin had set, blocks were trimmed for microtomy and
semi-thin sections were cut at 1.5 ym thickness using a diamond knife. They were stained for
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between 30 and 60 sec. with toluidine blue and mounted in DPX mountant on slides for light
microscopy.

Gastrulation observed : results

Abnormalities of gastrulation are a feature of many pattern-forming mutants.The reader is refererred
particularly to the analyses of DV abnormality at this stage by Anderson & Nusslein-Volhard
(1984,1985a) and Schupbach (1987) ; and to more diverse mutant analyses by Schupbach and
Wieschaus (1986 ; 1989).

A relatively small number of embryos were successfully analysed : a total of 39 sectioned embryos
of which only 16 were from eggs permeabilised during the early preblastoderm ; and 52 live
embryos. The results are not, therefore a comprehensive phenomenology of permeabilised
embryonic development at gastrulation, and do no more than indicate part of the range of
abnormality which occurs at this stage. The following phenotypes were observed.

6.1.4.Structural Failures

(a)

Failures o f blastoderm organisation.
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Fig 5.Failure to form a blastoderm.Transverse section,3.75 hrs.See text.

Fig.5 Shows a transverse section through an embryo treated at the preblastoderm stage in which
no blastoderm has been formed. There is no clear segregation of egg contents between core and
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cortex, and no clear nuclear or cytoplasmic organisation internally. Such an embryo, fixed at 3.75
hours development, clearly underwent developmental arrest in response to pertubation. Its
structure has in fact degenerated from that of a normal preblastoderm egg, in which at least some
nuclear / cytoplasmic order and core / periphery segregation are visible.

(b) Disorganised blastoderm

Fig 6.Disorganised blastoderm,transverse section.See text.

Fig. 6 shows sections of 3.75 hour embryos perturbed at early preblastoderm. Similar phenotypes
were obtained after treatment at the early syncytial blastoderm.Here,the cellularised morphology
characteristic of late blastoderms and of early gastrulae has either not developed, or has broken
down. Nuclear divisions appear in places to have been abnormally orientated, and cellularisation is
largely absent. No basement membrane has formed at the inner edge of the periplasmic layer. It
may also notable that there has been an abnormal segregation of yolk contents, in which all the
granules have migrated peripherally (this may of course be a preparation artefect). The number of
cortical nuclei is comparable to that of a normal late blastoderm embryo, so the phenotype has not
derived from mitotic failure. It appears, rather, to reflect a breakdown in the spatial organisation of
mitoses and thus a failure in the overall organisation and structural integrity of the cortex
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(c) Blastoderm Incomplete

"

'" r W ;

Fig 7.Incomplete blastoderms.(a,top) sagittal section;(b,below,live embryo in bright-field.See text.

A number of embryos were observed in which blastoderm formation was incomplete. Fig.7a
shows a sagittal section through an embryo which was treated at the early preblastoderm stage and
which has a disorganised blastoderm as described above. In addition,however, its blastoderm is
incomplete dorsally. A mass of dark-staining cytoplasmic material extends from a dorsomedial
site, where no blastoderm has formed, along the whole dorsal side of the egg. This material
contains a number of nuclei. Local blastoderm failure was observed in several occasions, at dorsal,
anterior and posterior locations. A live embryo with blastoderm failures at the posterior pole is
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shown in fig 7b. Given the small sample size the lack of ventral blastoderm failure is probably
insignificant. However, it is worth noting that in most insects the blastoderm is at its thickest
and most dense ventrally, and usually becomes organised earliest here too (Anderson 1972). This
assymettry coincides,in many embryos, with the establishment of the germ anlage in this region.
Covert assymettries in blastoderm organisation or robustness may conceivably persist here in
Drosophila , both as an historical legacy and an organisational necessity.

(d) Disorganised Gastrulae

Fig S.Disorganised gastrulation.Live embryo at 3.5 hours.See text.

Fig. 8 shows a live embryo, similar to the sectioned embryo above in in fig. 6, in which
blastoderm organisation is incomplete. A clear, columnarly-organised strip of blastoderm has not
formed, and cellularisation has not occured : somatic buds are clearly visible at many locations.
However, the embryo is clearly undergoing at least a partial gastrulation. Mesoderm has formed
posteriorly, and germ band extension with a posterior midgut furrow is visible.These
characteristics were frequently observed during the study in embryos which subsequently went into
developmental arrest .The phenomenom is discussed below.In the embryo shown here,the anterior
organisation is also very abnormal. In addition, it appears that slight invaginations or ingressions
of cortical nuclei may be occuring at dorsal locations.
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6.1.5.D orsal-ventral Abnormalities

The hypothetical link between syndrome A and ventralisation could not be adequately tested, since
too few embryos were obtained from preblastoderm treatment - only sixteen in all - to gain a clear
picture on this important question, eight of these embryos were necrotic, three were normal,and
the remaining five did not show torpedo -like mesoderms,although they did produce interesting
abnormalities of cell shape transition in the dorsal-ventral axis. These abnormalities are considered
below.

Features consistent with dorsalisation are observed in gastrulae

Embryos with characteristics of weak dorsal phenotypes were observed after pole cell-stage
permeabilisation and cobalt chloride treatment. In several cases, germ band extension occured, but
mesoderm did not form, and the cephalic fold was more pronounced ventrally than dorsally
(fig.9a,9b : no additional mesoderm was observed in any section of these embryos). Other
apparently dorsal-ventral related characters were also observed. In fig.9c an embryo is shown in
which the mesoderm has formed to different degrees along the anterior-posterior axis and attenuated
anteriorly . Anteriorly-restricted dorsalisation and long-axis variations in mesoderm production
were discussed in Chapter 5.
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Fig 9.Sagittal sections through embryos with weakly dorsalised characteristics. (a&b,top &
middle) note reduction / absence of mesoderm,and ventrally-skewed location of cephalic
fold.(c,bottom) parasagittal section showing uneven and anteriorly attenuated mesodem.See text.

In addition,gastrulae with slightly stronger dorsal-like characteristics were observed.Fig.lO shows a
parasagittal section through an embryo which failed to exhibit mesoderm in any section, and failed
in addition to undergo germ band extension. The posterior midgut furrow of this embryo has
infact migrated inward from the posterior pole. The cephalic fold is more pronounced ventrally
than dorsally, and the dorsal folds are abnormally deep dorsally and present ventrally.
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Fig lO.Intermediate dorsalised characteristicsParasagittal section at 3.75 hrs.See text.

6 .1 .6 .A n te rio r

A b n o rm a litie s

With the exception of failed blastoderm formation, no posterior defects were observed within the
small sample. However, many anterior abnormalities were observed, correlating with the greater
sensitivity of this region disclosed by cuticle studies. These included abnormalities in, or absence
of, both the cephalic fold and the anterior midgut furrow.For instance,fig. 11 shows a live embryo
in which the cephalic fold is poorly formed, although folding or invaginations do occur both
anteroventrally and anterodorsally.
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Fig 11.Anterior abnormalities.Live embryo at c.3.5 hrs.See text.

6 .1 .7 .C ell

S hape

T ra n s itio n s

A number of embryos were obtained among those treated at the preblastoderm stage
which,although having apparently normal or near-normal characteristics of early gastrulation when
viewed under a binocular miocroscope,were quite abnormal in transverse section.Onesuch embryo
is shown in fig 12.
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Fig 12.Cell shape abnormalities.Transverse section,c.3.5 hrs.See text.

Here,cell rounding and epithelial dissociation,and pockets of cell ingression into the interior of the
embryo, have occurred right around the axis although they are most pronounced ventrally .There is
no localised,overtly defined mesoderm although many of the cell characteristics occuring right
aroud the axis can be associated with mesodermal cell type,as opposed to tissue
morphogenesis.One interpretation of this phenomenom could therefore be an abnormal extent of
mesoderm-like cells in the dorsal-ventral axis, without successful gastrulation necessarily occuring.
Other explanations of the phenotype,such as a calcium-induced disagregation of blastoderm cells
(see Gratecos et al,1990), or an attempt by a disorganised blastoderm to gastrulate ( see above ) are
at least equally possible,however,on the morphological evidence available. Whether the cells of
such embryos are in any sense mesodermal could be determined using histological staining, for
instance using a twist antibody (Thisse et al, 1988).

6 .1 .8 . C o n c lu s io n s

Technical impediments rendered the sample size in this study too small for quantitative analysis or
extensive deductions, but some conclusions can clearly be made. First, it is clear that the
morphogenetic movements of gastrulation do become abnormal following earlier permeabilisation
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and shock treatment These abnormalities can in several cases be correlated with characteristics
observed in the larval phenotypic range. This supports the basic proposition that the majority of
the defects observed here do indeed derive from pattem-formation disruption.

Secondly, apparent examples of weakly dorsalised gastrulae were observed, and one possibility of
a more strongly dorsalised phenotype. Clear-cut ventralisations were not observed, but would not
have been expected given the small numbers of successfully-fixed preblastoderm-treated embryos.
Abnormalities in dorsal-ventral cell shape and arrangement profiles were observed in embryos
treated at this stage. If antibody studies were to reveal a dissociation between the specification of
mesodermal cell type and tissue morphogenesis in such embryos,the finding would have relevance
for the possibilities of multiple-pathway organisation of ventral fate discussed in Chapter 5.

Thirdly, it is clear that the overall integrity of the blastoderm is affected in characteristic ways by
permeabilisation. The regular cortical structure can break down, affecting the arrangement of
nuclei without necessarily impeding mitosis. Cellularisation can also fail ,but gastrulation can
nevertheless be initiated in such embryos. This phenomenom is comparable to pseudogastrulation
in amphibia (Gerhart 1980 ) and has also been reported in certain embryonic-lethal maternal
mutants of Drosophila (Schupbach and Wieschaus,1989). The occurence of such a phenomenom
suggests,once again, that gastrulation may be a process regulated by multiple factors and that, as
in amphibians, it's timing mechanisms are independent of those governing the cell cycle or other
developmental processes(Gerhart 1980). Moreover, additional morphogenetic mechanisms to celladhesive and cell-contractile epithelial sheet movements must operate in gastrulating embryos.

6.2.Gastrulation observed : manipulating the dorsal-ventral axis

Chapter 5 discussed the possibility that the calcium ion functions either as a potentiating cofactor
or a morphogen in the dorsal-ventral axis. If the ion plays such a role, it should be possible, by
respecifying its predicted spatial distribution, to affect the orientation of this axis. This could be
achieved either by microinjection of either the ion or a calcium ionophore directly into the egg, or
by local application of ionophore to a permeabilised egg. This latter technique has been used
previously in other systems. Local application of calcium ionophore to Xenopus blastulae, using
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a wick, elicits morphogenetic contractions (Moran,1985): and in ascidian eggs, the orange crescent,
the future site of gastrulation, usually develops nearest to a calcium ionophore coated rod if one is
installed in the medium close to an egg (Jeffrey,1982). This technique was adopted for use in
Drosophila.

6 .2 .1 .M e th o d s

In Jeffrey’s original (1982) method, ascidian embryos are allowed to sink at random in a beaker
with long, ionophore-coated rods at the bottom. Those that fall close (< 250 |im ) to the rods
become suitable specimens for study. This technique is inappropriate for Drosophila. It is not
possible to prepare large numbers of permeabilised embryos to scatter at random. Instead, the rods
must be brought to the embryos.

Glass dowling was drawn out over a bunsen burner to produce long tapers of glass between about
100 and 300 |im diameter. These were broken and the fragments placed between two sheets of
plain pre-folded paper. The fragments were then broken up with a rolling pin, and tipped into a
petri dish. Small rods of appropriate size - about 0.5 mm long and 0.1 to 0.2 mm wide - were
selected individually using forceps under a binocular microscope, transferred to a watch glass and
degressed in acetone.Care had to be taken to ensure that the chloroform subsequently fully
evaporated, since this solvent has a disruptive effect on early development (Smallcombe, unpub.)
Shortly before experiments, the rods were placed under a drop of ethanol containing 1 mM calcium
ionophore A23187 (free acid. Sigma) in UV light to protect the ionophore. The ethanol
evaporated to leave a fine coating of ionophore on the rods, which fluoresced blue in the UV light.
Well and evenly coated rods were selected for use.

Embryos were prepared individually for use on siliconised cavity slides. Embryos were first placed
under a droplet of octane for 30 sec, then a droplet of PPS. Care had to be taken to avoid air or
octane bubbles clinging to the embryos at the moment of transfer from octane to PPS. A fine
eyelash brush was then used to turn embryos onto their sides, exposing both dorsal and ventral
surfaces to view. Ionophore-coated rods were then positioned, using forceps and finally an eyelash
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brush, along either the dorsal or the ventral sides of the egg at a distance of about 30|im from the
egg (fig. 13).

Fig 13.Ionophore-coated bar .Here,the bar has been placed close to the embryo's ventral
surface.See text.

Embryos were treated predominantly at the pole cell and early syncytial blastoderm stages, so
further ,preblastoderm-stage, experiments are also warranted. The exposure time to ionophore was
15 minutes, after which the coated rod was discarded and the embryo thoroughly rinsed in fresh
PPS. The total exposure time to PPS was about 20 minutes ( a number of embryos were
exposed to ionophore-coated rods in PPS for 30 minutes, 1 hour and 2 hours, since a 15 minute
exposure time is rather short given the objective of the experiment. All these embryos failed to
complete cellularisation or to gastrulate ). Embryos were then transferred to oil (the siliconisation
of the slide permitted rapid removal of the PPS droplet) and incubated in a moist chamber. A fine
gauze of lens tissue was placed over the oil droplet on each slide to prevent the embryo floating to
the surface while permitting gas exchange. It was removable with forceps at gastrulation, and
replaced for observations at this stage with a small cover slip. These experiments were performed
with halocarbon oil and therefore faced the same impediments described above.

6 . 2 .2 . R e s u lts
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position.This embryo eventually failed to develop a cuticle. Fig. 14b shows an older embryo in
which an abnormal germ band arches round the cortex in the posterior part of the egg, and contains
a deep furrow ventrally which migrated from a more posterior position. Again, this embryo went
into developmental arrest.

Fig 14.Abnormal germ band extension after dorsal ionophore exposure.(a,top): c.4 hrs .lateral and
incomplete germ band extension. (b,bottom) c.5 hrs.germ band appears to loop around posterior of
egg.Note abnormal mid-ventral fold with associated invagination.See text.

Finally,another embryo which was observed, but which drifted in the oil preventing photography
and underwent arrest and structural breakdown before the situation could be rectified, failed to
extend a germ band but had what appeared to be the pole cells, clearly visible and not invaginating,
migrating anteriorly along the ventral midline of the egg (fig. 15).
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m o v e m e n t of c e lls

Fig 15.Abnormal pole cell migration (and failed invagination) seen in one embryo exposed to
dorsal ionophore.See text.

6 .2 .3 .C on clu sion

There is a strong case for extending these studies which, although only initial, and curtailed by
technical constraints, do suggest that development, and possibly the dorsal-ventral axis, are affected
differently according to the site of ionophore treatment One problem is that the possible length of
treatment is constrained by the viability of Drosophila embryos in PPS. Various strategies,
including sealing both the coated rod and the embryo within an oil film (this appeared to cause
local oxygen starvation) and conducting experiments in a weak solution of cobalt chloride ( in
order to increase the potency of a short experiment by suppressing the cell-regulated
transmembrane calcium transport : this would probably need a more calcium-specific ionophore to
work, as A23187 carries many divalent cations,cobalt included,across the plasma membrane) were
examined, but none successfully reduced the problem. It is probable that microinjection, despite
the problems of localisation of ion / ionophore at the site of injection, rather than an even
distribution right along the axis ( and of being unable to remove the agent injected), would be a
better way to investigate this problem.

6.3.EIectrophysiologicaI

Studies.

6.3.1.Ion currents in developing systems

There are good reasons to suspect that the early Drosophila egg may drive ionic currents through
the perivitelline space. First, the absolute reliance of Drosophila development on a sealed
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perivitelline space, in which ionic differences are maintained between anterior and posterior poles,
suggests that transmembrane ionic relations are closely and spatially regulated. Second, many of
the strongest and most intriguing phenotypic syndromes in this study were obtained from
treatments which affect transmembrane ionic relations.

The theory that lateral, extra-embryonic ion currents are developmentally important was developed
by Jaffe (1968) and since confirmed in many systems (reviewed in Nuccitelli,1984). Such ion
currents will occur whenever, in net terms, an embryo pumps one or more ion species out at one
location and re-admits them elsewhere. If there is a net flow of charge between the two locations,
then the ions carry an electrical current between the entry and exit regions. Ionic currents can be
used to generate gradients of both ions and electrical potential within developing organisms. These
gradients can be used to do work and to supply positional cues. Some of the roles ionic (and
particularly calcium) assymetry can play in Drosophila are discussed in Chapter 5. Electrical
potential gradients can drive electrophoretic segregation of cytoplasmic and membrane components
(Jaffe,1977), and affect the state of fixed components, such as the conductance of ion channels (Jan
& Jan,1989). Jaffe (1981) has proposed a positive feedback system between the electrophoretic
segregation of ion pumps from ion channels, and the roles these pumps and channels play in
generating the potential difference that drives their electrophoresis. These various possibilities are
summarised in fig.l6.
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Fig 16.Electrochemical generation of assymetries in cells.Autocatalytic electrophoretic segregation
of ion pumps and channels generates ionic and potential gradients in the cell.See text.

In insects, strong voltage gradients and associated ion currents are associated with the anteriorposterior axis of several species during oogenesis. These include the moth Cecropia (Jaffe and
Woodruff,1979)and the bugs Dysdercus and Rhodnius. (Dittman et al,1981). In the case of
Cecropia, the potential gradient has been associated with the transport of material between nurse
cells and oocyte (Woodruff & Telfer,1980).Dorsal-ventral currents have also been measured in
insect follicles. In B lattella, a dorsoventral transembryonic current of c.lOjiA / cm2 has been
measured in vitellogenic oocytes (Bowdan & Kunkel,1990).

Overall and Jaffe's (1985) study of ion currents in Drosophila follicles and early embryos,although
producing somewhat variable results which may have been associated with hard-to-standardise
experimental conditions, revealed an evolving pattern in which a primarily anterior to posterior
assymetry,with addtional dorsal- ventral components, was observed during oogenesis (fig.l7a).
They also measured a small anteroposterior current in the early post-fertilisation egg, which
maintained a potential difference of about - 5 mV between the poles(fig 17b).

One of the primary initial goals of this thesis was to pursue the work of Overall and Jaffe into
later stages of the early embryo,and to make a current map of the Drosophila embryo during
pattern formationup to gastrulation. After an initial feasibility study, a series of equipment
failures and laboratory reorganisations forestalled this programme. A small number of
observations made before this point, in collaboration with Dr P. O'Shea, were nevertheless
informative and significant These are reported here.

6 .3 .2 .E le ctro p h y sio Io g y

: m eth o d s

The theoretical background, design and use of the vibrating probe electrode are discussed in Jaffe
and Nuccitelli (1974). Tungsten electrodes (Clarke Electromedical, PTM 50-5) and silver / silver
chloride electrodes made in the laboratory were both used. Their tip diameters were under l|im and
their performance characteristics were similar. The electrodes were mounted on a two-dimensional
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piezoelectric ceramic vibrating device and platinum-plated in a solution of 5% chloroplatinic acid.
A steady current of about 50mA was applied for approximately 20 min, with the electrode as the
cathode, briefly reversing the current at one minute intervals.This produced suitable platinum black
spheres with diameters between 30 and 50pm at the electrode tip. The electrodes were calibrated
for current measurements in PPS assuming a specific resistivity of 68 /cm^ (Overall and Jaffe,
1985). Calibration was carried out by passing a known electric current between glass
microelectrodes a fixed distance apart, and comparing the voltage recorded between them by the
probe vibrating at different amplitudes with the calculated potential gradient.

Dechorionated Drosophila embryos were collected in 0.4% NaCl and transferred individually to an
inverted 10 cm plastic petri dish lid. The excess Ringer was removed, and the egg permeabilised
under a stream of octane for 30 seconds. Since the steam did not submerge the egg and since the
egg was carried about the dish by the flow of the solvent, care had to be taken to ensure that all
parts of the vitelline membrane were exposed to the solvent and that the egg was centrally located
in the dish when permeabilisation was complete. The octane was removed with a tissue (Kleenex)
and by breathing, and a droplet of PPS immediately rolled onto the embryo, taking care that no air
or octane bubbles remained attached to its surface. The Petri dish lid was then carefully filled with
PPS, and placed in the vibrating probe assemblage. This consisted of a Leitz inverted microscope,
with the piezoelectric device attached to its moving stage. A micomonipulator was used to bring
the vibrating probe up to the embryo, which was aligned on its side to expose dorsal and ventral
surfaces using a fine eyelash brush. Experiments were performed within a faraday cage, grounded
to a three-point balanced earth.

6 .3 .3 .E Iectro p h y sio Io g y

;

re s u lts

The pilot studies revealed one striking result : a dorsoventrally assymetric cAcium current was
observed at gastrulation. Two embryos were investigated at this stage. In both cases, positive
ions were found to leave the system at the ventral midline, the site of invagination, and enter the
system dorsally. A clear gradient of exit and entry, with a 'silent point' laterally, was observed
(fig. 17c). The ventral currents were measure at - 4.2 and - 5.0jiA/cm^ respectively, and the
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corresponding dorsal currents at 1.7 and 1.9 |iA/cm^. This is a difference of 5.9 and 6.9|iA/cm^
respectively. Assuming a resistivity for PPS of 68 O/cm^ (Overall & Jaffe 1985), the potential
difference between dorsal and ventral midlines calculates from V=IR at -0.47 mV.

In one of these two cases, a small crystal of cobalt chloride was added to the PPS near to the egg.
The effect was instantaneous: the ventral current was completely abolished (fig.l7d). This
suggests that the calcium ion is pumped out the system ventrally at gastrulation. However,the
inward current at the dorsal midline was not affected by cobalt, suggesting either a different effect
of this poison on calcium pumps and channels in Drosophila , or more likely that the calcium ion
re-enters the system elsewhere (for instance at the poles) so that the true complexion of current
flow at this stage is complex and co-axial.
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Fig 17.Extra-embryonic currents in Drosophila follicles and eggs (schematic).Ventral left,anterior
up.Arrows denote current as the flow of positive charge.Figures are in pA/cm^.(a) & (b) from the
results of Overall & Jaffe (1985) in vitellogenic follicle and early preblastoderm egg
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respectively.(c) & (d) from the pilot experiments in this study at gastrulation (d) and syncytial
blastoderm (c).In (c) the magnitude and carrying-ion were not determined.See text.

A few brief observations were made at other developmental stages. These point to two
conclusions. Firstly, as germ band extension begins, the ventral current associated with
gastrulation declined in magnitude,falling within 10 minutes from 4.2pA/cm^ to 2.5|iA/cm^ in
the one embryo observed. Secondly, preliminary work on earlier stages suggested that after a
quiescent period in the early and mid preblastoderm, the cortex becomes ionically active with the
onset of nuclear migration and remains active through to gastrulation. In two embryos studied at
late preblastoderm and early syncytial blastoderm respectively, a pattern of current flow in the
dorsal-ventral axis opposite to that seen at gastrulation was observed (fig 17d) : positive ions
flowed in (or negative ions flowed out) ventrally. However, their identity and magnitude was not
determined by pharmacological techniques.

6 .3 .4 . C o n c lu s io n s

Although consisting of only a small number of observations,these studies demonstrate that the
early Drosophila embryo is electrically active in spatially heterogeneous ways,driving currents
around the perivitelline space in complex evolving pattems.Whether such currents are
developmentally significant is unclear.They will have to be characterised in detail,in normal and
defined abnormal conditions,and perturbed to observe the phenotypic effects of their loss,before this
can be known.

The most intriguing of these results was the large ventral calcium current at gastrulation.There are
a number of mechanisms which might cause such a current J^or instance,cell contractility of the
kind associated with gastrulation involves the release of calcium from internal stores
(Stem,1984),and autoregulative mechanisms wolud be expected to continuously extrude the ion
from cyoplasmic regions of relative abundance.Another possibility,which relates to the inward
currents observed but uncharacterised at earlier developmental stages,relates to the work of Stem
(1984,1987) in which transepithelial ion pumping and inversions in transepithelial ion flow are
related to the generation of forces responsibe for symettry breaking and the ectoderm / mesoderm
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transition in gastrulation.Stem’s model is based on the formation of the primitive streak in
amniotes but it is possible that a similar mechanism operates here.The abnormally high levels of
potassium reported by Van der Meer and Jaffe (1983; but see chapter 3 for related findings of Ho,
pers.comm.) would be comprehendable in such a scenario.which involves the replacement of an
external cation ( in Stem’s model, sodium) with potassium in the stages preceeding symettry
breaking.

Presently too little is known to support further speculation.The overriding need now is for renewed
empirical studies,for clearly the early Drosophila embryo is not just a complex arrangement of
genetic wiring but a dynamic and fascinating physiological system.
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C hapter T.Discussion.

This discussion consists of four sections.The first part reviews the empirical results of this
study .The ways in which the conclusions obtained can be tested and extended are considered in Part
2.Their implications for insect embryogenesis in general are discussed in Part 3,in an evolutionary
context. The final section of the discussion returns to the questions raised during the first two
chapters, concerning the value of different investigative methods and forms of explanation in
embryology: these questions are now reconsidered, against the background of the practical studies
described in this thesis.

T.l.Review of results : teratology and physiology in permeabilised embryos.

Permeabilisation of the vitelline membrane is an under-exploited technique in insect embryology.
It allows access, for a brief period, to the perivitelline fluid and egg cortex. This access allows
drugs and physiological agents to be introduced into the system, providing new avenues to
approach ontogeny in an organism whose genetics is becoming well-understood.

This study has investigated the developmental effects of permeabilisation and a range of additional
treatments designed to disrupt the physiology and structural integrity of the early embryo. The
survey of the resulting defects has been carried out in a similar manner to a mutant screen, by
analysing the range of final morphologies present in the larval cuticle. Therefore,although
additional studies at gastrulation and using electrophysiological techniques have been made, the
primary approach of the research has essentially been teratological.

Permeabilisation and subsequent treatments generate a broad but limited range of intriguing
phenotypes, most of which are elicited at characteristic frequencies for specific stages and specific
kinds of perturbation. The technique of permeabilisation will certainly therefore enter the array of
broad-spectrum, teratological treatments, such as ether and heat shock ,which can be used to study
the general dynamics of insect development But in addition, permeabilisation holds out the
prospect of more forensic and mechanistic studies of early developmental physiology in organisms
where such an approach has previously been impossible.
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The developmental abnormalities obtained in this study fell into the following general classes :

7 .1 .1 . Dorsal-ventral -resembling defects

Chapter 5 investigated a range of defects which are most readily explained in dorsal-ventral (DV)
terms. Some of these, such as to/Mike ventralisations and some stronger dorsal transformations,
can be interpreted as transformations of DV pattern largely by cuticular phenotype alone. Others,
such as the majority of Vorpef/o-related' phenotypes and the weak dorsal-\ïk& cuticles, require further
investigations at gastrulation to confirm or refute the DV diagnosis. In addition to abnormalities
relating to known mutants, a number of other apparently DV-related phenotypes were analysed,
which are considered separately below.

When the major mutant -like phenotypes of the DV-related class,syndromes A and B,are analysed
in detail and considered in DV terms, they point to three distinct sensitive periods during the
development of pattern in this axis. Two of these periods correlate with phases of known genetic
activity : first during the establishment at the dorsal protein gradient in the early syncytial
blastoderm, and second during the activity period of dorsals primary downstream zygotic targets
late in the cellularising blastoderm.But the third, and major phase for physiological perturbation
occurs very shortly after fertilisation. This is a grey period for DV genetics, but a pivotal one,
marking the transition stage between the establishment of asymmetries during oogenesis and the
spatial triggering and regulation of the gradient-generating mechanisms early in the syncytial
blastoderm.

O f these three periods, this first one is much the most sensitive to the generation of apparent
ventralisations, suggesting that physiological components may play an important role in DV
pattern regulation at this stage. Jaffe (1969) has argued for a centripetal course to development in
which patterning is initiated at the surface of the fertilised egg and becomes manifest throughout
the system only later : it is possible that this perspective is bome-out regarding the DV axis of
Drosophila.
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In addition to stage-specificities, the dorsal-and ventral-like phenotypes are also elicited
preferentially by particular treatments, and show antagonisms in their treatment- and stage-specific
phénoménologies. The calcium ion appears to elicit ventralised phenotypes when at higher than
normal concentrations, but dorsalisations when its cytosolic level is reduced. High and low pH
also have antagonistic effects, appearing preferentially to ventralise and dorsalise the pattern
respectively. For pH perturbations, the effects appear to be reversed in the third,late sensitive
period for ventralisation, correlating with the predicted functioning of the zygotic DV system at
this stage. Microtubule disruption and mechanical agitation also cause apparent ventralisation, but
only during the early, preblastoderm stage.Embryos which appear to derive from dorsalisations of
pattern are preferentially obtained by low pH and cytosolic calcium,at the onset of the
second,syncytial sensitive phase.

The potential implications of these findings are discussed at length in Chapter 5. They suggest
that physiological and structural factors may play an integral role in DV patterning, a role that is
at least permissive and may at times be active. The results suggest, specifically,that ventral
determination is potentiated by cell state; is potentiated, spartially triggered, or regulated by the
calcium ion ; is constrained by microtubules ; and is dependent upon perivitelline factors which
suppress ventral fate dorsally, in addition, or as an alternative, to activating it ventrally.

A complementary route to exploring cortical ionic physiology was described in Chapter 6. Here,
current mapping studies with a vibrating-probe electrode were introduced. Although these studies
were curtailed at a prelimanary stage, they confirmed that the cortex is indeed electrically active
throughout early development, with ionic currents being driven through the perivitelline space in a
pattern that evolves as development proceeds. In particular, a large calcium current was discovered
at gastrulation ,in which the ion was pumped (or leaked) out of the embryo at the ventral furrow.
At earlier stages an opposite ion flow was recorded although the carrying ion was not determined.
It is possible that these currents are associated with the specification of DV pattern ,or with its
realisation through an epiblast-mesoderm transition at gastrulation similar to that described for the
chick primitive streak by Stem (1984,1986).
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7 . 1 . 2 . S e g m e n ta tio n

D ynam ics

A wide range of segmental defects, consisting mainly of gaps and fusions of varying sizes and at
multiple locations, was obtained in this study. Phenotypes characteristic of most segmentation
mutants were observed within the range of abnormality observed, but at frequencies too low - with
the possible exception of weak kruppel - and knirps - like phenotypes - to point to specific,
characteristic interventions in segmentation gene dynamics.

The phenomenology of segmental abnormality is described in Chapter 4. Segmental defects are
more widespread after early perturbations, but occur at similar densities at all stages: the
hierarchically more deleterious effect of hitting early genetic 'targets ' therefore appears to be offset
by the greater number of targets at later stages,although overall the system becomes more robust
as pattern formation proceeds. pH shocks, particularly subjecting the system to low pH, were
much the most effective eliciters of segemental abnormality at all stages, suggesting that
segmentation is critically dependent upon cell pH balance, possibly through cell-state related
factors. Few other shocks were potent segmental pattern disrupters. Microtubule disruption had
only relatively minor effects, suggesting that the cytoskeleton is at no stage integral to metameric
patterning.

Unlike in short-germ insects, where shocks at different stages elicit perturbation ranges with
different positional profiles, the same proportionate fi-equencies of gaps and fusions along the
body axis were sustained in Drosophila, in this study, at all stages of shock, from early
preblastoderm to early gastrulation, and moreover for all individual treatments. The lack of stagerelated profile shifts suggests that no anterior-to-posterior wave-like mechanism of specification or
determination operates in Drosophila pattern development, although studies on adult morphology
after early ether shock have suggested,to the contrary,that this might yet be the case (Ho etal,
1983a,b).

The spatial profile of metameric perturbations is nevertheless striking and intriguing, peaking
around two specific 'foci', metathorax / first abdominal, and fourth / fifth abdominal segments.
Gaps predominate at the anterior peak, fusions at the posterior peak. There is a correspondence
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between the detailed data and the phenomenology of weak mutations in the gap genes kruppel and,
particularly, knirps. This is intriguing because the means of upstream activation and downstream
processing of these genes and their products are very poorly understood and an articulation with
cell-physiological mechanisms,particularly for knirps, cannot be ruled out. However, the two
domains identified in this study cannot be directly explained in terms of a malfunction of gap
genes, since subtle differences exist for the anterior domain in the spatial deletion profiles of the
mutation- and permeabilisation-generated forms,and the gap genes’ period of activity is much
shorter than that in which these positional frequency profiles are obtained by permeabilisation.

Whatever their origins,the two domains appear to manifest subtly different treatment
phenonemologies and hence to have different properties. Gaps and fusions, which almost
exclusively dominate the anterior and posterior domains respectively, both increase in frequency in
response to more severe pH shocks, but only gaps to calcium shocks. This suggests that calcium
ion is more integral to the functioning of the system whose failure leads to anterior
abnormalities.Two distinct domains o f sensitivity and organisation therefore appear to exist in
the early embryo,but their nature and relationship to segmental pattern formation remain
enigmatic.

7 .1 .3 . Terminal and general abnormalities, and the significance of cell state

Chapter 4 also described the phenomenology of defects in the terminalia and a variety of less
common phenotypes resembling no clear-cut mutant, of which size-reduction was the most
significant.

Anterior and posterior terminal defects manifested very closely-linked treatment and stage-related
frequency profiles, suggesting a common origin in perturbations of the same, single system.
However, in both anterior and posterior terminal regions the same anteroventral to posterodorsal
stability profile predominated. This means that anteriorly, torso -group derived structures are less
stable than metameric head structures, but that posteriorly the reverse is true. The posterior (and
dorsal) extreme of the pattern was remarkably stable to peturbation. A general anteroventral to
posterodorsal decline in sensitivity to perturbation, discussed in Chapter 5, infact characterised
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the study as a whole.A steady assymetry.rather than a wave-like process.therefore appears to
characterise AP patterning in Drosophila. This observation,which has also been made after
chloroform treatment (A.Smallcombe, pers. comm.),corresponds to the profile of rate assymetries
characterisic of many segmentation gene transcription pattems.lt is discussed in terms of insect
evolution in section 3 below.

Both terminal and size-reduced defects appeared to be accessed by different developmental routes at
different stages of development Cell state increasing treatments generated these phenotypes
preferentially at the preblastoderm stage, but sm&-lowering treatments at the onset of gastmlation.
A similar phenomenology, described in Chapter 5, attended apparent ventralisations, where toll /
dpp like phenotypes were obtained at late stages by low pH shock. Most size-reductions were
obtained before the Syncytial blastoderm stage, suggesting that their origins lie predominantly in
reductions in the size of the original segmental anlage. The persistence of normal-sized internal
tissues in such embryos, and the rare occurence of enlarged subsections of the anterior-posterior
(AP) pattern and sharp size variations in the terminalia suggest that size and proportioning pass
through at least two dynamic specification periods, one early and one late, both of which are
affected by cell state parameters and accessible to physiological perturbations.

7 .1 .4 . Axial relationships and patterning co-ordination in the blastoderm

In addition to phenotypes which could be related to those of DV mutants, a variety of others were
introduced in Chapter 5 which have important implications for the relationship between AP and
DV axes. The most important of these were, first, the frame-shifted and related 'twisted' embryos
in which the natural alignment of the two axes had become skewed, probably through 'drifting' of
the prospective embryonic ventral midline away from the axis defined by the egg, with a
resultantly abnormal gastmlation (fig 5.48-59); second, the rare phenotypes in which the
prospective mesoderm appears to have widened anteriorly but become attenuated posteriorly, again
with highly aberrant morphogenesis (fig.5.54c-e); and thirdly, the rare sectorially-restricted
tranformations of segmentation phenotypes (fig 5.57). This last class points to a sectorial
organisation of AP patterning (after Foe and Alberts, 1983) and to the possibility that components
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necessary for normal metameric patterning can acquire a skewed distribution in the DV axis,
causing different transformations from the normal state in different sectoral regions.

These results supplement a number of genetic observations discussed in Chapter 5, and the general
sensitivity-gradient observations described above,to suggest that although decoupled, the AP and
DV pattern forming systems are integrated and co-ordinated with one another and relative to the egg
by subtle mechanisms.In chapter 5, these mechanisms were discussed as characteristics of a
single,distributed system: a dynamic, preaxial matrix inherent in the structure of the
blastoderm.This theme is taken up in section 3 below.

7.2.

Research Priorities

The research in this study has opened up the prospect of a more extensive research programme, to
test and where possible extend the conclusions made so far and to continue the integration of
genetic and physiological perspectives. The following series of studies would all be highly
informative.

7 . 2 . 1 . Studies at the teratological level

Simply in terms of final morphology, and using the current battery of perturbations, two
extensions of the phenomenology established for permeabilisation would be useful:

(i)

Linked occurrence o f Syndromes

The general impression gained from the bulk of the observation made during this study is that the
syndromes are by and large quite separate, and their independent analysis is not only valid but
necessary.

This view needs to be confirmed by close analysis.In certain cases it may be erroneous,so that the
independent analysis of traits has obscured important facts.For instance,correspondences in the
occurence of DV-related and metameric or terminal abnormalities could,if they were found,yield
important information about the relationship between different patterning systems. And indeed
certain traits, such as anterior and posterior terminal defects, clearly are linked, and their
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relationship needs to be studied and quantified in greater detail. All these questions could be
addressed by scoring for pairs or groups of traits in individual embryos.

(ii)

Perturbations at later stages

It may be worthwhile to extend this study to later stages, whose cell interactions can be dissected
genetically to generate phenotypes with, for instance,/a/nr little ball, neurogenic and segment
polarity morphologies (Nusslein-Volhard et al.1984). It is possible that the physiology or
structural basis of late cell interactions could also be explored using the techniques deployed in
this study (Martinez-Arias,pers.comm.). The potential problem in this approach is that, more than
at early stages, the effects of perturbations are likely to be widespread,affecting many systems at
once. The majority of late cell interaction circuits are probably distinguished from one another by
specific communication pathways with individual second messenger systems, in which broad shifts
of cell state involving cytosolic pH and calcium changes are repeatedly used but oblique in their
significance. Physiological perturbations may therefore affect too broad a range of processes.
Pilot studies have infact been carried out using perturbations of calcium , protein kinase-C (using
polymyxin-B sulphate) and the inositol cycle (using lithium) in embryos between 3.5 and 9 hours’
age. The phenotypes they produced were indeed complex transformations involving the
simultaneous malfunction of many systems: although their study may prove informative,greater
benefit would come from more forensic techniques of physiological dissection,if they could be
developed.

7 . 2 . 2 . S tudies a t o th er stages of developm ent

The most pressing of all priorities is the need for detailed studies of the DV axis at gastmlation.
The nature of the transformations generable in this axis, particularly the problem of torpedo resembling embryos, must be investigated. The studies described in Chapter 6 appeared to confirm
that dorsalised phenotypes, and abnormally-situated germ band extensions (and by
implication,ventral midlines), can occur, and also raised intriguing questions about cell type
transitions around the blastoderm. All these questions must be pursued. Indeed,the detailed study of
gastmlation and other developmental stages- including adult flies,particularly for the study of
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homoeosis in the thoracic / anterior abdominal region - is likely to cast important light on the
whole phenomenology of permeabilisation .However,the technical problems detailed in Chapter 6
must be overcome before the key stage of gastmlation can be investigated in an extendedjigorous
way.

7 . 2 .3 . B ro ad ening th e S tudy

The nature of Drosophila's genetic / physiological interface can be further explored in a variety of
ways. These include :

(i) Making more extensive use o f permeabilisation .

In particular, as-yet untried, and more forensic dmgs and physiological agents, could be
investigated. In addition, combined dmg or shock treatments could be used. The antagonism
posited between, for instance, high cell pH low cell calcium could be tested by combining
treatments in the same experimental batch. A more complex and informative phenomenology
could be developed in this way.

(ii) Deploying other techniques.

A variety of strategies exist. These include:

(1)

Vibrating-probe electrode mapping of extracellular currents, and their dissection using ion

channel blockers and ion free media, to produce a current map from fertilisation to gastmlation and
beyond.

(2)

Electrical potential measurements, particularly across the DV axis, would be very

informative. Using two electrodes, the potential gradient across the axis could be measured, and
manipulated using a voltage clamp (Lynn & Chambers, 1984)

(3)

Microinjection (eg Seifert et al 1987;Santamaria & Nusslein-Volhard,1983) could be

deployed to introduce dismptive agents into the embryo at specificfestricted locations only ; or to
inject ionic probes, such as fluo-3 (for cytosolic free calcium) or BCECF-am (for cell pH).
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Membrane- associated calcium could be measured using chlorotetracycline (eg.Kropf & Quatrano,
1987).

(4)

Finally, genetic probes could be used to cast light on many questions

raised in this

thesis. For instance, the twist antibody (Thisse et al,1987) could be used to monitor DV
proportioning ; pair-rule transcript analysis could be used to determine the stages at which size
reductions and reproportionings occur, and to look at the origins of chapter 5’s frame-shift
phenotypes directly, by monitoring the alignment of metameric transcription bands relative to the
ventral furrow.

7 .2 .4 . Studies in other systems

Finally, cutting across all the projects outlined above, experiments could be carried out in a variety
of systems in addition to the wild-type Drosophila embryo. These include :

(a)

Weak mutants of Drosophila. For instance, weak dorsal - group mutants should acquire

stronger phenotypes after permeabilisation and 'dorsalising' treatments, but possibly be partially
rescued by Ventralising’ perturbations,if these perturbations are indeed affecting the DV axis.

(b)

Strong mutants. In some classes of mutant embryo, measurable physiological conditions

may be abnormal. For instance, it is possible that a greater concentration of cytosolic free calcium
is present ventrally, or an abnormal ionic current measurable around the DV axis, in torpedo
mutants. Overall and Jaffe (1985) did indeed measure abnormal currents in the AP axis of
grandchildless and tudor oocytes.Mutants are potentially a pivotal means for studying genetic /
physiological relationships.

(c)

Other Species.Many of the experiments described here could readily be applied to other

insects. Calliphora and other dipterans can be dechorionated and permeabilised Vk& Drosophila :
the generality of the physiological mechanisms operating in

could then be explored,

within the diptera at least. More important would be studies on medium and short germ insects.
These are not easily dechorionated, and their enormous yolky eggs frequently collapse without the
support of the shell. Their slow development is also susceptible to bacterial infection if the
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chorion is not left intact,and may moreover be mechanically and morphogenetically directly
dependent on its presence ( personal observations made on Rhodnius anûDipetalogaster embryos).
Permeabilisation itself may not therefore be of practical use in these systems, but microinjection
of disruptive physiological agents and ion specific markers is still possible, and would provide
important comparative information.lt is to the potential importance of comparative thinking in
understanding insect developmental organisation that we now turn.

7 .3 .

The Preaxial Matrix and Insect Evolution

The possibility that the analysis of pattern formation in Drosophila should take into account,in
addition to genetic cascades,a pre-axial matrix implicit in the blastoderm structure and necessary for
the integration and coordination of DV and AP systems,was discussed in Chapter 5.The physical
components of such a matrix were not considered to be specialised,but embodied in the basic
structural organisation of the cell. Many components of the hypothetical matrix are likely to be
integral to the cytoskeleton and plasma membrane of the embryo,in dynamic interaction with
cytosolic and perivitelline factors.The matrix may incorporate the products of many known genes,
such as the dorsal-ventral genes nudel, pipe, gastrulation defective, pelle and toll. ,and others
whose mutants disrupt normal blastoderm organisation (eg.see Schupbach and Wieschaus,1989).
The matrix is not considered as a fixed structure, but as a diffuse developmental organisation,
which is integrated both into the cell’s architecture and its pattern-forming systems, and whose
components turn over and change.

Functionally,the two key phases of this matrix organisation are likely to occur during the
syncytial blastoderm and cellularisation. In the syncytial blastoderm, its roles may include the
constraint of AP components in the DV axis, the co-ordination of DV order within the general
morphology of the egg, and possibly the positional triggering or modulation of the dorsal - group
system.The anteroventral to posterodorsal gradation in perturbation sensitivity and metameric
pattern-forming rate may also relate to the organisation of the preaxial matrix. Finally,additional
functions for this basic organisational level can be speculated on. These include roles in
potentiating gap gene function, metameric proportioning and polar focusing (Sander, 1989).
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The preaxial matrix is assumed, in a process of cortical re-organisation extending from mitotic
cycle 13 into gastmlation, to become imputed into the cell / tissue organisation of the post
blastoderm embryo. During this period, cell-cell interactions become the dominant mode of
developmental organisation. Stmctural and physiological factors remain important to these
interactions; cell-field organisation depends upon an interplay of signal communications and
mechanical and cell-shaped relations (see Karlsson,1984).The hypothetical relationship of dpp's
product and of morphogenetic movements both to one another and to DV patterning, discussed in
Chapter 5, is one illustration of this. Another is the discovery by Nubler-Jung (1987a,b) and her
co-workers (Nubler-Jung et al 1987) that the cell- and field-polarity properties of insect epidermis
are embodied in specific mechanical and cytoskeletal relations. The preaxial matrix of the insect
embryo may ultimately,therefore ,become incorporated into the field organisation of regulative
tissues, and can be seen as a mechanism to support the complexity of a large, multiply-patterned
syncytial system, facilitating its transition into individuated cellular order.

The functions and dynamic organisation of the preaxial matrix can usefully be considered in terms
of insect evolution. The evolutionary origins of the insects are obscure.lt has been argued on the
basis of comparative embryology and particularly the study of fate maps that they and the other
'uniramia' (onycophorans and myriapods) arose from the annelids independently of other arthropods
(Anderson, 1973 ). In this scenario,the pathway from the polychaete trocophore, in which
segmentation is larval, not embryonic, led via the clitellate annelids, which have abandoned the
trocophore and deploy a direct, lecithotrophic development of the segmented body during
embryogenesis. The key step from clitellate annelids to the ancestral uniramia was,according to
this account, the replacement of spiral cleavage,involving a series of full cellular divisions,by a
syncytial mode of early development .Alternative hypotheses to this one exist in which the insects
are polyphyletic,or in which the spirally-cleaving crustaceans and syncytial uniramia share a
common evolutionary pathway away from the annelids ( Thomas et al,1984;Patel et al,1989 ).For
the purposes of the present discussion,however, the actual pathway evolution took is less
important than the steps it must have involved regarding the preaxial matrix.To illustrate these
steps, Anderson's (1973) perspective will be taken.
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The most primitive of the uniramia,the onycophorans, produce eggs whose fate maps are nearly
identical to those of spirally-cleaving clitellate annelids (Anderson 1973). Since, however, a
syncytial ontogeny has evolved, pattern generation via a succession of specific, binary cleavages
must be replaced by the generation of a multiplicity of determinations within a single egg cell.
Many uniramian determinants, such as the torso product and perhaps mesodermal and primary
segmental determinants, may be related to the cell-lineage-segregating factors of annelids,since
this is where they probably originated. And if valid,the hypothetical association of mesodermal
axis specification with raised cytosolic calcium probably has similarly ancient origins. Jaffe
(1983) has suggested that all protostomes,including annelids,moUuscs and arthropods are dependent
on external calcium sources in early embryogenesis to activate the egg,and a role for calcium in
axis specification may have arisen many times from this primordial role.Several of the
organisational and functional motifs which this discussion has associated with the preaxial matrix
therefore predate the emergence of the matrix itself.

To generate complex pattern in a single cell, which moreover had become greatly enlarged
incorporating yolk and bypassing the feeding trocophore stage (Anderson, 1973 ), the
organisational capacity of the egg would have to be significantly increased. The key to complex
pattern specification lies in the ability to stabilise or transform global gradients locally, and in
insect embryos the multiple, regularly-organised cortical nuclei of the syncytial blastoderm make
this possible.The origins of this mechanism may be archaic,reaching back to spatially assymetric
gene activities in the binucleate nematode early embryo and evolving in parallel in other systems
(eg.Frankel & Nelsen,1981,Frankel 1984). To orchestrate and regulate this novel mechanism of
pattern formation,the basic organisation of the cell ,previously marshalled to the orientation of
mitoses and the segregation of determinants,would have to evolve in parallel with the emergence of
the syncytium and the changing roles of the determinants themselves. It is in this aspect of
uniramian egg evolution that it is proposed the pre-axial matrix arose out of basic cellular
organisation.

As soon as the primitive uniramia had developed the co-ordinating systems necessary to support
complex syncytial patterning along overlapping axes, the potential for more sophisticated
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patterning would automatically inhere in this novel ordering mechanism. The most important
implications of this were for the continuing evolution of segmentation.In the short-germ insects
and primitive uniramia, determinant localisation alone is insufficient to generate a segmental
pattern. Rather, a proliferative dynamic is established in the early embryo whereby, between the
archaic head/tail- and endodermal- generating regions at the egg poles,a segmental pattern is
generated by cell-interactive growth. A similar mechanism may operate in clitellate annelids,and
postembryonically in the polychaete annelids and crustaceans. The proliferative dynamic can fail :
Sander (1989) obtained a locust mutant which he compared to the trocophore ancestor, since it
lacked all segmental structures but had normal terminalia and internal tissue invaginations. The
dominant torso mutant generates a formally comparable_phenotype in Drosophila.

Short germ insects retain a sequential, anterior-to-posterior mode of segmentation, associated with
a posteriorly-expanding proliferative growth zone. The key factor in the evolution of medium and
short germ insects was the ever-increasing sophistication of patterning in the precellular
blastoderm. Progressively from anterior to posterior, the proliferative dynamic was displaced by
actual metameric specification. In Drosophila, the vestiges of the older system are probably
retained in the segment polarity- and homoeotic- based interactive mechanisms that accompany
germ band extension and retraction.This system’s function now is to hone down a pre-set pattern
(Di Nardo et al,1988). How, in terms of genetic and molecular machinery, the short-to-long germ
transition was made is unclear. To answer the question, the roles of pair-rule and gap genes in
particular will have to be examined in short and medium germ insects. Pair-rule organisation
appears,on morphological grounds,to go back at least to the myriapods (Minelli & Bortolletto,
1988) so this class of genes probably has a metameric role in all insects. There are few clues about
gap genes,but homoeotic gene complexes,whose positional distributions they regulate in
Drosophila, are expressed in short germ insects in near-identical domains to their Drosophila
counterparts.Both gap and pair-rule genes may therefore turn out to be expressed in similar basic
patterns in all insects.If so,then in long germ insects these classes of genes have had their
expression periods moved to an earlier developmental stage,and at this new stage had their
expression patterns changed from oscillations in time to oscillations in space, (fig 1).
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Fig 1.Segmentation gene activity oscillations in insect evolution.In short germ insects,leftto-right marks developmental time,since segmentatal pattern is specified sequentially through
a proliferative dynamic.In long-germ insects,left-to-right denotes developmental space or
position,but also developmental rate.SoQ text.

This analysis has implications for the ongoing attempt to construct a general theory of insect
segmentation.The observations on the anteroventral to posterodorsal profile in perturbation
sensitivity made in this study, and the equivalent observations on the spatially graded temporal
expression profiles of several segmentation genes,are particularly intriguing in this light.Subtle
rate differences may either be a vestige of the old,proliferative form of pattern specification,or they
may be necessary for the normal development of pattern in long germ insects,reflecting
fundamental continuities,based upon AP temporal gradients,in all insect metameric pattern
formation.Subtle anterior / mesodermal to posterior / antimesodermal gradations in developmental
rate have been suggested by Cooke and Webber ( 1985) to be important in a quite different
system,the esily Xenopus embryo.Rate asymmetries may therefore prove essential to
understanding segmental pattern formation.
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In summary, during the evolution of long germ development the structure of the syncytial
uniramian egg is transformed in multiple ways, which enable the pre- existing system to be
written over by the new metameric form of organisation. The dominance of the DV over the AP
system, discussed in chapter 5, and of terminal organisation over both of these, reflects the
evolutionary age of the three systems and the cumulative historical sequence in which they were
written into the structure of the egg and early syncytial embryo.The hypothetical roles of the
preaxial matrix in axial co- ordination and rate-gradation derive from this evolution and represent
progressive modifications of basic cell organisation.The hypothetical direct roles of the preaxial
matrix in DV axis specification derive similarly from basic cellular properties,but reflecting the
great age of the mesoderm-forming system have probably changed little during insect evolution.

7.4.

The Value and Limits of teratology.

The great majority of growing-points emerging from this study,detailed in section 2 above, centre
not on the analysis of final forms but on a direct, forensic investigation of the early embryo. The
empirical work carried out in this thesis has been analagous in many ways to a new mutant
screen : a range of intriguing phenotypes have been obtained and analysed in detail, and yet must
be analysed at earlier stages to corroborate phenotypic diagnoses and to use the new range of forms
further to study development

What then is the relevance and contribution of teratological study, beyond its undoubted value in
surveying a new field ? This question,originally raised in Chapters 1 and 2, concerns the very
general problem of explanation in developmental biology.

7.4.1.Shortcomings and Value of Present-Day Teratology

Clearly, end-point analysis of the kind predominating in this thesis and in many teratological
studies is no longer a sufficient strategy, in isolation, to study development, no niatter how
thoroughly the phenomenology of a range of forms is explored. This is in clear contrast to the era
of 'generative rationalism' described in Chapter 1, when it was possible for thinkers such as Goethe
and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire to construct new areas of knowledge based On the classification of final
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forms.It remains theoretically possible.even in Drosophila, to construct an entirely novel way of
rationalising ontogeny and form from a range of abnormalities,paying no heed to known
developmental mechanisms. Practically speaking, this would be of little value and the task now is
to add to or resituate a corpus of mechanistic knowledge which, even in its details,is substantially
correct

However,the relationship of the teratological approach to the mechanistic plane is problematical.
With many perturbations, such as heat shock and ether treatment, there is very little possibility of
relating the abnormalities obtained to effects on specific subsystems. Even the more definable
perturbations deployed in the present study, such as calcium and microtubule disruption, have
multiple effects. Teratological techniques,almost by definitionjack the forensic acuity to relate
perturbations to specific mechanisms.

Teratology thus becomes a blunt tool in comparison to many others that are now available. Yet
on different planes to the mechanistic, its value is likely to continue undiminished.Teratology is
likely to remain important in the following ways :

(i)

Integrating discourses

One of the basic themes of this study has been the need to counteract the fragmentation of
developmental thought into different disciplines, and to construct a more integrated perspective on
early development When teratological techniques are used, as in this study, directly to address the
problem of the interface between discourses, they play an important and valuable role in exploring
boundaries and bringing disciplines together.Of course,the broad, exploratory boundary
negotiations that teratological analysis conducts will always be superceded once they have opened
up a new field for study, and more finely-tuned, mechanistic techniques colonise the new area: this
is the direction ,for instance,which the research initiated in this thesis must now take.
Nevertheless, teratology's 'trail blazing' role at the boundaries of discourses is likely to resurface
again and again, repeatedly raising new questions and defining new areas of study.

(ii)

Exploring tran^ormation space
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One key role for developmental shock lies in its use for probing the limits within which a system
can transform, and thereby defining the range of problems that theories of development must solve.
For instance ,in insects, the gap phenomenon and the duplicitas cruciata syndrome are among a
wide range of problems which still bedevil all theories of segmentation (Sander,1989), and expose
the shallowness of our understanding even in an area of successful research.Teratological techniques
are in this sense axiomatic to the construction of the comprehensive data-bases we need as testinggrounds for our theories.

(in)

Characterising Systems

Above all, it is the question of higher-level interpretations of ontogeny that is likely to guarantee
teratology’s future. The chief goal of teratological perturbation is to identify exactly how a
system shifts after a spectrum of shocks, and thereby to characterise its general properties.
Provided the range of forms generated by a system under varying conditions can be reconciled
with,or set meaningful problems for, mechanistic analysis- and this is an important proviso- they
can be used to study the contours of the system considered as an integral whole, at a more general
plane of organisation than the mechanistic. The possibility of parallel explanatory levels in
development has been acknowledged,if never sufficiently developed, throughout the century,but
the real importance of higher-level perspectives is still only becoming established,and the
metatheory required for their incorporation into a general explanatory system is still only poorly
articulated.Nevertheless,higher-order explanations are likely to become a central concern of
developmental biology, and teratological analysis of system behaviour therefore a more integral
part of the science than it is today .To understand why this should be,and anticipate the shape the
future may take, it is necessary to consider the problematics of causation and explanation in more
detail.

7.4.2.The problem of causation,and the emerging metatheory of ontogeny and
form .
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Chapter 1 discussed the dilemmas native to ontogenetic thought and the alternative research
approaches they have fostered over the centuries.We return now to the themes introduced then,and
consider the prospects for a way out of ontogeny's conceptual maze.

If the charting of the hidden world of the cell, and the demystification of the gene, have removed
the quasi-mystical bedrock of reductive explanation,we are thrown back to the age-old dilemma : if
not as the result of 'gene action',then how else do we explain development ? The features of a new
discusive field, in which better explanations can take place, are currently becoming clear. We
approach this field with a few general points about causation and explanation in biology.

Causation and explanation in scientific theories

Let us define linear causation between two events A and B as follows: A is a linear cause of B if it
precedes B such that it is necessary,or sufficient,or both,for B to take place.Weismannism is at
heart a theory involving a smgle,cardinal,linearly causal relation between germline and soma.In
more realistic approaches, a chain or network of linearly causal relationships can frequently be
traced out when complex phenomena are analysed. Most research in empirical embryology is
concerned with the identification of such networks.

Explanations,m deductivist and realist accounts (see Flew,1979),consist essentially of two
stagesPirst, the phenomenom requiring explanation is described or clarified in a way that renders it
accessible to analysis in the form desired.Second,the clarified phenomenom is shown to be a
particular manifestation of a general,law-bound ontology .The first stage,clarification,is frequently
overlooked when explanation is defined, but it is an essential step,one that frequently invoves the
characterisation of the phenomenom in question as a network of linearly causal
relations.Clarification is the current preoccupatin of empirical embryology.

Explanation therefore involves description, both of the phenomenom itself and of its world.
Typically,descriptions which form the basis for scientific explanations include the identification of
basic entities,with specific properties,that have linearly causal relations to one another (let us call
these causal atoms) ; the identification of basic forces which can influence one another,or the
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causal atoms ; rules of association and interaction of causal atoms with one another.with forces,and
of forces with other forces ; and archetypal mechanisms and processes describable with these rules.

For classical physics and chemistry,the creation of such 'explanatory worlds' has been very
successful,solving great numbers of empirical problems, essentially by codifying or representing
them in the language which defines and describes the explanatory world. In biology ,things are very
different.The only 'explanatory world' to have been developed is the Darwinian-Weismannian
world.This copes well with functional explanation,for if biological phenomena can be codified as
'adaptive' then they are in accordance with the fundamental selective principles upon which this
perspective is founded.However,the perspective's provision for structural explanation,the concept of
a Wiesmannian 'directing agency',is utterly unsophisticated and unable even to address biology's
growing corpus of data on the organisation of living systems.

Very obviously,biology requires a new 'explanatory world' which maintains the Darwinian power
for functional explanation,but integrates this into a more sophisticated system capable of rendering
explicable the ballooning mass of information about the organisation of living systems. At the
present time,the detailed form such a scheme will take is unclear.It is possible that we should not
be looking for unified theories of organic order at all,but rather ontological principles through
which an articulating family of general theories (one of which would be Darwinism) can coexist.At this level,some very important advances can now be made and it is to these that we turn.

A new explanatory framework

A metatheory of epigenesis is gradually forming out of a great mass of synthetic thought, and its
seed-crystals are the following intermeshed concepts :

(a) Self-causation

It has finally become acceptable to do what Descartes could not : describe certain entities as self
determining, governed by their own intrinsic organisation rather than by the action of a separate
entity. The forms to which this description can be applied are quite specific. They are what
Jantsch has called"process-structures" : entities in constitutive, law-characterised but self-mediated
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change; and in continual interaction with a specific, activity-defined environment
Philosophically, the justification for turning these organismal, process-derived properties from a
problem into a principle originates in the work of Alfred North Whitehead (Leclerc,1985),
although it is clearly intimated in Goethe (Bortoft,1987). The real turning-point, however, was
the discovery and characterisation of dissipative structures by Prigogine and his collaborators
(Nicolis & Prigogine,1977),building upon the earlier work of Turing. Regardless of whether or
not organisms are dissipative structures, the importance of Prigogine’s work lies in its
demonstration that organismal properties, and most importantly self-modulation, can be generic to
nature under certain physicochemical and thermodynamic conditions.

In Britain, Prigogone's work has fallen victim to a certain snobbery from radicals and conservatives
alike. Solitude fosters the egoism of prophets, and the voices in the wilderness of metatheory can
find one another as unpallatable as the common enemy : Prigogine's eulogies for his own work
win him few friends in radical biology. Mainstream thinkers,too, tend to look down on his work.
"It is nice to know", writes Maynard-Smith (1984), "that the processes we are thinking about do
not contradict the laws of thermodynamics, but in a sense, we knew that already... after all, eggs
do turn into adults". Yet Maynard-Smith’s own analysis of the self-regulative properties of
organisms posits a rag-bag amalgamation of phenomena,lumped under the general category of
'stability and control' (Maynard-Smith,1986), and this is not enough. The implication of
Whitehead and o f Prigogine is that self-causation is primary, and it's detailed articulation in the
regulative circuitry of life secondary (and therefore always already integrated, not created de novo
but merely refined and expanded during evolutionary time). It is this specific ontological inversion
that breaks decisively with the past.

(b) Dialectic-System-Field

Self-causation requires the existence of discrete domains of organisation. The bounded selforganising domain comprising a cell or organism is part of a wider system which also includes a
specific, structured environment; and the domain itself comprises specific sub-systems. The
relationships between these different components are not unidirectional or crudely determinative.
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but reciprocal, integrative, and constitutive of the whole. Each element within the system
responds to, restructures and derives its operational context from the others. Thus the genome and
other cellular subsystems comprise,* in the cell, an integrative unit in which no element has
primary status. Similarly the cell or the organism within its environment forms a system in
which it is illusiory to ascribe the source of causality to one specific zone.

The long history of this dialectical perspective ( see Lewontin & Levins,1985) goes back at least
to Engels’Dialectics o f Nature, written between 1878 and 1882. Its use in ethology, especially
with regard to development, is now commonplace, but its political connotations and the
Weismannian history of the science have precluded its acceptance in embryology. This is likely to
change. In combination with the related concept of self-causation, dialectical analysis is likely to
play a founding explanatory role in the new perspective.Two longstanding modes of analysis,
systems theory (eg. Slack,1983) and field theory (eg.Goodwin & Trainor,1980), can be seen as
elaborations of the basic, binary dialectical perspective. Appropriate systems theories can be
applied to the detailed articulation of multiple-component systems, and field theories to the
properties and behaviour of the integrative wholes these systems constitute.

(C) Levels

The stratification of living phenomena into different levels has bedevilled crude reductive atomism
and synthetic theories alike. The problem has always been nebulous - a quagmire of ambiguities
that becomes treacherous when the question of causality is addressed.

Firstly, 'level' has two distinct uses : levels of investigation, that is discrete discourses such as
biochemistry, genetics and physiology (Rose,1984) ; and levels of hierarchical organisation which
are a feature of actual living systems. The long-delayed reconciliation of discourse levels is
becoming a major issue for modem developmental biology ; but the clarification of levels of
organisation, particularly with regard to causality, is just as important. Two basic forms of
inherent stratification can be distinguished, networks and nested systems (fig 2a,b).
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Fig 2.Networks and nested systems.(a)network of interactive modules constitutes a
system.(b)system consisting of nested modules, embedded in one another.(c)integration of
network and nested organisations in the living state. See text.

Networks arise when some or all of the components comprising an organic structure are organised
within a specific, operational pattern. The composition of a network system is therefore
completely embodied in its most basic components, although the system may be embedded within
additional, often heterogeneous material.

Only two levels can be identified unambiguously in network systems (fig 2a), the component level
and the system level, although either the configuration of the system or analytic expediency may
involve intermediate levels. Different analytical modes are appropriate to different levels within
the hierarchy. For instance, field theory, cybernetics or a connectionist model could each be
employed,depending on the degree of complexity to be considered at the component level,and
whether an emphasis on component integration or gestalt-like properties of the whole was required.

In nested hierachies (fig2b), organisational modules are embedded within other modules. Each
level's components are heterogeneous, consisting of a self-organising module and its structured
environment A 'host' module provides the immediate environment of the embedded module, but
this embedded module too is a physical part of the host. The embedded modular form of nested
levels make them physically and analytically more distinguishable than their network counterparts.
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Living systems integrate nestings and networks : they consist of interactive modular networks
embedded with specific structured environments (fig 2c). The resulting hierachies, although
complex and varied, exhibit a temporal pattern in which the time constants of processes at later
levels are smaller, often by one or more orders of magnitude, than those of successively higher
levels (Pattee,1970).

We are now in a position to discuss linear causality, defined as above as the influence of one entity
upon another such that the state of the second alters.Contrary to Weismannism's founding claims,
causation of this common sense kind never passes between levels. The very prospect is absurd, for the
description of levels used here precludes the possibility. Indeed, the problem of causation can be turned
round and used to delimit a level of organisation within a biological system: a level o f organisation is a
plane o f activity .consisting o f causal atoms,within which causal relations can be traced.

This is a clear-cut principle in networks, or indeed any simpler amalgamation of components. Here,
any given event or activity is manifest simultaneously at all levels, and may be described at each
(although most usefully at one alone, according to the event in question or analytical interests). For
instance, it could become possible to document all the neuronal activities which take place when a
physical sensation is experienced. But the neurones would not be causing the sensation. Their
activities would merely be the sensation’s correlate at a component level (Rose,1984).

In nested structures causation can be more deceptive. Here, a time-lag may separate an event in a nested
module and its manifestation at a higher level, giving the impression that causation is acting from one
level upon another. The source of this error lies in disregarding the embedded module itself as a
physical part of the higher level. When a change occurs on a nested module, the whole system has
changed.The manifestation of the change at higher levels may occur slowly, as the effects of the initial
subsystem-level change ramify at this initial level. For instance, secretion of a hormone by an
endocrine gland may lead to a change of behaviour. But the behavioural change is accompanied by
cellular changes throughout the brain, at the same level at which the trajectory originated with cellular
secretion. The only real jump which has occured here is the one we make in terms of investigative
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level, in terms of discourse. In terms of the system's organisation,no level-jump in causal action has
occurred

Unfolding o f levels durng ontogeny

The principle that linear causation cannot pass between levels of organisation also applies to ontogeny.
Here, although the discourse- level changes as development procédés - through, say, genetic and
biochemical, to cellular, to morphogenetic, to behavioural - it would be wrong to view earlier (and
lower) levels as the developmental

of later (and higher) levels. In organisational

terms,epigenesis can be viewed as an elaboration and unfolding of the organism / environment system,
a deepening hierarchy of proliferating networks and nested modules (fig 3). Each level in turn 'fleshesout', passing from a generative to a dynamically stable phase, whilst new levels dovetail correlatively
into existence. An organism undergoing morphogenesis still has dynamic genetic, biochemical and
cellular systems. The 'causalnexus' of ontogeny, the 'active site where new levels are elaborated,
simply evolves as the organism's complexity grows.The basic Weismannian notion that the genetic
level is in any sense the 'cause' o f the higher ones is nonsensical.
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Fig 3.Unfolding of levels during epigenesis.The whole-organism level persists throughout the
life cycle and additional levels unfold through its subdivision and proliferative growth (left).The
discourses appropiate to the whole-organism and the unfolding levels of organisation shift
during developmental time (right).The whole-organism level consists of a bounded self-
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organising domain (the organism) in dialectical interaction with a specific structured
environment,which includes other organisms.Elements of this environment act back on
ontogeny, from oogenesis through to the development of behavior and social netwoiks.

(d) Continuity

The fourth anchoring concept of the new discursive field is simple but important : throughout the
developmental cycle, a self-regulating ontogenetic system is always already there : it does not arise de
novo. The organisation of the gamete is not the product of some isolated inner imperative, but also
reflects its lineage and cellular derivation, and dynamic interations with the parental environment.
Complexity is sustained throughout the life-cycle. The principle of coninuity shifts the problem of
ontogeny from the construction of an end-product to that of the self-elaboration and transformation of a
continual process. This is necessary to sustain the primacy of self-causation, for a gap in processcontinuity between generations would require the system to be explained other than in its own terms
alone.

Individual organisms, of course, do have origins, either during gametogenesis or at fertilisation,
according to definition; and they certainly die. But a complex system persists through the dovetailed
generations, not in Weismann's static and animistic germline but in the entire expanding and re
expanding order of the cyclical ontogenetic process.

These concepts do no more than point to a metatheory, a perspective on development that may
eventually form the ground for a general theory of ontogeny. The concepts form no substantive
part of such a general theory themselves. But they do demand that its mode of explanation be
different from previous approaches.If the causal separation of gene and organism is brought to
nought and the concept of reductive isomorphism rejected, geneticism's explanatory code is
exposed as a hollow sham. Since ontogenetic systems are continuous and self-modulating we can
no longer look for an external cause or a primal, originating mover.

7.4 .3 .C h an g in g P rio ritie s in O ntogenetic R esearch : T o w ard s New E x p la n a to ry
L e v e ls
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The implications of these themes are well -illustated in the case of Drosophila and the research in
this thesis may contribute toward the new research objectives they require.Currently, the goal of
most research on pattern formation in Drosophila is to locate linear causal chains : precisely how,
for instance, gap gene activities cause pair-rule gene activities to be spaced appropriately in the
blastoderm ; or precisely which pair-rule gene levels and combinations cause specific segment
polarity gene activités. Eventually, the micro-scale ’wiring'- the causal atoms ,relations and forces of this centrally-important level will be unravelled.Our map of mechanistic,linearly- causal
relations will be complete for all the genetic and physiological components of Drosophila pattern
formation from the origins of oogenesis far into embryonic development As this point is
approached, the notions of causation predominant in developmental biology will change. The
Weismannian illusion of a basic root cause,a separate source and agent of causation, will disappear
because all the components of the pattern-forming process will be visible and no primal mover of
the process will exist.Of course,we know enough now in D rosophila's case to know that
Weismannian 'deep cause' is an illusion,but the story will have to be told in full before eveybody
gives up the ghost

Secondly, the individual, concatenated causal relations linking the steps of the ontogenetic
process,which occupy centre stage today, will be seen not by some but by general consensus to be
no more important than the nature of this system as an integrated whole.As a general
proposition,most embryologists today would grant that multiple level analysis is necessary,yet the
proposition lacks weight and conviction because it still lacks concrete meaning. This is because, at
the resurgent system level, new kinds of analysis and explanation are still required. The
explanatory task here is perhaps akin to morphology, but a morphology in which the objects of
comparative study are not simply final forms, but self-generating systems whose characteristics
and principles of organisation may render the full array of final forms comprehendable within a
truly rational taxonomy (Webster,1985 ;Webster & Goodwin,1982). Equally,the labyrinth of
specific ontogenetic processes at the mechanistic level may become more intelligable if they are
situated or embedded within an understanding of general ontogenetic principles.Waddington's
famous, and still unsurpassed, metaphor of the epigenetic landscape (Waddington 1975) helps to
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illustrate the goal of post-mechanistic research: to map the contours of ontogenetic order using a
range of experimental and analytical strategies, and finally to derive them independently from a
general theory of form and its generation.

Interestingly, teratological analysis of the kind conducted in this study may make a contribution
to this long-term research orientation.Stage-by-stage frequency analysis of alternative
developmental pathways under different conditions,of the kind conducted in this study,has been
relatively little-used in embryology to date.However,provided the pathways under analysis can be
related to known developmental pathways rigorously defined at the mechanistic level,stage /
frequency analysis may be a useful means of characterising the general relationship between
pathways and the overall organisation of the system's developmental space. This possibility is
graphically emphasised by the series of figures in appendix 1, in which the shape of part of
Drosophila's epigenetic landscape is calculated under different conditions. Three trajectories,
normal, 'dorsalised' syndrome B and 'ventralised' syndrome A ,are represented in an abstract
transformation space.The ease of transfer from one trajectory to another at successive
developmental stages is calculated from the frequency data in Chapter 5 and represented in terms of
the distance between valleys (or chreodes; see Waddington,1975),the steepness of the valleys and
the height of the intervening terrain.Steepness and height represent the relative canalisation of the
different pathways. The use of stagewise frequency data to determine the characteristics of
transformation space can therefore be used in a manner analogous to the use of recombinationfrequency data in chromosome mapping,to explore the relative characteristics of the epigenetic
landscape under different conditions.

Stagewise,teratological analysis of this kind may therefore provide one way of investigating
developmental space in a manner compatible with both detailed molecular and generative
mechanisms, and with the range of final forms that ontogeny produces. Others no doubt will
arise.The most important techniques for system-level studies are the most longstanding: these are
simple comparative analysis, whether of morphologies,developments,gene interactions or
epigenetic landscapes; and theoretical modelling of ontogeny in its many forms.
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How far such a course will take us is unclear.In the Darwinian paradigm,the basic principles of a
general theory were established at the beginning and research ever since has simply worked through
their permutations. Here,the general principles are unknown and the goal of empirical and
theoretical research is to determine them,to the degree that any indeed exisLlf a single,general
theory of form and its generation was found, the 'generative morphology' that resulted would,
ironically, resemble that of Geoffrey and Goethe, in that the classification of form,finally in
natural, unflawed categories, would in itself constitute a satisfying account of nature. And the
generative theory underlying this classification,and capable of predicting the whole transformationranges of defined ontogenetic systems would provide a conceptualisation o f Bildung that lay
beyond Goethe's Kantian doubt.Of course,it is by no means certain that all essential generative
phenomena can be derived from one or even a few such general analytics. Ontogeny may equally
consist of a variety of historically intertwined but varying and ultimately different generative
motifs,even motifs which blur into one another with no cardinal points anywhere in a chaotic
spectrum of transformation.Ultimately,the question of where higher-level analysis will take us is
an empirical one.However,the expectation of this author is that although the structuralist
metatheory explored in this discussion is the most rational and interesting one from which to
approach biology, historical and functional analysis will, in the long run, prove equally vital to
our understanding of development and form.
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A P P E N D IX
M ap p in g the E pigenetic L andscape o f D ro so p h ila .
Frequency data,of the kind presented in this study,reflect the probability of generating specific
phenotypes under different conditions.These conditions are defined,in this study, by the stage
and kind of perturbation deployed.The probability of passing from a normal developmental
trajectory to an abnormal one can be inferred from the relative frequency of normal and
abnormal embryos produced by each treatment at each stage.
These probabilities can be represented in terms of r e li^ : an easy transition can be represented
as gentle terrain,a difficult one as severe terrain that is hard to cross.For a given transformation
between two trajectories,the transition-probabilities at successive stages could be represented
together as a landscape in an abstact temporal and transformation space.
Here,the epigenetic landscape o i Drosophila ,with respect to two transformations described in
chapter 5, is calculated, to illustrate the use of the technique.The transformations are from a
normal state to syndrome A and to B l /B2.Here,these syndromes are assumed to arise from
two single,discrete alternative trajectories that can be accessed in early developmenkSyndromes
A and B 1 /B 2 have been chosen because they may represent opposite transformations ( of the
DV system ) and can thus be legitimately represented together in the same 3-dimensional
landscape.
The Landscape-mapping procedure is as follows.A two dimensional grid is first created.Its Xaxis represents transformation space,its Y-axis developmental time.A line down the centre of
the grid is chosen to reresent normal developm entiines to either side will be chosen to
represent the alternative trajectories.(fig 1; no.s 1-7 are developmental stages) :
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Fig 1.Stages 1-7 in the Y axis.Normal trajectory runs along a central X axis location.The
alternative trajectories A and B1/B2 will be situated in the transformation space to either
side.See text.
The frequency of generation of A and B1/B2 at each stage 1-7 is obtained empirically.Its
spatial representation is calculated with respect to "N' in three ways,all of which represent the
ease of passage between the normal and abnormal trajectories.
(a) Distance.Tho. lower the frequency of the syndrome,the further its trajectory is,in the
transformation-space of the X-axis, from the normal trajectory .If the frequency o f'X reached
50 % then the trajectories 'X' and 'bT would be continuous since the probability of
development preceding down one or other of them is equal.
(b)77grgAf.With a 50 % probability of 'X', the terrain between 'X' and "N" would be flat.If the
transition probability was 0% the height separating the trajectories could theoretically be
infinate,but any height can be chosen provided the probabilities between 0 % and 50 % are
represented proportiooately.Here,0 % frequency of transition is reresented by 50 height units
and 50 % frequency by 0 units .Intermediate frequencies are represented by correspondingly
intermediate heights .Finally ,should the probability of a transition exceed 50 %,a downward
slope would connect the normal trajectory to the abnormal one.
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(c)Steepness.ThQ gradient of the slope between the two trajectories can also be used to
represent frequency data.O % transition probability should be reresented as a vertical
slope.depicting complete canalisation of trajectories relative to one another.
In this study,successively more feasible transitions are represented as more concave slopes in
which it is easier to escape from the valley floor.It would be better,however,to represent slopes
as decreasingly convex (never concave ),tending towards a straight line as 50 % probability is
approached,for any deviation from a straight line between valley bottom and ridge crest
increases steepness at some point on the slope.
Using these principles,values for each square in the grid can be computed.Each value and
location within the grid can then define X,Y and Z co-ordinates of three-dimensional terrain. An
appropiate programme can transform these co-ordinates into an actual physical representation
of the data.This was achieved using VAX UNIRAS software to produce the colour diagrams
that follow.
There are 9 diagrams in all,divided into three groups of three.All the diagrams view the
epigenetic landscape defined by the syndrome A - normal - syndrome B transformation space,
between treatment stages 1 and 7 (fertilisation to gastrulation).The first group of 3 diagrams
view this terrain from directly above,in just two dimensions.The second and final groups give
alternative vistas on the landscape viewed in three dimensions,one from infront and one
behind.
For each group of 3 diagrams,the landscape is viewed under 3 different conditions; PPS only,
200|im C 0 CI2 and 10 pm A23187.
The diagrams are a very graphic way of depicting the data in chapter 5 because the behavior of
the whole system at many stages can be comprehended in a single figure.It is clear that
calcium channel blocker and ionophore really do have opposite effects on the system,at least as
regards this phenotype,since they depart from the normal state in opposite ways in their effects
on both the normal / A and normal / B transitions.
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The diagrams now follow.Hopefully,this useful and intriguing mode of analysis will gain
more widespread use in years to come.
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